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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this dissert ation is to study the life 

and work of R. Eliezer b . Nathan of Mayence (1090-1170) with 

particular reference to Eben Baezer , his magnum opus, as a 

source for the political , social , economic , and religious 

history of the time . While R. Eliezer was well known to his 

contempor aries as well as to the generations that immediately 

followed him, his influence became somewhat vitiated over the 

course of the years . He was overshadowed by many of his 

contemporaries whose works won for them much wider acceptance 

than what was granted to him. This was particularly so for 

his contemporaries in France , the Tosafot , who found their 

interpretations and novellae studied almost as much as the 

Talmud itself. R. Eliezer , on the other hand , just as much 

a giant in his own time , was gradually forgotten , except for 

passing references in the later literature . The very paucity 

of available texts of Eben Haezer was itself proof of the 

limitations of his later influence . 1 

R. Eliezer ' s work remains of great importance to all 

those concerned with the development of Halacha. We note 

1Note the discussion in Chapter II on the discovery 
of the manuscript of our text . 
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with interest the ties that existed between the Gaonim of 

the East and the scholars of Western Europe as exemplified 

by R. Eliezer. We marvel, too, at the extent to which local 

conditions had their effect upon the halachic standards by 

which the Jews of the time lived and worked . It is to R. 

Eliezer that we owe a great debt for the sensitive fashion 

in which he sought out the narrow ridge between the demands 

of his own times and the ideals and strictures of prior gen

erations . Of even greater importance is the historical 

material noted by R. Eliezer tangentially, while engaged in 

halachic commentary . Abstracting his torical material from 

halachic literature is not new . On the contrary , it has 

provided the basis for a great many monographs on Jewish 

life . In the case of R. Eliezer , random quotations have 

been noted by a number of authors in order to support their 

own historical theories . Comments made by R. E11ezer have 

often been taken out of context . 2 At no point, however , 

has there ever been a monograph devoted totally to his work . 

In part because of the absence of manuscripts that could be 

published scholars of this generation have turned their 

2A groundless but nonetheless characteristic utiliza
tion of R. Eliezer •s response was the attempt to utilize it 
as a major source for the early beginnings of East-European 
Jewry as well as the establishment of trade routes with 
Russia . An evaluation of these attempts to exploit an his
torical source in a purely subjective fashion can be found 
in Chapters I and VII . See also B. Weinryb, The Beginnings 
of East European Jewry in Legend and Historiography , passim. 
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attention away from the work of R. Eliezer . 3 The attempt in 

this work has been to impart some fuller measure of under

standing for the contribution of R. Eliezer , as well as an 

objective evaluation of the historical materials contained 

in his responsa. 

The work i s divided into two parts. The first deals 

with a biography of R. Eliezer and contains within its scope 

information on R. Eliezer ' s contemporaries, as well as a 

listing and evaluation of the works ascribed to R. Eliezer. 

In addition, an analysis of the nature and structure of 

Eben Haezer is appended to give the reader greater under

standing of the manner in which the text was edited and came 

into being. The second part of the work deals with an 

analysis of R. Eliezer ' s text from the standpoint of the 

economic, social , political, and religious f actors that were 

active in the world of which he was a part. For the first 

time, an effort has been made to systematize all the material 

contained in Eben Haezer in terms of whatever light it tends 

to cast upon our period . Clearly R. Eliezer's statements 

were not sufficient in themselves to provide a full history 

3There is a great dearth of adequate monographs on the 
work of medieval halachists . Jewish scholarship, under the 
influence of the Wissenschaft school of the 19th century, 
focused on the publication of manuscripts and the establish
ment of proper texts of Jewish classics. R. Eliezer was known, 
but was reduced to a series of historical footnotes. The two 
notable exceptions are the works of V. Aptowitzer ands. Albeck, 
dealt with , in Chapter II. Unfortunately, Al.beck never had 
the opportunity to conclude his work . Aptowitz~r''s interest in 
R. Eliezer was tangential. His primary concern was for the 
work of R. Eliezer b. Joel Halevi , R. Eliezer's grandson . 
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of Jewish life in Germany of the 12th century . Parallel 

sources for the period were utilized . The primary focus, 

however, was on Eben Haezer and the information that it 

provided . Additional informat ion garnered through other 

s ources was intended for contrast and comparison. A defini

tive history of Jewish life in the 12th century must await 

the completion of other monographs on R. Eliezer ' s contem

poraries, which together with this work , would give a rounded 

picture of Jewish life in our period . Till that time , the 

critical us e of Eben Haezer provides an excellent means for 

the investigation of our period . The literature is replete 

with overgeneralizations based upon extremely small samplings 

of evidence , particularly from the responsa literature . 

Every attempt was made here to guard agains t that danger 

through the careful counting and weighing of all relevant 

references . 4 

The historical background of Eben Haezer is dealt with 

to some degree in the body of the text itself . Its concern , 

however, was primarily with the inner world of the Jewish 

community rather than the outer world of which Jews were a 

part . Yet , a sound consideration of that outer world is a 

4Note, e . g . , the generalizations contained in Irving 
Agus ' s volume with the pretentious title of Urban Civiliza
tion in Pre-Crusade Europe that deals with the political 
and economic life of Western Europe with the exclusive use 
of sources from the res ponsa literature . As a result, 
Agus ' s volume is filled with overgeneralization and exaggera
tion both of the role of the Jewish trader in t he medieval 
world as well as the uniqueness of his position. 
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necessity if the history of the period is to be truly under

stood . The 12th century was a period in Jewish life usually 

associated with the neg~tive after-effects of the CrusadesJ 

The quality of Jewish writine in the period was mournful, 

based in large part on the attacks by the crusadi ng mobs on 

Jewish centers of population . The dirges that were sounded 

in the Jewish community tended to obscure for later genera-

tions the fact that the period as a whole was one of far 

different quality . Though the crusading mobs did exact a 

heavy toll among Jews of \lestern Europe , as we shall see , 

their immediate effects were not long lasting . On the 

contrary , the communities of estern Europe were far less 

affected than is generally realized . 5 Twelfth .century 

Europe still had the character of an open society . Open 

mindedness prevailed not only in the secular inetitutions 

of society, but in the Church and religious life as a whole 

It was only after the 13th century that the Church became 

increasingly bureaucratic and sacerdotal~ The 12th century 

5A. M. Habermann Gezerot Ashkenaz V'Tsorfat, passim. 
It is filled wi th the most mournful poetry as well as deeply 
movin£ and maudlin chronicles of the 1st Crusade . Part of 
t he burden of this work is the illustr ation of the immediate 
limited effects of the Crusades upon the Jewish community . 
Despite the attacks t he careers of • Eliezer and his col
league s belie the destruction of the community . Even now, 
the popular view of the Crusades blinds some scholars to the 
true nature of 12th century Jewish history . See, e . g ., 
s. Steinman, Cus tom and Survj_val , p . 12 . Though 3teinman 
shows understandinb of later German Jewish history , he gen
eralized about the earlier centuries from the later exper
ience . His view , moreover , is by no means unique among 
Jewish scholars . 
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was one in which there was still talk of Christendom and 

relatively littl e of a ponderous Church , weighed down by 

its own sinecures and v ested interest . The hold of the 

Church upon the people was still rather loose . 6 The in

dividual peasant periodically still worshipped his pagan 

dieties . Church celibacy proved extremely difficult to 

impose . Nat i onal consciousness was ill defined; though at 

times the lower classes were prone to the preaching of 

fanatics, discord between Jew and Gentile did not yet play 

the overwhelming role it was to play in future centuries . 

It was a time of great change and ferment i n Europe . The 

population increased greatly , and there was movement f r om 

the countryside t o the towns . Prosperous towns sprang up 

on all sides . Though they did not compare with the grandeur 

and splendor of the East , there was a sense of freedom and 

individuality about them . They were often garrulous and 

quarrels ome, not to say dirty and unsanitary . The houses 

were made enti rely o~ wood , even those at the highest levels 

of urban society . The 12th century town was not large . Many 

of them did not involve more than a few hundred people . 

Yet , the fact that urban society of the century proved it-

6s ee infra , Chapter V . The material noted by R. 
Eliezer which disclosed a depth of contact between individ
ual Jew and individual Christian illustrated the lack of a 
hold by the Church on i t s r eople . Cf . F. Heer, . 'fhe hedieval 
World , p . 21 ff . Beer's thesis of the 12th century ~ s one 
of an open society i s c ompat i ble wi th the t rends noted i n 
thi s work . 
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self to be so flexible , so open to change , and to that which 

was novel created the kind of society in which a Jewish 

community could thrive . 7 Despite the overtones of hate 

engendered by the Crusades ., the reality of freedom made 

such outbursts still temporary and passing . Jewish rela

tionships with the burgher group were still reasonably good 

even through the Crusades . The burghers still had not 

reached the state which enabled them to seek complete dom

ination over the cities . 8 The real effects of the Crusades 

were to be felt later. Simil arly,the decay of the towns 

in the 14th century had their effect on a totally different 

pattern of Jewish settlement , as they were expelled from city 

after city . It was the later stagnation of town life accom

panied by a precipitous decline in population that helped to 

produce a mistrustful defensive mentality so inimical to 

the interests of the Jewish community and so self- destructive 

wi.thin German society . 9 

The prosperity of the towns in our period will be 

7The fate of the Jew in Germany was intertwined with 
that of the medieval town. The towns were in their early 
stages , and , therefore , we do not pos sess all the information 
we have for a later period . Its major institutions were 
still in a state of flux and were not fully formed . This 
factor, perhaps as much as any other , was important in cre
ating a e ood climate for the Jewish community . See H. Pirenne, 
Medieval Cities, pp. 75-119. 

8 S. Ba~on, A Social and Religious History of the 
Jews , Vol . IV , 75 . 

9F . Heer, op . cit ., p . 75 . 
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documented through material from Jewish sources . However , 

the prosperity extended not only to the Jewish community . 

It was part of the economic pattern of the tote.1 community . 

The town of our period in Germany was the center of a flour

ishing a.nd significant trade with the hinterland of Europe . 

It was largely through the active development of t hat trade 

that the Jewish community was able to hold its own . 11ajor 

economic progress was noted in many areas . There was rapid 

growth in the money economy , great multiplication of fairs 

and markets , a rising standard of living . In all of these 

developments , the town played a major role . Economic de

velopments in the 12th century cons tituted a veritable revo

lution in which wealth derived from commerce and industry 

began to displace wealth derived from agriculture .10 As 

the towns developed , they brought forth their own governing 

groups , an urban patriciate . The urban ruling classes were , 

however , far removed from the feudal system and the landed 

gentry , ~or whom a natural antipathy existed . They turned 

much more to the monarchy as their protector and ally . 

Jewish authorities tended to hiehlight the role played by 

the monarchy in attracting and holding Jewish settlers in 

the towns under its protection.11 The monarchy was , 

10J . Thompson , An Economic and Social History of 
Medieval Europe , p . 513 . 

11s ee , e . g ., s. Baron, A Social and Religious Histozy, 
Vol . IV , 68- 71 . 
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however , firmly aligned not only with the Jews , but with 

the aspirations of the entire burgher group . Our period 

was one in which the interests of thP. Jewish community and 

that of the burghers were still more or less identical with 

one another . 

The 12th century is spoken of as a period of great 

cultural awakening . It was a period of renaissance in art , 

literature , science , and philosophy, and represented a high 

point in the f~owering of medieval genius . 12 The center for 

such cultural inventiveness was not , however , in the cities 

where the Jews of Germany lived . The towns of 12th century 

Europe were essentially induotrial centers . The townspeo

ple were preoccupied with trade and handiwork primarily , 

and were far removed from the strong intellectual currents 

of the century that had their sources in far more cloistered 

halls .13 Unlike the Jews of Spain or Provence who lived in 

a rich cultural atmosphere and reacted positively to that 

environment , the Jew of the urban areas of Germany was not 

12A full description of the nature of that medieval 
awakening is to be found in all its variety of forms in a 
volume by Charles Howe Haskins, entitled The Renaissance 
of the 12th Century . It comes particularly as testimony 
against those who would conceive of this period as being 
part of the Dark Ages that 1vas not broken till the Renais
sance of the 15th century . That view of history, claimed 
Hawkins , is remote from reality . 

l3H . Taylor , The rfodieval r11nd , Vol . I, 344 . 
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exposed to the same intensive cultural environment . The 

Medieval Renaissance , as it became known , bypassed the 

German city . It is for that reason , perhaps more than any 

other , that Jewish cultural expression of our time remained 

confined largely to Jewish tradition , parallel to develop

ments within the Christian community .14 Though the university 

was considered by most scholars to be the contribution of the 

twelfth century to mankind , the earliest beginnings of the 

university were confined to areas of Europe other than the 

Rhenish cities . Those beginnings were tied closely to the 

growth and development of the ca thedral schools , and bypassed 

the Jewish community .15 Perhaps most significant among the 

cultural development of our period was the increased use of 

the vernacular in the society of the time . The development 

of a vernacular literature was paralleled by a far greater 

development of the spoken vernacular , as noted in the sources 

collected in this work .16 

Most clearly felt in the t welfth century was the Eastern 

14The remarkable parallels between Jewish cultural de
velopments and those of t he Christian world has been noted 
by Christian as well as Jewish scholars . See , e . g ., F . Heer , 
op . cit ., p. 313. The differences in cultural development 
betwedn the Jews of Spain an · those of Germany are deeply 
rela~ed to the differences in cultural development among non
Jews in the two communities . 

15c. II . Haskins , op . cit ., p . 369 . 

16s ee infra , Chapter VI . 
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expansion of Germany that went hand in hand with the growth 

of population and the expansion of trade . The traces of 

tha t movement to the East will be clearly seen in our 

sources . The trend of expansion was most clearly noted in 

the areas of Silesia and Bohemia .17 Often the settlers in 

the East were accompanied by merchants and slave traders . 

The political system of the new areas of development was an 

extremely fluid one . .Political fJu±lli.ty was , however , char

acteristic of the ol der areas of G·ermany as well . Though a 

central authority existed , most governmental functions were 

l ocal in nature . Differences of great significance existed 

from area to area , and local tolls became a source of dis

satisfaction and conflict . 18 Local jurisdictions were often 

in conflic t with one another , and there was tension between 

the countryside and the urban areas . Beoauoe of the lack of 

a truly effective central authority , the roads were often 

unsafe and journeys entailed great danger . Local authori

ties whose jurisdiction overlapped were often vicars of the 

church. 

Aside from the vagaries of the local situation that 

varied from place to place , there were at least two major 

institutions with which the Jewish community had to contend . 

17ff~ H. Thompson , op . cit ., p . 535- 6. The movement of 
German expansion to the East represents one of the most sig
nificant developments of our period . It had begun much be
fore our time. This is not to be confused with the question 
of Jewish settlement in Russia , discussed in Chapter III . 

18:rbid . , p . 510 . 
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Both political institutions operated at cross purposes with 

one another. The first was that of the Holy Roman Emperor 

who was a threat to the German princes and their autonomy. 

Those princes often made common cause with the Pope~against 

their rival, the Emperor. That was so, for example, in 1077, 

when the princes , under the prodding of Rome, set up Rudolf 

of Swabia as a rival to Henry with the understanding that he 

would not make the throne hereditary . Our period was one in 

which the conflict between the monarchy and Rome was formid

able . Henvy V, at his coronation in Rome in 1111, seized 

the Pope and compelled him to consent to a treaty he desig

nated . Once he was set free , Pope Paschal II disavowed the 

extorted concession. It was not until later in 1122 that 

the ConcordL.t of Worms was entered into between Pope 

Calixtus II and Henry v. solvin6 in part the problem of 

investiture . Yet the Papacy remained to a large degree 

supreme . The Emperor found himself increasin~ly isolated , 

both from the Ghurch and from the nobility . 19 His natural 

ally increasingly became the town burgher . Even more impor

tant, his nonalignment with the Church came at just the time 

that the Church had embarked upon its Holy War. It meant 

that the German Emperor was forever deprived of the possi

bility of leading the grea.t nations of Em ·ope . Beyond the 

19J. Bryce , The Holy Roman Empire , p .' 204. Bryce 's in
tensive study r !olates very much to our work , for it under
lines the disunity in Germany of our period. It i s that very 
disunity that allowed the Jewish community to develop and 
thri:i~re. 
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difficulties that existed between Pope and Emperor, the local 

situation often made its own demands . Both Rome and the 

Emperor were distant , and local government authorities as 

well as local church authorities often went their own way and 

made their ovm decisions irrespective of the pronouncement of 

their chiefs . Church doctrines proclaimed by highly placed 

Church Prelates represented one aspect of the life of the 

Church . The day to day functioning of the Church represented 

still another . Similarly . under the condition of twelfth 

century Europe what happened under local , daily conditions 

was a lot more important than the grandiose proclamation of 

an Emperor , removed from the scene . That lesson was learned 

well by the Jews , whose protection by the Emperor availed 

little in 1096 . For most of the century the period was one 

of an increasing degree of feudalization . The jurisdiction 

of the Crown was diminished ; the choosing of the Emperor 

had become a matter of election de pendent on princely 

Electors rather than being based on hereditary rise to office . 

Only the career of the brilliant Frederich I Barbarossa 

(1152- 1189) stemmed the tide of decentralization and even 

then only temporarily . 

Conditions for Jewish settlement , then , were not at 

all bad . Europe of the 12th century was flexible enough to 

allow an entirely foreign group an opportunity to make its 

way in its society . In truth , the wonder of the Middle Ages 
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is not that Jews suffered at the hands of Chris tians. Rather, 

it is nothing less than wondrous that they survived alto

gether. The fact 1s that they did more then survive. As we 

shall see, despite the Crusades and despite the occasional 

incidents that boded ill for the future, the Jews of Germany 

did well. 1rhey held their own, both in economic and social 

terms. The very decentralization and feudalization of 

Germany encouraged the Jew to make his own way. Even if 

expulsions occurred from one or more communities, it was al

ways possible to go into another area in which an edict of 

expulsion had not been made . The Jews had come to Mayence 
20 

at a very early period. It is said by some scholars that 

they might well have settled in Mayence in the wake of the 

Roman Legions . At a minimum they were active in Mayence in 

the 10th century. They continued ' to expand and to develop 

not only the commercial activity of the Jewish community , 

but also its religious and cultural life. There were set

backs in the growth of the community. In 1084 the Jews were 

accused of having set a conflagration which destroyed a 

large part of the city . A great many were forced into tem

porary exile, and were received by the Bishop of Speyer . As 

will be spelled out later, the Crusades did have a crushing 

effect on the Jewish community of Mayence, but not ,, nearly 

to the extent that is often assessed. The 12th century proved 

to be most congenial for the Jews of Mayence as for the Jews 

20 For a treatment of the early history of the Mayence 
community , see infra , p . 24 . 
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of Western Europe . It is within that context that we must 

see the work of R. Eliezer , the leader of Mayence commun

ity, and the great scholar of his time. 

It was only later , with the rise of nationalism and 

the consolidation of the guilds , that the lesson of the 

Crusades were finally driven home . Later changes in eco

nomic and social cond.itions finally squeezed the Jewish 

community out of its place in German society . It is only 

then that the tide of expulsion began in earnest and the 

Jew resumed his wandering . 

, 
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PART I 

R. ELIBZRR BAR NATHAN 

CHAPrl-.:R I 

THE LIFE AND WORK OF R. ELIEZER 

R. Eliezer bar Nathan of Mayence lived a long and pro

ductive life . While it is diff icult to pinpoint t he exact 

date of his birth , it is probable that he was born in 

1090 . 1 He lived to a ripe old age , and was privileged to 

witness the a cademic accomplishments of one of his grand-

1As in many other details of his life , one is hard pres
sed to be accurate in giving an exact date for R. Eliezer ' s 
birth. We must depend on material R. Eliezer transmitted to 
us through his writings . In Eben Haezer, 36ab , we r ead in a 
responsum of an exchange of cor r espondence between R. Eliezer 
and R. Samuel , his son- in-law . The responsum contains the 
date 1133 , representing the latest date by which R. Eliezer 
could have married off his eldest daughter . The same responsum 
contains the phrase (o•)y~,~, J'ln, 0•,~yz c , 0 ,, Ml•~ w•n 

o•i~,y an allusion to the fact that R. Eliezer had reached 
his fortieth year . On that basis , an approximate date of 
birth in 1090 would seem certain. As we shall see later , R. 
Eliezer ' s chronicle of the First Crusade was based on second 
hand information , a f act that is consi s tent with his being a 
child of six at the onset of the Crusades . There does exist 
an allegation on the part of some authorities (see particularly 
Michal , Hayyim, Or Hahayyim, p . 212) that R. Eliezer sat at the 
feet of Rashi , a possibility that would make his birth date 
much earlier. Such an allegation has no basis in fact . Note 
the t horough destruction of the hypothesis by S . Albeck in his 
introduction t o our text , Chapter I . For a fuller treatment 
of R. Eliezer ' s relationshiu with Rashi see i¥fri D. i5 , has 
well ae footnote 10 • rt . Ei1ezer was kn wn mos w eiy y i s 
aobrevi a~eCi name , RaBan . 16 
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children . 2 He died , revered and respected by all, in 1170 . 3 

R. Elie er was born in Mayence , and it was in that city that 

he married and raised a family. 4 Of his own immediate fore

bears we know very little . Not only is the name of his 

mother unknown to us; we know nothing of his father except 

his name . R. Eliezer had at least one brother , Hezekiah , 

2Responsa of R. Meir of Rothenburg , par . 581 . This 
particular responsum is also to be f ound in Mordecai , !ftl• 
par . 250. In both copies of the responsum , it is said that 
the question was posed to R. Eliezer by his grandson . Our 
text in which the question first appears has no such refer
ence . (Eben Haezer , 68c ) . The inclusion of a serious ques
tion from the pen of his grandson attests to the academi c 
achievement of the young man . (R. Eliezer b . J oel Halevi 
was born ca . 1140 according to Aptowitzer , V., Mabo L' Sefer 
P..abiah , and was probably the grandson cited . ) 

3The exact date of R. El i ezer ' s death is open toques
tion. In Safer Hayyashar ~f R. Tam.. (par . 293) the following 
statement is t o be found:y2 ,~ill ~ , TY' 7 '~ w~ , g MTSince R. 
Tam died in 1171 , R. Eliezer could not have lived beyond 
1170 . The statement , however , is not conclusive , for it is 
possible that it was added by R. Tam ' s etudents . It is 
clear , however , that R. Eliezer died before 1175 , since he 
predeceased Ephraim of Regensburg whose death occurred in 
that year . A responsum from Joel Halevi to Ephraim already 
noted R. Eliezer ' s death . See Sefer Rabiah , Pt . I , p . 221 . 
Note also Aptowitzer ' s extended remarks on the date of R. 
Eliezer ' s death in his introductory volume , p . 49 . 

4Nowhere do our sources give us a clear and unequivocal 
judgment on the place of R. Elie~er' s birth . There is no 
question that his land of birth was Germany . His thorough
going familiarity with the German vernacular is itself far 
reaching proof that he came from a German speaking environ
ment . R. Eliezer was often referred t o by his contemporaries 
as coming from Mayence . Although that does not necessarily 
mean that Mayence was his birthplace , the overall weight of 
the evidence seems to point in that direction . (Cf . S. 
Albeck , Introduction , Chapter II) . Wherever R. Eliezer was 
born , it is clear that he spent many years living and work
ing in Mayence . 
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but even he was mentioned but once in Eben Haezer . Though 

he was knowledgeable enough to pose a question to R. Eliezer, 

it is improbable that he ever attained profundity of 

scholarship for his name does not appear in any other con

temporary source . 5 R. ~liezer also had a brother-in-law, 

Isaac , similarly unknown in any other context . There is no 

indication whether Isaac was his sister's husband or his 

wife's brother . 6 The immediate family of R. Eliezer was 

not distinguished for its s cholarship , although R. Eliezer 

was distantly related to a number of individueJ.s who occupied 

important places in the Jewish world of his day . 

R. bliezer's childhood was not recorded in any of his 

writings , not even in his chronicle of the First Crusade 

that swept over the city of his birth. He was a child of 

six at the time , but if the First Crusade struck in any way 

at his immediate family , not a memory of it was left for 

historians to ponder . 7 Though we know nothing of the 

5Eben Haezer , 58a . Even his question was minor and 
uncomplicated . It is impossible to draw final conclusions 
from a single r eference . There is , however , the greatest 
difference between the passing reference to Hezekiah and the 
much fuller treatment accorded others in R. Eliezer ' s family . 
It is clear that R. Eliezer ' s brother never assumed promin
ence in the community . 

6illQ,., la . This r epresents the one and only refer
ence to R. Isaac in the entire work . 

7Autobiographical elements are , of course , difficult 
to uncover , even at a later point . For the earlier period 
of his life , there is almo st nothing in his writing . If , 
indeed , the first Crusade had a cataclysmic effect upon the 
lives of the Jews of :Mayence , it seems hardly conceivable that 
they would not be reflected in R. Eliezer ' s writing . 
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occupation of R. Eliezer ' s father , the absolute lack of fil

ial scholarly traditions leads one to believe that he was a 

businessmmi . 8 R. Eliezer was , at any rate , free to pursue 

his studies and in the custom of the day left his home to 

study with the venerable scholars of the age . 9 There is some 

question whether h . Eliezer even knew Rashi or ever studied 

with him . Despite the many complimentary and warm. refer

ences made about Rashi throughout the entire course of our 

work , it is evident that R. Eliezer never saw Rashi person

ally , and, of course , never had the opportunity to study 

with him .10 R. Eliezer spent a period of time in Speyer 

8There is not a single reference in the entire work to 
an academic tradition derived specifically from his father . 
In light of the veneration and the frequency with which such 
traditions are mentioned by contemporaries , it is likely that 
t hey never existed in R. IUiezer ' s case . This is all the 
more so because of the prominence given by R. Eliezer to aca
demic traditions supplied by other relatives whose d.egree of 
familial closeness was not specified . It is highly sugges
tive, though far from proven , to assume that R. Eliezer came 
from a well-to- do , though unscholarly family . His acceptance / 
as a son-in-law by the most renowned scholar of Jayence was a 
tribute to R. Eliezer ' s own intellectual prowess rather than 
the quality of his immediate family . 

9we shall deal shortly with the extent of R. Eliezer ' s 
travel . Unfortunately , he did not leave any information that 
would allow us to date his various trips . Most of them took 
place during the course of R. Eliezer ' s later service to his 
community . Other trips were undoubtedly taken during the 
course of his early student days . How far he travelled in 
those years is seriously open to question , but it is evident 
that he was influenced by customs and traditions he witnessed 
in the Bast . 

lOThe work of Rashi had a most profound effect upon R. 
Eliezer, and he was counted among Rashi ' s most vigorous de
fenders . We shall consider later on the full extent of 
Rash1 ' s influence . He was , however , more the spiritual dis
ciple of Rashi than his actual student . The view that R. 
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where he studied with • Isaac b . Asher Halevi, w~om he con

sidered to be his mentor throughout the course of 1l . liezer's 

lifetime.11 Similarly, he spent time with • Jacob b. Isaac 

Halevi ( y":iy, ) in the city of Worms. R. Jacob, a distant 

relative of R. Eliezer , was also his teacher and acknowledged 

as such over the course of the years . 12 R. : liezer's 

Eliezer never knew Rashi was not universally held . According 
to Z. Margaliot , R. Bliezer did indeed have opportunity for 
direct contact with Rashi . He based this view on a statement 
in Siddur Raban, allegedly written by R. 1Ui ezer, that read 

• •• :nl!7:i !!71!\i:l ??EJn;o , 11 :in pn::P i:l l!7 11 i 'EJ?J ,ny?Jl!7 7:J 
1':ote the 0iscussion in S. Albeck , Introduction, Chapter I . As 
Albeck indicated , the attempt on the part of !-1argaliot to 
trace direct contact between R. Eliezer and Bashi had no 
basis in fact . For a fuller discussion of niddur Raban as a 
source , see infra, r. ., 

" ~ ., 
11Aptowitzer has held that it is impossible to identify 

R. Eliezer ' s teachers , and that all one CEn sa.y is that he 
studied with many teachers in the vicinity of JliJayence . Ac
cording to Aptowitzer , Eliak:im b . Joseph , his father- in- law , 
de s ignated in our text as,,,~, was so named only as a desig
nation of honor . (V , Aptowitzer , Mabo , p . 52) . Such rea
soning would make it next to impossible to identify any 
teacher- student relationship . The pattern of the time , as 
reflected in the lif e of Rashi , was for a young man t o go 
out into the world and there search for teachers . That pat
tern was repeated in the life of I . Bliezer , and was reflect
ed in his work . The correspondence between R. Eliezer and R. 
Isaac clearly betrayed the student- teacher relationship . Even 
when R. Eliezer quarreled with R. Isaac over an interpreta
tion of a statement attributed t Rashi , R. Isaac ' s references 
to R. ~liezer displayed the honor g iven a favorite student . 
See the long discussion in Eben Haezer from 75d to 78a. Note 
~articulaTly R. Eliezer ' s closing s tatement to R. Isaac nny, • . . 

1 ' l ' Y~ 1n N~~ TY~? ' ll ' ~M , n,, , , ~ n~, ' li,,n nnN •n• ~w DK , ,,~ 

12n. Eliezer d id not indicate exactly what the family 
relationship was between himself and n. Jacob . 2.1here uas some 
closeness bet ween t t e two men despite the fact that ll . Jacob 
was far the older . R. i~lie zer never s p&cifically ref erred t o 
him as his teacher . This was , however , evident in the manner 
in which R. Eliezer wrote of the historical traditions derived 
f r om R. Jacob in Eben Haezer , 2lab . See also S. Albeck , 
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relationship to R. Jacob was so close that in later years , 

he was the guarantor for the dowry of R. Jacob ' s daughter .13 

R. ~liezer must have attained a high level of scholar

ship at an early age , for he was chosen a s son-in-law of the 

most important scholar in Mayence , R. 3liakim b . Joseph . R. 

~liakim was at the time the head of the Mayen~e Yeshiva and 

well known to the scholarly world . He functioned as chief 

judge of Mayence , and was embroiled in the political con

troversies of his time . 14 He was often turned to as a source 

of authority by many within his community . R. Eliakim's fame 

had spread beyond the confines of :Mayence and he was known 

to the scholars of France as well . He was primarily a 

teacher , but some elements of his thought were incorporated 

Introduction , Chapter 3, par . 3. R. Bliezer was probably the 
first to refer t o R. Jacob 'i: y the name " y- 11 ::i:9, 11 which was 
used to identify him by all later authorities (~ben Haezer , 
59c). 8ee infra , footnote 183 . 

13Mordecai , B. Bathra , par . 751 . Mordecai b . Hillel 
quoted R. 3liezer b. Joel Halevi who transmitted the informa-
tion in the name of his father . :ii:9 ~,~ 'lPT ,:i~,~ '7 ,~~10• • 

• 1nn7 nn7 1:i1p~ 1n,,l11l 7:9 y- 11 ::i:9, ,:i, 7~ 1nn7 
The same tradition was transmitted by R. Isaac b . Hoses (Qr 
Zarua , par . 752) . 

14Eben Haezer , 283ab . The only reference we have to 
this incident involv ing fraudulent Kiddushin that literally 
shook the entire Jewish community is in our text . R. Eliezer 
himself pl'a:yed a minor r ole in the controversy . The major 
role was pl ayed by R. ~liakim, as was fitting for the titular 
head of the community . £or a full treatment of the incident 
and its attendant concern for interference by the government, 
see infra, Chapter III . See also Eben Haezer , 79c in which 
R. Sliakim was drawn into an incident of murder on the high
way primarily because of its potential dangers to the Jewish 
community . 
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into the works of R. Eliezer and t hat of his great-erandson, 

R. Eliezer b . Joel Halevi. 15 Largely because of the s car

city of his writings even R. Eliakim ' s name was s omewhat in 

dispute among later authorities. In the course of corres

pondence with R. Sliezer, R. Samuel ben Meir made reference 

to R. Eliezer's father-in-law, "Leontin." Some authorities 

s ought to explain the name by positing a second wife for R. 

Eliezer . Others assumed that R. Eliakim had become ill and 

had his name changed. What is more probabl e than either 

explanation is that the text itself should be read ae 

Eliakim.16 R. Eliakim lived a long life ; he was born in 

15E. g ., Eben Haezer, 16d, 79c . The material origina
ting with R. Eliakim that ia to be found in the work of R. 
Eliezer b . Joel Hal evi i s listed by Aptowitzer on pp . 247 and 
292 of his Mabo L' Sefer Rabiah. Note als o that some elements 
of his teaching were transcribed in Or Zarua , e . g ., Pt. 1 , 
par . 272 . 

16".Phe original reference is to be found at the begin
ning of an extensive correspondence between R. Samuel ben 
Meir and R. Eliezer (Eben Haezer, 290b). It is the only 
place in which such a designation of R. Eliezer's father- in
law occurs . Each and every time that R. Eliezer referred to 
him , the designation was unmistakably Eliakim. Yet on that 
shred of evidence numerous authorities projected their 
theories . Michal sugge8ted that R. Eliezer had another wife 
and hence another f a ther-in-law (Or Hahayyim, p . 211) . There 
is nothin~ in the sources to support such a view. R~ Samuel's 
epilogue to his correspondence reads wN,~ ,,0n iJ'~,, a,,w 

. . .• on , n~ ' l~ n7~ , , ,n~, 
Such a reference can only be to the great s cholar we know as 
R. Eliakim j.n our sources . The name Leontin was ordinarily 
used as an alternate to Judah (Note, e . g ., the French scholar 
Judah bar Isaac surnamed ser Leon) . It was that fact which 
led Aptowitzer to assume that the name Eliakim was given to 
R. ~liezer ' s father-in-l aw during the course of an illness , 
but that his real name was Judah . (V . Aptowitzer , Mabo, p. 
49) . As we have noted , an alternate and perfectly plausible 
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1070 and died sometime between 1145 and 1148 .17 He took his 

son-in-law , Eliezer , under his wing , allowed him to function 

as a judEe under his supervision , and eventually designated 

R. ::?!liezer as his successor . Among those associated with R. 

Eli akim on his Beth Din , was Kalonymus bar Yehuda . 18 In all 

major cases R. Eliakim spoke f or the Beth Din and for the 

elders oI the community . R. Bliakim was conservative in hi s 

interpretations of Jewish law . That conservatism is perhaps 

best illus trated by his ruling on the use of stained glass 

suggestion is that the reading Leontin i s actually a scribal 
error. It should read ~liakim. See E. Urbach , Daale 
Hatosafot , p . 149 . 

17R. Eliakim ' s birth date is only an approximate one . 
It is based on the assumption that he must have been about 
twenty years older than R. hliezer . (Note V. Aptowitzer , 
Mabo , p . 48 ) . His date of death is somewhat easie r to 
establish. \le know f rom our sources (Eben Haezer , 49c) that 
R. Eliakim was still alive in 1145 , because in that year he 
was embroiled in the controversy over the blowing of a ram ' s 
horn in the Mayence synagogue . By 1148 (Eben Haezer , 17a) R. 
Eliezer was sitting as the head of the Beth Din with his own 
son-in- law at his s i de . R. Eliakim had died by that time , 
f or R. Eliezer contrasted that time with an earlier one in 
which he sat at the feet of R. Eliakim as a minor member of 
his court . The later date of death i s probably the better 
one since R. Eliakim did have the opportunity to study with 
his great-grandson who was born in 1140 . Note the comment 
of .R . Eliezer b . Joel Balevi ' :i PT =io, ' • ,:i o ' i' '?N • ., 127 "1 ' m 1 ::>, 
(V. Aptowitzer , ~ , p . 247) . i 7.ly • n i 7.l?W 

18R. Eliezer functioned as a judge not only under t he 
tutelage of his father- in- law but also that of Kalonymus b . 
Yehuda (Eben Haezer , 16d) . It i s impossible to determine the 
date of R. Kalonymus ' s death . Even if he outlived n. Eliakim, 
it i s probable that R. Eliezer would have taken over the Beth 
~ ' from his older colleague •· Without question , R. Eliezer 
far out s tripped the younger scholars of ¥ayence . 
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windows with paintings of lions and snakes in a synagogue 

in Cologne . R. Eliakim, though living at the time in 

Mayence , was called upon to rule on its permissibility . He 

was shocked at the very thought , and expressed his opposi

tion forcefully . 19 R. Eliezer ' s relationship with his 

f ather-in-law was a close and intimate one . He referred to 

him continually , not only as • t>n , but also as ., ., 17l , and 

studied with him frequently . R. Eliezer spoke of his 

scholarship in the most complimentary terms and considered 

himself to be not only the son-in-law OI R. Eliakim but his 

disciple as we11 . 20 

The Jewish community of Mayence which R. Eliezer 

headed was l ong prominent in the Jewish world . According 

to legend , the Academy in Mayence had been founded by 

Kalonymus of Lucca , who had been brought into the country 

19R. Eliakim was by no means unopposed in his stringent 
views on this issue . R. Eliaki m' s Teshubah was pr eserved for 
us in a number of places . It was recopied in Or Zarua , par . 
207 as well as Mordecai , Ab . Zara . par . 840 . Aptowitzer 
noted that the version in Mordecai was highly corrupted , and , 
therefore , brought the following text preserved by R. 
Eliezer b . Joel Halevi (V . ···Aptowit zer , :Mabo , p . 292) "IJ:iw 7' l:li1 '' 

, w,n • , n,:i, 7::, ... 0 .,wn Ji n,,.,k ,, n ~ , :i,m· ,n,55, llf• li"iip:i nc:i::> n " :i aw, 
. 7, , , ?1W::>~ , , ., , 1R1::l ' M?O ., ,::> ,n "l ::>il l~ n,,,in 7n1R ,p,0 , , a, , :i::>? 

See infra , Chapter VIII, footnote 5 , for a fuller discussion 
of the religious and legal problems involved in R. Eliakim ' s 
decision . 

20Eben Haezer 23d . This attitude was still evident 
even when R. Eliakem had died and R. Eliezer had established 
his reputation as a scholar . Cf . supra , footnote 11. 
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by Charlemagne , but there is no documentary evidence to 

support that view. 21 The first reference we possess to 

the Jewish community dates from the first half of the tenth 

century when an unsuccessful attempt was made on the part of 

Archbishop Frederick to limit Jewish commercial activity . 22 

The Kalonymus family was deeply involved in the early 

years in the establishment of the Academy , followed in 

later years by a succession of brilliant scholars . The 

most illustrious of them was R. Gershom, "Meor Ha.Golah , " 

whose s tudents spread the study of Torah throughout the 

Jewish world . R. Jacob b . Yakar , the teacher of Rashi , was 

among the most important of those students . Of importance 

also were R. Eliezer b . Isaac (Ba.Gadol) as well as R. Isaac 

b . Judah . 23 The Yeshiva of Ma.yence was one of the places 

21The entire question of the origin of the Mayence 
community and its Yeshiva is very much at issue among the 
authorities . Some sources (e . g ., Joseph Hacohen , ~ 
HaBaha, p . 17) told of Kalonymus of Lucca being brought 
from Italy by i ' JN~ 1?~P(Carolus Magnus) in order to restore 
learning to Germany . It is difficult to identify the 
Emperor cited . Some authorities place the settlement of 
Jews in 876 , holding that the reference is to Charles the 
Bold, who was in Italy in that year . Still others hold that 
it was Charlemagne , himself , who brought the Kalonymides 
into Germany . S • . Albeck, Introduction, Chapter 2 , was ap
parently confused and held that the scholar was R. Moses b . 
Kalonymus who actually lived in the tenth century and was 
not a contemporary of either Emperor . One other po sGibility 
could perhaps be Otto II (973-983) who was known to have had 
contact i. rith a Jew named Kalonymus . 

22J. Aronius, Regesta , pp . 54 and 125 . 

23s . Albeck , loo . cit . See irrfra , Chapter II, for a 
full description of their work . 
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where Rashi came to study after pursuing his s tudies for 

a time at v1 orms. 24 • f liakim, and after him R. 1':Iiezer , 

took their places at the head of an institution tha t already 

had a lon,o: uninterrupted history of being in the f orefront of 

Jewish academic life. ?he influence of R. Eliezer, in his 

generation at least, was to rival those who had preceded him 

both in the quality of his students as well as in his own 

contributions to the world of Jewish schol~rship . 

There is no record of the name of ~ . ~liezer 's wife 

and he never referred to her even obliquely in his work. 

He had no sons, or at le~st none that survived . 25 He did 

have four daughters , mos t of whom married scholars of some 

repute , and grandchildren who were to bring considerable 

glory to the family . The first of his sons-in-law was 

24Rashi , Ketubot , 77a . Rashi traveled widely in 
Germany , making himself familiar with German cus toms and 
traditions . Zeitlin believes that Rashi came to GermRny as 
am ture scholar . See s . Zeitlin, "Hashi and the Rabbinate , " 
JQR , Vol . 31. 

25~here is an attempt by some authorities to establish 
that R. Eliezer did have a son , but it was not based on ma
terial transmitted by R. Rliezer himself. Rather , it was 
based on a variant reading to a ~osafot in Hullin, 46b. The 
text there reads as follows: ::ipv ' 1l'::i,, cDSN ::i,, ~"n:2 peg 1~, ••• 

n~,~ n,n 7'~N , ::i, 1J According to a Vatican manuscript of the 
Tosaf~ , the text should actually read 1":l ,:2 ::ipy , u • ::i:, . Note 
Zunz · s comment reproduced in Germania Judaica, p . 198, as 
well as Urbach ' s comments (E . Urbach , op . cit . , p. 158) . It 
seems rather strange , however, for such a statement to consti
tute the only reference to R. Eliezer ' s son . It is even more 
peculiar that our amended text considered him to be a scholar 
of some repute, but without a trace of his work outside of 
that text . Despite the ingenuity of the thesis , it is utterly 
without foundation . 
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Eliakim, the one non-scholar in the group. Eliakim was 

mentioned only once in the entire work , but he wa s not por-
26 trayed as a participant in academic dialogue . The appel-

lation Rabbi was not applied to him by R. Eliezer. It is 

probable that Eliakim was a person of subs tance, and that 

he made his living as a wine merchant . 27 The second son

in-law was R. Uri , who did attain scholarly status, but was 

not a man of influence in the Jewish community. Though R. 

Uri corresponded with R. Eliezer who considered his ques

tions to be of significance , he left no writings or re

sponsa . No quotations of his works appear in the Tosafist 

literature , nor did he occupy an important teaching post . 28 

26Eben Haezer, 23d . The context for his being men
tioned was one in which Eliakim erred in the handlin~ of 
wine . He had absolutely no part to play in halachic .dis
cussion , nor was he mentioned by any other, authority . 

27v. Aptowitzer , ~ ; p . 51 . Aptowitzer ' s conclu
sions on the nature of Eliakim ' s occupation appear to be 
substantially correct , though they are hardly based on in
controvertible evidence . There is precious little in our 
sources on which to base any conclusions . The use of the 
term Rabbi was indeed very common in our period and was ap
plied by R. Eliezer to all his other sons-in-law. For a 
fuller understanding of the significance of the term as used 
in our period as well as its historical development , note 
s. Assaf, L 'Korot HaRabanut , p . 27 . 

28Eben Haezer , 30d . While Eliakim was totally out of 
the mainstream of the scholarly world , R. Uri was only par
tially within it . All we have of his work is this scant 
reference in Eben Haezer and there are no references at all 
to him in the contemporary literature . It is possible that 
R. Uri was a brilliant student of promise who died early in 
life but there is absolutely nothing in our sources to prove 
such an hypothesis . 
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Of much greater importance were the two sons-in-law 

who made significant contributions to the world of Jewish 

scholarship in their time . The first of t hese was R. 

Samuel bar Natronai. R. Samuel was a frequent correspond

ent of R. Eliezer , and an active participant with him in 

halaohic dialogue . 29 R. Samuel was born ca . 1110 . 30 He 

lived in ma,ny cities , viz ., Bonn , :Mayence , Cologne , and 

Regensburg . However , his exact birthplace is not known. 31 

Similarly , his date of death is not known , but he was al

ready dead in 1175 . 32 Although he was always referred to 

by R. Eliezer as R. Samuel , he referred to himself often as 

29There are twenty-three different references to R. 
Samuel in Eben Haezer . Though he was at all times respectful 
to R. Eliezer , R. Samuel did not hesitate to express most 
forcefully his own independent views . 

30Hi s exact date of birth is not known . The approxi
mate date is based on two factors . The first is that R. 
Samuel was already married to R. Eliezer ' s daughter in 1133 . 
A responsum dated in that year was probably written when R. 
Samuel was in his late t wenties . In addition , he was older 
than R. Joel who refers to him as ,,,z:, and whos e birthdate 
is ca . 1120 . Note Aptowitzer ' s rather thorough di s cussion 
(V. Aptowitzer , ~ , pp . 79-81) . 

31urbach , op . cit ., p . 178 . The phrase "of Bonn" often 
added to R. Samuel ' s nama was supplied by R. Isaac , Or Zarua 
( pt . 2 , Par. 75) . The phrase does not , however , e stablish 
Bonn as his birthplace but rather a city with which he was 
identified . 

32supra , footnote 3 . It is clear from the text that not 
only R. Eliezer , but also R. Samuel predeceased R. Ephraim of 
Regensburg , who died i n 1175 . He i s , there. f ore , not to be 
identified with the martyrs of Neuss in 1197 chronicled by 
Joseph Hakohen (Emek HaBao~ . p . 43) , an error of identifica
t~,on made by Albeck, op . cit ., Chapter 5 , par . 20 . Cf . M. 
Gudemann, Quellen zur Geschichte der Juden in Deutschland , 
pt . 2 , pp . 73 f . 
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l?) ":n, and it is by this name that he was often known in our 

sources . 33 R. Samuel sat at his father-in-law ' s feet as a 

judge in J.Iayence for a period of time . 34 He had married by 

1133, and a:fter spending some time in :Mayence took his wife 

with him to set up their new home in Cologne . 35 R. ~amuel 

was a spirited young man , and did not hesitate to attack his 

own father-in-law on halachic issues in dispute . At times 

this was disconcerting to R. Eliezer , who evidenced both 

respect and love for his son- in-law . 36 This was particularly 

noticeable.in the case of one problem debated by R. :raiezer 

b . Samson of Gologne and R. Samuel , on the one side , and a 

eroup of other scholars on the other . R. Eliezer was called 

in to give his views , and he ruled against hi s son- in-law. 

33This is the way he referred to himself in a letter 
to his nephew ti::iu, ' lN •n,~, TY ' . ~;efer Rabiah, p:3t" •. 1 , p . 
159 . H. Michael , op . cit ., p . 596 , indicat ed that he saw 
such a signature on a manuscript of Seder Tanaim V' Amoraim 
that was in his possession . See also the Teshuba of R. 
Samuel that was in front of R. Meir Hakohen , a pupil of H. 
Meir of ,othenburg . (Hagahot Maimuniot , Hilchot !shut, Ch. 
23 , Par . 9) . 1'he name was played on by later generations to 
praise R. Samuel ' s work . See Mordecai , Hullin , Par . 731 , 
as well as Teshubot R. Neir of -:Eb.then urg , Par . 736 . The ab
breviation was a source of confusion f'or later generations , 
some of whom called him Samuel ben Tubiah. That his name 
was :'amuel bar Natronai was clearly attested to by R. EJiezer 
b . Joel Halevi (Sefer Rabiah , par . 1088) . Note Aptowitzer ' s 
full discussion of the problem (V. Apto1itzer , ~ , p . 69~ 

34Eben Haezer , 16a. 

35rbid . , 36ab . Then in his late twenties , R. Samuel did 
not remain permanently, but returned to Mayence in 1148 . 

36rbid . , 24a . R. Eliezer ' s lan,!U.age betrayed some im
patiencewith his young son-in-law. ?' Nil nN , T~' ?N ., lK •n•, 

••• , ,ll c ., ,n~ , ,~ , , ?N 1~U, . , 'lnn N1i1 ill i D~, il~ • nll~il 
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During a lone correspondence that followed , the language 

used by father-in-law and son-in-law was extremely sharp . 

Its sharpness reflected the issues of the halachic dis

cussion, but di d not reflect personal conflict between the 

two men. 37 · R. Samuel was capable of mounting a barbed at

tack on his opponents , and was possessed of a temper that 

manifested itself often . 38 His stormy temperament did not 

prevent his opinions f rom gaining wide acceptance , both 

during the course of hi s lifetime and after his death , in 

part through the g ood offices of his wife who lo outlived 

him. 39 Though he was not the author of a great halachic 

text , he did write a series of Tosafot to a number of 

Aptowitzer went too far in asserting that R. Eliezer could 
not be considered one of R. Samuel ' s teachers . It i s true 
that R. Samuel was a caustic young man , not averse to dis
agreeing publicly and passionately with his elde r s . All 
the same , his extensive correspondence with R. Eliezer 
clearly displayed scholarly i ndebtedness of a student to 
his teacher. Of . V. Aptowitzer , Mabo, p . 69 . 

37~. , 36b, 37c . The language of the responsa lit
erature was not always simple prose . Often it was poetic , 
as here , s of tening s omewhat the impact of the literary blows 
that were landed . In t his particular case , the allusion was 
to the i mage of the vineyard develo"Red b:v Isaiah,. ,Chapter 5 . 
Note e . g ., the following: ' ~ r.,,:f, ,nro ,,no Di1 " rr:ln::>i ••• 
" lnn , , ~ , n, ..• cn~, , p , ,,p,9',i on:,,n 7,,, ~, ~o ~,~o ~,pn 

••• o,liei z:ip ,,,:, i1?Yi ,p,o?.:l, pTiyz:, ,:i.l'k , :, u,, , ? 11.l,::>? ' Ni, 

The ingenuity of the responses could not obscure the basic 
respect each of the protagonists had f or one another . 

38 •ee e.g., Sefer Rabiah , pt . 1, p . 459 . ' lK TY '• · • 
,,,l l?'N~ 7,,,n, T'Plnl y, ,~,n, ~~n lMl~ , ~"~w ' l N ' " ', 

on •,~n~ w,,~,, ,,n, , ~, •nnli ~ .• , n,, , no,s ,,n~ n~wi1 a,,~,, ,, 
,,l ,i,g • N?i ,, 7,yow' ~~, ' WlN 7:,,, . . . 0,y,n n i1~YZ:, ,,nNx~, 

~n, Oi1? 7' , wN 7iyg3 n~ 'Wl 7~XY n ,~''" " N?i 

39E . Urbach , op . cit ., p. 179. Note also Or Zarua , pt . 
2, par . 430 . 
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tractates of the Talmud . 40 We also have in our possession 

reference to Sefer Shel Rabbi Shevet , containing a series of 

responsa. 41 He wrote liturgical poetry , and at least one 

S ' licha for the Day of Atonement survived . 42 Most of the 

extant references to R. Samuel are contained in Eben Haezer 

as well as in Sefer Habiah of his nephew , and it is through 

their transmission of his comments and questions that any

thing at all remains for us of R. Samuel ' s work . Two of R. 

Samuel ' s s ons are known as scholars in their own right: R. 
.. 43 

Mordecai and R. Solomon of Bruhl . 

40R. Eliezer b . Joel Halevi provided us with some in
formation on the nature of these glosses . Unfortunately , 
the texts themselves have been lo st . Note the comment of 
R. Elie zer b . Joel Halev i : • • • ' n.,:icz., 7:, ' n l "Ttz? inN :i ,w, 

o•• ~":iw ,l,:i, ~w nit n,,:i, nigoin~ • nN~D 

(V . Aptowitzer , JY!'..abo , p . 289) . In addition to Aboda Zara. , 
he wrote Tosafot for Erubin and Niddah. Some authorities 
have maintained that R. Samuel wrote Tosafot for many other 
tractates (note , e . g ., J . Freiman , Germania Judaica , Vol . 1 , 
48. Freiman lists Tosafot on sixteen different tractates . 
All we possess , however , are isolated statements of R. Samuel 
rather than any more organized work . Note the treatment of 
the problem in E . Urbach, loo. cit ., p. 179 . 

41The basis for assuming the exis tence of such a book 
is to be found in a reference to it in Sefer Assufot , a 
fourteenth c entury collection of liturgy and halachic refer
ences appropriate to our period . However , whatever we pos
sess is fragmentary in character and it is difficult , there
fore , to draw definitive conclusions . See V. Aptowitzer , 
~ , p . 72 . Note also the suggestion of Urbach that the 
book is to be identified with p~w 1 J ' ~' 71 0 , referred to by 
R. Eliezer b . Joel Halevi: (E. Urbach , loc . cit . ) . 

42J. Freiman , Germania Judaica , Vol . I , 48. 
S ' licha is ·not listed in Davidson ' s monumental work , 
HaShira V' haPiyyut . 

43v. Aptowitzer , ~ . p . 70 • 

The 
Otzar 
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The second son-in-law of note was R. Joel b . Isaac 

Halevi . R. Joel was younger than R. Pamuel and had studied 

under him in the City of Bonn . 44 Although little is known 

of R. Joel's own family, it is probable that his father was 

R. Isaac b . Joel Halevi , one of the martyrs of the Second 

Crusade of 1146. 45 R. Isaac was not a scholar; whatever 

claim he had to academic fame came to him from the ex

ploits of his children and grandchildren . 46 R. Joel ' s 

44s. Albeck , Introduction, Ch . 5, par . 13 . The two 
were cousins , and they were close to one another before 
their association with R. Eliezer . It is , perhaps, no acci
dent that the two brilliant young scholars were chosen as 
husbands for R. Eliezer's daughters . 

45A. M. Haberman , Sefer Gezerot Ashkenaz V' Tzorfat , 
p. 117. Reference here is·to the chronicle of R. Ephraim b , 
Jacob of Bonn who wrote of the events of 1146 as follows: 

?N1 ' ,"~ pnx , · , , , , ~~n , ~,~ 1' ' ,,o,~ ,,n NXl l ~D o, ,,n , ' lW1 
o~ ,, ~,y, ,n w l D' D~ ~y,nD , nN ,,,x DM'?Y ~,, ,, , n,,n , ,D, , ,,n 

. on,~N n,,~p~ cw a,,~p,, NXllD 1N~,n 0 'l11MM a,, ,n , n, ... WDl 
The question of whether the individual named here was actual
ly R. Joel ' s father has been debated . It has been pointed 
out , e . g ., that the events of 1146 occurred before the birth 
of R. Joel ' s first child and he was still not named after his 
grandfather , contrary to tradition . Aptowitzer dealt with 
the problem ingeniously by pointing out that it was not only 
R. Isaac who died violently but R. Isaac's grandfather who 
perished similarly in the period of the first Crusade . 
There was, therefore , a reluctance on the part of R. Joel to 
name his child after his father f or primarily superstitious 
reasons . See V. Aptowitzer, Mabo , pp . 37-38 • .An even 
greater objection is grounded on the fact that R. Joel never 
mentioned the martyrdom of his father. or his grandfather . It 
did not appear in his son's writings , nor did the frequent , 
references of R. Eliezer to R. Joel betray any knowledge of 
such unique occurrences. The signi1icance of martyrdom for 
the period would make it hardly possible that it would be 
passed over in total silence. Cf. E. Urbach, op . cit., p . 179. 

46we have no reference to R. Isaac in our academic liter
ature . There is not even a passing reference in R. Joel ' s 
work to a word of Torah spoken to him by his father, and the 
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mother, the second wife of R. Isaac, was the sister of R. 

Samuel's mother , which would explain the closeness of the 

two s ons , later to be brothers-in-law. Although no other 

member of t he family can be identified, R. Joel did have a 

half-sister , Miriam , related through his mother , though not 

his father . 47 R. Joel was born in 1120 and lived a rather 

long life , dyi ng ca . 1200. 48 He was brought up in Mayence, 

but spent most of his life in other German cities . Most 

notable among them was Bonn, a city mo s t often associated 

with R. Joel's name , where he established his own 

same is true of R. Joel ' s even more illustrious son . Some 
clue as to the activity of R. Isaac can be gleaned from R. 
Ephraim ' s chronicle. His murder was said to have taken 
place while he was making wine in the vintage season. He 
may well have been a simple vintner. See A. M. Habermann , 
loo . cit . Neither R. Eliezer nor his famous sons-in-law 
came from families whose immediate forebears were scholarly. 

47s efer Rabiah , Part 2 , Par . 545. n,r.i ,n,n~ n,~ g J ~ • •• 
, rn,r.i? D,, :l ,::i ,,;;,, il ' ?:51 ?::iNnil N? , r.itUl l"JN'ntll ,n,nN ilM ' ilW a,, ?.) 

0 ' ~ ' 0?n7 il~?il n,,,n, ?N ,~, ,,,3 il ' ilW ' l D~ ; 
In contrast, note the related responsum discussed by R. 
Eliezer (Eben Haezsr, 13d) that had come from R. Joel . Al
though R. Joel ' s half sister , Miriam, was not mentioned by 
R. Eliezer, it is evident that it was her death that moti
vated the question . Cf . Mordecai, Moed Katan , par. 887 . R. 
Eliezer and R. Joel were in halachic disagreement over the 
resolution of the problem. For the relationship between R. 
Samuel's mother and R. Joel ' s mother, see Sefer Rabiah , par . 
1069 . , ,r.i N:lN il'::i, DK ninN y::i ~::iw ,l ,::i,, 

48v. Aptowitzer , Mabo, p. 39. See §upra, footnote 1 . 
The chronologies are int'e'r-E'wined with one another . Apto
witzer ' s theory of R. Joel ' s marriage being his second one 
is , however , unnecessary and is not reflected in any other 
source. The date of death is based on a responsum directed 
to R. Eliezer b . Joel rather than to R. Joel himself after 
he was succeeded by his son. See also v. Aptowitzer , ~ . 
p. 422. 
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Yeshiva . 49 In his youth, R. Joel traveled from city to city. 

He spent some time as a student in Regensburg, 50 and visited 

the City of Wurzberg. 51 In Cologne , he functioned as a Rabbi 

and leader of the community . 52 It was apparently during his 

travels to Regensburg that R. Joel first made the acquain

tance of the famous proselyte he referred to in his writing . 53 

49According to Albeck , • Joel was born in Bonn . 
(8. Albeck , Introduction, p. 422) A similar view was held 
by H. Michal, op . cit., p . 472 and Germania Judaica , p . 48 . 
Aptowitzer , however , felt that the identification of a man 
with a city does not necessarily mean that it was the city 
of his birth. On the contrary, it might mean , as it as-
suredly does here , that it was a city closely associated with 
his work . See SeMag , Hilchot Gerushin, 132a. (The text there 
actually reads KJ1~,J~ 7K1' r, but the text of SeMa~ has two dots 
over the word1 11 J ). Aptowitzer established Mayence as the 
city of R. Joel ' s birth , based on his reading of the material 
in R. Ephraim ' s ohronicle , ·supra, footnote 43 . It is attested 
there that R. Isaac was buried in his family ' s plot in the 
City of Mayence , establishing the fact that both R. Joel ' s 
family as well as R. Eliezer ' s originated in Mayence . 

50Eben Haezer , 195d . p110l'Cli'J(.:i.),,~ 7K1' r, 'Jl1n K'~il 117 l11''Cli'1p ... 
Aptowitzer theorized that R. Joel spent two periods of time 
in Regensburg . The first occurred when he was quite young 
and wandered from city to city seeking instruction. The 
second stay in Regensburg occurred when he was a mature 
scholar , already married to R. Eliezer ' s daughter . See 
V. Aptowitzer , Mabo , pp . 39-40 . 

51Ibid. , l3cd . R. Joel did not spend a long time in 
Wurzberg, and there is no expression in Eben Haezer of con
tact with a center of 'lorah in Wurzberg . We possess not a 
single name of a scholar from Wurzberg in communication with 
R. Eliezer . Despite this , note the rather exaggerated view 
of R. Joel ' s work in the city to be found in Germania 
Judaica, Pt . 2 , p . 480 . 

52or Zarua, Part 2 , Par. 341 . il'?'nn:i'? 1:::-N1ri K'J 1'?1p~ il'Ti il'Cli'>'~ 
r,J il7"; JKj i~>''ij K'J17"1P 'J'.J.1 '11'!1il1 '11'~n7 ~,ti • 1' i:l Ki'tJ lV !J 

also Germania Judaica , Part 1 , p . 74 . ~ .,DK 1K1' 1J'~11 Note 

53v. Aptowitzer , Sefer Rabiah , Ft . 2 , pp. 253-256 . 
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R. Joel was perhaps the most loved of • 1liezer's sons-in

law . Although he was certainly on friendly terms with R. 

Samuel , it was only to R. Joel that R. Eliezer spoke with 

great warmth , calling him " , ::i , , i'J ni'J, " and exhibiting great 

interest in his development. 54 R. Eliezer always commented 

on R. Joel ' s knowledge with respect , and even when R. 

Eliezer was chiding him for an academic oversight , the tone 

was never biting . 55 On the other hand , R. Joel was far 

more even tempered than his brother- in- law and couched his 

infrequent disagreements in a mo0t respectful ,ay. 56 I t 

was to R. Joel that R. El~ezer sent a copy of Eben Haezer 

for his comments when R. Joel was resident for a period in 

Regensburg . 57 R. Joel then circularized the text among his 

colleagues and teachers as well as commenting upon it him

self . The questions that were raised by R. Joel ' s col

leagues were then forwarded to R. Eliezer who incorporated 

his answers to the problems that were posed into the body of 

54Eben Haezer , 59d . 

55~ . In this case , R. Joel was being prodded 
gently over a misinterpretation of a comment by Rashi. 

56There are twenty-one separate references to R. Joel 
in Eben Haezer . Frequent among thos e references is the 
phrase ' JY.,.,D ,~,., .. ,, (e . g . , T.ben Haezer , 304a) or .. , 'Jnn ' JP ' PT :i 

w1~ , ,~,., 255a);throughout the course of a long relationship 
there were no heated words between the two . Judging by R. 
Joel ' s relationship with his colleagues his own personality 
was a significant factor in the ever..ness of the relationship 
with R. Eliezer . (See V. Aptowitzer , ~ta.bo , pp . 43-44 on hi s 
confrontation with an aggressive R. Ephraim) 

57Eben P.iaezer, 237d . p,,~wl•,~ ?Ni • • , •lnn , , , •wi, , g Y' lnw~, 
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his manuscript . Both the ' questions and r . Eliezer's 

answers were often written into the blank spaces between 

tractates, and the text was later printed in tha t f ashion. 

Those ·questions that were not included in the body of the 

text were appended to the end of the text . 58 R. Joel , 

though of considerable standing in the academic world , stood 

in the shadow of his teachers and colleagues in Regensburg . 

Foremost among them wa s R. Isaac bar Mordecai E.t whose feet 

R. Joel sat . Included also were R. Ephraim b . Isaac and R. 

Moses b . Joel whose names appeared frequently among R. 

~ Eliezer's correspondents . 59 

R. Joel enjoyed success in his work , both as a teacher 

and a schola r . He had many students , especially in Bonn , 

where his Yeshiva was thronged with scholars . 60 His writ

ings were mainly balachic in nature; as in the case of his 

58Tha action of R. Eliezer was a significant expres
sion of the great respect he helq for the Regensburg Academy . 
Note Ebe:i.1 Haezer , 224bc , for a typical example of the manner 
in which R. Eliezer integrated the reactions of Regensburg 
scholars into the body of his work . At times , R. Bliezer w.as 
defensive about his work , and it was discussed and argued 
overheatedly in the Regensburg Academy (e . g ., Eben Haezer , 
78a) . For greater detail on the na ture of the editing pro
cess , see infra , Chapter II . 

59These three were the II p,,:i. lZ7 .,_.,., "?J ::i n " indicated in 
our text (e . g . , Eben Haezer , 32a) and they constituted an im
~ortant unit in the German-Jewish community of the time 
(Infra , Chapter III) . '.!:heir influence was {!,Tes.t on R. Eliezer, 
but it was widespread in Germany as a whole. Note s • .Albeck, 
Introduction , Chapter 4 . On the particular rela tionship be
tween R. Joel and R. Isaac b . Mordecai, note R. Joel ' s comments 
as preserved for us by Sefer Rabiah, par. 916 . 

60rt is clear from statements made by his son that R. 
Joel ' s Yeshiva in Bonn was filled with s tudents. Note Sefer 
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brother-in-law, t hey were s ca ttered in many places . I n 

part, his interpret ations , as well as h i s re s ponsa , were 

ref l e cted in our t ext. 61 I n greater number , t hey appeared 
62 i n Sefer Rabiah, compiled by his son. In addition , R. 

Joel wrote 1r os af ot for Sanhedrin , as well as f or B. Mezia , 

t hough there are authorit ies who hold that he was much more 

prolific . 63 He was the author of a t least seven liturgical 

Rabiah , par . 289 . It i s dif ficult to identify t hose scholars 
who considered t hemselves his disci-ples . Perhaps amone; t hem 
could be f ound R. Ephraim b . Jacob of Bonn , i f we can accept 
the sta t ements made by R. Joel i n his correspondenc e with R. 
Judah b . Kalonymus of Speyer . (Sefer Rabiah , par . 407) Fost 
important amone his s tudents was his own son , R. Eliezer . 

61The __; ben Haezer is important primarily for the ex
change of correspondence on halachic mat ters that took place 
between R. Eliezer and R. Joel . Our text also preserves 
s ome el ement s of • Joel ' s teaching , quit e independent of his 
contact with R. Eliezer . See e . g ., Eben Haezer , 49bc . 

62Not only is Sefer Rabiah the single mo st important 
s ource f or R. Joel Halevi . It also constitutes an important 
repos itory for R. Eliezer ' s comments as well . :B'or a full 
lis ting of materials in Sefer Rabiah t hat relate directly to 
the work of R. Joel , see V. Aptowitzer , ~ , pp . 252- 257 . 

63Germania Judaica , Vol . I , p . 49 , lists Tosafot by R. 
Joel f or eleven tractates of t he Talmud , based , however , 
on rather flimsy evidence . Aptowitzer cut that list rather 
severely , sipce Sefer Rabiah mentioned only Tosafot f or 
Sanhedrin , B. Mezia , and B. ; athra (V . Aptowitzer , ~ , 
p . 46). Urbach , in his updating of Aptowitzer , holds that 
Tosafot to Gittin and Sotah also wer e probable . (E. 
Urbach , op . cit ., p. 181) . 
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poems . 64 R. Joel was highly respected by the Jewb of his 

time, and achieved prominence that mus t have been a source 

of , atification f or .a . Eliezer. His fame as a schol ar , 

like that of his father-in-law , spread beyond the conf ines 

of Germany . R. Isaac bar Samuel , who took upon himself R. 

Tam ' s mantle of leadership , tho 7ht very highly of rt . 

Joe1 . 65 

R. Joel hed two sons . The first of them , R. : 1iezer 

b . Joel Halevi (Rabiah) was a major figure in the German 
.. 

community whose influence was f ~lt not only in hi s genera-

tion , but in l ater generations as well . He was a great 

teacher , counting among his students R. Isaac Or Zarua of 

Vienna . It was through his work that R. Eliezer ' s teaching 

continued as an active and vital f orce within the German 

community . 66 R. Eliezer was privileged to see wi th his own 

64 ,, • La.ndshuth , Amude Ha ' Avoda , p. 83 , listed only four 
of the poems . Zunz, in his Literatursgeschichte , p . 209 , 
listed six of them. It was I . Davidson , op . cit ., passim , 
who identif ied all seven . His citations a re given by V. 
Aptowitzer , ~, p. 48 . Of t he seven poems , six were 
S ' lichot , and one a dirge . 

65v. Aptowitzer , Mabo , p . 48 . 7,~~ 7Jil 1J7 ,~ 'J ••• 
66 • '~Jn 'l' P ,,~~ 7 n, 7l,~ n17l71 • ,,,i~ n•~ 717~7 

R. Eliezer b . Joel Halevi consti vu~ea Ollrl of the great 
rabbinic personalities of our period . His life and work was 

· dealt with in the most minute detail by V. Aptowitzer. The 
greatness of Aptowitzer ' s work also lies in the copious material 
he collected about Rabi ah ' s contemporaries, with sp -cial refer
ence to his family , including n . 1liezer . See V. Aptowitzer , ~ 
L' Sefer Ra.biah , nassim. Any full consideration of Rabiah and his 
impact upon our period is far beyond the s cope of this work . 
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eyes the very early development of his g:rand.son , f or their 

lives over lapped and Rabiah spent at le &.st some of his eLrly 

years in his grandf ather ' s house . As an extremely young 

child , he even had the privilege of s t udying with ~is great 

grandfather . 67 Although Rabiah ' s great contributions had 

long been known , it remained for t he scholars of' om: genera

tion to publish the magnificent Sefer Rabiah and to estab

lish his reputation even more completely . 68 R. Joel had 

another son, R. Uri , who was not particularly dis tinguished . 

Unfortunately , R. Uri di ed a martyr ' s death under circumstances 

that are not entirely clear , but were highly embellished by 

legend . 69 His tragic· death greatly embittered the last days 

Our interest lies primarily in the extent to which the grand
son reflected in his writing the influence of his illustrious 
grandfather as well as the hi storic 1 material bearing on our 
peri od that may have been preserved by R. Joel's son . 

67cf . supra , footnote 2 . V. Aptowitzer, ~ , pp . 6-8 . 
Scholars were too quick to jump to the conclus ~on that Rabiah 
was named after his grandfather . See e . g ., s . Albeck, Intro
duction , Oh . 1 . According to the universally accepted view , 
R. Eliezer died in approximately 1170 (Supra , footnote 3) . 
R. Eliezer b . Joel Halevi could not have been born later than 
1160 and probably was born as early as 1140. (Note Aptowitzer 's 
caref ul destruction of the dating proposed by Germania Judaica , 
V. Aptowitzer, Mabo , p . 4) . Ra.biah could not possibly have 
been named after his deceased grandfather . It is probable that 
he was named after another R. Eliezer and that there was no 
superstition in the German community thr; t militated against it . 

68s efer Rabiah , published in four volumes , by V. Ppto
witzer 1912-1939 , with an add itional volume of Addenda pub
lished in Jerusalem in 1936, followed by the introductory 
volume noted above. Even this great work was not a complete 
edition of Sefer Babiah , but contained only about 2/3 of the 
material . 

69 V. Aptowitzer , ~ , p . 67 . 
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of his brother Rabiah , who was to die soon afterwards . 70 

In the City of Cologne , if not in Mayence , R. El

iezer ' s succe sors continued to make their very significant 

contributions to Jewish learning. Like Rashi , whom he ad

mired greatly , R. Eliezer was not privileged to have sons 

continue with his work . In both cases , however , a fortunate 

choice of sons-in-law established a family tradition of 

scholarship that was to effect Jewish life in Germany . In 

the relatively small Jewish community , the existence of the 

scholarly Jewish family with its genius for Jewish learning 

gave the community a continuity and unity that were extremely 

important ingredients for its suc.cess . .An attempt was made 

by some authorities to link R. ~liezer ' s family with two very 

significant scholarly figures of a later period , thereby 

increasing its influence even more . _The first of these was 

Rabbenu Asher , famous halachjsj;, and father of li. Jacob~ 

Haturim. Many authorities accepted the possibility that R. 

Asher was the grandson of R. Eliezer , primarily because R. 

Asher referred in his work to " p.~, , J pr • " Others , with 

a better sense of history , rejected the possibility that R. 

Asher was the grandson of R. Eliezer , but held that sone 

distant relationship did exist between them. Even this as

sessment, however , goes beyond that which is historically 

70Note the plaintive tone of a Teshuba by Rabiah to his 
student, R. Isaac Or Zarua , after the incident (Or Zarua, pt . 
1 , par. 756) ,n,::in~::i n,~n:, 1:,:i1 ,nn::;r1 ,ni,:i::i ::11,?J , n1J 117 '? :i :, ·n~ 
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proveable . 71 A similar attempt was made in the case of 

Mordecai bar Hillel , another eminent halachic anthologist 

of the thirteenth century . In this case as well, attempts 

to link the two famous men are not based on significant 

hiot orical evidenoe . 72 

71s efer Halachot of R. Asher , Hullin , Ch . 3 , Pars . 4, 
11 . Azulai (Shem HaGedolim, 13b) believed that R. Asher 
was literally the grandson of R. Eliezer . Michal , op . cit ., 
p. 211 , as well as Albeck , Introduction, Ch . 1 , recognized 
that such a concept would be chronologically impossible . 
Both , however , held that R. Asher was removed three or four 
generations from R. Eliezer but the relationship still ex
isted . It remained for Aptowitzer to point out that R. Asher 
often quoted material that was not original with him. In all 
instances , when R. Asher v1rote 11 7 :i~, 'J pr , " he was quoting 
R. Eliezer b . Joel Halevi . fhe other important segment of 
evidence linking .:.: . Rliezer to R. Asher is the tombstone of 
R. Yehuda , son of R. Asher . On the tombstone , the family 
line of R. Asher was traced back to a R. Eliakim, identified 
by s ome as the s on- in- law of R. Eliezer. If this is indeed 
so , it is strange , claimed Aptowitzer , that an additional 
ref erence to R. Eliakim ' s father- in- law was not mentioned in 
any of the sources , a phenomenon extremely difficult to ex
plain in light of 1. F'liezer ' s importance . See V. Apto-
wi tzer , Mabo , pp . 50- 52 . 

72n. Azulai , op . cit. , p . 68b . The attempt to make 
of Mordecai bar Hillel the grandson of R. Eliezer was based 
on references made by Mordecai to,J pr 7 :i.K,(Mordecai , ll!?_. , 
par . 57) . It has been pointed out by Michal , op . cit ., p . 
210 , as well as by s . Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 1 , that such 
references reflect not the words of Mordecai bar Hillel, but 
rather those of Rabiah whom he was quoting . This point was 
clearly made by Mordecai , himself , in a comment on B. Bathra 
(par . 794) , where he referred to Rabiah and then stated 
11 7 :i~, 'J p 1r- • IZ7:i :in :i i 1Y, •• • 11 An additional element of con
fusion was introduced by the fact that a person named R. 
Hillel was mentioned by R. Eliezer and identified as a rela
tive (Eben Haezer , 67c). Despite some attempts to link this 
R. Hillel with the father of Mordecai , it is clear that he 
belonged to the group that surrounded R. -Toel in Regensburg 
and could not possibl y have been the father of Mordecai ( S . 
Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 5, par . 10) . Albeck also was not 
able to relate R. Hillel to any other scholar among the many 
who are known to us by that name; he was known but to R. 
Eliezer . 
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R. Eliezer ' s family was large and influential, and 

was linked closely together t hough its members lived in 

widely scattered areas in Germany. R. Bliezer probably 

had contact with them during the course of his travels . 

More importantly , he was in correspondence with them, their 

names often appearing in Eben Haezer. They represented a 

significant portion of the intellectual community of the 

period and made contributions of no little importance to the 

academic tradition of German Jewry . 73 R. Eliezer had some 

measure of wealth , but at no point did he make any indica

tion as to the manner in which he made a living . Our period 

was one in which we find the beginning of salaries paid to 

Rabbis , but R. Eliezer madd no reference in his text of ever 

having received compensation for his work in the com.munity .74 

73R. Eliezer did not indicate in mo8t iDBtances the 
nature of the family relationship . Typically , he simply re
ferred to a scholar as ,~,,p without giving us an inkling 
of the extent of the relationship . In many instances, it is 
possible that the scholar was related to h . Eliezer ' s wife . 
Further complicating proper identification is the fact that 
often such individuals were only mentioned in Eben Haezer 
and not elsewhere in the literature of the time . See n . 
Albeck , IntI·oduction , passim , on R. Eliezer ' s far-fl'U.:[\g 
family . 

74For a full discussion on the problem of salaries paid 
t o R bbis , note infra , Chapter III . Cf . s. Assaf , "L'Korot 
HaRabanut:' p . 44 , printed in a collection of Asaaf ' s hist or
ical essays entitled B' Oholei Ya ' akov . Assaf ' s view is that 
ours was a period of transition from an unpaid largely volun
tary leadership group to the professionalization of the 
Rabbinate . Note the interesting responsum reflecting the 
professionalism of a later period already to be found in Qr 
Zarua , Part 1 , Par . ll3 . R. Eliezer was not dependent on 
the c ommunity for support . The extent of his wealth is a 
matter of conject ure , but he did supply the dowry for R. 
Jacob ' s daughter , without hesitation . See supra , footnote 13 . 
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He probably had interests in the many trading operations 

tha t s ustained the Mayence community , and his trips to the 

East might well have reflected such interests . 75 R. El

i ezer's correspondence was voluminous , for he was turned to 

as the foremo st authority of his time , not only by those who 

were his close associates in Germany , but also by those who 

were residents elsewhere . His contacts with a wide circle 

of scholars were reinforced by extensive traveling during 

which times R. Eliezer had the opportunity to meet with his 

colleagues on issues of joint concern . His t r avels took 

him primarily to the c ities of Germany that he visited as a 

young man , including the Rhine cities as well as Regensburg 

and Bonn . He was called upon to re present his own community 

in synods of Rabbis and other communal leaders that were 

called from time to time to deal with community problems . 

Although many of these meetings were held within the confines 

of Germany , there were also times in which R. Eliezer met 

75There is not a trace in any of R. Eliezer ' s writii.,g 
of economic difficulties that he personally experienced , if 
such , indeed , existed . While there is no direct evidence 
to prove that he was a trader , such a hypothesis is based 
on two factors . The first is the thorough familiari ty our 
text possesses for trading operations. The second is wit h a 
possible link between R~ Eliezer ' s travels to the East and 
the activity of traders in that area . The possibility of 
investing capital while makinga minimum investment of time 
might well have provided R. Eliezer with the time he needed 
to pursue his studies . Such a view is consistent with the 
state of economic development in Germany of t he times . See 
infra , Chapter VII . 
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with French Rabbis on i ssues of common concern. 76 He also 
I 

traveled to the East, and reported what he had seen in his 

writing . Pri marily, he r emained in his own city and main

tained communica tion with surrounding communities through 

extensive correspondence. 77 

Of great impor tance was the correspondence of R. 

Eli~er with t he French Tosafot. Although t here were times 

i n which disagreements were expressed that ~ere stormy in 

char acter, t here was deep respect between the leaders of the 

French community, and R. Eliezer , the acknowledged leader of 

t he German community. Individual differences between the 

two communities existed in abundance . 78 However , they found 

it possible to cooperate when necessary; the bonds between 

the two communities were strong . In R. Eliezer's time, both 

76There were two separate synods in which R. : liezer 
participated that are known t o us but the synod in France , 
. eld in the wake of the second Crusade, was by far the more 
important . • Eliezer utilized the synod to travel in 
France, and consult with his colleagues . For a description 
of the synods , see infra , Chapter III . 

77The few references in Eben Haezer to R. Eliezer ' s 
travels to the East have been given considerably more impor-
tance by his torians than they truly deserve . R. Eliezer ' s 
own purpos es in going were not disclosed by our text whose 
emphasis is primarily halachic , although we have established 
the hypothesis that it was related in part to his own econom-
ic interests (Supra, footnote 75) . There i s considerable 
doubt whether R. Eliezer ever penetrated into Russ ia itself . 
For a f ull discussion of the problem , see infra, Chapter VII , 
particularly footnotes 35-37 . See also B. Weinryb , ~he Be
ginnings of East European Jewry in Legend and Historiography, supra, 
pp . 497-499 . Weinryb recogniz ed the limiint ions of the mater-
ial found in Eben Haezer relating to Russia. 

78Eben Haezer , 155c. 1J'J, • y~ ,, K1'J • i Kj'K ,,,~K, 

(• ,)J1WK1~ n,,nj K?K ~WY' K? K~J)~J ,,,,Jn, ~~,w 
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felt the strong influenc G of R~shi and his s chool , and that 

f actor alone tended to unite them. R. ~liezer never knew 

Rashi personally . 79 Ee was , however, the spiritual disciple 

of Rashi and referred to him with great frequency in the 

course of his work . 80 There were times in which R. Eliezer 

opposed statements attributed to Ra.shi , when he felt t hem to 

be improperly grounded . 81 In most cases , • Eliezer took 

the role not of critic , but disciple . /hen positions taken 

by Rashi were que stioned in Germany , not long after Rashi ' s 

death , he quickly jumped to the defense of his teacher . 82 

Rashi ' s own personal r-'Iinhag was of great importance f or R. 

Eliezer , and constituted an important source for the valida

tion of local customs practiced in Germany . 83 When R. 

79s ee supr a , footnote 10. 

80There are thirty-seven different references to Ra.shi 
spread throughout the course of Eben Haezer , more perhaps 
than that of any other scholar mentioned in the course of 
the book . Koreover , the references exhibit a deep as well 
as broad understanding of Rashi ' s work . 

8½J .g., Eben Haezer , 45d . ~~,w 1J'~i- pog w p,o,g 'JK ~, ~n, 
or 55d Dit:JJ1p~w w n,g 7"J K7 in,n 'rn 'JK , "' It was char-
acteristic of R. Eliezer not to be overawed by his great 
teacher and instead expressed himself f reely and without 
reservation . 

82~ • • 72d . n,i~ 'i~i~ l'7g~7 1K~ W • '~jn • ' WJK 'n'Ki ••• 
••• ~n,~ 1TIK7 '1K~ nK ,,~,w~ i'K1 (y"J) ~~7W 1J'~i n~iwn 7:9 'K~~, 

83 Ibid . , 181c . K' J , , , p ~ , 'l ~ , J 7 j , ••• l '~ J ~ ~ ~ ,w , J 'j, , 
Frequently ~t . Eliezer turned to R .shi and his colleagues as 
a source for his own Minhag . R. Eliezer di.d not always fol
low the custom set by his compatriots in France . The power 
of Rashi ' s influence was so great , however , that i f he at
tested to a r11inhag , it was readily accepted by the German 
community . For a discussion of Minhag in our period , see 
infra , Chapter VIII . 
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Eliezer's sons-in-law raised questions directed against 

Rashi, he was quick to point up deficiencies in their under

standing.84 He acknowledged Rashi as the une :celled teacher 

of an entire generation. 85 R. Eliezer should be cons idered 

spiritually as one of Rashi ' s grandchildren , a German 

Tosafist, applying Rashi's insights to the German environ

ment. R. Eliezer knew R. l-•eir b. Samuel , Rashi ' s son-in-law, 

although he was already quite old by the time R. Lliezer 

reached a place of prominence in the German community . R. 

Eliezer was in contact with the center of Tosafist work in 

ameru, where he turned for the solutions of problems that 

were beyond his ken . It is hrough such contact that R. 

Eliezer had access to the work of less well known French 

scholars . One such scholar was R. Joseph Tob Elem, whose 

responsa were noted in Eben Haezer . 86 He also became 

84Both R. Samuel and R. Joel raised such questions from 
time to time that R. Eliezer parried while asserting the 
supremacy of Rashi as interpreter of Halacha . Typical was 
his statement to R. Joel (~ben Haezer , 59d) . 71jJ1 J'l'1 nD~ 

77i;-t lD n~l' 1 7'?).7 1'!:ll tlYDj ;,n~ 7~ 7 'JD? 1'7Ji 7;, O'l DJ 1 

85rn many different contexts , R. Eliezer showed him-
self to be a great disciple of Rashi , whom he considered the 
most profound teacher of the age . He spoke f him in the 
highest possible terms . (Eben Raezer , 72d) . 7i!7~ ;-tD? i!7 1J'J7 ••• 

;,wpJnJ ;,11n1 nyi 17D i!7 ,,n,n!l i!7 1 ••• 7,,n 1JN 1'!l D 1 7,n1 i!7 1J~ 1' D ' D 

i' D Y;-t1 7'?;, 71iV 'DJ1 01, w J ,;,,!lJ ;,n,;, nD~ n11n 1':JD ;-ti!77il1 ;-tiVinnJ1 

.7'iN;-t1 ;,71n ? 'i).;-t1 ' iV '?iV ?).7 0 ? 1Y ? 
86Fben HB ezer , 70b . R. Eliezer had in front of him 

the responsa of R. Joseph , though the actual text of his 
responsa are no longer extant. One should not confuse this 
Joseph Pon Fils with another scholar of the same name who 
lived during the eleventh century and whose works were pre
served for us by Rashi and the Tosafot . 
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acquainted with R. Shemaiah , the son of one of Rashi's 

daughters . 87 At the time that R. Eliezer directed one of 

his letters to R. eir, the family had jus t been overcome 

by a terrible tragedy. One of • J'l'\'eir's eons, R. Isaac, 

the father of seven children, died very suddenly. Although 

the incident had occurred a full month before , the family 

was still shaken. The responsibility for answering R. 

Eliezer ' s query was turned over to Rabbenu Tam , since his 

elder brother , R. Samuel , was in Caen at the time . 88 

A still deeper relationship existed between R. 

Eliezer and R. Samuel ben Meir , reflected in whole pages 

of Eben Haezer that were set aside for the recording of 

the correspondence between them. 89 After the death of R. 

87 Ibid ., 181b . R. Shemaiah's name is not well known. 
However , --r=r-occurred in the Tosafot literature . See e . g . , 
Tosafot , ~ . ,25b. Note al o Or Zarua , pt . l , par . 476, as 
well as Mordecai , Hullin , par . 725 . 7j ~ ,y~w 1),ji jnJ 7J1 

, ,n~, ,w,1? 1;,~w ,~1y ~,~w ,nj 

88Ibid. , 297ab . R. Eliezer directed his question to 
,,~~ ' , 1)'ji ji~ W'W'~obviously unaware that anything had 
happened to R. Isaac. The feelings of the family were per
haps best expressed in R. Tam ' s opening comments pyr~ 'J • l 

,n,J wn ,n,w j1i~1 ,n,, i~j 
The text indicates the city of " o~p " as the place where R. 
0 amuel had gone . In all probability the reference is to the 
City of Caen. See Sefer Hayyashar , pars . 40 , 41 for a par
allel record of the responsum. See infra, footnote 96 for a 
full r discussion of the City of Caen. 

89see infra , Chapter II, for a full examination of the 
manner in which R. Eliezer organized and edited his text . 
He copied the entire correspondence with R. Samuel , extendi ng 
from 290a to 294c in Eben Haezer including twenty-four dif
ferent replies by R. Samuel to questions posed by R. Eliezer. 
No other respondent received quite the same attention. The 
quotations by the Tosafot of R. Eliezer were taken most often 
from this correspondence . 
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Samuel, R. Eliezer turned with equal fervor to his younger 

brother , R. Jacob, known as Rabbenu Tam. R. Tam possessed 

a more flamboyant personality and the relationship was per

haps a bit more stormy. The two, nonetheless, possessed 

deep personal respect for one another. R. Eliezer considered 

R. Tam to be of greater stature than his older brother , even 

in R. Tam's younger years . 90 In his correspondence with R. 

Eliezer, R. Samuel reflected much more than the usual exag

gerated politeness with which such letters were ordinarily 

written . He expressed the great respect he had for R. 

Eliezer as his teacher and mentor , at the same time expres

sing admiration for his modesty and self-effaciveness . 91 

The correspondence with R. Eliezer also reflected the condi

tions um.er which R. Samuel was forced to work and to live . 

Of particular interest were the events of the Second Crusade 

90 Eben Haezer , 297a . • 'j'jn~ 1'b'b 'l7~b1 1'~b 1J'j1 j1~ 

n1~ ~1~ 'Yj1~ 1~)~1 , • 'W~1 ~Yj1~1 • ''n~ YYb • 'l7~nb~ • 'b'Y)~1 

The fourth "river" refers to R. Tam, the youngest and the 
last , but by far the greatest . Note the comreent made by 
R. Iviargaliot who parried correctly other interpretations of 

n1~ 1~J (Sefer Hayy-ashar , par . 40 , pp . 59-70 , footnote 
4) . 

91rt is difficult to make a determination on the nature 
of salutations in medieval correspondence . They were always 
flowery , and exaggerated the virtues of the correspondents . 
In R. Eliezer ' s case , however , it is evident that the highly 
commendatory statements made by R. Samuel reflected the deep 
respect held for one who was an acknowledged leader of his 
generation . Note the following e cerpts from the salutation 
of R. Samuel , Eben Haezer , 290b . 111) ~~' 77111j n'b1 'b 7~ 
7'b'~ 11bY y1~~ 7J W'~~ • 71Y 110' P'1~ 1111 111 y1K~ 7J W1Wb 
'J'j11 'J11~ ')1~11 '11b ~nK ~7~ ••• 7,nybw 7,n11bi y1~~ t']JJr.i 

••• ~ 1 ) Y 1 p 1 ~ 1 :.11> !;, 
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commented on by R. Samuel that had an unsettling effect upon 

him and upon his family . 92 The comments of R. Samuel re

inforce the view that the Rabbis of France foun:l themselves 

in one universe of discourse with those of Germany . R. 

Gershom was quoted , as we mieht expect , with great fre

quency by R. Lliezer . His name appeared no less frequently 

among the authoriti es cited by R. 8amue1 . 93 In a simil r 

way the words of Rashi echo through the correspondence not 

only as those of R. Samuel ' s grandfather and teacher , but 

also as the mentor of I . Eliezer as we:i..1 . 94 R. Samuel had 

t he same concern for the importance of earli er authorities 

as that possessed by R. Eliezer . As R. Eliezer , R. Samuel 

92Eben Haezer , 194c . The epi l ogue of R. Samuel ' s 
letter contains a number of per sonal asides extremely rele
vant f or our period . Of particular interest is the personal 
anguish that can be read. bet ween the lines . Note fil2.fil1 
Haezer , 2940 ••.. ~ny 1y ,nw~1J ,,~,~, ,,,,~ 71n~ ,,y1~ 'J~1 ... 

n1n;1~ 1J? nn!l? ,on 1J'?~ ~,, y; '~'~ ,~y ,:i, ~'PW' 1J'iH1 
... 01,w~ j~~,, n~~~ ny,, ,,w,~j 1J,,~, ,,~y~, • ''n 

For a discussion of the effects of the Second Crusade as 
r eflected in our sources , see infra , Chapter V. 

93R. Samuel was familiar with the work of R. Eliezer ' s 
predecessors , particularly Rabbenu Gershom . 3ee e . e ., fil2.!m 
Haezer , 294a . 

94R. Samuel constitutes an excellent source for the 
transmission of material that ceme from Rashi , not only in 
written form but also in oral form , received by R. Samuel 
dire ,~tly fro his grandfather . Within the limited corres
pondence under discussion , R. Samuel referred to Rashi no 
less than six times . Every one of the sources cited by R. 
Samuel were noted by R. Eliezer e.s well in other contexts . 
Clearly, the similarity of sources reflected a similarity 
of world view . For a full discussion of the textual sources 
utilized by R. Eliezer , see infra , Chapter II . 
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was moved to adopt liberal positions when he found no im

pediment in the tradition of the earlier authoritie s . When 

he felt so inclined, he, too, was prepared to set asi de 

interpreta tions suggested by i mpeccable authorities . 95 R. 

Samuel was honest in indicating those areas in which his 

knowledge was limited , and c autioned against drawine con

clusions from ignorance . His disarming honesty as well as 

the excellence of his knowledge , made f or a good relation

ship between the two s cholars . It is no wonder that R. 

Eliezer sought out his colleague so avidly when he was in 

France and th t R. Samuel spoke of R. Eliezer ' s work in such 

laudatory terms . 96 

R. Eliezer ' s relationship with R. Tam was of a dif

ferent nature . R. Tam possessed a much stronger will than 

95 Eben Haezer , 291d . ;,-, ,n 1) ,n ,:rn J.:-i)r., 717 ~r.,"pi ••• 

••• • ')1W~7;-J J.;-J)i.) 7)'i~Y ~nj1i ?j~W 

Note infra , Chapter VIII , footnote 130 , for almost an exact 
paraphrase of • Samuel ' s position. Like R. Eliezer , when 
not bound by an older tradition , R. Samuel was prepared to 
act in a mos t liberal fashion . 

96R. Eliezer never indicated tha t he visited specifi
cally with R. amuel. However , as we have noted (Sup) , 
footnote 88) , R. Samuel spent some time in Caen ( o~p , 
where there was a flourishing Jewish community . In another 
context (Eben Haezer , 172c), R. t liezer indicated that he had 
seen a certain article of clothing in o~'P . In all proba
bility , that is the o~p to which reference was made and 
which has been identified as Caen . It is probable th t R. 
Zliezer was in Caen visiting R. Samuel , probably during that 
time in which he had come to France to participate in the 
Fr€nch synod. . Cf . V. Aptowitzer, ~ , p . 50 • .Also note the 
excellent summary on the place of Caen in the French Jewish 
community to be found in Gallia Judaica , pp . 541-545 . 
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his brother and was f ar more assertive of his authority in 

the French and German communities . R. Eliezer possessed the 

most profound respect for R. Tam ' s scholar ship , but the 

acerbity of R. Tam ' s comments about his opponents tended to 

create a wall between himself and his G-erman colleagues . At 

times , R. Eliezer referred to him not by name but rather as 

n~.,~~ ~nK , ~n (a colleague in France) when engaged in 

disputation . 97 Ordinarily, the name of R. Tam appeared in 

our sources as •n.s,-,, :1P l1. ,' •., (R . Jacob the Frenchman) . 98 At 

issue in many disagreements was the conflict between the 

view of the older authorities , supported by R. Eliezer , and 

a newer , more independent position taken by R. Tam. 99 Al

though the conflict between the two seemed at times irrecon

cilable , the deep respect they had for one another prevented 

any open break . lOO At times , R. Eliezer did not deal with 

97Eben Haezer , 9a . • •. n, 7!) nio .,~:i '11Ht "l ::mi:, ~,nr;, ;,r,y 1.3 :.V1J'07 , .. .. • 

It is not reading too much between the lines to see ho stility 
and disagreement in the fact that R. Eliezer d i d not even speak 
of R. Tam by his proper name . This feeling is reinforced by 
the statements of R. Eliezer on R. Tam ' s position that fol-
lowed (loc . cit . ) ,~, ,~Nl 1 tt p ,o 1J',n K D' N~n ~~~, il~ n~'~ n, . . . 

1 ?.:I N n, ,n w "lt>n 

98The title ordinarily attached to 'n !.1 , i il ~FY" was u,,,r.i 
or \J ~~,. as an expression of honor . See Even Haezer , 288b , 304c, 
.§.i_gl . 

99Eben Haezer , 9b n u w, ., ,010 ••• ~ 1-r ' p o' ;i 1.w~ -1~1 •• • 1.1 n H? .:i. ii.lo , 

,, ' n ,:ut l. iH?;) 1l , One often gets the impression that R. Eliezer 
was defending the position of the Mayence community agains t at
tempts by R. Tam to erode it , a.n.d substitute his own authority . 

lOOThe contrast between the warmth of R. Samuel and the 
staid correctness of R. Tam is most striking . Still , R. Tam 
replied with great respect to R. Eliezer. Note e . g ., Sefer 
Hayyashar , par . 10 . 
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the problems of his own community without consulting at 

length with the acknowl edged leader of the French commun

ity.101 R. Tam also was consulted by • Eli~zer's col

lea€'Ues. Debate between R. Bliezer and · a scholar repre

senting the views of R. Tam often erupted within the German 

community.102 At all times in whi ch conflict occurred. R. 

Eliezer stood his ground and proved to be as stubborn an 

adversary as R. Tam himself. Though faced with a remarkable 

and cantankerous adversary, • Eliezer refused to submit to 

R. Tam ' s rulings . 103. The results of their frequent debetes 

consisted of an intellectual atmospher~ both volatile and 

stimulating . The labors of both.men contributed to the 

creation of a viable and creative community in which there 

was pooling of effort on i ssues of joint concern. R. El

iezer must be considered , then , not only as a leader of the 

101 R. Eliezer ' s famous questions on windows were di-
rected to R. Tam as well as to other c ente r s of Jewish study 
in France . (Eben Haezer , 309a) The extensive distribution 
of this responsum was a clear indication of the degree to 
which the communities were bound together. Before deciding 
on a question of great importance , R. Eliezer made certain 
that he consulted with R. Tam. 

102Eben Haezer , 288a . Communication exis ted between 
other centers of Jewish study and • Tam. In this instance , 
it was R. Koses b . Joel of RegenE:Jburg who directed a question 
to R. Tam. The answer that he received became known to R. 
·liezer who opposed if vociferously . 

103rbid . , l3ld . .cL . Eliezer only alluded ,to the f act 
of conflic-r=- His refusal to be cowed into submission , how
ever , came through very clearly in his comments . 1J ,:i, pip ' i 

~i i:li i ~ K W1i p ~~ • K ' 7 ~~, n, .. • 7Kj ~ , n~., ~~ :ip y, 
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German community but also a leader of Jewry of Western 

Europe . 

His contacts with French scholars extended into other 

areas as well . R. Eliezer corresponded with R. Joseph b . 

Nathan of Joigny who considered R. Elie zer as one of the 

great scholars of the age and who turned to him as one of 

his mo s t e s teemed teachers . Joigny at the time was an im

portant Jewish community , where significant contributions 

to Jewish knowledge were made . 104 When issues of great 

importance arose , R. Eliezer circularized the mo st important 

centers of Torah in his time for opinions on the course to 

be taken . Among them was the center in Paris headed by 

Eliezer b , Judah and Koses b . Yehiei. 105 Similarly, B • 

.Jliezer was in touch with the center at Mellun, made promi

nent by the presence of a number of distinguished scholars . 

Among them were Meshullam b . Nathan , Joseph b . Elijah , Nathan 

b . Meshullam , and r:eir b . Moses . Meshullam had migrated from 

Narbonne and eventually settled in Mellun where he headed an 

active and influential community . Assisting him du.ring our 

104 
Ibid ., 299a . ilJo 'J::::i11Z.? ,n, 'il' ii>'''~ 1p::i., ••• 

7~~ 1Z7i1~i1 ',:, ,:, n,::i.~ n::i.'1Z7 i1::i.1~::i. • n,'7::::i ', •'~' 7'i~i17 7~'P1Z7i17 

,,,~,n 71::i.:9 1nJ " ,::i. ")DP 'JJil 1"n~ 1Z.?i1~::::i 

Sec also Gallia Judaica , p . 250 . 

lOSibid . , 309a . Though this constituted the only 
references to these scholars in the entire compendium, it 
seems likely that R. Bliezer knew them well . 
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. d h. N th l06 perio was is son a an. R. Eliezer was appealed to on 

one occasion by Samuel B. Eliezer, one of the members of R. 

Meshullam ' s court, to adjudicate a dispute. 107 From R. 

Eliezer ' s correspondence , it is evident t bat the c enters at 

Mellun , Paris , Troyes , and Rameru were the dominant ones in 

France of the time . 108 R. Eliezer also maintained corres

pondence with the Jews of Lombardy and Narbonne as well as 

with the Provence as a whole . 109 He was aware of the exis

tence of translations from Arabic into Hebrew . R. ~liezer ' s 

knowledge of Saadia Gaon ' s work was mediated in part by a 

Spanish scholar who translated Saadia ' s comments into Hebrew . 110 

R. Bliezer established his contacts with other scholars not 

106ill£., 309d . Our century was the first in which the 
community of Mellun reached sizeable proportions as well as 
influence . See Gallia Judaica , pp . 351- 355 . 

l07Ibid ., 209d . 7jn O'JJ~J • ,1JjW n,n~ n,,,K~ jJT 'JK7 
,n,~K1~ 'J~, jW1'1 'JK i'~,n lK ,i.,_n~, ~,~~J K,, • ''7~Y, 

n :!t J 7 ~ , , w , n , J T r:i J , , J y , 7 J n ~ n K , • • • 7 , i ~ , y , n .,_ ,w ~ j , n J , , j , , j 

108These communities were present at the synod of Troyes 
held in 1160 . For a full listing of the communities deemed 
important enough to be invited to the synod of 1160 by R. Tam 
and R. ~amuel see L. Finkelstein , Jewish 0 elf Government in the 
Middle Ages , p . 153 . 

109Eben Haezer , 84a , 104b . The usual term employed by 
R. Eliezer in referring to the community was KJ7j7J 'J':!tp7 'JPT 

K:!tJj77~1 

llOThe fact that R. Eliezer knew something of Saadia ' s 
commentary on the Bible could only have occurred through the 
mediation of Judah b . Barzillai , a Spanish scholar , for he 
knew no Arabic . See infra, Chapter VI , footnote 43 , as well 
as H. Malter , Life and Works of Saadia Gaon , p . 320 . 
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only through travel or correspondence . There were also 

scholars who moved their permanent residence from one country 

to another . One such scholar was Kalonymus b . Obadiah who 

moved from France to Germany . He brought with him a great 

many questions that were put to R. Eliezer and integrated 

into the text of Eben =---=-=-=---
111 Haezer . Young men would also come 

from time to time in order to pursue their s tudies and then 

return to their own native lands , to lead their own com

munities .112 It was through contact with such young people 

that R. Eliezer was able to establish for himself the rela

tionshi that were necessary in order to guide the develop

ment of the new centers of Judaism. This was true of the 

community in Prague , an area of Europe in which R. Eliezer 

also had an opportunity to travel . There were other travellers 

who made their way to Provence and then returned to the German 

communities . One such person was Samuel bar Kalonymus of 

Speyer whose trips to Provence constituted a significant 

111 Eben Haezer , 136cd . Cf . S. Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 
5. Not much is known of the life of Kalonymus beyond the fact 
that he studied under Yorn Tov b . Judah , the grandson of 
Rashi ' s father- in- law. He moved from France to Mayence , 
where he settled . For a discuss ion on the influence of 
Kalonymus in the editing of our text , see infra , Chapter II . 

112~ ., 184d . The reference is to a student from 
Prague whose s tudies brought him to the City of Regensburg 
and who received bad news from home . There is every reason 
to believe that such students made their way to R. Eliezer ' s 
academy in Mayence as well . 
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source of inf ormation for R. Elieze r .113 The Jewis h com

munity ignored the division of the Carolingi an Empire into 

separa t e count ries . It continued to f unction a s i f there were 

no boundaries, s ending schola r s a nd 1:1 tudents back and forth 

with ease .114 

Despite his travels abroad , as well as his contacts 

with other travelers of his period , the main t h rus t of R. 

Eliezer ' s influence was within the borde r s of Germany . iJ:.1hough 

there were questions directed e t h im by authorities outside of 

his homeland , mos t of the demands made upon him came from the 

cities of Germany who considered him to b e their spiritual 

head . Tha t leadership role was virtually unchallenged , though 

there were a g ood many scholars of worth at the time active in 

the German academies . As we have noted , i t was R. Eliezer 

who represented the German community in the synod called by 

R. Tam . He was accompanied by R. ~liezer b . Sams on , a scholar 

of prominence from the City of Cologne and by coincidence a 

relative Of R. Eliezej' . llS R El. b O d • • iezer • 0amson was a -

dressed with the g reatest respect a nd warmth by R. 

113.I!2M_., 84a . It is d ifficult to estimate the degree 
to which scholars traveled in t he western world a s well as 
the degree to which they communic a ted with one anot her . 
Samuel b . Kalonymus was identified by Albeck as being Samuel 
HeHasid , f a ther of Judah HeHasid . See Introduction , Ch . 5. 

u 4This mu s t be t he intent of Rabbenu Tam ( Jefer Hanashar , 
p . 147 , in using the words • iv7 pc:J?.J • ~1,w:i ••• 

ll5L ~ Finkels tein , loc . cit . 
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· 1· 116 .., iezer . He was a friend and colleague of • ::i1iezer ' s 

son-in-law , R. Gamuel b . Ifatronai , al though somewhat older 

th P. ~ l 117 an .• ....,amue • Though he accompanied R. Eliezer to the 

synod , he went not as his equal , but rather as his disciple 

and student . In his aarly years , ~. ~liezer b . Samson stud

ied in :Mayence , and during a storm that was raised over one 

of • Eliezer ' s rulings , • Eliezer b . Samson sided with • 

Samuel again"t the strong opposition of his father-in- law . 

Though he was the disciple of R. Eliezer , he did not hesitate 

to engage him in disputation , nor did ~. Eliezer hesitate to 

castigate the two young colleagues for their errors in under

standing and in judgment . 118 The fact that he was chosen to 

s.ccompany • Eliezer and that he was a signatory at the synod 

was an indication of the fact that he was considered to be 

superior in wisdom and ability to R. Samuel b . Natronai , an 

116Eben Haezer , 9c . Typical is this salutation on the 
part of R. El i ezer , 11 :1 iT:9'7K .. , ':l':lTl ,:1,:iK ':l1ip nY?Ji!7?J 7K 

':l'7 '>:J::J 1:l'i!7i'J '>JJ;-J1 7nJ i 11 :l iT:9'7K '>JK 'TliO 71i!7i'Ji!7 

117Ibid ., 36b . R. Samuel b . Natronai ' s reply to his 
father- in- law indicated his rela ionship to Eliezer bar 
Sams on 7 :1 , , p , r y ., 7 K .. , , ., J K 7 iv , , ., :i :1 , .:i pip ., i r K K ., J 17 1 p :1 ., n ., ., ;, i!7 ::i 

That R. Eliezer bar Samson was somewhat older than R. Samuel 
is implicit in a later statem~nt of • Eliezer (loo . cit . ) 

1n11::i:l:l i1::J:l7 :l'i!7K Cf . S. Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 5. 

1181..l?i:i., 36abcd . This disputation revolved around the 
problem of ;,.:in?J i~i!7 • Our source contains the record of 
correspondence between the young men and their mentor . The 
problem was one that was submitted not only to R. Eliezer. It 
was also sent to the major academic centers of the time , 
Regensburg (Eben Haezer , 4Ob) , R. Tam (Or Zarua , ·~anhedrin , 
par . 77) , end Mellun (N_~rdecai , Ketubot , par . 219) . R. El
iezer ' s words were extremely strong . :1,pn K7 K?J i::J7 ,,no ,,no 

• n:li'P K7 1,p,:9 7 1 • n::, 7 ;, r'i~ :l':lO :l':lO 
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assertion that R. Eliezer himself was free in admitting. 119 

R. Eliezer had the closest contact with the City of 

Cologne . It was a city in which both R. Samuel an:i R. Joel 

lived for a period of time , and where R. ~liezer b . Joel 

Halevi and his succes sors established a dynasty that was to 

have a far reaching effect upon Jewish life in Germany . The 

fact th t members of his ovm family lived in Col0e7ne did 

much to bind the fortunes of that city together with the 

master of I1layence . The pages of R. Eliezer ' s t r- xt bear mute 

evidence , however , to the f act th t the pattern of his per

sonal r l&tionships was a reflection of the unity of the 

German community . R. Eliezer turned often to fellow members 

of the German community , both te~chers as well as students . 

At times the attitudes r eflected in our text were strictly 

proper ones , appropriate to a teacher and his disciples . At 

other times , the politeness of lan -. .. age hid a much warmer re

lationship. Typical of H. Eliezer ' s central role in the 

Germ n commu..~ity was his relationGhip to R. Isaac b . Asher 

Halevi , ( ~" :Pi ), considered by some authorities as the chief 

Tosafist in Germany .120 He was e student of Rashi , although 

119 ,e shall note later the scrupulous honesty of R. 
Eliezer . ithout hesitation , he referred to R. Rliezer b . 
Ramson as ~ i1JnJ~ ,,~ , (Eben Haezer , 39a) thereby admitting 
his superiority over his own son-in-law, R. Samuel . 

120s. Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 3, Par . 4 . Perhaps the 
most complete evaluation of his work is to be found in B. 
Urbach , op . cit ., pp . 143-148 . 
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possessed of sufficient independence to oppose his great 

121 teacher when he felt it proper to do so . It is through R. 

Eliezer that we are able to no e the independence of R. 

Isaac ' s thought . As has been noted before , R. Eliezer was a 

greet admirer and disciple of Hashi . There were times in 

which he felt t hat the insight and opinions of Rashi were not 

being given proper respect by tho se of his own generation. 

He , therefore, rote a resound in,::,_ affirmation of a position 

taken by Bashi , demanding acceptance of the views of his 

m~ntor . Despite R. Fliezer ' s fervent , almost pt etic appeal , 

'R. . Isaac continued to express his disa~reement . 122 R. Isaac 

was a master te; cher and among his many students were counted 

the elders of Regensburg whose influence was v ery great in 

. d 123 our perio . R. Isaac sat as a judge in Spey~r , much as 

R. :Cliezer did in :r-•ayence , in the chair o.~ hi ' father-in-law , 

R. Eliaki m b . Meshullam Halevi . It is not known whether 

R. Isaac was born in Speyer or whether he reached the city 

with the new settlers in 1084 . 124 He WHS tl'e most important 

121There is some confusion between R. Isaac b . Asher 
Halevi and R. Isaac , the teacher of Rashi . See H. L.ichal , 
OJ? • cit ., P• 501 . 

122Eben Haezer , 75d . Note the language of R. Eliezer ' s 
comment . 11pn,1 1,1,y 7,:;i,127;,J:, ,-,:i.,1 71~.,_;, n:i.1127 n 1:i.1? ,~ 7n, ,n:,1 

• 'n 1 :i) 1 1 ~ l;, n :i. 1127 n '-, :i., ':i n 7J ~:, 1, y :, , 1 , 1 1127 ::> ) 1, :, , 1 n 7 n , 1 p, p, , 1 
••• Yii'J 'Yi1'? • 'ill7'1 1'J. 7J ? 

123s. Albeck , Introduction , loc . cit . Reference was 
made particularly to Moses b . Joel and Isaac b . Mordecai . 

l2L 'E. Urbach , op . cit ., p . 141 . 
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scholar of the community , and his fame brought s tudents from 

near and far to study with him . R. Eliezer found himself 

turning to R. Isaac very often with difficult questions and 

he was profoundly grateful to havo R. Isaac sidin~ with him 

against his opposition .125 On the other hand , R. Isaac turned 

to R. Eliezer with an at t itude of great respect for his erudi

tion .126 There is no question , however , as to who is the 

teacher and who is the student . In a recently published 

manuscript of a letter from R. •liezer to • Isaac , the lan

guage used by R. Eliezer to his teacher was almo s t obsequious 

in character . 127 Even in the responsa noted in our text , 

however , ~ • .tliezer referred to R. Isaac as , 117.) and asked 

for gui ance and direction .128 The influence of • Isaac and 

his school was very great . Its influence manifested itself 

125on the issue of :-iJn?:) 7'0117 with which E . :::!amuel dis
agreed so sharply , R. Eliezer was able to claim the sup ort 
of his own revered teacher . See •ben Haezer , 38c . In di
recting questions to R. Isaac he referred to him as 'Yi1'?:)1 '~17K 

126 .... b 1· 7" ,._ ,._ .::, en 1aezer , vC .1'11771i1 71i:-1 n~1?:) 1'1177~1 1K7117' :i.::l7 ')~1 
,:i,:i,7 • y 7117K 1:i,,117?:) ')):-1 

127The manuscript of the letter was noted by E. Urbach 
(op . cit ., p. 143) as transmitted to him by H. Albeck , orig
inally by ~. Albeck . It reads in part as follows : :i.1K1177 'nJ1~1:-i 

• '7iY:-1 7J7 ;-ip117?:);-i 1K:i.:-i 77.) • '7P • '?:) n1n11771 1y117:i. 7117K • n7 n,:i. 11:i. ?:) • '?:) 
r7 :i,7;-i 'Yi1'?:)1 '~17K ,:i,7J 117'K ,:i,,:i.n1 ':i.1:-lK 777.):-1 ny:i.'O:i. :-1?:)1nn K':-11 

• '?:)'Y):-1 1'n1)1171 1'?:)' 7'7K:-17 :-1)0 ')J1117 71l7 K:-1'117 '17:-1 7117K 1 11 :i. pnl' 
'J'P' 117 '117 1'7-'-7 1~y:i. p:i.Kn:-17 K:i.:-i 7nJ 1 11 :i. 7iY'7K 1'n7117?:) 71:lP ,n11KJ 

• 7 _p i r J ' J 7 ' i n n , p K , J J , :i. ;-i 7 1jl , ~ n 1 p , 117 J ?:) 
:2ven allowing for the hyperoole of the letter writer i 1, is 
evident that :i1 . Eliezer considered him;:--el.f as one who sat at 
the feet of his teacher , R. Isaac . 

128Eben Haezer , 77d . K7117 :-17.)1 ')111:-i :-inK 'n'-'-117 • K '717.) :-iny1 
•l')'Y:i. 7n Kl?:)K 7Y?:)7 '))':i.:-1 ,ny,, 
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not only in academic discussions on the nature o~ law but 

also in the practical world of political life within the 

Jewish community . 129 R. Isaac contributed greatly to the 

halachic liter ture of the time, writing what were perhaps 

the errlies t Tosafot . His writings were known as Tosafot 

Riba , and included most of the tractates of the Talmud . In 

some cases , his Tosafot were quoted directly in our sources ; 

in others only stray references were left . 130 In addition , 

R. Isaac ' s many students also wrote Tosafot of their own under 

the direction of their teacher . 131 R. Isaac had a reputation 

a s an ext remely pious , saintly man who insisted on observing 

the law in i ts totality even on his death bed . He was known 

to his s tudents in Regensburg as ,,~~ w, ,p~ 1J'Ji 132 Rabbi 

Isaac died in 1133 , but his influence on R. hliezer re ~ained 

a dominant one long after his passing . 133 While we do not 

know very much of his family , R. Isaa c had a son, R. Abraham 

129Ibid ., 283a . 
kiddushin in which the 
the government . For a 
infra , footnote 190 . 

This is the famous case of a disputed 
parties to the dispute were close to 
fuller discussion of tha t incident , see 

130Eis work was mentioned in the TosGfot on ::, otah , 17b . 
Similarily , it was noted in Or Zarua (Part II , par . 32) . For 
a full description of t he places where R. Isaac ' s Tosafot are 
found , note E. Urbach , op . cit ., p . 145 . 

131R T" ~ f H h ,. • ~m , ,.>e er ayyas ar , 

132Eben Haezer , 298b . The 
and referred to 3 . Isaac . 

p . 196 , par . 95 . 

statement qas made by liJOJli ,~ :in 

133.l!21\!., 131c . i W~ ri J '17~ pnl' ri 1J'Ji ~WY W ,ny~w 'J ~1 ••• 
• • • 7p '~1 ~JW'7:J Y" J 
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Halevi, who carried on t he tradition of his f a t her' s s cholar

shi p .134 

Associa t ed with R. Isaac in Speyer were a number of 

scholars of prominence . Among them wa s his younger contem

porary , R. Abraham b. Samuel, who was referred to with g reat 

deference and courtesy by R. Eliezer. 135 R. Abraham was the 

s on of R. Samuel HeHasid and t he brothe r of R. Judah 

HeHasi d .136 Hi s grandfather wa s R. Kalonymue b. Isaac the 

elder ( 7pr0 ). Kalonymus had originally been a Rabbi in 

Mayence and l ater moved to Speyer . He was killed in Speyer 

in 1127, t en years after the birth of his son Samuel , during 

a s i ege of the city tha t prevented his immediate burial . He 

was later taken b ack to his native city of Mayence for buria1~37 

134Ibid ., 2c . It i ~ impos s ible to i dent ify him with fi
nality sincehe is not noted in our sources as being R. 
Isaac ' s son . Such identification is provided by Albeck through 
a process of elimination. Note S. Albeck , Introduction, Ch . 5 . 

135~ . , 20cd . he opening lines of R. Eliezer ' s ad-
dress to R. Abraham read a s follows: 7J100 nw~~ J7J • iK ')J~ n'~'~' 

• 07JK 'J7 0 J 70J J'W~1 7K1W 7J1Y ,~ n,~ ~1) • ')W1W 7,n1n~WJ 7n pl10 

0''i10 ,nn.11 ,nn~w 7n,rn ,, n'K70 'J 1,y 7'J'Jn 1'~'~1 in ?K1~w 7 11 J 

K7 'J ')K nit)J1 0T:i • 1n' 71iJ 7w~w n'7T0W 7n) 7 11 J 7TY'7K ' ) K '71l7 

W71i 0nK1 • :in, 7'W 7~ ~ 7'K ,:, 7:>0 w,~, 'n:>7l10 K71 ••• 7K 7 W' n1iY n:>W' 

• 1''n~ w,1~:i 7~~ w,1~0 1,:,1 0:>?07 • ':,0~1 

136 S. Albeck , Introduction, Ch . 5 , par . 2 . 

137The actual account of the death of R. Kalonymus and 
his subsequent burial in Mayence was noted in ben Haezer , 79d. 
The original text indicated that burial was in Speyer , an ob
vious impos sibility in light of the context in which trans~er 
of bodies is most crucial . The text was properly emended by 
Ehrenreich to read r,:ayence ins tead of Speyer in part becaus e 
of a reading contained in the Responsa of R. Meir of Rothenburg, 
par . 450 . There is s ome question as to the exact dat e a t which 
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Samuel ben ·a1onymus , his son , was a scholar known to R. 

Eliezer .138 R. Eliezer never mentioned the name of R. Judah 

HeHasid , R. Abraham ' s younger, more illustrious, brother . 139 

R. Abraham , together with R. f hemariah b . Mordecai , were 

known as in our sources and were referred to 

in that fashion by R. Pliezer . 140 R. Shemariah was a distant 

relative of R. Eliezer. He wrote to R. Eliezer often , re

ferrinG to him as 'J ' lp1 ' 71~. R. Eliezer , in turn , spok~ 

of R. Shemariah as an individual of great learning .141 At 

times , he appealed to R. Eliezer as a court of last resort , 

when members of the rabbinic court in Speyer disagreed with 

his own position . He believed that R. :Bliezer ' s wor d as an 

authority would be given more weight than his ovn . In reply

ing to the inquiries sent on to him , R. Eliezer answered with 

the death took place . According to H. riichal, (op . cit ., p . 
572) , the death of Kalonymus took place during the period of 
the First Crusade . That judgment was , however , based on 
faulty historical evidence . The unfortunate death of R. 
Kalonymus came during the seige of the city by Lothar in 
December , 1127 . Cf . Jewish Encyclopedia , Vol . III , p . 425 . 

138supra , footnote 113 . 

139R. Judah HeHasid was considerably younger than his 
brother Abraham . He was born in 1150 , and there was notring 
in his early life of academic eminence that would have brought 
him to the attention of an elderly R. Eliezer . Note the bio
graphical comments by R. Mergaliot on the family. Sefer 
Hasidim, p . 1 , footnotes 1-8 . 

140Eben Haezer , 79d . Note also the comments made by 
Albeck in his introduction (Ch . 5 , par . 22). Cf. Or Zarua , 
pt . 1 , par . 183 . 

141:Eben Haezer , 294d . 'Ki:> 'J'K127 :l 11 YK 

' Jn~~ ;,:i,y 7Hlp 
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great respect for the scholarship and integrity of R. 8hem

ariah, whom ho considered to be a prophet without honor in 

his own city. R. Eliezer's reputation was such that he was 

accepted by the protagonists in the community of Speyer a s 

an objective outsider who possessed sufficient wisdom to 

help decide their disputes. 142 R. Ghemariah was a student of 

R. Isaac b. Asher HalPvi, and participated with him in a Beth 

Din as junior colleague .143 He spent some time studying at 

the feet of R. Tam , and was a good enough s tudent to be asked 

for his opinions by R. Tam on matters of a complex and deli

cate character.144 R. Shemariah , then , was one of the most 

illustrious disciples of R. ,,liezer . 

Of great importance was the relationship between R. 

Eliezer and the scholars of Regensburg . Often he referred 

to them as p,,:i.1/JJ).i 'i'J:Jn since it was to~ether that they 

submitted their questions to him and received their 

142Ibid ., 296b . R. Shemariah did not admit of any de
f icie cy_· i n his knowledge . His problem was how to convince 
his colleagues of the correctness of his view . l e possess no 
information on the results of R. Eliezer ' s i ntercession , 
other than the fact R. Eliezer was consult din such fashion 
with some frequency . Note the clarity of R. Shemariah's 
statements: i'K ,,, n,:i.;, ,:i.K 71K1177 7,,~ ,n,,;, (K7) 'JK1 ••• 

:7''PJ:7 7ny, y,,,, 77 1Yi'J117'117 'n?K117 7:J'::>7 '?Y 7':Ji':)10 

143Responsa of R. r eir of, Rothenburg , par . 742 . :i.w,w :, , ;, :iwy i'J 
K" J. ' i 'J::>7 ,,,, 1KJ.1 ••• ,,,:i.n:i. tJiK ,:i.n, ,,,;, K11 J.'i 'J::>7 :7'ii':)127 'J.i 

144or Zarua, par . 199 . '7"~T on 1J ,:i., 'B? :7127:lii'J KJ. 127 ' nYi'J117 

, 11 ~T :7'ii'J117 1J'J.iJ. 7?i'JJ1 ••• on 1J'J.i 7:i.noJ1 • • • 
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replies .145 PP-rhaps because his son-in-law , R. Joel , was 

among them, R. Eliezer maintained intensive and frequent 

contact with the city . The most important of the scholars 

in Regensburg was Isaac b . Mordeca i . He was a s tudent of R. 

Isaac b . Asher Hal evi , whose inf luence on the Regensbm·g com-

146 munity was great . He also considered himse lf a student of 

R. Tam and was in frequent contact with the great master. 147 

R. Isaac was the author of a number of Tosafot probably 

written under the direction and tutelaGe of R. Tam .148 R. 

Tam treated his disciple with the greate t of respect .149 R. 

Isaac was the head of the Yeshivah ~nd was turned to first in 

case of an emergency in the comm.unity .150 The perplexi ng 

Halachic problem of windows that look out on a common court-

145Eben Haezer , 32a . Such is the case here when R. 
Eliezer indicated p7lj127J7 'bJn 'Jl7K127 without ever refer-
r ing t o any by name . See also 40b . 

146rbid ., 298b . See also s. Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 
3 , Par . 4:--

147Note the fashion in which R. Isaac contras t ed the 
colill.D-ents of his two great teachers . Or Zarua , B. Bathra , par . 
54 'Ji7b 7 11 j p n :P lJ 'j7 7 1127 7 ;n l 7tJ 127 j Kp li 7 11 :n n"7 127 7':J 7J127 ••• 

7 11 :::1:T K 11 j' 1J'j7 '71b 7 jK ••• '7''K ;n nb 7tJ127j Kpli 1277:Jb '71b 7 11 :::1:T 

148 Kpli 7Jb 7tJ127j 127 7:Jb ~ '~ 
Sefer Hayyashar , par . 81 . R. Isaac began his communi

cation to R. Tam with the words 'l'Y ,.,1<n •11 ,,l( •:ii and ended wi th 
the words 7i'b7n pn:::i:,. See also Or Zarua , 11.]., par . 161 as 
well as R. Haim Or Zarua , par . 121 . 

149s efer Hayyashar , par . 85 . , 7K7 127 'j n1K11~ '71b D7' 1n1bJ 

' Ji7b 7j pn:::i;, r7 j7~ Kl~ 

150Eben Haezer , 184d . It is evident in this case of the 
young s tudent from Prague who died suddenly that the major de
cisions that had to be made were made by R. Isaac as the head 
of the community . 
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yard which R. . Eliezer sent to a number of communit i es was ad-
151 dressed in Regensburg to the attention of R. Isaac. R. 

Eliezer a cknowledged R. Isaac to be the spiritual head of the 

community and the most important of its numerous important 

152 personages. As we have noted , R. Eliezer sent a copy of 

his text to R. Joel in Regensburg who showed it to his mentor , 

R. Isaac. R. Isaac found much within it that met with his ap

proval although other members of the Regensburg scholarly 

group were critical of it . 153 R. Isaac was in frequent con

tact with R. Eliezer , directing queries of many kinds to an 

individual he considered to be his superior in knowledge .154 

At all times , R. Eliezer responded with great respect, and 

considered him a worthy teacher of his son-in-law . In Regens

burg , as in Speyer , R. Eliezer found him~elf cast in the role 

of arbitrator anr final judge , a role that he did not appear 

to relish particularly . R. Baruch b. Isaac turned to R. 

Eliezer for aid in such a case when there was a split within 

the Regensburg court and he thought tha t R. Eliezer would 

perhaps side with him. In responding, R. Eliezer displayed 

151lfil.. , 295b . Nee infra, Chapter IV , footnotes 66-69 . 

152Ibid., 297d ,. • ':Jii?::l :n:i pn:iP i :i,;, K1;-J ;-Jj1J7::l7 71127Ki:l 127 71127Ki;-J 

153~ ., 237d. ;,,1;, piD127 l'i:l 7K1' ,. , 'Jnn i'7 '1271i'!l >''l;-J 127 ::::> ... 
See supra , footnotes 57-58. ;,:i1n::::> 11271i'!l ;,,;, 7::::> 127 17 ;,K,;,1 pn~, :i, :i,;, 

1 i ':i 
154 ~-, 288b , 289a, et.al. 
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both tact and forebearance . While a ccording respect J_o t he 

academic credentials of R. Baruch b . Isaac , he was able to 

put his own imprint on the discussion as well a s on t he final 

decision. The entire episode underlines the central role 

played by R. Eliezer in the a f fairs of .communit i es other than 

his own , despite the excellence of the men he ad ing the 

Regensburg community. 155 R. Baruch wa s a person of grea t rep

utation in his own right . He was cons idered amonb the great 

of egensburg , and was in correspondence with the elder R. 

Isaac . 156 Even R. Eliezer, in replying to his ~uestion , re

ferred to above , rea cted to him with great respect. Moreover, 

these very members of the Regensburg community accorded him a 

place of honor in their midst .157 There is some confusion 

among the authorities between Baruch b, IsaFc and a much 

younger contemporary from the City of ' orms , the author of 

~efer ~eru.mah . The two scholars are not to be identif ied with 

155IQ1.g, . , 3O6d , 3O8b . R. Baruch ' s case dealt with a 
matter of real estate about which there was significant dif
ference of opinion. In addition to the usu.al formalities of 
address • y 7j7 7'J~~~ ~l~ ~1,p1 r ~ W'~ 1Y ~117~ ~J' W'7 • '~jn 1n~) 

(ny,~ fYl • ''n YY 
R. Baruch displayed cons iderable f a ith in R. Eliezer ' s a bil
ity to bridge the gap that lay between the major figures in 
the community. Note , e . g ., the comment w,K • 17' ~7 'J1K '1Y7JJ1 
On the other hand , • 'liezer was highly 1d!r;{ii 1iJi lli 1{akti{g n~ 
upon himself the responsibility of being the final judge . 'J~w ~7 
1117' ~7W • '711 D. •',~ 7'J 'W~7 D'Jj~71 Y'7j~7 ''1j 7nJ 711 J 7TY'7~ 
')n ~b ~JY 7J~pl ny11 ~~jn 0j bYl (~~w~) Qj~Yl ~j7j Qj~y 'j 'n71)7) 

156s eMaG , Vol. I , par . 111, p . 39b . n11wnJ '"7 7'7~~ 1w1 
p7l~ WJ)'7~ ll7J 1)'17 J7~7 

157 Sefer Rabiah , Vol . II , p. 263. 
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158 one another . It is possible that R. Baruch di 1 compose a 

commentary on the tractat e of Tamid, but he cannot be credited 

with any major work .159 

In rankinc the members of the Regensburg community , R. 

Rliezer named as the second mo st important member, R. Ephraim 
160 b. Isac . R. Ephraim functioned as the as s i s tant to the 

head of the community, R. Isaac. As we h ve noted a l,ove, he 

was particularly clos e to R. Joel . R. Joel considered R. 

Ephrajm to be his mentor , and R. Ephraim became to some degree 

his conf idant .161 R. Ephraim ,as not adverse to rebuking his 

7:9 • "?:) P'~?:) )7"l:J.117J'"''7:J. ,n,,:,117 'JK 7"1Ji"l 7"~r ':J.K '7"17.) "lJ':J.7i :,:i i 117n 

:i.117,,?:) 1:i,117 :, n,y,pn 'J:J7 pn:iP 1 11 :::i 7,1:::i ':J.7 77":J. 117 :,J 117 :, 117K7:i "n"K7 7,,., 
, :, , n n 7.) , :i 1 , , n K 7 1 :i "1117:, n 7117 , n , :i ., ., y ., J :i 7.) o ., ., o 7 7 , J ., K 7 , y , p n 7 7 ., n n:, , 

7 11 1:,, pn~., 1 11 ,:, ,n,:i.7 7K117"l 7n,K "n"K7 K7"l :,J7:i K7:J. 7;0:, 7J O "" D"l 

This letter was sent by R. Joel to R. Ephraim of Regensburg . 
It is evident that R. Faruch occupied a prominent pl ce within 
the Regensburg group . 

158The error of confusing the two scholars was me.de by a 
number of authorities , includinc s. Albeck, the author of the 
introduction to our text. (S. Albeck , Introduction, Ch . 5, 
par . 8) . Gimilarily, Freimann in Germania Judaica , pp . 291 ff . 
made the same error . The mo "' t telling criticis of the iden
tifica tion of the two scholars is provided by V. Aptowitzer , 
~ ' pp . 326-329 . 8 e also Or Zarua , Aboda Zara, par . 271 , 
where it is evident that a sharp di c• tinction exists between 
R. ,aruch and the author of Sefer ~erumah. 

159Th t hypothesis was suggested by Jiptowitzer, bu 
without bringing sufficient proof to substantiate it . See 
V. Aptowitzer , loc. cit . All evi dence oin s to the younger 
Baruch of \ orms being a much more profound scholar th&n 
Baruch b. IEJaac . 

160~b H 297d ,·. en aezer , • 

161sefer Rabiah , pt . I, p . 221 , par . 193 . :i.1:, " 7"1 7.) "J"l7K117 
•••"J"l:9"i :,i 77K 117 K pmP r 7:J. 0 " 7:JK r 7 

as well as pt . I , p . 168, par . 164. 
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student severely when he felt R. Joel to be in error .162 

Often , R. Ephraim was in opposition to views of R. Eliezer. 

He reacted negatively to some aspects of R. Eliezer ' s text, 

shared with him by R. Joel when it arrived from his father

in-law. It was to a large extent the statements made by R. 

Ephraim t hat induced R. Eliezer to make additions to his 

original text .163 Though R. Ephraim was capable of rather 

caus tic references to other scholars , in the case of • 

J liezer he was polite , even obsequious i n the fashion i n 

which questions were phrased .164 R. Eliezer displayed his 

characteristic humility in dealing with a fellow s cholar 

who se reputation f or irascibility was well established . 

While his comments to • Ephraim were rather pointed , he 

spoke to him in the manner in which one gently prods a s tu

dent .165 Despite comments made by some authorities , R. 

162~ •• P• 171. 7J ( • K) 7nyiJ i~1Y ~nK jJjJ Kl1'J •.• 
'iJiJ 7'K1 , Ki~)J1 , n,,J w~J n1Yi J1iJ (~),~J 7nYi ~ny 7nyi 

163 ... Y1i'~ n1JW? 7'~ 
~ben Haezer , 297d . It was not only R. Ephraim who 

raised questions about R. Eliezer ' s text , but he was t _1 e 
prime critic . No~e t .e discussion by ' • Albeck of the process 
by which the editing of the text took place (S. Albeck , Intro
duction , Oh . 4, par . 1). A fuller discussion of t he manner in 
which our text finally took form is to be f ound in Chapter II . 

164rbid ., 301c . 'J 1iK ?K • 'J1ip ~,K ''iJi ,,~, • 'i~K 'JD 
'JY ' i'1 'nK n~K~ ''iJi 1J~K' 1nDjn J1i~1 

165.!l21Q_ ., 304a . iWK 7? ~JYK ~~1 • 'i~K ' i Ji~ 7? J' WK ~~1 
7n1K')W 7n1~,,n 

E. Urbach made perhaps too much of this quotat ion by char
acterizing it as a reaction by n . Eliezer to t he manner as 
well as t he techniques used by R. Ephraim. Cf . E. Urbach , 
op . cit ., p . 172 . 
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Eliezer was not related to R. Ephraim .166 His attitude to R. 

Ephraim was one of respect f or his learning and per haps even 

gr atitude for the interest taken in his son-in-law . He was 

a student of Rabbenu Tam and spent time in the Academy at 

Ramer.u . 167 There were a series of exchanges between the to 

scholars that belied the respectful attitude ordinari ly as

sumed between student and teacher .168 Both R. Tam and R. 

166Here again , Urbach erred . (E. Urbach , loc . cit . ) . 
He identified R. Ephraim of Regensburg with an individual 
known as ,,n::in c,,D~ u •::i, cited i n Eben Haezer , 264b . The text 
there reads as f ollows : 1J'j7 ,j11p 'J 7 Kww n1,Kwj 7jj ,nw1,~ 

1,nj~ • '7~K His reference was to a series of nine questions 
posed by a scholar also c alled by R. Eliezer o,,w ' 1 'j11p 
(Eben Haezer , 67c . ) . According to Albeck (S. Al beck , Intro
duction , Ch . 5, par . 6) , our text reflects the labors of two 
men , both called R. Ephraim . The first is R. Ephraim of 
Regensburg . The second is the younger R. Ephraim of Bonn 
desi gnated as 1,nj~ t o distinguish bet ween him and R. Ephraim 
of Regensburg . His full name was R. Ephraim b . Jacob b . 
Kalonymus . Cf . L. Zunz , Literatursgeschichte der Synagogalen 
Poesie , p . 288 and H. Mi chal, op. ci t ., p . 244 . See also i nfra , 
footnotes 196- 197. 

167or Zarua , pt . 2, par . 42 . 

168Rabbenu Tam was on occasion rather extreme in the 
statements he made to R. •phraim . See , e .g ., , efer Hayyashar , 
p . 146 , par . 64 , ... 7 j ~ n '~ n ·,,,' 7 j 7 , 'j, o ''9, , ' 7 j n j j j , n j 7 '9 , 
On the other hand , R. Ephraim was not averse i ther t o making 
strong statements . See Sefer Hayyashar , p . 152 , par . 66 

n1j, 1p w ••• ,n;;1.,_, ,n1onw njnjw ~~,R. Ephraim did have other 
correspondence with R. Tam , of a much friendlier nature . R. 
Tam was capable of writing to his student and describing him 
in the most complimentary terms . See , 'e . g ., Sefer Hayyashar, 
p . 177 , par . 80 . D' WK7 7'K7pJ ,,~, , D'K7jJ 01K 0'K7~ • '7'''9 

''nj 7j7jK 7j1 711K ~JK Dl1 ••• • ' 7~K ' 7 '717.) 7 0 ' '71K 7 

The contradi ct ion bet ween he two approaches led s . Albeck 
t o the conclusi on that there were two men named Ephraim in 
the Regensburg community (S. Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 4, Par . 
3) . The first of these was the head of the Regensburg com
munity , widely respected by all and particularly by R. Tam. 
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Ephraim possessed volatile tempers , and did not hesitate to 

give vent to their hostility against one another . In part , 

the altercations between them were due to disagreements 

between R. Ephraim and the other scholars of the Speyer com

munity . R. Tam was appealed to by the <~ peyer community as 

an objective outsider who was coincidentally also R. Ephraim ' s 

teacher. 169 R. Ephraim was little disposed to accept the 

strictures of his teacher . In part , the furor arose over the 

question of the authority of custom. R. Ephraim objected 

strongly to the utilization of local cus tom that di d not have 

sufficient basis in the traditional texts . He found himself 

in conflict with the majority of his colleagues in the German 

community for whom ancient cus tom had the force of law . The 

disagreement extended even to his close younger colleague , R. 

Joel , who accepted his f ather- in- law ' s stress on the impor-

170 tance of cus tom. It is strange that R. Eliezer himself 

The second Ephraim was the one with whom R. Eliezer corres
ponded and who was both the colleague of R. Joel and the suf
ferer at the hands of • Tam . Such a hypothesis is rather 
far- fetched . The differences between the two men are much 
more adequately explained by the erraticism and the obstinacy 
of the two than in any other factor . See E. Urbach , op . cit ., 
pp . 72 , 73 . 

169or Zarua , Aboda Zara , par . 182 . See also R. Tam ' s 
reaction in the Tosafot to Aboda Zar a , 34a . n " , :in:i, ••• 

KiD;-J n11 ;,,y, ' 7:9 1 ;-Ji11:)1 ii10 7:i:, ;-Ji1' ;-Ji1 1:) ;-J1 
Cf . V. Aptowitzer , ~ , p. 166 , par . 1048 . 

170sefer Rabiah, pt . 1 , p . 219 . Much of the discussion 
between R. Joel and R. Ephraim surrounded the i ssue of local 
custom. This responsum is but one example • 

• •• , p;,1? ;,,,n:i K7 W 7 , n,:iK 1)';-JJ;-J W D':Jii;-J 71:) inK ,r ••• 
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did not enter the disputation , nor was he called upon by the 

contending parties . In all probability , R. Tam was called 

in because of his closer relationship with H. Ephraim . One 

other example of R. Ephraim ' s involvement in the communal 

problems of his time i s best illustrated by his conflict 

with R. Eliakim b . Joseph . As we have noted , R. Eliakim was 

irate at the proposal for using pictures of lions and snakes 

in decorating stained glass windows in the Cologne Synagogue . 

That position was attacked energetically by R. Ephraim. 171 

R. Ephraim ' s influence was very great d~ing his lifetime . 

Though he was not the author of any great works , his opin-

~ ions can be found in many different sources . 172 His piyyutim 

were of the highest quality surpassing in many ways those 

of his contemporaries . 173 He was a teacher of great repute , 

who counted many among his students , including H. Eliezer of 

l'-le tz .174 He must be considered one of the great individualist s 

171Responsa of R. Meir of Rothenburg , par . 510 . See also 
Or Zarua , par . 203 . Cf . E. Urbach , op . cit ., par . 176 . 

172urbach suggests the possibility that much of R. 
Ephraim ' s work was lost . Whether that was 1tme or not , refer
ence to R. Ephra.im occurs in a great many places . For a full 
listing of R. Ephraim ' s academic c ontri butions , see E. 
Urbach, op . cit ., p . 195 . 

173zunz speaks of his work with the highest praise , ex
tolling him as the greatest paytan of his time . He also 
lists in detail the piyyutim for which he is to be cr edited . 
See L..:,Zunz , Literatursgeschichte , p . 276 . 

174R. Eliezer of Metz , Sefer Yereiim , par . 114 . 

.. 
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of the time for whom no rabbinic authority was immune from 

question . He died shortly after R. Eliezer.175 

The third member of the Rabbinic court of Regensburg , 

R. Noses b . Joel , was noted by R. Eliezer as being the least 

important of the three . His role, however , was far from un

important , and n. :P.liurnr always acted t award him with the 

greatest respect •176 R. t'oses often plied :n. . Eliezer with 

questions , and R. Eliezer, on numerous occasions , s ingled 

out R. Moses in the pt'Oblems he directed to the Regensburg 

community .177 R. Moses, like his Regen.., bu.rg colleagues , 

was a student of R. Isaac b. Asher Halevi . 178 Like them , 

too , he was in contact with R. Tam, although there were 

time~ in which he disagreed with the rulings of his French 

master and turned instead to the sage of ayence .179 Though 

R. Moses was not a prolific writer , we do have specimens of 

175supra , footnote 3. 

176Eben Haezer , 297d . While R. Mose s 
last a ong the triumvirate of great men , it 
clear tha t he is a person of importance . 

was mentioned 
is abundantly 

~7 W7 1W ~ ~ ~1n~1 • • • 
~ w~ ~7 ~7~ pnJ' ~7~ ~ ~ 

1771J2.i!i., 252b . R. Moses ' signature also appeared on 
the r esponsum R. Eliezer received f rom Regensburg with regard 
to his famous window question alongside of R. Isanc b . 
1\IJ:ordecai. Fo .i.. s ome reason, n. Ephraim ' s s i gn0.t1.u-·e Cid not 
appear. Eben Ha.ezer, 210c . 

178v. Aptowitzer , ~ ' p . 288. 

179R. Moses was not disappointed when he appealed the 
ruling of R. Tam to the scholar of Mayence for R. Eliezer 
expressed himself in opposition to the interpretation offered 
by R. Tam. Eben Haezer , 228b . 
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Tosafot he wrote on various tractates of the Talmud . It is 

clear, then, tha t the community of Regensburg was enormously 

influenced by the work of R~ Isaac b . Asher Halevi whose dis

ciples had a g reat deal t o do with~he flowering of that city 

into a center of Torah and Jewish learning . As a re sult of 

R • . Cliezer ' s frequent contact with the city , he , too, added 

to the stature r,nd promi nence of Regensburg as a center of 

Jewish life . 

R. t:liezer' s relationship was perhaps even closer to 

t be City of Forms , in part because of its trade with Mayence . 

Of greater importance was the fact t hat members of R. 

Eliezer ' s family were the central f i gures in t he intellec

tual life of the city . R. Isaac Halevi was dean of the 

Worms' community in his time. His three sons , Jacob , 

Samuel , and Eliezer inherited the mantle of leadership from 

their father .180 R. Isaac Halevi was a scholar of consider

able no t e . Originally f rom Vitry, R. Isaac moved to Worms 

where he taught and functioned as head of the Acaderny . 

180sefer Ha Pardes , par . 1 89 . 1J'J7 7J JPY' 1J'J7 ~ wy 7j1 ••• 
••• ,,'?~ '?~17.'.lw 1J'J71 1ry,7~ 1J'J7 ,,n~ y " J ,,'?~ pn::P 

R. Bliezer wrote only about two of the brothers, Jacob and 
Samuel. I t is possible that there was another brother, R. 
ii..sher . A hint of that is to be f' ound in a passage in ~{ ef er 
HaOrah , par . 113 , p . 150, written by the students of Rashi . 

~1,,J 1JJ ,w~ 'J77 ,,n~w ,i'?y ·py~ , 11?~ pn1, 'J7 'i'i'.'.l?ni'.'.l in~ ••• 
~D7~7.'.l 7n1 ' DJjJ1 

The passage is also to be found in ~efe r HaPardes (par. 
268) but in garbled form . The content i on of a fourth son is 
strengthened by the fact that R. Eliezer knew of a R. Asher, 
son of it . Jacob Halevi , possibly named after his uncle , 
Eben Haezer , 42c . 
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During the period in which Bashi spent in Germany , he was the 

second of Rashi ' s teachers . 181 R. Isaac had great influence 

over the customs that were practiced in Worms and was the 

great spiritual and intellectual leader of the city . 182 R. 

Eliezer was extremely close to the family . This was so , 

particularly in the case of • Jacob , popularly known in 

Rabbinic sources as y" ::i. y ., • On numerous occasions , he was 

called .,, , ~ ,::i.,::i.~ ,a term not readily used by R. Eliezer.183 

We know , too , that R. Eliezer made himself financially 

responsible for the dowry of R. Jacob ' s daughter , perhaps 

after R. Jacob ' s death .184 R. _Jacob , the youngest of the 

brothers , s tudied primarily with his father whom he succeeded 

181 ( , P ., 7 ::i. ::i. p Y ' ) ' ::i., , iz, , n, , -o :i , n ~, , 
Rashi , Betsa , 24b . 1"J:J? "nJ,1 ••• , ,,~ pmP 'J.i n~ ,ny i'J iz, 

In the same comment , telling of his experiences 
while a student in Germany , Rashi told of the coming to Worms 
of Kalonymus b . Shabbetai of Rome . See also Eben Haezer , 81a . 

(::i.n:,) , ,,~ pn::P .. , ::i.,~ ':J i'J ~ i'J?12' 1J 'J.i OJ., 

182Eben Haezer , llla . 

183rbid ., 59c , 232d . Historians have debated the ques
tion of whether y " ::i.y, and R. Jacob b . Isaac Halevi were one 
and the same person . The issue is discussed in great detail 
by v. Aptowitzer (~, pp. 354-356) who came to the conclusion 
t hat t here were two men of the same name , one of whom died in 
the First Crusade . Germania Judai ca (p . 339) took the anoma
l ous pos ition that there were three separate men that the 
sources confused . Despite the complex debate , however , there 
is no reason to doubt the view of Albeck that they refer t o 
the same person ( S. Albeck , Introducti on , Ch . 3, par. 3. ) . 
Note Urbach ' s excellent summary , bringing the debate up t o 
date (E. Urbach , op. cit ., p . 162) . 

18~ordecai , ~ . , par . 751 , quoting R. Eliezer b . Joel 
Halevi. See supra , footnote 13 . From Eben Haezer (233a) we 
learn that R. Jacob died before R. Eliezer. It is , therefore , 
quite possible that the offer to guarantee the dowry was made 
after R. Jacob ' s death . 
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as chief judge of orms. His most important teacher after 

his father wa s Kalonymus b. Shabbetai of Rome , a f act at-

185 tested to by • Bliezer . R. Kalonymus was well respected 

in the community , and was spoken o respectfully by no less 

a personage than Rashi himseli. 186 The influence of R. 

Kalonymus was recognized by R. Eliezer , although he was long 

dead at the time R. Eliezer reached maturity. 187 R. Jacob 

v·as in contact frequently with R. Eliezer and they exchanged 

both questions a nd answers with a minimum of rancor , even in 

situations where they disagreed with one anothen 188 There 

were times , indeed , when R. Eliezer tu.med to R. Jacob as an 

important authority to validate positions he had taken .189 

185 ~ben Haezer , 21b . 01 ?J 'J17p " i ;-p;, p;,:ii?J;, ,:ii ,::i ,7 yn,, ••• 

186 Rashi , Betza , 24b . • iK • w 7 K:iw W''?Jil?J :in::i?J '7K K:i ;,ny • l ••• 

o"w;, 7:J:i 'p:i, 01?J'J17p "i K?Jii 7?J ;,:i,w,:i :iw,,, 7pr 7 1il 

187R. Kalonymus was cited on a number of occasions by 
R. Eliezer as an important authority possessed of gTeat in-
fluence within the community . Eben Haezer , llla . 

n1wy71 i?Jw7 1J'7Y 1J7:l'P 7::i, ,n:iw "i :ii;, 1':iK • 1W?J :ii;, wi,::i 7::i, ••• 
R. Kalonymus was referred to always by • Bliezer as already 
deceased . He came to orms shortly after the death of R. 
Jacob b . Yakar in the year 1065 , already an old man . It is 
highly unlikely that R. Kalonymus was one of the victims of 
the Firs t Crusade as alleged by some authorities . See V. 
Aptowitzer , ~ ' p . 393 . 

188Eben Haezer , 59c . Respect for R. Jacob ' s views re-
mained even after his death . Eben Haezer , 160a. ,,:i, w ?J 7'KW K7 ?J7K 1 

• • • ,,i:ii 7:9 Tl ' ?Jn ,n,,;, ;,n'?J inK 7 ' iK;, nK 

189 Ibid . , 81a. It is true that in this particular re-
sponsum , R. Jacob was transmitting traditions he had received 
from his father . Nevertheless , R. Eliezer was prepared to 
depend upon R. Jacob ' s authority . 
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R. Jacob was also under the influence of R. Isaac b. Asher 

Halevi, and there were times when he found himself siding 

with the scholar from Speyer instead of with R. Eliezer. The 

most dramatic of such confrontations was one in which an an

nulment of a marriage was at stake . The annulment was sug

gested by R. Jacob as ·rell as by R. Isaac b . Asher, but op

posed by R. Eliezer. The case , which attracted the attention 

of scholars from all over the country , was an extremely sensi

tive one because of the g overnmental connections of sone of 

the litigants . Eventually , R. Eliezer's position was the one 

that was taken by the assembled scholars . 190 R. Jacob was 

the author of a number of Tosafot , some of which were edited 

and prepared for publica tion by his many students . 191 In 

190ill,g_., 283ab . This entire episode is dealt with 
more fully in Chapter III . See also supra , footnote 129 . 
It was a complex problem involving political considerations 
t hat one can only surmise . Of some curiosity is the fact 
that there is a contradiction in the description of the inci
dent e s given in our text . On the one side opposing R. 
Eliezer was the school of R. Isaac b . Asher Halevi of Speyer 
in associe.tion with the school of 1 . Jacob Hal evi of worms . 
Tis last r eference is , without question , to the R. Jacob b . 
Isaac of our source. Supportine R. Eliezer , together with 
his father-in-law , was an individual known in our source as 

~PY' 7J ' ~, '17~ '~'~n They cannot both be our R. Jacob b . Isaac . 
The problem cannot re completelr solved . However, as suggested 
by E. Urbach (op . cit ., p . 162) , it is possible that the words 
'7 7~ '~ ' ~n were written in the margin and through an error were 
inserted in this particular place . The only other possibility 
is that R. Jacob was an entirely dif ferent scholar , coinci
dentally with the same name . This latter explanation seems 
unlikely , but no explanation is entirely satisfactory . 

191Eben Haezer, 232d, 233a . R. Eliezer did not stipu
late the exact nature of R. Jacob ' s writings . We know , how
ever , from other sources that R. Jacob did write Tosafot for 
:B . a.mma , :B . etzia , and Sanhedrin . See e . g ., Or Zarua , 1h 
Netzia , par . 197 , as well as V. Aptowitzer, ~ , p . 287 . 
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addition, he was also the author of a halachic work that 

has been lost. 192 R. Jacob had one son, R. Asher, who also 

appeared in our text as a respected respondent of R. 

Eliezer.193 

R. Eliezer's contacts with scholarly circles extended 

to the City of Bonn. It was in that city that both of his 

sons-in-law, Samuel b . Natronai and Joel b. Isaac, studied 

and taught. Around them clustered a number of scholars who 

were to make significant contributions to the world of Jewish 

scholarship . One of the more important of Bonn ' s scholars 

was R. Ephraim b . Jacob of Bonn , known for his narrative on 

the events of the second Crusade at t he City of Speyer .194 He 

was born in 1132 , and turned to R. Eliezer as his teacher . 195 

R. Ephraim b . Jacob was often confused in the literature , as 

we have noted , with R. Ephraim of Regensburg . The name often 

given to R. Ephraim b . Jacob is R. Ephraim HaBachur in order 

to distinguish him from R. Ephraim of Regens burg .196 

192An Halachic work of R. Jacob wa s mentioned twice in 
sources known to us . The work , referred to simply as y" ::iy~ ~po~ 
was mentioned by Mordecai , (Hullin , par . 700) as well as by R. 
Eliezer b . Joel Halevi . (V . Aptowitzer , ~ , p. 281) . 

193Eben Haezer , 42c . R. Eliezer answered the question 
directed to him by R. Asher in a respectful fashion, after R. 
Asher had sought his guidance . 

194A. Habermann , Sefer Gezerot Ashkanaz V' Tsorfat, pp . 
, 131-132 . 

195A. Freimann , Germania Judaica , p . 49. Both Zunz 
(Litera eschichte der S na o alen Poesie , p . 188), as well 
as Landshut Amude HaAvoda , p . 47 put his birth date at 1133 . 

l96supra, footnote 166 • 
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R. Ephraim was known by another name in our sources, that of 

R. Shalom. There were times when R. Ephraim signed himself 

in tha t fashion to the religious poetry attributed to him, 

and from the comments made by R. Eliezer it is evident that 

both names were attributed to the same person. 197 R. Ephraim 

b . Jacob was a relative of R. Eliezer , but his exact rela

tionship was not spelled out. 198 The questions posed by R. 

Ephraim to R. Eliezer were grouped together in one collection 

of nine questions to which R. Eliezer responded in a matter

of-fact fashion without the honorific titles he often applied 

to scholars of excellent reputation in the community.199 His 

name appeared along with those of the highest rank on the 

membership of the Rabbinic court in Mayenoe during the genera

tion following that of R. Eliezer. 200 Periodically , R. Ephraim 

was in close contact with R. Eliezer b . Joel Halevi , and their 

names were linked to the publication of important opinions on 

197L. Zunz , Literatursgeschichte der Synagognlen Poesie , 
p . 288 . See also Eben Haezer , 164b . 

198Eben Haezer, 264b . "'l1n:i.n D " i!:lk .. , , ::i,,p , 31, ww n,n,~l27::i ••• 

199F:ben Haezer , 67c-68c . Though it is impossible to 
determine exactly how old R. Ephraim was at the time , he was 
considerably younger than R. Eliezer . The ordinary salutations 
used most often by R. Eliezer with a scholar of standing in the 
community were noticeably missing . Since R. Ephraim l ater 
became a scholar of great prominence , the mo s t likely explana
tion is t hat his correspondence took place when R. Ephraim was 
quite young , much before he attained significant standing in 
the scholarly world . 

200Mordecai , P. . Bathra, par . 574 . 
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the legal issues of the day. 201 Though born in Bonn , R. 

Ephraim did not remain there during the course of his life

time . For a period of time he lived in Neuss and Cologne as 

11 i T 202 we as n ~orms . His work as a almudic commentator was 

well known , and he wrote commentaries to Erubin , Ketubot , arrl 

!12,Qi. 203 His most significant contribution was in the area of 

the liturgy . R. Ephraim was a prolific author of religious 

poetry as well as a number of dirges on the tragedi es of his 

time . 204 R. Ephraim lived a long and productive life , out

living his three brothers , Gershom, Kalonymus , and Hillel . 205 

Of the three only one , Hillel , was mentioned by R. Eliezer 

~and entered i nto correspondence with him. 206 R. Hillel b . 

Jacob wa s a clos e colleague of R. Joel , and it is probably 

because of that reason that he was in contact with R. Eliezer. 

It was R. Hillel who came to R. Joel ' s aid in a Halachio dis

putation noted by R. Eliezer . 207 While R. Hillel did not 

dis tinguish himself in the area of the Halacha , he was of 

20¾irordecai , Ketubot , par . 152 . 
202 L. Zunz , Liter aim'sgeschichte , p . 289 . 

203Germania Judaica , p . 50 . 

204 L. Landshut , op . cit., pp . 47- 48 . 

205Germania Judaica , p . 49 . There were probably two 
other brothers , Abraham and Uriel , of lesser importance . See 
Mordecai , Yebamot , par . 31 . 

206Eben Haezer , 67c . 

207~., 78a . ?NP .. ., nt ,.,.,o,., '''i1 ,:i,, 
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considerable importance as a religious poet and contributed 

to the liturgy of his period. 208 

Perhaps the most significant relationships of R. El

iezer were those that he established with the scholars and 

the leaders of the Mayence Jewish community . The burden of 

R. Eliezer ' s leadership of the Mayence commu.nit y after his 

father-in- law ' s death was one that was possible for him to 

bear only with the help of many colleagues who aided him in 

the process of directing the affairs of the community . Over 

the course of the years , the Jewish community of Mayence had , 

as we have noted , a rich intellectual and spiritual heri tage 

even before the leadership of the community passed into the 

hands of R. Eliezer . The influence of men who had long since 

died lived on in the works of their students . One such per

son was R. Eliezer (Bagadol) b . Isaac . He was one of the 

great intellectual leaders in Mayence's history who taught 

many of the scholars of Provence as well a s Germany . 209 

Even closer to R. Eliezer's time and more significant for ' 

our consideration was R. I saEc b . Judah , perhaps the most 

important student of .R. Eliezer Hagadol . R. Isaac was 

Rashi ' s teacher and was referred to frequently by his famous 

2081 . Zunz , Li tera1:ursgeschicte , p . 293 . 

209EbenHaezer , 156a • ••• ·:it:Jlr.):l ;,., ;u;, il 'i1i1' ,"::i pn::P 1:i,.:i,, 
,r9,7~ • , ,:i, o~~ 
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210 student asp,~,.,,~ , R. Isaac was cited often by R. 

Eliezer, in most instances as a source for the variant cus

toms in existence in the City of Ivlayence. There were times 

in which these citations were base on patterns of behavior 

noted in R. Isaac ' s household . 211 R. Eliezer noted also cus

toms reflecting great piety that R, Isaac enforced on members 

of his family . 212 Even after his death, R. Isaac was long an 

i mportant influence on the spiritual end intellectual state 

of the Jewish community. 213 R. Isaac was probably born in 

France and only emigrated to Germany at a later time. Ee 

traveled a good deal and had an opportunity at one point to 

visit the City of Rome, where it is said that he consulted 

with r:ai Gaon . 214 R. Isaac was more a teacher than an 

author . Though he had many excellent students , his own 

halachic comments are to be found in a number of sources; he 

210Rashi , ~ ' 16b. , .. ,. n, ,:,, ,":l pnx" 'll":J.i p,:i. ., ,,r.J ,; '117 , ' E> 

The text was written after 1070, the probable date of R. 
Isaac's death . 

2~1Eben Haezer, 164a. pn~, 1l'Ji '7 w ,n,:i~w (,n vr.i~} 1l'l " i.l 1 
•• • n sit o,; , , :, l ., s 1N , ., it ~, it -r ,n., , 11 ::i 

212rbid ., 184c. ni:it n-ri;,, ,::i, ::i pn,i, ,:i,:i, 1,w ,n'l?)N n11r.iw:iw " r1yr.n11 , ••• 
From the context it is clear n,,:ipn n,:i, n.,,n 9n , ,,,, n;,n , • , 1l:J? 

that this was not normative behavior for the time, Note in£ra, 
Chapter VIII , footnote 104 . 

213Ibid., 161b . R. Isaac ' s views were not, however , so 
firmly entrenched that they could not be dislodged. 

, ; n K, .:i , ••• n, ,n , , 11 :i p n :s: , , J:, , J ., :i., n, , :, T :::, , •• • 
See also 156a for an indication of the extent of R. Isaac's 
influence and his ability to establish a cus tom in Mayence 
in keeping with his own particular trad i tions. 

214Mordecai , Shabbat, par . 398. 
11K~ ' Ki1 , ;:i, ' Eli.l K~,, ,.,,;:i n,,n ., , 11 ::i , 11 , Y~W it l a,~ , . . . 
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never produced a single halechic ork of significance . 215 

R. Isaac had a son , R. Judah , who had great promise . Un

fortunately , he becrune , along with his wife ann child, a 

victim of the first Crusade . 216 Closely associated with R. 

Isaac Ks R. Meshullam b . Moses of Mayence . Although R. 

?.J'.:eshullam was not mentioned with any frequency by R. Eliezer , 

he noted the fact that R. l:eshullam had submitted D li turgi

cal question to the authorities in Jerusalem. The Jerusalem 

authorities responded by validating a local liturgical custom 

prevailin:: in l'rayence . 217 R. l/eshullam had been an important 

link in his time between the traditions of the East and that 

of the \lest . It is entirely possible that this position grew 

out oi' the fact thot be was of the family of R •. Kalonymus of 

215 See e . g ., Or Zarua , pt . 2 , par . 109 . 

216v. ~ptowitzer , ~, p. 371 . Note supra , footnote 
212 . Without sufficient evidence , it is impossible to evalu
ate R. Judah ' s abilities especially since he was killed while 
still a young man . Judah ' s son , also lost in the holocaust 
of 1096 , was named Isaac . 

217Eben Haezer , 156a . (c , ,)w,, , :iw il:l ' ~ ' ' ~ n~ ?kW o, o~ •, Cli ••• 

The emendation t o the text of the 1610 edition was supplied 
by Ehrenreich , based on the parallel texts . There are some 
minor differences between our text and that of both Sefer 
HaPardes (par . 168) and 1'1ahzor Vi try , p . 360) . Both of these 
texts have the phrase c , ,w,·,, " :l , , n, , ,~:, ' !l n ? iltrl , 11 :1 D?tor.> • ,, 

~, pil ,,y instead of the text cited above . See also 8efer 
Rabiah , Vol . II , p . 230 , who bas essentially the same text 
as R. hliezer and who might have taken it fro Eben Haezer . 
A portion of the Teshuba was di covered in the Cairo Geniza 
(Sefer Rabiah , loc . cit ., footnote 5 of Aptowitzer) . For a 
fuller statement on the response mQde by the Jerusalem Yeshi
bot , see A. Epstein , r:aase HaGeonim, pp . 36-37 . 
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I ucca , a prime par ticipant in the t a sk of linking East ern and 

Western tradition . His prima ry contact in t he East was with 

R. Elijah HaCohen and his son Abia th~r , Palestinian Gaonim. 218 

Reference to R. Meshullam was to be -noted in other texts , 

although he never published anything of consequence . 219 

Of s ome importance to t he functioning of R. Eliezer 

in Mayenoe wa s his relationship to the genera tion immediately 

preceding him. We have already noted the ties tha t bound R. 

Eliezer to his father-in-law , R. Eliakim . R. Eliezer was 

pushed into a position of leadership , passing over R. Eliakim ' s 

colleague and friend , R. Kalonymus b . Judah . R. Kalonymus was 

R. Eliezer ' s tea cher , and R. Eliezer displayed grea t respect 
220 for him , though Kalonymus in no sense approa ched greatness . 

He was a member of one of the more important f amilies in the 

City of Mayence , and is identified by some a s t he uncle of 

Eliezer Rokeach of v!orms . 221 R. Kalonymus was looked to as 

218v. Aptowitzer , ~ , p . 386 . 

219('< A ·r,, t · . t 26 39 .ue e e. g ., • i:,ps ein , op . 01 • , p . , p. • 

220Eben Haezer , 16d . It is apparent from the phrase 
an,,n~ ' 3~, that R. Eliezer considered himsel f to be a 

student , seated at the feet of his master . What i s by no 
means clear is the degree to which R. Kalonymus approached a 
high level of scholarship and scholarly attainment . There is 
no evidence to support t he view tha t R. Kal on-.mus ever achieved 
significant s t anding in the academic community . On the con
trary , R. Kalonymus did not approach R. Eliezer either in the 
de pth or the scope of his scholarship . 

221s. Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 3 . 
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dlhal achic authority by s ome and helped in the establishment 

of various customs that were in dispu.te . 222 Apart from that 

fact , R. Kalonymus was known primarily as a liturgical poet . 

Zunz listed eighteen different poems written by R. Kalonymus 

that were added to the liturgy . 223 In order to distinguish 

between R. Kalonymus and Kalonymus b . Isaac the Elder , 

Kalonymus b . Judah was often c alled by our sources the 

younger (HaBahur) . 224 

One of the close colleagues of R. Eliezer in Mayence 

was R. Solomon , in all likelihood , R. Solomon Hakohen , the 

father of R. Moses , also mentioned in our tex~ . 225 R. 

Solomon was the brother- in- law of R. Judah b . Kalonymus , and 

was recognized as an important authority . 226 R. Solomon ' s 

son , R. Moses , was of even greater importance in the genera

tion that followed . R. Moses was considered to be one of the 

222L ,., . uunz , Literatursgeschichte , p . 164 , foccnote 11. nm~ oy;;i 

01D'J1?p l'U:i~,, ;-]1'.!t n:i w '~'.!t11::):l1 '"1 D1':l ,:.pJ1 ' J1Z1;-J ,,~:i K11 '.::J. D1K 1tlEJJ 
1ni:i:i ;-J?lD;-J YDl!7 -inD?1 noJj;-J ni:i:i ;-J?lD;-J :91D l!7 ? ?:lK? ;,11;,, .. , KJ:11 7.::i 

2231.:Qil., pp . 164-166 . 

224s. Albeck , Introduction, Ch . 3. 

225Eben Haezer , 77d. This particular responsum was in 
all likelihood addressed to R. Eliezer as the head of the May
ence community. See J . Albeck , Introduction, Ch . 5, par . 19 . 
R. Solomon was referred to as 11 1 J, , :in, " a term that suggested 
his status as equal participant in the academic community . 
Note also H. Michal, op . cit ., p . 584 . 

226~ordecai , B. Bathra , par . 501 . 
i;"r :i;, D? , II ;, ") 0 , l 1 ' ci • 0 1 D , J 1 7 p , :i i :i ;, 1 1;, , 1 J , :i , 

It is probable nat ~. olomon is i entical with ;,D \,w .. , ; 
7011;, 7;,j;, in a passage to be found in Or Zarua , pt . 1 , 

Hilchot Tzedekah, par . 15 . 
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three ranking authorities in the community of his time , the 

others being R. Judah b . Kalonymus and Moses b. Mordecai. 227 

In the view of R. Eliezer b. Joel Halevi, R. Moses b. 

Solomon was the most important of t hem a11. 228 R. Moses was 

born in Mayence but went to France where he studied for a 

long period of time with R. Tam. 229 Upon his r eturn he as

sumed his important position in the Mayence community . He 

was one of the men who exchanged Halachic views with R. 

Eliezer. 230 .Although R. Moses belonged to the g eneration 

after R. Eliezer , he achieved distinction at an early age , 

sufficient to draw R. Eliezer ' s attention . R. Eliezer 

probably functioned as his teacher, and he l ater took over 

the responsibilities of R. Eliezer ' s office . 231 Even during 

227:r.:ordecai , B. Kamma , par. 186 . N~l.lr.) ' l 1N.l ,,:i,, . • • 
1n~n nwo 1l ' :i,, , ~,,n i " ~ nwr.) 1l':i,, c i t ' l 1~p i " :i n, ,n , 13,::in 

228s efer Rabiah , p . 171 , par . 164, n,,~n:iw ,,N H; n, • •• 
1n~n n0?w , 7:i nwo , :i,n 

229Mordecai , Yebamot , par . 79 . 

230~b H 25 -~ en ~aezer , j C. 

231 E. Urbach , op . cit ., p . 1 59 . See also S. Albeck , 
Introduction , Ch . 5, par . 16 . In all of R. Eliezer's compen
dious work , there is only one reference to R. Moses . Neither 
in t hat reference nor in the work of R. Moses do we find recog
nition of a scholarly debt owed by R. Moses to R. Eliezer . It 
is probable that R. Moses s tudied most of the time under R. Tam 
and other French scholars wher e he established his reputation. 
He came back to Mayence as a s cholar of standing towards the 
latter part of R. Eliezer' s lif e. Though R. rfoses probably 
studied with R. Eliezer for a short period of time, it was not 
sufficient for him to designate R. Eliezer as his teacher . 
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a period when the City of Mayence was a great center f or Torah 

study , the mantle of its leadership was passed to n. I•,os es who 

was trained in Fr ance but who brought new insights back with 

him. The community of Mayence was prepared to receive him as 

its head as long as his scholarship was adequate to the task . 

R. Moses ;was also a great teacher . He counted among his 

disciples R. Eliezer b . Joel Halevi , 232 as well as Baruch b . 

Samuel of Mayence . 233 The name of R. Moses was mentioned 

numerous times in the Tosafot literature and it is probable 

that he was the author of a commentary on Yebamot . 234 In ad

dition , he was credited with a book of codes noted by R. 

Asher . 235 .Among the others associated with R. Eliezer who 

plied him with questions was R. Judah b . Jo seph , referred to 

as a member of R. Eliezer ' s family. 236 Though not much is 

known of R. Judah, 237 it is probable that he was the son of 

232Responsa of R. Meir o-f Rothenburg , par. 500 . 

233Nordecai , Ketubot , par . 162 . n7.>jnn , go:J. ,,,:J. 1 l ' :J., :J.nj) 7j , 
?"t 7n:)i1 , ,,7.>7.> , n,:ip ,,w 

234such a commentary is not extant at the present time . 
Whether such a commentary a ctually existed , as is suggested 
by Urbach , has been open to question . Cf . E. Urbach , loc . cit . 

235 H. Michal , op . cit. , p. 559 . 

236Eben Haezer , 5b . .Again the nature of the family re
lationship is not specified. 

237There is no t~ace of this particular scholar in the 
literature . The most'ttlat could be said about him is suggested 
by s • .Albeck tintroduction , Ch . 5 , par . 12) in identifying him 
as the son of a famous father . It is true iha.t R. Eliezer 
would not have included R. Judah ' s responsum among his 
responsa if he had not been a person of some prominence in the 
scholarly community . R. Judah is not mentioned again by R. 
Eliezer nor does his name occur among any of the contemporary 
sources . 
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238 R. Joseph b. Judah , a student of R. Isaac b . Judah, and 

a correspondent of R. Isaac b . Asher . 239 

It is clear, then, that R. Eliezer was in contact with 

all the major Jewish communities of his time •. As the acknowl

edged leader of the Mayence community, one of the largest and 

most influential, he had a special responsibility. Beyond 

that responsibility , there lay R. Eliezer's unique qualities 

as a scholar of brilliance and courage . It was this unique

ness that propelled him to a position of prominence to begin 

with and that first attracted the attention of his future 

father-in-law . It w.as due to his personal brilliance that 

he was looked upon with universal respect by all who turned 

to him for aid , and even by those who engaged him in debate 

over questions of a religious or political nature . Even al

lowing for the exaggerations of style and the hyperbole of 

the time, the elaborate salutations and postscripts of letters 

written to R. Eliezer speak well for the exalted position he 

held in the eyes of his contemporaries . 240 Some measure of 

238r.rahzor Vitr_x, par. 81 . 

239or Zarua , Sanhedrin , par. 77. 

240In all of the correspondence to R. Eliezer reported 
in Eben Haezer and in all the correspondence recorded else
where but directed to him the attitude to R. ~liezer was one 
of universal respect . Not even R. Eliezer's most far-reaching 
opponents ever spoke of him with disdain or disrespect . At 
time it is difficult to say how many of such expressions were 
due to the mores of the time , by which such language was mere 
form , not to be taken seriously . On the other hand , we pos
sess many responsa of the period in which honestly negative 
attitudes were expressed , both by R. Eliezer and others . 
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his standing was related not only to academic brilliance but 

to R. Eliezer ' s personality . Though far from being pietis

tically self- demeaning , R. Eliezer -~as a modest , self

effacing person who sought to avoid quarrels r ather than search 

them out, as was the tendency of a good many of his illustri

ous contemporaries . This is not to say that R. Eliezer had a 

low opinion of his abilities , or even that he was afraid to 

express his own view of that ability . He did not hesitate 

to express his belief in the truth of his own interpretations •241 

Even in the face of as great an authority as Rash~ R. Eliezer 

did not hesitate to express his own independence as well as 

his ability to plumb to the depths of a problem beyond that of 

his master. 242 Often R. Eliezer referred to his own inter

pretations with great pride of authorship . 243 In no situa

tion , however , did he seek to humiliate those whose opinions 

differed with his own, or even those whose scholarship was 

decidedly inferior to ·his own . 244 His tone with his disciples, 

241Again and again R. Eliezer made reference to his own 
explanation as "m;, , 0,,,l:>,~' at times in contrast to explana
tions or commentaries offered by others . Se e e . g ., ~ 
Haezer, 226c , 231a, 239c , et. al. 

242rbid ., 196b. n, , nn N7N , r.,N , Nin, n~,w ' , ' Dr.> o~ ,l~, 
Dl1::l7.) ,,~ D' nw,,D 'l N , o , , ::i,n 

243rbid ., 251b . Typical was the followinz expression: , n,~,111 ' !>7 1 
;,,,~,, :,i,r.,37:i,, mu,!:>, , i-t,,,n, , n::i "l x,:i • • • , n,::i , ,w,, gw ,T>"' 'nt 'Hi 

Similarily , see Eben Haezer, 63a where R. Eliezer spoke un-
ashamedly of his own abilities in contrast to the failure 
of others • •• nw, !)1, , ::,. ; , nnl iT nlwr.> 71,no::i o,wpnr., C' r.>~n D' Wl , n, ~, w , a, 

244~., 296b . In this particular case, R. Eliezer was 
approached by Shemaria b . Mordecai under the assumption that 
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and students was never strident. Although he chided them 

often for misinterpretations and gross ignorance, the basic 

gentleness of his character was always manifest . R. Eliezer 

was not prepared_ to abandon the field in the face of positions 

contrary to his own. In the face of opinions expressed by the 

foremost authorities of the time, R. Eliezer maintained his 

own position with integrity and courage . 

Part of R. Eliezer' s character was moulded by the at

titudes engendered in his community to the precedents and 

customs of the past that were transmitted to him in his own 

time . The T-1ayence community venerated the past , with its 

traditions and institutions , sanctioned by the great schol

ars and authorities of an earlier time . It was part of R. 

Eliezer ' s orientation to the task he saw for himself to 

denigrate his own competence and ability in face of the momen

tous contributions of prior generations . 245 He saw his entire 

task as uncovering the motivation and reasoning of the schol

ars of an earlier generation . It was not that of breaking 

new ground . 246 R. Eliezer went to great lengths to be sure 

the members of his court might be more receptive to R. El
iezer ' s views than to his own. R. Eliezer was very gentle and 
self-effacing with R. Shemaria . 

N?N '' ln7.l7.l ;,:iy 1l~p ' :J ' ~i, ' 7.l1 ,g,, ,, nn,w~ , ,~:, ' lN11'1 ; 
··· ' lN D~ ' Yi iln 1 7'nYD11'1~D ,,cN N71 cp , , ' lplp ?Y n,nn, n ::10 
He wrote in a similar vein to R. Baruch b . Isaac (308d) 

'l i i M? N?~ nN:i ,, ,, n:,,•10 N? ' :J ny,,, 

245.!.!21!1. , 148a. O'Z>:Jn 0 ' '1!7lN 1l'l D", 11'} D'l1WN,i1 ,:n:io, 7 11 l 

•• • 1l7.)7.l C".31:ll1 

246rbid. , 255dP'l:J ' :J 1l'ni:i, ,,:ii ,,:i,, 1N:17 1:iN1 •• • 
cn,,:ii ,,,:in• n1:i, c,~,~il n,~-, en 
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that his own opinion would not be used to overturn the 

cherished views of prior generations . Although an acknowl

edged authority , his self-effacement prompted him to deny to 

others the utilization of his statements to challenge the 

position of earlier authorities. 247 Yet 1. E1iezer did not 

see himself paralyzed by the views of prior generations . He 

possessed both a measure of daring and a readiness to explore 

new paths for the Halacha when that became necessary . As a 

result, R. Eliezer focused on two separate areas . The first 

was the area where gaonic insights did not apply . The 

second was where gaonic insights could be applied but emerg

ing new conditions were deemed adequate to overturn earlier 

well-established precedent . 248 In R. Eliezer , one finds an 

interesting combination of a pietistic self-effacing person , 

of an extremely conservative bent , who rises at the same time 

to the challenge of the period in which he lived , by issuing 

highly liberal rulings when they met the needs of the people. 

R. Eliezer was not a narrow-minded person cloistered in his 

study and away from people . If nothin5 else, his travels 

~uwt h~vc uro~Joile~ his view of the world in which the com-

munity had to live and the halachic problems they had to face 

247~., 15b . ?Y ,,~o,, O' l1~N,n ,,~ y,,s,, 'P ' ,w~ , . . . 
, ,,,l~, n,N~ ~" ' ' nw,, ~~ n~ , ,~, 

248 Note , e . g ., the daring way in which R. Eliezer dealt 
with the status of women who worked in the marketplace . See 
infra, Chapter VI . 
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in order to make a living and sustain their families. The 

comparative breadth of his education also allowed him to view 

the problems of the community in a more liberal light. R. 

Eliezer was not solely a talmudic scholar . He had more than 

a passing knowledge of Bible, some general interest in 

theology and philosophy , and of course, knowledge of the 

vernacular. 249 In addition , he displayed knowledge of the 

practical world of trade and commerce . The g reatness of R. 

Eliezer lay in the combination of his abilities as profound 

""' Cholar and c ommunity leader . His insights cou.ld be accepted 

by the people primarily because of the excellence of his 

scholarship , and. he possessed at the same time the tact and 

persuasiveness to gain the widest possible acceptance of his 

leadership . Perhaps most impressive of all was his modesty . 

Though he was appealed to by a great many scholars , R. Eliezer 

was loathe to intervene in a dispute . He was extremely care

ful not to take on an omniscient pose , allowing himself the 

privilege of intervening in the affairs of other courts . 250 

249s ee infra , Chapter VI for a description of education 
within the Jewish community . 

250rt is often difficult to determine how much a 
scholar ' s expressed modesty is a true reflection of his per
sonality . In R. Eliezer ' s case, it was undoubtedly sincere . 
See e . g ., Eben Haezer , 82d (als o found in Res~onsa of R. 
:Meir of Rothenburg , par . 409) ?K1i1" ,;,;, '.'liip ., ~ N:l iTY"'rn. 'J ~ 

'? i11!1 ,:, 1? ., n , l i N?1 , 11 ::i 1? i.3I1li0 1? t? l''l pOEl:i. j,.,y', ' ltt?J7 ' :l1 
••• , :i. ,,~g;, ., ~ 'TY 'l1? NW N?? w,,n, 

The last portion of the same responsum is even more instruc-
tive . nl!INi1 ?Y ,.1,,, r.,yn, ' l1.'l'Wn o:, 'l'Y.'l ,,r.,K 1l1:,' N? ON1 

••• ~1.'lN N?1 b£litll!li11 
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There was no falseness in R. Eliezer's readiness to admit an 

error of judgment or fact. 251 There was no falseness either 

in his readiness to share the difficulties he f aced in find

ing an adequate explanation for serious halachic problems. 

Although he rarely made comments that could be deemed auto

biographical , he was prepared to share t he disappointments 

and frustrations of his work. 252 As a r esult, he presented 

a position to his students not of unattainable omniscience 

but of the scholar in perennial search for wisdom that was 

often elusive even to the greatest minds . In all of this 

R. Eliezer displayed not the slightest conceit . Rather he 

expressed an oft repeated faith in the Almighty who would 

aid him in plumbing the depths of knowledge as well as in 

the transmission of such knowledge to others . 253 

In addition to Eben Haezer, R. Eliezer was the author 

of numerous other works, of lesser importance . Perhaps the 

most interesting was his Chronicle of the events of the First 

Crusade . 254 He was but a young boy of six years old at the 

time of the First Crusade . The text , therefore , is not one 

'"'~W ON ,,,o nny, 
251Eben Haezer , 77d • ••• , ll ' :ln ,ny, , k?~ n~, 'li,,n nnN 

as well as 68d. ' nwtn:> :>.1111? oPn Ni:rn '17CE> i n · c,l( i1Yt:> " ?tu "E>71 

252rbid . , 58c . ~ny~~ Ni1i 0 ,,, g ' nOl~l '7.:)' ?j 

253Ibid . , 23c. '""lW oN, nnr ,, ""''"l ,~, ,~ nN , ~ ••• 
,n,,n ,,&-;l:) :l il'l'Y ,,N., ,,u, i17.:> nn ?1t 

Such phrases repeat themselves throughout the entire course 
of the text . R. Eliezer combined acceptance of his own lim
itations with an appeal to the Almighty as the consummate 
source of wisdom. 

254 ( The text was published originally by Jellinek zur 
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that is based on R. Bliezer's exper ience . Rather, it re

flected R. Eliezer's convers&tions with survivors of t he 

Crusade . As a result, R. Bliezer's account was limited in 

t he information it could provide. mhe statistics in it are 

entirely untrustworthy, and represent an exaeger_ation of the 

actual effects of the Crusade far beyond the a ctual histor

ical situation. There were some early authorities who 

raised serious questions as to whether R. r liezer, the author 

of the Chronicle, was , in fact, our n. Eliezer . Despite 

numerous arguments that were advanced against its authorship 

by R. Eliezer , it is clear that his authorship cannot be 

denied. 255 Why R. Eliezer, the great halachist , chose to 

write an historical chronicle is outwardly rather puzzling . 

During the course of Eben Haezer , he did take note in passing 

of historical incidents that c ame to his attention. Such 

comments were always made , however , coincidental with R. 

Eliezer ' s main purpose , viz ., the elucidation of points of 

Gesohichte der Kruzziwe) and later republished by A. M. 
Habermann , Sefer Gezerot Ashkenaz V'Tsorfat, pp . 72- 82 . 

255According to S. Albeck (Int roduction , Ch . 9, par . 2), 
who based himself on Joseph llacohen (Emek HaBacha , p. 30) ,the 
true author of the chronicle was Eliezer Halevi , in no way 
related to R. Eliezer b . Nathan. Similarly see L. Landshuth, 
op . cit., p . 22 . That position , how·ever , was r efuted con
vincingly by V. Aptowitzer in~. p. 56. Note the parallel 
between a piyyut composed to commemmor ate the Crusade that was 
definitely attributable to R. Eliezer and the chronicle itself . 
The poem was printed in Habermann , Sefer Gezerot, pp . 82-83 , 
as well as included in the list of piyyutim prepared by L. 
Zunz , Literatu.rsgeschichte, p . 259 . 
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halachic difficulty. R. Eliezer did not display any preoccu

pation with the events of the First Crusade in the pages of 

Eben Haezer. The few references he made that could be inter

preted as applying to the Crusade were not dwelt upon at 

any length. 256 He displayed the interest and the style of 

a halachist , not a. historian. ',ihat inspired R. Bliezer was 

not the desire to set down in scrupulous detail tle events 

of the period, but rat~er the desire to glorify and extol the 

heroism of his immediate forebears who gave their lives for 

the sanctification of the Divine Name. In all probability , 

R. Bliezer was led to the writing of the chronicle through 

his liturgical works . Many liturgical pieces that he wrote , 

including dirges specifically written to commemmorate the 

First Crusade extolled the virtues of martyrdom. His litur

gical poetry led naturally to a fuller description of the 

martyrdom of his generation. The chronicle was, after all , 

part of a specific genre of literature, typical of the period, 

R. Eliezer's chronicle , as all others in the period , was 

dominated by a lack of objectivity as well as a lack of 

critical acumen in weighing and assessing the sources that 

were at his disposal • 

.Another major area of R. Eliezer ' s literary activity 

was that of liturgical poetry . It has already been indicated 

256see infra , Chapter V, for a fuller description of 
the events of the Crusades as reflected in Rben Haezer. 
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that R. Eliezer was the author of a piyyu.t commemorating the 

First Crusade . A great many other poems attributed to R. 

Eliezer are known to us; a good many of them found their way 

into the liturgy. It is pos sible t4at many of R. t,liezer' a 

piyyutim were los t. However, the extant material is sub

stantial and testified to the breadth of 1 . Eliezer's work . 

The following piyyutim are known to have been composed by R. 

Eliezer: ,·rn ,y,:nP? , iN ,, ., it-: .. l"I 7"'fi2t ; ,,y l"l"T iN 

i1iD:> ; :i il!J 1N ; 'il7.l'N .,,n 11: ; n,,:i n iN ; i11!>Y , ,11: ; 07,Y ;;,,~ M?N ; it?N ?N 1l 'il?N ?N ; D ''il ?N ?N ; ' i1'n ?N ; ' lD 
; i1"r90 , Tl ipN ; i"7.PN ., l iDN ; i1 'TY ' ?tc ; UJHCl O ' il?N 

; ON ., :> ; , I::> n~ ; n,,:in n ,11: , i1 l ~WN ; ,n,,;,:i ?K'iN 
. o,,r tJ "t i1?N . n"lN , .,y,,,n ; nplN tt:in ; '?N n ,w,z:i 

' 
257 

'i'he piyyutim of R . Eliezer reflected a high d gree of poetic 

skill in the trad.i tion of his time . They were designed for 

utilization on many different liturgical occasions during the 

257The lis t enumerated here of R. Eliezer's piyyu.tim is 
based on I . Davidson' s work, Otsar He.Shira V' BaPiyyu.t, Vol . 
IV , p. 364 . El s ewhere in .this definitive work , Davidson made 
a literary analysis of each of the piyyutim. A review of 
such a.n analysis might prove of significance in assessing :rr. 
Eliezer ' s worth as a paytan, but it would be beyond the scope 
of this work . His piyyutim were deemed sufficiently worthy 
to be included in the liturgy . Other lis tings of R. Eliezer's 
piyyutim are to be found in a number of sources, none of 
which is as complete as the listing provided by D~vidson. 
These include L. Zunz , Literatursgeschichte, p . 259; L. 
Landshut , op. cit ., p . 22; S. Albeck , Introduction, Ch . 9 , 
par . 5. Most of R. Eliezer's piyyutim are readily identifiable 
since he utilized one means or another to sign the text. It is 
hif hly doubt ful whether the piyyutim we have in our possession 
constitute the total produced by R. Eliezer. At no point did 
he refer to any of his piyyutim during the course of his 
halachic work. 
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course of the year and some of them were included in the 

~inhag of some congregations . 258 Though • Eliezer did not 

reach a l evel of perfection as a religious poet equal to that 

of his more renowned contemporaries , he r emained deeply in

terested in the liturgy throughout the course of his life . 

This was reflected not only in the poems themcelves but also 

in the frequent references to liturgical material in Eben 

Haezer . 

R. Eliezer ' s period was one in which there was deep 

intereot in the prayer book . As illustrated by his career 

as a paytan there was concern for liturgic 1 creativity . 259 

It was also a period in which the liturgy was becomin 

standardized . From the gaonic period through our own , we 

witness the publication of a number of prayer books , essen

tially books of Halacha on prayer that gave expression to 

such standardi zation. R. Eliezer ' s commentary on the prayer 

book fell into this genre of literature . Unfortunately , his 

text is no longer extant . On the basis of R. Eliezer ' s own 

testimony , the book was once in existence ; its format was 

roughly similar to that of Mahzor Vitry . 260 A good part of 

258L. Landshuth , loc . cit . 

259Note the discussion in Chapter VI II on the problem 
of innovation in the liturgy . As one of the larger group of 
paytanim in Western Europe R. Eliezer clearly aligned him
self with t he innovators in a period in which halachic 
scholarship and poetic creativity went hand in hand . 

260~ben Haezer , 175b . niwy nliu , , ,on ,,,p mn 71 · ' •· · 
' pnl ,n~ K, p~ o,,~, nl~'~ ,~,,n~ 7~, ' l~, ,,on ,r n,~, j 

n , , , gnn , ,o~ o' n~n~ , 
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his commentary on the prayer book was incorporated into~ 
261 Haezer. Some portions of R. Eliezer's manuscript found 

their way into other texts that compared his comments to 

those of other authorities . These are two printed prayer 

books extant dating back to the first quarter of the nine

teenth century that contain elements of R. Eliezer ' s com

mentary . Though one of them claims authorship by R. Eliezer 

b . Nathan , and was printed in 1817, only a part of the text 

can actually be ascribed to R. Eliezer . 262 In addition , a 

There is extant a manuscript of R. Eliezer ' s text . The 
manuscript (Hamburg Rs 153) was not completely loyal to R. 
Eliezer ' s original text, but was reworked during the process 
of copying. Cf . E . Urbach , op . cit ., p . 156 , who utilized 
the manuscript at the Shocken Library . It is , in all 
probability , that particular manuscript which was seen bys. 
Ehrenreich. (Commenting on Eben Haezer Megillah , 175c , par. 
6) . According to Ehrenreich , the manuscript contained a 
commentary on the liturgy for the entire year . A copy was 
also in the hands of Ephraim Zalman Margaliot as attested to 
by him in his own text Bet Ephraim , Orah Haim, par . 46 . See 
also L. Zunz, Dir tus des synagogalen Gottesdienstes, p . 
196 . 

261comments by R. Eliezer on liturgical problems were 
scattered throughout the whole of Eben Haezer . Though it is 
difficult to determine which of the two texts came first , it 
is clear that there were influences of one upon the other . 
From the comment of R. ,liezer quoted in footnote 260 , it is 
clear that his prayer book was in existence at the time he 
was completing the editing of Eben H~ezer . According to 
Urbach, some of the comments on the liturgy to be found in 
Eben Haezer were actually the work of later copyists. Cf . 
E . Urbach , op . cit ., p . 157 . 

262The text was edited by E. Margaliot and was entitled 
Kjj Ki1~J n ,,, ~n iiO 

with the following addendum 1J'J1,K ij'n iWK 7 w 1J ,w, w,,,~ • Y 

'jij iTY'?K 'ji ~"~ n,~o,n~ ,,yj?J ,nK ,,,.,_~ i WJ~ 1J'ji1 1J'i1?J 

7 11 jKj iiO 17JW KipJ 1 ' 'QPDn~ l:j?K I:] 10j ? 11 J~ Wi'~~ jjnnJ 1 ?"T 7nJ 
Though portions of the text were written by R. Eliezer, such 
as a commentary on Hallel and the Hagaddah, the text was 
actually a compilation from many different sources . Cf. L. 
Ehrenreich , loo . cit . 
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Mahzor entitled Korban Aharon was published in 1823, with 

numerous comments on piyyutim originating with R. Eliezer, 

with particula r emphasis on the piyyut literature for Rosh 

Hashonah, Yom Kippur and Succot . It is probable that in 

this case, too , the material was t aken from an original 

8eder Tefillot . 263 Though his prayer material did not sur

vive the passage of time well, R. Eliezer did leave us in

formation on his motivation for writing his commentary as 

contained in the introduction to the print ed Sede r Tefillot 

that has the ring of authenticity. He attested to the fact 

that in his time a great many of tho s e who worshipped with 

great devotion were unaware of the meaning of what they were 

ut terin~. In his words, 

, n, ~, K? ~ ~, n ,,,nr~ 
n?gn ,,o w,, , g ,,,D 

7::, 1in1:3i , , n i, 

,, nKT ' " ' • ' , ,,~::,, N? mi VDn l"~N ' JNi a,,,,, Dl'N~ ,~,, ?::>wn, n, ,n ,,,~ ,~,,,nl~ 
N' i,~ , n,, c,N? ,,,,, ,~ ,,,,, , 7yi, ; , , n~n::,, 

.• • ,, ,x ,, ,,nn, , n, l w oN i ,n,, 7Ji~n n 

I , R. Eliezer b. Nathan, did not write this com
mentary out of a desire for self-glorification . 
I have noticed around me few men of intelligence 
and understanding ; more and more people cannot 
even understand the meaning of t he prayer book .
And so, I wrote my commentary so that they might 
at least understand the words that came from 
their mouths and so gain greater understanding . 
If I have e r red, may the Almighty forgive 
me • • . 264 

263M.ahzor Korban Aharon, published in 1823 . In the 
introduction to the text , while listing the s ources that he 
used, t he editor commented: ~ ,n ~ n'i'lW ,,r nr.i n • g ' nlwn cwNi ,~, 

:,"ry:11 ••• ?"T wN,n ,w •lPT T~N,i'l • g · ,n, nl w n, t( r., nr.i:n.:i ' '' ::,::1 
C'l'l!:> , n~r.i ,n~p, 

Cf . H. :Michal , op . cit., p . 215 as well as a long discussion 
by S. Albeck (Introduction, Ch. 9 , par . 2). 

264seder Raban . Cf. s . Albeck , loc . cit . 
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There were other texts that various historical tra

ditions ascribed to R. Eliezer . As we have noted , many of 

R. Eliezer ' s contemporaries wrote Tosafot to the Talmud , 

considered a popular genre of literature at the time . In 

only one of the many sources that date from our period , 

reference was made to a Tosafot of R. Eliezer on the tractate 

of Pesahim . The material noted was not included in~ 

Haezer . Even if the text was once in existence, it is no 

longer extant and there are no further references to it in 

the literature . It is possible that R. Eliezer began his 

halachic work by writing a series of Tosafot , only to in

tegrate most of the material later on into his larger com

pendium. 265 

An even greater problem is posed by the allegation 

that R. Eliezer wrote a commentary to Pirke Abot . The only 

substantiation for such a claim was a note by Yehiel Michal 

b . Yedidiah in the introduction to his book Minihll Hadashah 

on Pirke Abot . In that introduction, R. Yehiel indicated 

that he had in his possession a manuscript of R. Eliezer ' s 

commentary that dated from 1145 . While most authorities ac

cepted the statement as valid , there were others who raised 

265Mordeoai , Aboda Zara , par . 859 . Though the explana
tion offered here is purely conjectural , the fact that R. 
Eliezer edited and re-edited his text might well be an indi
cation of substantial truth to the assertion . Neither Mic ml 
(op . cit ., p . 215) , nor Albeck (Introduction, Ch . 9 , par . 4) 
raised any serious issues with regard to the reference in 
Mordecai . Urbach erred in noting the reference in Mordecai as 
being par . 858 when it was actually 859 . See E. Urbach , Q.2• 
ill•, p. 155 . 
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questions with regard to i t s authenticity . The commentary 

has not survived to our own day and a thoroughgoing dis

avowal of its authenticity is , therefore, impos sible. How

ever , as pointed out by Aptowitzer , it i s somewhat straT¥5 e 

t hat a profound talmudic scholar would complete his work on 

t he tractate of !£Qi well before he concluded Eben Haezer . 

Whether such a contention is correct or not , it is obviously 

far from proven that R. Eliezer ever wrote such a commen

tary . 266 An attempt was made to assign a text called 

Maamar Haskel to R. Eliezer . The text was devoted to an an

alysis of t he 613 commandments, divided in accord with the 

categories of the ten commandments . The error of assigning 

it to R. Eliezer was made by the editor of the 1804 edition. 

He based his theory in part on the fact that R. Eliezer was 

the author of the piyyut"l:t.i • ;i a , ;,;~ ,rord.inarily recited 

in the synagogue on the eve of the second day of Shavuot . 

The text was seen as a commentary on that piyyut. For a 

time, even as worthy an authority as Leopold Zunz accepted 

266The existence of such a commentary is mentioned by 
S . Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 9, par . 5), as well as by 
Michal (op . cit ., p . 215) . In neither case is t heir much 
discussion of the problems involved in a proper identifica
tion of the text . Both seem to assume the existence of the 
text as self-evident . In contrast, Aptowitzer (~, p. 56) 
raised the issues noted above . What occurred to the manu
script over the course of t ime remains a puzzle, as is the 
exact nature of the text itself. All that we pos sess is the 
text left to us by R. Yechiel in his introduction that reads 
as follows: ?~K"I ,w ,~, ~n~ ,,p ,~ T~ 1l 7W' w,,,~ ,,,, R~ , 

P" ~, M"pnn nl~ :i :in~lW 
The text was quoted by Urbach (op . cit ., p . 158 ). 
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the fact of R. Eliezer ' s authorship; laterl-heretracted it. 267 

A far more complicated question of authorship is en

countered in the halachic text, Eben H&rasha . The title for 

the text is derived in all probability ~rom Zechariah 4,7. 

1', zulai insisted that he had seen a manuscript of the book 

that he took to be a separate volume of h . Eliezer's dis

cussions on halachic matters . 268 A later consideration by 

Albeck of the text led him to the belief that it was but a 

shortened version of cur Eben Haezer including material 

primarily from B. Metzia and B. Bathra . Albeck saw in it a 

parallel to the condensations made by other halachic 

scholars of their great works, among them R. Baruch and his 

Sefer Terumah . He unfortunately did not have an opportunity 

to peruse the proper manuscript and indicated as much in h·s 

comments . Later authorities were somewhat more skeptical 

267Maamar Haskel , 1804 edition , published in Redelheim 
by Benjamin b . ~amson Heidenheim . It was this editor that 
claimed authorship for R. Eliezer , based upon his authorship 
of the piyyut noted above . However , even he noticed some 
startling contradictions . M.aamar Haskel utilized R. rToses 
of Couey as one of its sources , a fact that is a curious 
anomaly . The editor overcame the contradiction by uncritical
ly quoting Azulai who claimed that R. Eliezer had an extra
ordinarily long life . S. Albeck (op . cit ., Ch . 9) devoted a 
great deal of space to a consideration of the authorship of 
the text . He identified the real author as Samuel b . Judah. 
Zunz corrected his own error in Literatursgeschichte , p . 269 . 

268H. Azulai , Shem HaGedalim , pt . 2, par . 8 . Cf . H. 
Ivlichal , op . cit. , p . 218, who went along with the statements 
made by AzularL :Michal also indicated that the statements 
attributed to R. r liezer in Kol Bo (par . 126) were taken 
from Eben Harasha. The text reads there as follows: 

~"' 7nl ,~ ,,,,~ ,",~~ l'l', 
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about t he authorship of the text . 269 Although the material 

came without question from Eben Haezer, it is possible that 

t he compilation was done , not by R. Eliezer , but by an anony

mous editor, who wished to make R. Eliezer ' s compendious 

work more readily available . Even Urbach , who held to this 

particula r viewpoint did not make a full compara tive study 

of the manuscript of Eben Harasha in our possession with the 

printed text of Eben Haezer. 270 No final statement of 

authorship, or to be more accurate , editorship , can be made 

for Eben He.rasha . What is evid.ent is that the text was in

deed a compilation. Whether that process was begun by R. 

Eliezer or not is purely a matter of speculation . 

R. Eliezer , as we have noted , was honored greatly 

during the course of his lifetime . He was recognized as one 

of the great men of his time and his fame spread throughout 

269s . Albeck , Introduction, Ch. 9, par. 1. The manu
scripts noted originally by Albeck were not available for 
him to look at , and it is amazing that he was able to project 
his ingenious theory simply on the basis of the printed texts . 
Albeck referred to a London manuscript he was unable to pro
cure . In a.11 probability , the reference was to a manuscript 
in the Montefiore Library lis t ed in t he Hirshfeld descriptive 
ca talogue as Ms. 103 (p . 21) . This same manuscript is to be 
found in Adle r ' s collection at t he Jewish Theological Sem
inary (p. 20, Ms . 317) where I had the opportunity to peruse 
it. Another manuscript is to be found a t Oxford (Neubauer 
catalogue , pt . 2 , p . 20 , Ms. 2697 (4) . Aptowitzer (~, 
p. 55) was puzzled by the text , but accepted J-1.lbeck ' s t hesis 
since it accorded so well with one of his own . 

270E. Urbach , op . cit., p . 155 . In all probability , 
Urbach ' s view is t he one closest to the truth . 
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the Jewish world in the West . He was quoted often in the 

Tosafot literature under a number of names easily identifi

able as our R. Eliezer . He ~as referred to as ,,,,;K •, 
t-t:::t.2.:u~r., 271 TP'l'il ,,.y,;l{ · , 272 , or simply n. Sliezer . 273 

Sometimes R. Eliezer was called 7:iN 13,::i, , leadi!li-~ to some 

confusion on the part of historians . He is referred to in 

that way not only in the Tosafot literature but also in 

274 Itf.ordecai and the Responsa of. R. Vieir of R.othenburr- . 

lV·any of the references within the Tosafot literature 

reflected the extensive correspondence between R. Eliezer 

and R • ... amuel b . I✓:eir . 275 .At times , references to R. Eliezer 

associated his name closely with his book . He was , e . g ., 

referred to as "'.3;:7t nH1~ 7n3 7 :l N" "I 11276 or even 

It,,. Yil 7 ::lN 11277 His influence was determined in part by the . 

271Tosafot , Shavuot , 26b . 
272 . 

Tos~fot, fil!.§1?. ., 16b . In this particular source , 
R. Eliezer had already died . ? 11 t 7pr;, ,r y,1,l( • , il~pi!i 

273Tosafot , ~ ., 69b . 

274Tosafot , Hu.llin, 47b , as well as Responsa r f R. Meir 
of Rothenburg , par . 580. Note .Albeck ' s long discuss ion on the 
name s by which R. Eliezer was known . s . Albeck , op . cit., 
Ch . 1. Cf . z. Urbach , op . cit ., p . 155 . 

275Th~t correspondence has already been discussed above 
a.t great length . Note one among many such references in 
Tosafot, 3habbat , 23b .,N,~W .. , ,, ~'Wili •• • ,T y ,; K · , nwpn 

276sefer Rabiah , par . 172. 

277Responsa of R. Meir of Rothenburg. p . 159b . 
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group of students that R. Eliezer gathered about himself 

during the course of his lifetime and by his intimate rela

tionship with the French Tosafot , so important for the de

velopment of Talmudic scholarship in the world . In addit ion , 

the importance of his grandson , R. Eliezer b. Joel Halevi , 

contributed to his own influence . Rabi ah was quoted widely 

by R. Isaac Or Zarua , Mordecai b . Hillel, e.nd , of course , 

by R. Meir of rtothenburg . The dependence of Rabiah on his 

grandfather not only directly but indirectly through his own 

father extended considerably R. Eliezer ' s influence . R. 

Eliezer was honored then during his lifetime , and honored by 

his influence after his death . 



CH.AP11ER I I 

EBEN HAPZER - I TS COMPOSI TION AND STRUCTURE 

This work is based upon the printed edit i on of~ 

Haezer , for no manus cript of the text has survived to our 

own time . Our text is not complete , and some material 

written by R. Eliezer did not make its way into the edition 

that is in our hands . 1 Before it was put into print , the 

manuscript went through a process of editing . Some of the 

editing was done by R. Eliezer himself; some of the editing 

occurred at the hands of copyists . The evidence for the 

editing of the text on the part of R. Eliezer is over

whelming . He prepared the index himself , which he l abeled 

n ,, • z, ~n "Wtc"'I • The i ndex is far from complete , for 

it included material only from two-thirds of the text . 2 In 

our printed text , we find frequent references by R. Eliezer 

1v. Aptowitzer , Mabo L ' Sefer Rabiah, p . 171, par s . 1028, 
1029 . Aptowitzer, in his great work on R. Eliezer b . Joel 
F.alevi , no ted a number of places in which r efer ence was made 
by Rabiah to material from Eben Haezer that was only par
tially ref lected in our own text . Emendations made by 
copyists could well have been considerable . 

2rn R. Eliezer's words , the index wa s appended 
ygn ~ ,~N nN ,~ ~ wn Nl ~ ,, ,~ tci,p~ y,,, 1Y~? 

Albeok completed the original index to include t he whole book . 

105 
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to halachic decisions that he had already noted earlier in 

his work . 3 In such instances , it i s clear that R. Eliezer 

had his original material before him , and then appended a 

comment indicating the changes he found it necessary to make 

in positions he had already taken . R. Eliezer als o bore 

evidence to the fact that he had sent a copy of his text to 

his son-in- law, R. Joel Halevi , for his comment s and criti

cism. That first draft was commented on forcefully by R. 

Joel Halevi ' s colleagues , and R. Eliezer was forced into a 

response . His response was expressed through co~Jnents made 

on the margins of the text as well as between its chapters . 4 

There were times in which his comments were an afterthought , 

and came after the traditional po~tscript to indicate the 

conclusion of a particular segment of the book . 5 The rather 

disordered nature of the t ext often reflected the hand of R. 

Eliezer , who appended to the text responses to questions that 

were addressed to him , both at the beginning of the text and 

at its conclusion . A much more logicel arrangement would have 

3R. Eliezer often reiterated a statement he had made 
earlier only to emphasize the point he was making and to as
sert that the law was as he had already described it . See 
e . g ., Eben Haezer , 224b . 

4R. Eliezer ' s r eaction to the criticism directed at 
him by the Regensburg elders was noted throuehout the course 
of the volume . An excellent example of that reaction can be 
found wedged in between his comments on B. Bathra and those 
on Sanhedrin (Eben Haezer , 224b .) . 

5Eben Haezer , 184d . 
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dictated their being placed in the body of the text. Again 

and again we find evidence that R. Eliezer fretted and 

worried about his work, continually introducing changes and 

additions in the parts of the text wher e t hey belonged . 6 

Tracing the activity of t he anonymous editors is enormously 

difficult . It 13 clear tha t copyists introduced their own 

changes . 7 Since we pos sess no extant manuscript of R. 

Eliezer ' s text, it is impossible to trace changes made in 

that text by anonymous copyists until it was reduced to 

printed form . It is clear th&t some changes 1-1 ere mPde , since 

t here are differences between our text and that of other 

sources that claim direct quotation from Eben Haezer . 8 

6 8 . Albeck , Introduction, Ch . 7 . Albeck giv s an 
excellent summary on the manner of which R. l',liezer edited 
his work . 

7As a prime illustration of the role of the copyis t 
in determining the nature of the printed text, note Eben 
Haezer , 30c . Para raph 39 refers to a commentary on a col
lection of religious poems , but the comment ry itself was 
excised from the text by the copyis t and forever lost. Cf . 
E. Urbach , 13aale Ha~1osa f o , , pp . 152-3. 

8Tbe single mo s t important source we poss ess in tracing 
changes introduced into our text is the the correspondence 
between R. Eliezer a.nd the Tosafists of France . Although a 
thoroughing textual comparison is beyond the scope of this 
work , a comparison of the following two texts is instructive. 
They constitute a rescension of a reply by R. Tam to a ques
tion put by R. Eliezer. 

Eben Haezer, 297c. 

'l,,_ ?KWW n,0,jn n•l ':l,, ,, 
w,,,n n~ ng•,~ 1•,,1 •2 w0 nwpn, 

• j M i :n, Ii' l ltl1' i 0 ,w~ -r 1l ' l ', :l n K 'i l 
n,o,jn n•:l •:lir :l KX~lw ~n~ Kwii•m 

,,,,n ,1, Dn~n KX~lw ni•w~ inK ,1~ 
Dw,,n ,,, ll•i~K ''"" ,1, Kl~l DKW 

Sefer Hayyashar, par. 10, 
p . 22 . 
•21,K ,Kn n,0,,n n•:l ':l1~ ,, 

'K 0 nm,D 1•,,1 •:l~ n•wpn, 
Kw•, a,w~ •l•,~ nKil •.• w,, •n 

Kl~ l W n,wj , nK (,l ~} a"n, n•Dpl 
,,nn ,x, DKW ,,,,n ,x, Dn~n 

:lp•11 n l Dw,,n n•:l ,,, •,,~K 
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nl,pl nDnD ng,~J, bw,,n Mlpl, hMl 
M~in,n 'l1 Mn,0w Kn,,0,, bw,,n 

••• Ki~~, 

n,,c,~ n~ipl n0n~ nm,~, ~w,n 
••• Kil~, M~in,n 'll Knny0w 

Similarly we possess two separate rescensions of a letter 
sent by R. Eliezer to R. Meir and his sons . The one is pre
served in Sefer Hayyashar , the other in Bben Haezer . 

Eben Haezer, 297a . 

,,,wl an, n•lD D'D ~,Mw, ,n,,1,n 
nikl DWD pp,nD ~lW oipD n,,n, 

D'D ao,lD1 TW' l'' fMIM (,p~ ,) 
,, ,l,2, lin W'W'M o,,,,l D''" 

0t3,3nn 1'D'D '1?DD1 ,,MD 
D''"" TJD D'~'DnDn D'D'YlM1 

Min ,,,~,n ,nlM1 D'Wki n,~,M, 
o~,,c,n lhl ,"3 iT Y'?K 'lM n,D 

n,nc, ,,n,3,; t•inl 0,nl1b ,n,w 
pD1J 'll'lM?i i2i 'l3'WM? o,•lD 
o,n,n (?w) 0;,,~nK JliMi .7,,n 

,, nnKW h'l i"2l J1~DW ,, JYb 
,,,,,, ,,nw Kin nT o,n, ,w ,2 
nc, ,~ ,, nnM, ,,n,lM ,w n,nw 

,,wn, ,,w ,, n, yc nnM t•Mi D'lW 
n,3n JD MX1 ,,l,n 'lk D'lWM ?W 
,,l, n,,,,w MT h'l l'WM J1YDW1 

;(w) K? k1M 'hWk l1?D 'D''l 
nick M'M1 1l ,, "'" M'3kW l'D1A' 

l1Yb? ''D~l? ppTnw n1,, 'l'M ,, 
1•,, 'lJ2n• oMi a,,~ an,,, 

,c, n,,,, ''lk 0,n,n om,,b ,mk 
•••l',; 

Sefer Hayyashar , par . 40 , 
P • 69 

,wk JlW iMlD D'D l1MW? •n,,x,n 
DWD pp,n0, blW a,p0 n,,n, ,,wl 
DW1lD1 l W' l'' JMIM '1f'W niK2 

', 2,n w•w•n o•,TiJ a••n o,~ 
D'2'lnn ''D'D 'l?DD1 i• KD 

D''"" TJD D'l?DnDn D'D'VlM1 
M1n ,,,2,n inln, D'WKi n,l,N7 

a,,,D,n JnJ ,2 ,,,,,N ' ~lK n,g 
1•,n~ D~ D,,w w,,,, 0,n2,~ ,n,w 
'll•wn, D~'lD n,nD, ~n,l,, ,,, 

12~, .n, y,, 'll•~n,, il, 
yivDw? ,,2n o•n,n• ,w om,,~,nK 

-Kin a,n, ,w 1l ,, nnNw n•2 1"~2 
nn~, ,, n ,lK ?W M'MW 7,,,,, ,~nw 
,, M?VD nn~ l' 1 a•Jw MD~ ,2 ,, 

,~ n,,w a•Jwn ,~ ,w ,~wn, ,~w 
.n,ln JD Kl 0l1 ,,~,n 'JN 

'lJ21n nnKw MT n•l l'WD l1YDW1 
Kin •nwK l1?D •o~l ,,lni n,,,,w 

l1JD? •o~l? pprnw n~,, ' l 'K 
1,,, 'lJln' DK a,,, an,,, 

•••l'i? 1DJ iik •lK 01Di1b'DK 

In both cases , the text of Sefer Hayyashar is based upon a 
manuscript edited by E. galiot . In a great many instances 
there are significant differences to be noted between the 
two texts . Since the Margaliot text is based on proven 
manuscript readings and our text has no manuscript behind it , 
it seems reasonable to assume that there were errors in 
transcribing our text . 
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There are also inctances in which we find portions of an al

leged quotation from Eben Haezere only to find that such a 

reference i c non-existent in our text. 9 

Eben Haezer was printed f or the f · rst time in Praeue 

in 1610. That printed edition remained f or many years t he 

only edition of the text t hat was availabl e . It was 

printed from an old m&nuscript taken f rom the archives of 

R. Eliezer b . Naphtali Berz Treves of Fr ankfurt , who lived 

during the sixteenth century . The manuscript was discovered 

quite bJr accident . In his prologue to the first printed text , 

Joseph Bal evi , a '"' Cribe , described the process by which the 

text was discovered by R. Isaac b . Aaron Ashkenazi . The 

library of R. Eliezer Treves was transferred to his sons 

after his death . While i n the process of perusing that 

library , R. Isaac stumbled over the text of Eben Haezer and 

immediately decided upon publication. Though selections of 

R. Eliezer ' s work had been widely quoted, it was many years 

since a f ull text had been in circulation • .Among the signa

tories to the printed text were R. fvlordeca i Jaffe and R. 

Solomon Ephraim Lundschutz . 10 Only i n the b eginning of the 

9v. Aptowitzer , Mabo L ' Sefer Rabiah , p . 171 (pars . 
928 , 929) • .Aptowitzer brin2:s a responsum -from R. Eliezer to 
::1 . Joel Hal evi which f inds i ts parallel in Eben haezer , 58c 
through 62d . The material in Eben Haezer was not complete • 
.After -the words" R,p, w::> ' TTI ' Zl N7 7:J1,i1 11 to be found at the 
end of par . 79, the text as preserved by Rabiah contains a 
great deal of additional material . There is no question that 
the text before Rabiah was substantially diff erent t han the 
text that is bef ore u~. The process of copying inevitably 
brou~ht with it some editing of our text . 

lOFolio page of Eben Haezer , 1610 edition • .Although 
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twentieth century were any additional attempts made to 

publish Eben Haezer . The first such edition was one pub

lished by S. Albeck in 1905. Albeck also published the ex

tensive and highly important introduction to the text that 

was utilized by many scholars who wrote about our period. 

Unfortunately , he never completed his work , and the pub

lished work extended only through par . 337 , at the con-

clusion of the tractate:::.Ni.ddah . 11 A second portion of the 

work was published in Jerusalem in 1913 and a third in 1915 

in the same city . Both volumes were produced under the 

editorship of R. Aryeh Leib Reskas and contained a com.men-

tary entitled" , , :i,:i ow, P,N , " which was primarily 

halachic in nature . 12 Later , in 1927, still another version 

of the text was reprinted in the City of Sa.mlai with an ex

tensive introduction by Solomon Ehrenreich , entitled" 7:lN 

iii'.:) ?TO II . The commentary exhibited extensive knowledge of 

R. Eliezer ' s writing , as well as encyclopedic knowledge of 

the sources utilized by R. Eliezer . Although this commentary, 

too , was primarily halachi c in tone, it contained a number of 

the 1610 edition was not the one most frequently used for 
reference in this work , it was readily available when the 
reading of a given text was at issue . 

11Albeck ' s edition was published in Warsaw in 1905 . 
The rest of the unpublished manuscript remains in the hands 
of his grandson in Jerusalem , although no one from that 
scholarly family has yet to deal with the unfinished mater
ial . 

12The two texts were published as separate volumes . 
The Reskas edition began essentially where the Albeck text 
left off . 
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historical co:rrments of worth . 13 Finally , the book was re

published in 1958 by Joshua Ehrenreich , t he son of the com

mentator, a.s a memoriBl to his f a ther . Thou'2'h the text is 

a photog raph of the ee.rlier work by 001omon Ehrenreich , it 

has appended to it Albeck ' s int~oduction . It is t hi s la s t 

text that was used as +,he basis for this work. All quota

tions that were made c nme directly from t his text . In ca ses 

where the text was unclear, comparisons were mr.:. de with the 

14 1610 text . None of the printed texts are entirely ade-

oua t e , but without a proper manuscript , no scientific edi

tion of the text can be published . 

In his prologue , R. Bliezer noted the reasons for 

the title he gave to the book. It was to be called Eben 

Haezer , he asserted , for the Almighty had aided him in 

dis covering the reasons for the customs of the early author

ities as well as in plumbing the depths of civil and ritual 

law . In his prologue , R. Eliezer indicated th&t he was 

also including comments on three orders of the Talmud whose 

13The Ehrenreich commentary was utilized extensively 
in this work . The ~asp by. Ehrenreich of the extensive and 
far-reaching sources utilized by R. Lliezer was phenomenal . 
Eis comments were helpful in i dentifying such sources and 
weighin? their importance . 

14The text was publi shed by Joshua Ehrenreich in mem
ory of his father who perished in Auschwitz. Like many re
cently published texts of this kind , it is merely a photo
graph , and at times rather unclear . It does possess the 
virtue of making our text much more widely available, since 
the previously published volumes are so scarce . The addition 
of the Albeck introduction is particularly valuable . 
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interpretation taxed one's wisdom and knowledge .15 He 

stressed his interest in the deep , hidden meaning of the 

Halacha rather than with its superficial message . The text 

of Eben Haezer is very disordered . The work , taken as a 

whole , contains within itself a conglomerate of Tosafot , 

general commentary , halachic decisions and Teshubot appar

ently with little pattern . All of these elements often co

exist on the very same page of the text . The first part of 

the work consists of a g rouping of resr onsa , not arranged in 

any logical order . R. Eliezer grouped them together at 

the beginning of his work fo r the s ake of convenience and 

added material when he felt moved to do so . 16 This section 

includes some of the controversies in which R. Eliezer was 

embroiled , particularly his disagreements with R. ·. 

15Eben Haezer , 2a . , ,u .,l.,T:V , ::, 1,y ,T:v;, l:lN :,,-:, i!lo, t~,pN: n,::.i,n 'POY 0 1,• ts , T"l', , ,no , pr.)y Ol1 O ' liVJ R, .,.li1l 2l '1.lYt> ,::i n,,,., 
••• TlJ':l ny, o,n ~? n,::.i,,~:, 0 , ,,0 • ~ 10 n,::.i,n .,,,::i,n, , ,n , :,, ,,o,N 

Urbach misinterpreted the statement (~, 't ,•~ •~w) 
by underctanding it to refer to the division of the text 
into three parts . See E . Urbach , op . cit ., p . 152 Cf . 
s . Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 7. Urbach then went on to 
weaken his own case by maintaining correctly that R. Eliezer 
did not hold consistently to such a dj.vision . The fact is 
that there was an admixture of elements from many different 
hala chic contexts in all parts of the text . R. Eliezer never 
did project a clear cut division of the text into three sub-
ject areas . His way was not to insist on such a logical 
order . In the prologue he was interested merely in providing 
a r a tional 0- f or his work , a s wel l as the reason for its title . 
A better understanding of the division of the text would be as 
follows: (1) as sorted responsas; (2) Issur V' He ter as expres-
sed in numerous varied tractates of the Talmud ;( 3 ) comment ary- on 
the t hree ~edarim; (4) ass orted responsa a ppended to the end 
of the text . In all parts of the work , an attempt was made t o 
deal with the inner meaning of the Halacha. It was not a s ep
arate portion . 

16This section begins in our text on p . 2a and continues 
through 87b . 
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Ta.m . 17 Those responsa that were chosen for selection were 

not , however , those in which he was in conf lict with other 

authorities . They represented merely a cross section of R. 

Eliezer ' s correspondence. Often , the correspondence was 

utilized as a springboard for a discussion in depth of those 

halachic issues that were of interest to R. Eliezer. Many of 

the discussions belonged logically to the part of the text 

that dealt with the Talmudic commentary. In most instances, 

no later references were made by R. Eliezer to the earlier 

discussion . The main section of our text is in the form of 

a commentary on the tra~tates of Berachot , 18 Hullin ,19 Aboda 

17supra , Chapter I . 

18The tractates are listed in the order in which R. 
Eliezer dealt with them. Berachot is commented on for a 
number of reasons . It is traditional that Man ' s relation
ship to God precede all other considerations; the fact 
t ha.t the Talmud itself begins with Berachot explains R. 
Eliezer ' s choice as well . Berachot was also considered to 
be in the category of Issur V' heter (see Halachot Gedolot , 
Ch . 4) and was , therefore , included (supra, footnote 15) . 
Bere.chot was also important for R. Eliezer because of hie 
interest in t he liturgy . He included material in it that was 
covered in his commentary on the ~rayer book , and it consti
tuted one of the larger chapters of his book . 

19Hullin was chose~ because it constituted the best 
possible example of Issur V'heter. A great deal of atten
tion was devoted t o Hullin , and the page by page commentary , 
including a series of related Teshubot , extended over many 
pages of our text . 
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r- 20 21 ~' Niddah, :•habba t, Erubin, Pesachim, Yome , ~' 

T·}egillah, Rosh Hashana , Su.kkah , Ta'ani t. Moed Katan , Babba 

~, Baba Metzia , Baba Bat hr a , Sanhedrin, Shabuo t , :Y::ebamo+,, 

Ketubot, Kiddushi ~ ~ Gittin , .§..!19. Sotah . The tractates noted 

come from the three Orders of Moea, 22 Nezikin , 23 and 

_ashi~. 24 The c omments on the tractates follow one another 

consecutively through the texts , but t here is no pattern to 

the selection of material. Some minor point s are treat ed at 

length, while others were hardly touched on at ell. Some of 

the commentary r efl ected R. Eliezer's own a cademic interests . 

In other case s , he reacted to questions tha t we r e put to him 

by his students and disciples . Often the commentary was 

20Aboda Zara is part of the Order of Nezikin, one of 
the orders dealt with by R. Eliezer . It is not , however , 
arranged together with the other tractates of Nezikin . 
Rather, it was considered also as f alling into the category 
of Issur V'heter (see S. Albeck , Introduction, Oh . 7) . His 
commentary to Aboda Zara highlighted the relationship of the 
Jewish community to the non-Jewish world . It contains not 
only the usual academic dis cussion common in Talmudic com
mentary , but als o pointed practical comments on Jewish re
l a tionst i ~s to non-Jews. See infra, Chapter V. 

21Niddah is of the Order of Taharot , but i s included 
here as part of R. Eliezer's comments on I s sur V'heter. As 
will be noted , Niddah was cons idered to be a matter of great 
importance for R. Eliezer. See supra , Chapt er III . Immed
i ately after Niddah , R. Eliezer began with the three select
ed ,.Orders . 

22Mi ssing from Moed are the tractates Shekalim and 
Hagiga, with some minorvariations in order from t he accepted 
Talmudic arrangement of tractates. 

23Notably missing from Nezikin are Makkot and Horayot 
with Aboda Zara dealt with above as a species of I ssur V' heter . 

24There is some disorder in the arrangement. R. Eliezer 
did not d eal with Nazir ; Niddah was dealt with above . 
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punctuated with Halachic decisions; R. Bliezer first summa

rized the discussion in the Talmud and then proceeded to 

s tate the Halacha as he understood it. No attempt was made 

to delineate thos e areas where he rl ealt with halach_c de

cision and those where his primary concern was for the 

understanding of the Talmudic discussion . In ~is commentary , 

R. Eliezer showed himself to be thoroughly familiar with the 

commentators who preceded him . His o~m comment s displayed 

originality and insight , and he went beyond his predecessors 

when he thought it necessary . 

In the final portion of the text, R. Eliezer included 

his f amous correspondence with R. Samuel b . Meir that he re

produced in complete deta i1 . 25 At the end of the text , he 

also appended other significant correspondence , among which 

were a number of questions he circula.rized widely among 

numerous Torah centers f or comment . 26 The text as a whole 

has the quality of a giant compendium , into which R. Eliezer 

pl aced the total ity of his life ' s work i n the area of 

Halacha . 27 It was reworked continually , with material that 

25 The correspondence with R. Samuel extends from 290b 
t o 294c . It is probable that R. Eliezer kept all of his cor
respondence and that this procedure applied to all the 
scholars at the time . See supra , footnote 7. 

26Reference is made here to the famous window question 
in Eben Haezer , 308d through 310d . For a fuller discussion 
of the problem , note infra , Chapter VIII . 

27This is the view taken by Aptowitzer (Mabo L' Sefer 
Rabiah , p. 53·) . 
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R. Eliezer thought might elucidate further the positions that 

he had taken . The material that he chose to write on re

flected in part the major areas of R. rniezer ' s concern . As 

we havP noted, the stress that he placed on the tractate of 

Berachot reflected in part the deep interest he had in the 

liturgy . The material contained on the liturgy in~ 

Haezer was related to his work on the prayer book . While it 

is extremely difficult to judge which source ccme first , it 

is apparent that R. IUiezer ' s initial interest was expressed 

in his work on the liturgy which he later incorporated into 
28 the larger , more compendious work . 

We have noted that R . Eliezer termed his work ~ 

29 Haezer because of a play on words . There was a deliberate 

relationship between the title of his text and his name . the 

we incidence prompted man:t who quoted him to identify him with 

his text . He was often given the title , Eben Haezer , and it 

is in that manner R. Bliezer was quoted by his son- in- law , R. 

Joe1 . 30 That the title of the text was well establishec!. du.ring 

.the course of R. Eliezer ' s lifetime is indicated in an exchange 

28 upra , Chapter I , footnote 263 . Yarticularly impor
tant was R. Eliezer ' s comment (Eben Haezer , 175b) 

29supra , footnote 7 

300efer Rabiah , par . 990 . 

. . • n,,Dnn ,,o~ on~n~, 

' DV~ ,~ n1?l.7 ,,,~ ' liTY ' ~ ?p • • • 
O' l 1WN i " l.illtl 

?N10W · ,~ on,~N ·,?NW,~~, . .. 
• •• iTYil j~K Kl~ i ' ~Mtl 
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of letters between R. Eliezer and R'h..2lllariah b. Mordecai. 31 

Similarly, R. Eliezer ' s communications with the elders of 

Paris also alluded to the text as '8ben Haezer. 32 Very soon 

after it was written and diseminated , it was referred to 

not by the name given to us by R. Eliezer , but by the title 

of Tsofnat Pa ' aneah . This title was utilized by scholars 

who lived not long after the death of R. Eliezer. Among 

others it was noted by R. Meir of Rothenburg , 33 Mordecai b . 

Hille1 , 34 as well as by R. Haim Or Zarua. 35 In a number of 

the references given by thes s authorities , the source in our 

3½:ben Haezer , 294d , 296a . Both of these references 
relate unquestionably to Shemariah b. Mordecai, a relative 
of R. Eliezer as indicated above (Chapter I , par . 141) . 
Ehrenreich , in his commentag on that naragraph , mistakenly 
attributed the words ,T, , 7:iN _ to R. Samuel b . 
Meir , whose exchange of letters immediatelY. preceded Shemar-
iah ' s comments . The first statement :i-rn ,,,r.,, 'Di?K'? 

,tyn 7:i~ could, indeed , be attributed to R. Samuel because 
it falls in the middle of the two'iexts . Later on , however, 
(296c) the phrase ·n:vn 7:,~ , :inp, ,,,0 marks the text unmis-
takeably as that of R. Shemariah . 

32~ . , 308d . The salutation to R. Eliezer did not 
spell out formally the title of the text but it is annaren\ 
that it was hinted at :rather broadly , reading iTl 7::nt ·ny ilz, 

,TY'? tt • , :i.,n 

33Responsa of R. Meir of Rothenburg , par . 388 . At the 
conclusion of his work , R. Meir included a summary of the 
Takkanot of the French Synod of 1160 . In dp ing so , he referred 
to R. Eliezer as nl y g nl D~ 7n1 7::,. ,r,,,~ , 

34Mordecai, HuJ.lin. par. 692. 

35R. Haim Or Zarua , par. 117. MNi w n,,~,y •, '' :i.n~ 
tnJ 1::1. ,~,~~F ·, cg:i nlyg nJ ~~n 
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own Eben Haezer can easily be discovered . In others, no 

parallel text can be found within our own sources . 36 At 

no time was ' the title Tsofnat Pa ' aneah ever suggested by R. 

Eliezer . Contemporary scholars discussed the contradiction 

in great detail . It was suggested by some that the two 

names were a reflection of the fact that there were two 

books written by R. Eliezer , the first entitled Eben Haezer, 

and the second , Tsofnat Pa ' aneah . Such a view held that 

material from Tsofna t Pa ' aneah found its way into our edi

tion of Eben Haezer primarily because the copyists of the 

text were none too careful in their recopying of the 

materiai . 37 A second v iew, first expressed by Michal , held 

that the real title of the text was Tsofnat Pa ' aneah and not 

Eben Haezer . That is the view expressed by L. Zunz , who 

in all · probability derived his views from Mioha1 . 38 Michal 

36s ee also s. Albeck , Introduction, Ch . 7. Note , e . g ., 
that the quotation cited by R. Meir of Rothenburg in par . 
388 of his responsa ls to be found in our text (Fben Haezer , 
68d), Albeck noted many similar parallels in R. Meir ' s 
citation (Introduction , Ch . 7) . However , the sources for 
quotations made in the name of Tsofnat Pa ' aneah cannot always 
be found in our text . 

37This was the view held by Azulai (Shem HaGedolim , pt . 
3, 63b, as well as pt . 1 , 14b). Azulai originally held that 
Tsofnat Pa ' aneah had no connection with Tiben Haezer at all . 
Later , he changed his view to hold that the two were separate 
works that came from the pen of the same person. Urbach 
(Baale HatosafGt , p. 53) also holds to this view . 

381 . Zunz, Zur Geschichte und Literatur , p . 162 . 
l1ptowi tz~r (r.1abo L' Sefer Rabiah , p . 53) quoted a lem:ter from 
Michal to Zunz in which Michal alleged that the name of the 
book was Tsofnat Pa ' aneah and not Eben Haezer . It was that 
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later modified his views considerably, and held that there 

was but one book , known by two names. The title, Eben Haezer , 

was the one assigned to the text by R. Eliezer himself. The 

other, Tsofnat Pa 'aneah, was the name assigned to it by later 

commentators . 39 The reasons for such a discrepancy were 

never spelled out by Michal. It was supplied ingeniously 

by Albeck , who held that later authorities supplied that 

name as a compliment to the author for havin the ability 

to unravel the secrets of the law. 40 The commentators were , 

however , sharply divided over the title to be used. There 

were , indeed, some who c alled it Tsofnat ?a ' aneah, but there 

were many others , perhaps most, who called it Eben Haezer . 

~oreover , such a division is unknown in Rabbinic literature . 

If a book is given a specific name by its author , then that 

position which was accepted by Zunz uncritically an~ incor
porated into his own work . Zunz was evidently unfamiliar with 
the later shift i n Michal ' 8 position. 

39 · . H • . Michal , Or HaHayyi~, p . 214 . In his comments , 
Michal did not indicate that he had once maintained a prior 
position with regard to theproblem. 

40s . Albeck, Introduction , Ch . 7. ,n,~,~n ,,,~, 1~ ioil~~ 0 ~il1 ••• 
,~,v ,p,iAccording to Albeck , R. Eliezer ' s insights were 

so deep that another title, implying its mystic character , 
was utilized. As interesting and provocative as such a theory 
is, it seems hi3hly improbable. It is precisely because the 
text dealt with the deeper levels of the law that R. Eliezer 
gave it the name Eben Haezer . It is , therefore, difficult to 
comprehend why later commentators would choose a name other 
t han that already chosen by R. :E:liezer. 
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is the name by which it is known to all future authorities. 

A third position that has much to commend it is one sug

gested by Aptowitzer. According to Aptowitzer, the only 

possible solution is one that retains the unity of the text 

and at the same time provides an explanation for the two 

names that were extant . Both conditions could be fulfilled 

if one assumes the existence of a shortened version of 

Eben Haezer , known as Tsofnat Pa ' aneah that was circulated 

among the Jewish communities . 41 Eben Haezer, as we know it , 

is a gigantic work . In the medieval world , there was often 

a scarcity of books. Both the technical problem of copying 

books and the financial difficulties involved in purchasing 

them and maintaining a large library constituted serious 

impediments to medieval scholarship. 42 It would not be 

41v. Aptowitzer , ~ . pp . 54-55 . Aptowitzer ' s point 
of view is also based on pure hypothesis . It was on that 
score that it was attacked by Urbach (op . cit ., p. 153~ Ac
cording to Urbach , the entire theory was based on assumptions 
that could not be proven . Unfortunately , the material does 
not lend itself to firm and proveable interpretation . There 
is no theory that can be buttressed with proveable fact be
cause our sources have left us no clues as to the development 
of both titles , except for the fact that they existed . 
Urbach ' s other objection was that the smaller text was lost 
while the larger t xt is extant . That fact is also far from 
correct . It was sheer accident,as we have noted , that the 
manuscript of our own text was found. R. Eliezer was quoted 
widely by his contemporaries, and he exerted a strong influ
ence on those who immediately succeeded him. However , his 
text was not studied assiduously over a long period of time, 
and it should , therefore, be understandable that a part of it 
could well be lost . Certainly , the far- reaching conclusions 
drawn by Urbach on the loss of the text are not justified . 

42As profound a scholar as R. Eliezer b . Joel Halevi 
found himself on occasion without some very fundamental 
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surprising for a digest of a large study to be circulated, 

if for no other reason than the fact that such circulation 

would insure the ready availability of R. Eliezer ' s legal 

opinions . This particular procedure was not entirely novel. 

It is the opinion of some authorities that the work of R. 

Eliezer b. Joel Halevi was similarly digested . 43 We find 

no hint of the name in the writing of R. Eliezer because 

the digest was probably not written by Eliezer himself but 

by a student . It is clear that all three of the assumptions 

in the literature to a ccount for the existence of the two 

separate t itles leave something to be desired . In all of 

the cases, historical theories were be.sed upon tenuous 

hypothese.s , a circumstance dictated by the absence of a manu

script . Aptowitzer ' s theories seem to have the most validity , 
are 

particularly since they/ compatible with the views expressed 

tools of scholarship. He attested in his work , e . g ., that 
there were times in which he did not have before him the com
mentary of Rashi ( Sefer Rabiah, par . 1006). See also infra, 
Chapter VI . 

43rt is probable that Aptowitzer came upon this par
ticular theory with regard to Eben Haezer out of his work 
on Rabiah ., In that case, the relationship between 
~,T yil ":l}t and .!l.9lS. ~ was extremely similar to the 

relationship he suggested for Eben Haezer and Tsofnat 
Pa ' aneah . Of note , als o, is the fact that there were two 
rescensions of Rashi ' s work , reflecting for Aptowitzer the 
existence of larger and smaller editions of a large compen
dium. V. Aptowitzer , lee . cit . 
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here on Eben Harasha . 44 

The problem of securing books with which to study was a 

problem for R. Bliezer as it was for everyone else in his per

iod. The extensive use, therefore, of many different sources 

by R. Eliezer constitutes a tribute tote thoroughness of 

his scholarship . An analysis of the sources utilized dis

closes a veritable encyclopedia of the gamut of Rabbinic liter

ature . 45 This is particularly so in the case of gaonic litera

ture that figured so prominently in R. Eliezer ' s philosophy of 

the Halacha . The Babylonian gaonim constituted in the early 

days of the German community a most sienificant link with 

Jewish schol2rship . Eben Haezer constituted one of the prime 

vehicles for the transmission of the halachic values of the 

East to the Western community. 46 R. Eliezer made use of the 

following sources: 

1 . Talmud Bab1147 

44Qee supra , Chapter I , footnote 270 . The exact rela
tionship between Tsofnat Pa ' aneah and Eben Harasha is open to 
question . Aptowitzer suggested the possibility that~ 
Harasha is itself a shortening of Tsofnat Pa ' aneah. 

45urbach (op . cit. , p. 153) made some attempt to deal with 
the sources utilized by R. Eliezer. His list, however, is in
complete and his references sketchy . 

46References by R. Eliezer to Gaonic literature were 
scattered among many texts . Often the material cited cannot 
be found in our extant collections of gaonic literature . It 
is probable that some of the gaonic texts that were before R. 
Eliezer are no longer in our possession . 

47our entire text was based upon the Babylonian Talmud . 
References tb the Babylonian Talmud were scattered liberally 
throughout the length and breadth of the text , though special 
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2 . Talmud Yerushalmi48 

3. Tosefta49 

4. Bereshit Rabba50 

attention is paid to the tractates R. ~1iezer chose to 
comment upon . R. Zliezer showed a t horough and systematic 
knowledge of the entire corpus of Talmudi c literature , an 
encyclopedic understanding tha t se:rved him well . In most 
ins tances , t he text that was before him was identical with 
the text that is bef ore us . However , there was at leas t 
one exception , unnoticed by the t raditional commentators . 
1.'he '.I.1almudi c text in Ke t u bot 54a reads as fallows : ,r.:rn :i, 

~n,,,,g ;:,, ,::i.::i. ?' ? J. ' Wl:, n:,\n ,~N ?Ri~w, n,,n , ' WJN:, n:,',n 
::i,-,:, J. ' i1l 

However , in Eben Haezer , 261a the text , as quoted by R. 
Eliezer , is quite different . O' ?ID i, , ' ~ JN:, n:,',n , ~ :i, 

l 1i1l Nit ,,,g , :,, ,:i:i p ,,~tt, n,,n , "ltl lN::l jt:,',n .,2)N ,tt,2) 127 1 
n '1 , ;,., , -an N::, n , , n n ::>, 

Ehrenreich , in his commentary to our text , noted the di s 
crepancy in the reading . It is possible that R. Bliezer 
had a variant reading of the Talmud in front of him. R. 
Hanonel refl ected in his comment (as quoted by Tosafot Ket ., 
54a) the standard reading of the text . 

48The Pales tinian Talmud was quoted liberally by R. 
Eliezer . There are seventy- ni ne separate references t o i t 
i n t he course of our text . In mos t ins tances , it i s r eferred 
to eimply as the , 0 ,w,, ,. In others , it is cited ae ~,~,n 

,~,w' y,R (Eben Haezer , 257a , 257b) . Often R. El i e zer 
utilized the Pal estinian Talmud in order to compare readings 
w tjl._ th ~ bylonian. The following quotation illustra t es the 
attlt:i.icfe of R. Elieze:r t owa:;-ds the Palestinian l'alm\l.d: ~, go , o,w,,,nw \N?N Nin , ,nR ,0,w,,,n, ,:i,w ,,~,n nlni ••• 

... ,:,~ ,,~,n wiD? Y~Wl nl "01 ,n, , (Eben Haezer , 286b ) 
. The Palestinian Talmud was used often by~- Bliezer , and 
constituted one of his most important sources . 

49The Tosefta is mentioned as a source on the f ollowing 
pages of Eben Haezer , 43a; 112b; 115a; 132b; 160b; 204a . 
Though the Tosefta was not ci ted often, it was available f or 
u oe . The usual Tannai tic source for him was the r,Tishna which 
he utilized much more of ten . 

50Bereshit Rabba is t he only Aggadic Mi drash referred 
to frequently by R. Eliezer. It is mentioned in F.ben Hnezer , 
30a ; 87a ; 101a ; 188b ; 230d (where Aggadic material is used 
merely to illustrate an halnchic problem); 240a; 251a . R. 
Eliezer showed himself to be thoroughly familiar with the 
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5. Sifra51 

6 . Sifre52 

7. Seder Olam53 

8. Midrah on Lamentations54 

contents of the Midrash . Though he was mildly interested in 
Aggada, his primary focus was Halacha. 

51Fben Haezer, 287d; 169a; 30a . R. Eliezer referred 
to the Sifra in the manner in which it was often quoted , 
viz ., o ~ln~n n,,n • Albeck, in his exhaus tive in-
troduction , neglected to note the Sifra as one of R. 
Eliezer ' s sources. 

52There are two separate references to the Sifre in 
Eben Haezer . The first occum on 86b and is accompanied by 
a statement identifying the source as n~,~n nNti n~,g 
The second reference is to be found in Eben Haezer, 117d . 
Ehrenreich pointed out that the reference is nowhere to be 
found in the Sifre . (The verse quoted in Deut .14:21, also 
occurring in Ex . 23:19 and Ex . 34:26.) It can be found, 
however, in the Mechilta (Lauterbach Ed , Vol . III, p . 188). 
The discrepancy is explained by the fact that Sifre was a 
term taken by the authorities of our period in a fashion 
different than the manner in which it is ordinarily used. 
According to R. Samuel b . Heir (commentary on B. Bathra , 
124b) , the term Sifre applied to the halachic Midrash on 
Exodus (including the Mechilta) as well as Numbers and 
Deuteronomy . It is in this sense that R. Eliezer used the 
term Sifre . 

53Eben Haezer , 86d . The reference is to Seder Olam 
Rabba , Ch. I. It was made in response to a question that 
dealt with an Aggadic problem. 

54 1.lu,g., 296a . 
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9. Pesikta D' Rav Kahana55 

10 . Tanna Debe Eliyahu56 

11. Pirke de R. Eliezer57 

12. Seder Rav Amr am58 

55ll1sl,., 63a. The text can be found in Pesikta D' Rav 
Kahana , Buber ed. , p . 123 .( par. HaOmer) . See footnote 23 of 
Buber that took cognizance of R. E1iezer ' s comments. In 
addition , a question posed to R. Eliezer by R. Hillel, his 
relative , included a reference to the Pesikta (Eben Haezer, 
67c) which R. Eliezer interpreted with great ingenuity . 
The reference can be found in the Pesikta , Buber ed . p . 244. 
Note particularly Buber ' s footnote 48 in which he claims 
that R. Eliezer's comment was a valid one. 

561..l:?.ig_. , 14lbr 1 quoted a gain on 145a . This partic-
~ ular ~idrash was composed by a Babylonian at the end of 

the tenth century.Se~ M. Steinschneider, Jewish Literature 
From the Eighth to the Eighteenth Century , p . 41. 

57 illg._ , 54a . 

58s eder Rav . is mentioned in Eben Haezer, a total 
of eight times . See El>en Haezer , 53c ; 164c; 166b; 166d; 174a; 
176a; 177a; 181c . In all of the references, R. Eliezer 
showed a thoroughgoing knowledge of the text . In s ome in
stances , he described himself as researching a specific 
problem in the text , ultimately finding that which he sought . 
The words 'n ~~~ ,, n,pn occur frequently in these r e fe r ences , 
leaving one with the impression that the text was readily 
available to R. Eliezer and that he studied it ass i duously . 
While R. Eliezer was generally familiar with the work of 
Saadiah, he had no knowledge of Saadiah ' s Siddur which was 
circulated widely but only in Arabic speaking countries . 
The text of Seder Rav Am.ram that wa s before R. Bliezer is 
identical with the text , that we possess . In one instance , 
however, R. Eliezer might have possessed a variant text . 
Eben Haezer , 160a, reads as follows: 

5?9n z:) il~ ,,,o~ ' 03 , n~~o , o. ~??~ ,, ,J ?~ 1~T11"1 ~? n,; , ~n ,,0 ::1 1 
• ~ .. f ? ,~ n , :i,:111 ,:, 7,::i r.) nn J z:)::l 

In his commentary, Ehrenreich identifies the text r eferred 
to by R. Eliezer with Seder Rav Amram . There are two prob
lems involved in such an identification. The firs t is that 
R. Eliezer always identified Seder Rav Amram by its proper 
name and never once by a reference to an anonymous prayer 
book . Secondly , there is a discrepancy between our text of 
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13 . Halachot Gedolot59 

14 . Halachot Ketuot60 

Seder Rav Amram and the source referred to by R. Eliezer . 
While R. Eliezer indicated that Kol :Nidre was excluded from 
his text , it is included in our text of Seder Rav .Am.ram. It 
is possible that the text R. Eliezer had before him was dif
ferent from our own . On the problem of Kol Nidre , see infra , 
Chapter VIII . 

59Ref'e r ence to Halachot Gedolot are to be found in 
F;ben Haezer, 9b; 13c ; 14c; 17c; 23a; 45c; 128c; 155d; 69c ; 
70a; 81b; llb; 112a; 173d; 257b; 246c . The authorship of 
Halachot Gedolot is a matter of some dispute . Complicating 
the question of it ' s authorship was the fact that the work 
went through a process of emendation and change . By the 
time it reached the hands of R. Eliezer , it was not one text 
but a conflation of many different texts . In common with 
the dominant opinion of his period , R. Eliezer considered the 
Halachot Gedolot to have been written by Yehudai Gaon . See, 
e . g . , Rben Haezer , 112a. 

n,,,,.l n1:J7i1:l '7 ":n T1lU ' N'11i1 ' :i, 1:0N 7:,1 ••• 

A similar view could be adduced from comments made by R. 
Eliezer in 234b and 70a . It is now the dominant view that 
the author was Simeon of Kahira . See M. St einschneider , 
op . cit., p. 26 . 

60The title of Halachot Ketuot was not used consistently 
by R. Eliezer . It was one of a variety of names used by R. 
Eliezer to describe a small compendium of gaonic halachot , 
distinguished from Halachot Gedolot noted above . Mueller has 
pointed out (J . Mueller , Mafteah Litteshubot HaGeonim , p. 3) 
that there were two different kinds of Gaonic commentary . 
The first is a commentary on the totality of the Talmud. This 
approach was characteristic of Halachot Gedolot . The second 
focused on the conclusions of Talmudic debate rather than ~he 
debate itself . This second approach was far more practical 
in nature and sought to provide guidance in the principles 
of Jewish law to the people. That was the approach utilized 
in Halachot Ketuot . Mueller holds that copyists and editors 
confused the two approaches , and many glosses were added over 
the course of time . The small compendium of Halachot was in 
all probability edited by Yehudai Gaon . In Eben Haezer , it 
was referred to as follows: Halachot Ketuot - Eben Haezer , 
128c; 257b; 13d; Halachot Ketsuvot - Eben Haezer , 128d; 
Halachot Pesukot - Eben Haezer , 9b . The different titles 
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She ' eltot of R. Ahai61 

meshubot HaGeonim62 

63 Works of Hai Gaon 

utilized by R. Eliezer all refer to a common t ext, despite 
differences in nomenclature . R. Eliezer referred much more 
to the Hal achot Gedolot than he did to the smaller collec
tion. 

61The She'eltot of R. • .Ahai were mentioned with some 
frequency by R. Eliezer. In all probability t he text was 
composed in Palestine as held by Louis Ginzberg (Article 
entitled "Aha i Gaon, 11 Jewish .Encyclopedia, Vol. I,278- . 
280) . The She ' eltot were known in the Western World . Ginz
burg did not mention R. Eliezer as one of those to whom the 
She ' eltot were available , a lthough he did note Rashi ' s use 
of the text . The She ' eltot are mentioned by i . Eliezer in 
Eben Haezer, 9b (where it is cited together with Halachot 

'" Gedolot and Pesukot . ) , 16a; 104a ( "s, n,n 1rnt,:l ii,\:. ' Nnt-t :i, 1::,, 
in ,?yn:i) 195d ( ' NMN ::1, , n1n?Rw) . R Tam also made liberal 
use of the She ' eltot . The texts that they possessed were 
different from the printed She ' eltot that are. according to 
Steinschneider , mere extracts anQ compendia (M. Steinschneider , 
loc . cit . ) . 

62As was indicated , R. bliezer made copious references 
to gaonic literature . It represented perhaps a mos t signifi
cant influence upon him. Often R. Eliezer left us specific 
inf ormation on t he identities of the Gaonim to whom he refer
red . Just as often , the references are anon;1mous , and it is 
impossible to identify them on the basis of R. Eliezer ' s 
statements . They are referred to in various ways, such as: 

They are all covered here under the rubric of 
Teshubot HaGeonim . Gaonic statements that were identified 
in some fashion are listed separately. The following are tm 
references a s they occur in Eben Haezer: 18a; 62b; 102d; 
104b; 105c (Note the parallel passage in Or Zarua , Part I , 
par . 381 in which the text quotes Rabiah , but not R. Eliezer. 
The gaonic source here too remains anonymous), 108b; llla 
(identified by Ehrenreich as included in a collection entitled 
Hemda Genuza . See J . Mueller , Mafteah , pp . 26-2a , 128a (also 
identified by Ehrenreich as having been included in a collec
tion entitled Teshubot Geonim Rishonim, par . 46 . See J . 
Mueller , :tvJafteah , pp . 23-26), 137c; 154a; 162a; 209d; 2340; 
260cd . 

63The references that R. Eliezer made to Hai Gaon were 
frequent, more frequent than to any other scholar of the Gaonic 
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period . Hai was the l ast of the influential gaonim. His 
work cons ti,tuted a significant bridge between the earlier 
and the later period . He was quoted a t length not only by 
R. F.liezer but by his contemporaries as well . Hai was one 
of t he most prolific of the Gaonim. In the collection of 
rabbinic responsa , his contribution was perhaps greater 
than those of any of his contemporaries . Moreover , his 
halachic work included not only r esponsa liter ature , but 
also commentaries on the Talmud and a series of other hala
chio volumes . It is apparant that R. Eliezer was familiar 
with a good deal of that literature . A g ood deal of material 
originally written by Hai has been lost . See s . Assaf , 
Tekufat HaGeonim V' Sifruta , pp. 198-202; 139-142 , for a 
precise summary of Hai ' s extant work as well as an estimate 
of that which has been lost . At times , the r eferences noted 
in Eben Haezer point to their sources in Hai ' s work . At 
other times ; t l ey are obscure and impossible to identify . 
Wherever possible , the sources f or R. Eliezer statements 
are identified in the following nfere~oes: 

•n~J~ (,~nJ ''"~ ,J,~, ,,,~~, 
a . 26b. 

R. Eliezer was referring to a large work by Hai known a,;s 
~hearim DeRav Hai (cf . Rashi , Shab . 39d 1,,,~ n~n~ n ·, ) 
widely known to the scholars of Pr ance and Germany . The 
name of this par ticular text is Sefer MaKah U' MemKar and was 
originally written in Arabic; the translation became current 
in the t welfth century . It is also poss ible but not probable 
that R. Eliezer referred here to a totally d i ffe rent text en
titled Sefer Shabuot , also<iRl..led Sha 'are Ghabuot . 

b 38c 'NM il':li ,~,~ ~••• • • 

d. 81a. ,,~ i1%>::>l'H'I ,oc;i ::in:> 7 1Kl , N.i :,.-, ••• 

The tit l e of t he text to which R. Eliezer referred i s ex
tremely difficult to i dentify . R. Hai did not write a book 
entitled Sefer HaHochma . The context of the discussion sug
gests reference was to Sefer MeKah U'MemKar . 

e . 70d . ,,,ll? D'1Yi27 :l "' .NM 1l"::i, pol> 1::)l ••• 

Thi s phrase was quoted in the context of a question posed to 
R. Eliezer by R. Isaac b . Asher Hal evi of Speyer . Both the 
statement and R. Eliezer ' s reaction to it are indica tions 
that was a text in wide circulation among German 
scholars. 

f . 

g . 

74c . 

104c . •n~~1:;1. • • 1 i .Nl ; "i'1 :ii '" i:l::i ,. + • Cf . Or Zarua, 
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par . 378. Though it is none too clear what the reference 
refers to, Hai wrote a tractate c alled Hilchot 8hehita to 
which R. Eliezer probably refers . See S. Assaf, op . cit., p . 
202 . 

h. 108a . 'n %~ 7i~ lil ,,,~:i Probable reference to Hai . 

j . 155a, par . 268 7iKl 'Kil :i, w,,D 7:,, par . 269 7:,, 
7'\Kl 'Nil poD Both instances refer to responsa of Hai. 

k . 115b . 7 , . l " ii :i , ,z:, n, "li1 7:,, 

1. 117d . 7, ~,. '' ii :i, , ~ w,,m 7:,, Reference here is 
probably to Hai ' s commentary on Hullin, extant only in the 
form of a l exicon . 

m. 121c. 7, l '' ii :i , , o •,D 1:, ••• 

n . 202d . 7"l Nl ''Kil :i, ,,,n •:,iii ••• 

0 • 213b. ••~n il•:i, •lD? ,, il?Kw n, Kw l ,::i:, See the collection 
of responsa entitled Zichron LaRi honim , par . 20 . 

P• 224b . ''Kil :i, , z:,~ , 
256 1,w n1:>:,nn , q . c . ,, ''Kil il':i, w,,m 7:,1 ••• Refers to 

Shaare Hai . 

r . 263c. '' i1 u , ;a , po!:i 7:,, 
Shaare Shevua. 

Poss ible reference to 

s . 237d . ?":n ''~• u•::i , pc!> 7::>i .Possi ble r eference to 
Jhaare Phevua . 

t . 2420 . ''Kil '\l':l, , 7:, i 

u . 292b . ,,w c•,vw:i ~ D z:,n nK 71Nl ''Nil :i, rin 7:,, 
It is clear from t he many references to Hai' s uork that R. 
Eliezer considered him to be one of the mos t important of 
the haL ... chic authorities of t he earlier per iod . It was to a 
l a rge extent Hai Gaon who H. Eliezer had in mind when he 
wrote with such respect about t he earlier authorities . 3ee 
supra , Chapter I . 
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18. Works of Sherira Gaon64 

19 . Commentary of R. Hannanel b . Hushie165 

64sherira Gaon was not mentioned as frequently by R. 
Eliezer as his son, Hai Gaon, His comments were noted 
twice. The first reference is Eben Haezer , 102c (probably 
a responsum dealing with the laws of slaughter) and 104c 
(see Zichron Rishonim, par . 376 . Note J . Mueller , 
Mafteah , pp . 197- 201 , in which we find parallel sources to 
the joint responsum. 

65Hannanel b . Hushiel , the Rabbi of Kairwan , lived 
in the first half of the eleventh century . He was con
sidered by some to have been the student of R. Hai (see 
H. Michal , op . cit ., p . 416) and certainly followed the 
views of R. Hai in most of his formulations . There are 
forty-nine separate references to R. Hannanel in Eben 
Haezer . All of these are references to R. Hannanel ' s com
mentary that originally covered the entire Talmud . The 
typical reference in R. Eliezer ' s work is '1~lln •, w,•!> 

~~JJn •, pom On one occasion , however , R. Eliezer re
ferred to ,~u HI u • :l'1 1, ,:i. , wn (Eben Haezer , 108d) . We 
know through the comments made by Mordecai (Hullin , par . 
714) that R. Hannanel collected a series of his opinions 
on the laws of ritual slaughter . In his own commentary on 
Hullin , R. Eliezer mentioned opinions of R. Hannanel in 
three separate contexts . In none of them did R. Eliezer 
refer specifically to R. Hannanel ' s treatise on Shehita , 
although the possibility of such an inference being made 
certainly exists . Note Eben Haezer, 108d ; 104c; 115a. 
The wide ranging references of R. Eliezer to the work of R. 
Hannanel and the depth of knowledge that R. Eliezer had of 
his work constitute evidence that ~he Jews of North Africa 
and those of Ge:rmany maintained some measure of contact with 
one another . Albeck found it difficult to believe that 
R. Eliezer had the writings of R. Hannanel before him. 
(S. Albeck, Introduction , Ch . 8) Albeck ' s view was that 
R. Eliezer took most of his knowledge of R. Hannanel ' s 
work from a secondary source, viz., R. Jacob Ha.levi. Such 
an hypothesis seems of doubtful validity because of R. 
Eliezer ' s continuous references to his own experience . Again 
and again he stated " n", 1t1 ,·u::L •n~:u," or words to that ef
fect . Though there were times when quotations were made in 
the name of other scholars , it is clear tha t R. Eliezer saw 
the text with his own eyes. 
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20 . Sefer MaMiktso ' ot66 

21. Sefer Hefetz67 

66Eben Haezer , 196b . There is but this one refer
ence in our text , and it relates to an opinion of R. 
Amram Ga.on ••• 1 , tu 0,r.,y ::t"\ PP!llt' n,yupr.>il ,no::i •nat:u:, 'l~, 
It was , however , more widely quoted by R. Eliezer ' s contem
poraries . In its original format, Sefer RaMiktso ' ot was a 
large compendium of gaonic opinions which quoted in large 
measure from Halachot Gedolot among other authorities . Un
fortunately , it has not survived in its original form . 
Scholars have argued over the identity of its author . The 
Medievals (Mordecai , Ketubot , par . 175 , as well as Or 
Zarua , pt . l ~ par . 615) considered the author of Sefer 
HaJ'vtiktso ' ot to be R. Hannanel . While speaking of Sefer 
HaMiktso 'ot , R. Eliezer indicated u•:i."\ p,o•m:i •n~:tr.i"J iln•1>, 

·hu ln implying , if not spelling out , that R. Hannanel 
was the author of the text . It was a view shared in part 
by some moderns . See s . Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 8; H. 
Michal , op . cit ., p . 416 , as well as H. Azulai , op . cit ., 
I'rlaarechet Befarim, par . 212 . Michal took note of the fact 
that Sefer HaMiktoso ' ot quoted R. Hannanel as one of its 
authorities and held that the book was written by one of his 
students . Weiss (Dor Dor V' Dorshav , Vol . 4 , p . 274) also 
noted the contradictions between R. Hannanel and Sefer 
Ha.Miktso ' ot but nonetheless held that the core of the book 
was that of R. Hannanel . However , included in the book was 
a great deal of gaonic material not written by him. A survey 
of the extant literature on the authorship of the book can 
be found in s . Assaf , op . cit ., pp . 208-209 . 

67Illi., 26d , 233b . Sefer Hefetz was quoted as a 
source by a number of authorities , among them Tosafot B. M. 
4c , as well as SeMaB , pt . II , par . 111. According to 
Azulai ( op . cit .• , pt . II) , the author of Sefer Hefetz was 
R. Hannanel (Cf . H. Michal , op . cit. , p . 117) . Most author
ities tend to discount- that identification and assume that it 
arose out of a confusion of the abbreviation of his name 
( n"'i could be interpreted either as R. Hannanel or R. 
Hefetz) . The view of Albeck (Introduction , Ch . 8) was that 
the author of the text was R. Hefetz b . Yatzliah, a view con
curred in by some authorities and not by others . Whether the 
true author was that Babylonian scholar , or another of differ
ent origin , the consensus was that the author of the text was 
indeed a R. Hefetz and not R. Hannanel . Note the summary of 
the literature ins . Assaf , op , git ., pp . 204-6 . 
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22. Code of R. Isaac Alfasi68 

23. Aruch of R. Nathan69 

68I bid., 164a (quoted as holding to a view other 
than R. Hannanel ,,,, pen o~?~c pn%~ ,,,~,, ~,, '~l pc~ ;~lln 1l'~~,) 
as well e.s 196a. R. Eliezer only brought two quotations 
from Alfasi , while he quoted much more extensively from the 
work of R. Hannanel , Alfasi ' s teacher . Some of the dispar-
ity might f ind its expression in the lack of contact between 
Spain and Germany . Though, as we shall note , R. Eliezer ' s 
relationship with the scholars of Provence and Narbonne was 
far-reaching , that relationship did not extend to the com-
munities of Spain to which R. Isaac went after leaving North 
Africa . The la.ck of additional references to Alfasi is 
particularly striking because of the immediate impact his 
work had upon his own contemporaries . Note the extensive 
comments made by I . Weiss on R. Isaac ' s influence (I. Weiss , 
op . cit ., Vol . IV , pp . 286- 290) . Those men lis ted by 
Weiss who were deeply inf'luenced as well as those who were 
moved to write commentaries on the text were exclusively 
scholars of Provence as of Spain . On the other hand , 
.A ptowitzer noted in his work on Rabiah a much g reater focus 
of attention on Alfasi ' s code . Note his comments in M.abo , 
p. 259 . -

69 rbid ., 43g , 211b ( i ,,,:i 'nti:Jb nT V, 'l"'l' !J " ,sro, ) 
Albeck (Introduction , Ch . 8) mistakenly considered the Aruch 
to be based fully on the work of R. Hannanel . That view was 
grounded in the fact that R. Hannanel was cited a g rea t many 
times in the Aruch, and the intertwining of the work of the 
two men was noted by Rabbenu Tam (Sefer Heyyashar , par . 575) . 
The extent of R. Hannanel ' s influence on the work of R. 
Nathan is undisputed . Hannanel ' s views were , however , not 
determinative in the writing of the Aruch . R. Nathan ' s 
studies in Provence at the feet of R. Moses HaDarshan put 
him in the center of the intellectual world at the time when 
Jewish learning was beine; transferred frcm Babylonia and 
North Africa to Western Europe . The Aruch , itself , became one 
of the prime vehicles for the transference of such learning 
and was well known to Rashi and the Tosafot . 
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24. Megillat S ' Tarim70 

25 . Res:eonsa of R. Nahshon Gaon71 

26 . ResEonsa of . Nathan Gaon72 

27 . Responsa of Mar R. Tsadok Gaon73 

70rbid . , 238a . The book , Megillat S ' Tarim , was an 
halachic work of some significance composed by R. Nissim b . 
Jacob Gaon , a colleague of R. Hannanel . According t o Azulai , 
R. Nissim was not a gaon at all . His name was derived from 
the fact that was considered to be a student of Hai Gaon 
though , in fa.ct , he never was in Babylonia . Cf . H. Azulai , 
op . ~it ., Ft . I , par . 49 . Though the text itself appeared 
only once in Eben Haezer , it was referred to frequently by R. 
Eliezer ' s contemporaries . Note , e . g ., Tosaf'ot o,n Erubin , 77b , 
as well as Pesahim , 51a . Note S. Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 8 , 
for a full listing of the sources . R. Nissim was mentioned in 
one other context (Eben Haezer , 46b) . In that reference , R. 

"' Eli ezer did not mention tha.t the material quoted came from 
Megill at S ' tarim • . He did not indicate either what the source 
was for R. Nissim ' s comments . 

?libi d ., 282b , lllb ( l ,~~ timn1 ' l'li ni n T~, ) 
See J . Mueller , Mafteah, p . 132 . Nahshon was Gaon of Sura 
at the end of the ninth century . His responsa were widely 
known during the period of R.· Eliezer . 

72lli£,., 175a , 176a . Cf . Seder Rav .Amram, 37a. 

73Ibid ., 174a (based on Seder Rav .Amram , p . 326), 138a 
(is based upon an anonymous gaonic responsum. It purported 
to tell of a controversy between ·the students of R. Jacob 
Gaon and R. Tsadok . R. Eliezer identified himself as siding 
with the views of R. Tsadok . The issue is summarized by 
Mor decai in Shavuot , 63 , except that Yehudai Gaon is the pro
tagonist and not Jacob Gaonl 145; lllb (a disputation over 
the laws of Shehita between R. Tsadok Gaon and R. Jacob Gaon) . 
R. Tsadok was gaon of Sura from 820- 821 following Abimi Gaon . 
Note I . Weiss , op . cit ., Vol . IV , pp . 43- 45 on R. Tsadok ' s 
role in the Babylonian hierarchy of the time . 
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28. Works of R. Samuel b . Ho.fni 74 

29 . Works of Saadia Gaon75 

30. · Sefer HaRfu'ot76 

74Ibid ., 101a (reference to Sha 'are Shehita); 104d 
(Sha'are Shehita in our text erroneously as Sha ' are 
Shehitot); 156b (no specific reference to R. Samuel ' s 
writings but the context suggests the possibility that R. 
Samuel included these comments in his work entitled Sha ' are 
Berachot). R. Samuel was the Gaon of Sura from 997-1013 . He 
was the father-in-law of Hai Gaon, and was extremely pro
lific and many sided in his writings . R. Eliezer knew of 
his writings but it is doubtful that he was aware of their 
scope . For a survey of R. Samuel ' s halrchic work , note S. 
Assaf , op. cit ., pp . 194-197 . 

75~., 86d . The quotation from Saadia did not oc
cur in an halachic context . Its concern was primarily that 
of Biblical exegesis . It is possible that R. Eliezer did 
not derive his knowledge of Saadia ' s c comment directly but 
from the work of Judah b . P.,arzilai on Sefer Yetsira . It is 
noteworthy that Hai Gaon is quoted at great length and Saadia 
not at all in halachic matters . The difference is probably 
explained by the fact that Saadia ' s work was seldem trans
lated into Hebrew and the German scholars did not know 
Arabic. In all probability other European authors of the 
period derived their knowledge of Saadia also f rom secondary 
texts . Cf . H. Malter , Saadia Gaon, p . 287 . For R. Eliezer , 
as for Rashi , Saadia was the great and famous authority of the 
East who was known above all by reputation, but not through 
his works . 

76 1J2.!i., 117d (Cf . E. Urbach , op . cit., p . 154, footnote 
33 , where he erred in citing the reference in Eben Haezer). 
Note the interesting parallel between the comments of R. 
Eliezer here and those of R. Nathan in the Aruch (on the word 

Kn~• w)though R. Nathan apparently was not aware of the c om
ments of Asaph. Note also the comments of the gaonim col
l 2cted by B. Levine , Otsar HaGeoim , Taanit , par . 66 . See 
also Eben Haezer , 246b . In all likelihood, R. Eliezer did 
have Asaph ' s writing before him since it was known by others 
of his time . See , e . g ., Rashi ' s comments on Judges 16:16 . 
The date as well as the place of Asaph has been a subject of 
some dispute among scholars . There are some who date him as 
late as the ninth or tenth century, which would make R. 
Eliezer one of the earliest scholars to be aware of Asaph ' s 
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31. Res12onsa of .h. . Jacob Gaon77 

32 . ReSJ20nsa of R. Moses Gaon78 

33. Responsa of R. Sar Shalom Gaon79 

34 . ResJ2onsa of Mar R. Tseme.h Gaon80 

work . Note f1 teinschneider ' s dissent from such a view 
(M . Steinschneider , OJ2 . cit., p. 367) , ae well aA the com
prehensive Bibliography noted in S.lfaron~ A~~ocial anct 
Religious History , Vol. 8 , p . 393 . 

77~ ., llla (where he is described as t aking a posi
tion seriously attacked by his colleagues and their students), 
138a (where again he i s described as jnvo l.ved in controversy 
with his students , R. Tsadek Gaon) . Jacob was gaon of Sura 
from 801 to 815 and was considered by s ome to be the author 
of Seder Tannaim . See 8 . Baron, A Socia and'"- e g 
History , Vol . VI , 31. See also' J~. ·J\~ue.ller°;~f'tean , p . 73. 

78Ibid ., 196a, 166b~ Bee S. Albeck , Introduction , Ch . 
8 , He wasGaon _in Sura for ten years . 

79Ibid ., 84a ( 11. l o,,w ,w (:ii) n i:i1wn ::2 "fHCHl .,, ,~0, 
Cf . Or Zarua, B, Kamma , par . 353 . R. Isae,c Or Zarua q_uoted 
the text exactly as given by R. Eliezer; 156a (quoted by J . 
Mueller , Mafteah , p . 96 , par . 4 7 , except that J>~ueller mis
takenly ascribed the quotation to Rabbenu Asher , Ch. 4 , Rosh 
Hashana , instead of recognizing the original source in fil2fil1 
Haezer ) ; 166d ( T 1 l Cl 1?TV .:l"l ,z:, '1!:>N T:) 1n • Cf . Seder Rav 
Amram , p . 41 . Sar Shalom was Gaon of Sura for ten years from 
ca . 849- 859 , and left approximately one hundred responsa . 

SOAlbeck indicated in his Introduction, Ch . 8, that 
there were t hree separate gaonim known by that name , two of 
Pumbeditha and one of Sura who functioned as gaonim within 
fifty years of one another . It was impossible for lbeck to 
discern which one was meant by R. Eliezer . The references 
in F.ben Haezer are as follows: 97b • • • ,~~ 7 ,~,. n2:1:s :l"l "11!>, ; 
81d T ,au nDJ :i,-, po!ll 7:,, ; 4cd. (Note the long comment 
of Ehrenreich ascribing the responsum to R. Tsemah Gaon though 
his name is not s pec i fically noted . The additional difficulty 
of the text is that its original Talmudic source cannot be 
identified . Cf . Mordecai 1 Ketubot, par . 256. In none of these 
references did R. Eliezer indicate exactly which Gaon named 
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35. Responsa of Abimi Gaon81 

36. Sefer V' Hizhir82 

37 . Maase HaMechiri83 

38 . Kaliri84 

Tsemah he was quoting . It might , however , be significant 
that R. Eliezer fixed most of his attention on the gaonim of 
Sura rather than on those of Pumbeditha. On that basis , it 
would seem at least logical to assume that our R. Tsemah was 
Tsemah b. Mar R. Hayyim , the half brother of R. Nahshon Gaon . 

81Mar R. Abimi Gaon was mentioned just once in our 
entire conpendium and then only together with a group of his 
colleagues who were engaged in disputation with their mentor , 
R. Jacob Gaon (Eben Haezer , lllb) . It was this incident that 
was discussed by Mueller in his index (J . Mueller , Mafteah , 
p . 74) . Unfortunately , Mueller assigned the text by error to 
Rabbenu Asher rather than recognizing its original s ource in 
Eben Haezer. 

82 Eben Haezer , 13b . Cf . Tosafot , Hullin , 106b , in 
which the very same issues are discussed . Note , however , 
that the text mentioned is g iven as Sefer Hizhir . That the 
correct title is V' Hizhir was noted by I . Stein in his com
mentary on SeMaG , Hilchot N' tillat Yedayim , p . 112a. Note 
also L. Zunz , Hadrashot B'Yisrael , pp . 428- 9 , footnote 25 . 
H. Albeck , in bringing Zunz up to date , denied Zunz ' s thesis 
that Sefer V'Hizhir is to be identified with Midrash Hashkem. 

83Ibid ., 185a. Albeck (Introduction , Ch . 8) identified 
-t;he text ~being identical with Sefer HaPardes ascribed to 
Rashi , but edited by R. Nathan b . Machir and R. Menacham b . 
Machir , both students of Rashi . Note also Ehrenreich ' s 
commentary on the text that follows Albeck ' s thesis . For a 
clarifica tion of the role of the brothers in the editing 
process, see Sefer Ha Pardes ; par . 25. 

84Ibid., 175a. This is the single reference to the 
religiouspoetry of R. Eliezer Kalir . However , it mus t have 
been a relatively popular selection , recited on Bhabbat 
Shekalim 1 because it {, _ r. --~.u l>er of authorities 
including Rashi (~, 47a an tne ~safot (~ 35b) . L. 
Landshut (Amude HaAvoda , p . 37) does not note Eben Haezer as 
one of the sources quoting Kalir. 
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39. Works of Rabbenu Gershom85 

40. Res:12onsa of R. Machir b. Judah86 

41. B.es12onsa of R. · 87 Leon 

85rn addition to the ear lier gaonim, perhaps t he most 
important influence on R. Eliezer wa s that of R. Gershom. He 
was referred to by R. Eliezer as Meor HaGolah . (§ee infra, 
Chapter III) . It is clear from t he references to him tha t R. 
Gershom fulfilled the most import ant role of acting as a 
bridge between the older wisdom of the Babylonian Gaonim and 
the newly developing center of Jewish life in Germany . Most 
of R. Eliezer ' s references were to the responsa literature of 
R. Gershom. Some reflected R. Gershom ' s role as legislator 
and initiator within the Jewish community , and there was some 
reference to his work as commentator . The references are as 
f ollows: hben Haezer , 114b ( n'n.ln ,-.I:(~ 00, . .:i. u::i. ,-. •.. , 
an interpretation of a difficult matter in Hullin) , 196d 
( again tt ', u ii , , z:> ow·u u ::i., in which R. Gershom ' s decision 
was accepted by later authorities though it was in marked con
flict with a view of Yehudai Gaon . R. Gershom gave due credit 
to his own teacher , R. Leon) . The exact passage repeated once 
more in Eben Haezer , 234b ( M?Ui"I ,.,,y ,,~~ aw,) u:i, ) 
without it being commented on either by R. Eliezer or by later 
commentators , 242b (this time only en,,;. :i ~·• ) , 294a 
(in R. El i ezer ' s correspondence wi th R. Samuel b . Meir , R. 
Samuel noted the fact that he used R. Gershom ' s commentary on 
the Mishna n? 1;.n , ,~i, ollii .l u::i, ::in::lw n ,., ~lli ;!:J'T n .1~z:i::i • np 'T::l ., Jl< 

The text was well known (See Tosafot , ill• 42a or~- 16a) . 
R. Gershom left many students to continue with his work . See 
Eben Haezer , 108d , in which a controversy is described between 
R. Gershom' s students and R. Judah b .. Baruch . From the con
text , it i s clear that R. Gershom had already died . 

86Ibid ., 108d . Reference to R. Machir , the brother of 
R. Gershom, is to be found in the correspondence of R. Eliezer 
with R. Samuel b . Meir . R. Machir was the author of a com
mentary organized in alphabetical fashion and known to the 
authorities of the period . See , e . g . , Rashi , Erubin , 22a , 
.§]J£. 12b . Cf . H. Michal, op . cit ., p . 526 . Michal suggested 
along with Albeck (Introduction , Ch . 8) the possibility that 
the text should read -,,:,.;o "ll ,,_, ?w •;i "'at w ,,,11:2 '"F'T::l "l 

87Ibid ., 196d (repeated in 234b) . R. Leon was also known 
as R. Leontin . His real name was R. Judah b . Meir HaCohen 
U'ee Or Zarua , Ab . Zara , par . 256) . .As indicated by R. Eliezer , 
he constituted one of the most important teachers of R. Gershom. 
R. Gershom himself attested to the degree to which R. Leon was 
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42. Res:gonsa of R. Judah b . 88 Baruch 

43 . Ii,esEonsa of R. Eliezer (HaGado1) 89 

44 . Res12onsa of R. Judah HaKohen90 

45 . Responsa of R. Jacob b . Yakar91 

held in respect as a scholar (Responsa of tl . Meir of 
Rothenberg, par . 264 , quoting H. . Gershom) :i,, .,.2,zi',w •:ii l iN,? •,0 

••• N?n1~ a~n ,"i, .,~,~,n 

88Ibid ., 108d . R. Judah was a colleague of R. 
Gershom ' s disciples and was considered to be a person of con
siderable knowledge . See Sefer HaPardes , par . 182 , where he 
was described as initiating the custom of celebrating a 
second Day of Atonement . 

89ill,g,., 156a. R. Eliezer HaGadol was mentioned by R. 
Eliezer in an attempt to trace the sources of a specific 
tradition . He was one of tbe earliest scholars of :Mayence . 
According to R. Eliezer , R. Eliezer HaGadol was the teacher 
of R. Isaac b . Judah , one of the teachers of Rashi . For a 
full description of R. Eliezer ' s background and contribution , 
see H. Michal , op. cit ., pp . 205- 6 . 

90Ibid ., 177a. P. Judah was one of the important stu
dents of R. Gershom, whose children , at least in R. Eliezer ' s 
view , were also scholars of note . He was the author of 
8efer Dinim , although R. Eliezer did not quote that partic
ular text . See H. Michal , op . cit ., p. 462 . 

91~ ., 30d. ( ,p, ll lPY' ,1~l, D~l •nNJ~ l~' 
£ . Eliezer gave no indicaticn where he derived the view he 
quoted in the name of R. Jacob . Sefer HaPardes (par . 133) 
gave exactly the same view quoted by R. Eliezer but did not 
mention R. Jacob , one of Rashi ' s teachers , at its sourc~ ~) 
108d (The second reference is contained in a responsum of 
Rashi that quotes the view of his teacher . 

,p, ll lPY' •, ,,,~ 'E nM •n7K0 
R. Jacob was a student of Rabbenu Gershom. Ee had a great 
influence on his famous s tudent, but that influence remained 
primarily with his disciples since he did not write anything 
of note . See B. Michael (£.£.!.__£:it., p . 492) . 
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46 . Poetry of R. Solomon b . Judah HaBabli92 

We have noted above R. Eliezer •s deep a nd f ar-reaching 

relationship with hi s contemporaries , those with whom he was 

joined in a lifelong l abor of dedicat ion to the spread of 

Torah and to the strengthening of t he Jewish c0Illli1unity . We 

have noted , too , the feshion by which R. Eliezer lived. on 

through the work of his sons-in-law and his grandchildren 

who quot ed him widely . Eben Haezer was a book of cons ider

able influence in t he immediate generation that followed his 

own . Yet , as we have noted , R. Eliezer was more widely 

known as an authority , t han was the actual text of ~ 

Haezer studied with diligence . 

The following consists of a listing of those author

ities which make use of Eben Haezer . 93 

92rbid ., 96c , 169a . The text of Eben Haezer does 
not contain°"here a specific reference to R. Solomon HaPa li . 
Rather , R. Eliezer referred t o the identified by Albeck 
as • Solomon HaBabli . R. Solomon was well known in R. 
Eliezer ' s generation . See , e . g ., Rashi , Exodus 26:15 . Albeck 
erred in dat i ng R. Solomon. He quoted Emek HaBaha (p . 15) 
tha t spoke of R. Solomon being burned in Spain in the seventh 
century . Albeck also paired R. Solomon with Amittai b . 
Shefatya (see Chronicle of Ah imaa.z , pp . 15-16). Both Stein
schneider (op . cit ., p. 343) , as well as Zunz (Zur Geschichte 
u.nd Literatur, p . 63) held that R. Solomon d i d not l i ve in a 
Moslem land and that he was a contemporary of R. Gershom . In 
only one ins t ance did R. Eliezer share the text of t he paytan ' s 
poetry . In Eben Haezer , 170a , we find. the followin _ text: """••• 
,v,,,~ n,~a 01,0 pln i ~,n n~ •,w ~~ • pc b11 mn ,o, ,~ ~- n,0 ,~,n 1•~~ 

93 '1.1his lis t is exclusive of thosP- authors who were in 
contact with R. Eliezer during the course of his lifetime . 
Those s cholars have been adequately trea ted in Chapter I 
above . The list tha t follows does not pretend to be exhaus
tive . It seeks merely to list the most significant authors 
in the period following R. Eliezer who made use of his text . 

i n urw 
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2 . 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Mordecai94 

Mahzor Vitry95 

- 96 R. Solomon Luria 
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Rabbenu Asher b . Yehie197 

Hagahot Naimuniot98 

94Mordecai b . Hillel , as we have noted above (Chapter I) 
was a highly elective author who often quoted directly from a 
series of authors known to him , including R. Eliezer b . Joel 
Halevi . It is for t his reason that R. Eliezer has mistakenly 
been considered Mordecai ' s grandfather (see Chapter I) . How
ever , he did have re:x:>urse directly to Eben Haezer , a s in the 
following places: Hullin , pars . 592 , 821; Aboda Zara , pars . 
847 , 858 , 859; B. Bathra , pars . 556 , 594; Megilla , par . 800; 
Ket . , par . 250; Sanhedrin , par . 681 , et al . 

95rt is difficult at times to dis tinguish between the 
references to R. Eliezer that arise out of his halachic work 
and the material which came from his commentary on the prayer 
book . See , e . g ., ~.ahzor Vitry, par . 161 for which no refer
ence can be found in Eben Haezer but which could possibly be 
traced to the prayer book commentary we know existed . It is 
different , however , in the case of pars . 321 and 328 for which 
parallels in Eben Haezer can be f ouni • 

96Yam Shel uE.hlomo B. Kamm.a , par . 269 . Solomon b . 
Yehiel Luria of the sixteenth century was one of the later 
authorities who was aware of R. Eliezer ' s work . Luria was 
scrupulous in investigating the earlier sources for his 
interpretation of Halacha , unlikB many of his contemporaries . 

97As we have noted above , R. Asher was mistakenly con
sidered by some authorities to have been the grandson of R. 
Eliezer (Su.pre , Chapter I) . There is no foundation at all 
for such a view, but R. Asher did make frequent reference to 
Eben lilezer . See , e . g ., Rosh Hashana , p . 31 , Moed Ka tan , 
Chapter 3 , par . 103, J.08 Rulli , Ch . 4 , par . 3 . 

98Hilchot Z' chiya U' Matana , Ch . 2 , Hal . 14; Hilshot 
Ishut , Ch . 17 , Hal . 9; Ch . 7 , Hal . 9 . Meir HaKohen , the 
author of the Hagahot , was the student of R. Meir of 
Rothenburg. 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

10 . 

11 . 
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R. Meir of Rothenburg99 

Sefer RokeahlOO 

Or ZarualOl 

R F.T , 0 r,Z 102 • 1ayy1m r ~arua 

R. Moses J\Iintz103 

R. Joseph Colon104 

99The responsa of R. J\,eir are extremely eclectic . Nany 
of them are not original with R. Meir. Rather , they consist 
of excerpts from the responsa of others . It does not follow , 
therefore , that each ii.me R. Meir quoted R. Eliezer he had a 
text of R. Eliezer before him . However , he was very much 
aware of R. 1liezer ' s work and his major ::esponsa . See , e . g ., 
R. Meir ' s references to responsa of R. Eliezer i n pars . 442 , 
550 , 580 , 581 , 946 , 388 , 389 , 390 , 391 . These responses 
were copied directly by R. Meir from Eben Haezer . In addi
tion , R. Meir quoted a transcript of the results of the synod 
held in France~ at was attended by R. ~liezer (see par . 
1002 as well a discussion of that synod , supra , Chapter III) . 

lOOSefer Rokeah , par . 319 . Eben Haezer was not one of the 
most important s ources for R. Eliezer of Worms . 

101or Zarua of R. Isaac b . Moses of Vienna , had within 
it a great many references to R. EliezP;r b . Joel Halevi, so 
man~ in fact , that Aptowitzer estimated at least to a third 
of he text to have originated with him . Similarly , he was 
familiar with the work of R. Eliezer. See, e .g . , Or Zarua , 
Ft . I , par . 752 . 

l02Teshubot R H . 0 Z 117 .• ayy1.m r arua, par . • 

I03Teshubot R. Moses Mintz , par . 118 . 
nlym nJ ~X nl,~~n tnl 1l N", , go~ ~n pn~n 

104Teshubot Maharik , pars . 111 , 77 
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It i s clear , then , that t . Eliezer utilized in his 

work a wide variety of sources , and helped to bridge the 

gap between the gaonim and his o·wn period . Though R. 

Eliezer ' s work was dwarfed by t h....at of his grandson and the 

Tosafot , his work contributed to the perpetuation of the 

past for which he s o fervently hoped . 



PART II 

THB LIFE OJ? THE JEWS I N GEBNANY 
OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY 

CF.APTER III 

THE Sl'RUCTURE AND ORG.ANIZATION 
OF THE JE\ I SH CQT.:IT-TIJNI TY 

The areas of Jewish settlement in Germany in our per

iod were primarily urban , rather than rural . This is not 

to say that there were no Jews who lived outside of t he 

urban communities . 1 The great majority of the problems ad

dressed to R. Eliezer reflected urban , rather than rural con

ditions . This fact is particularly striking when R. 

Eliezer ' s responsa are compared to the Northern French re

sponsa of the period with their plethora of rural detail and 

the posing of significant problems that a rise out of a rural 

. t 2 enviFonmen . 

1E .g., Eben Haezer , 205a . This particular responsum 
reflects a ruralmther than urban setting . 

2cf . L. Rabinowitz , The Social Li fe of the Jews of 
Northern France in the 12-14th Centuries as Reflected in the 
Rabbinical Literature of the Period , ' pp •. 4l.~42L'."--' · · •.,_ 
Rabinowitz ' s account of a widespread partially rural French 

143 
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'l'he German Jewish cornmuni ty was concentrated in re

markably few areas of settlement . The following are the 

names ot German cities mentioned by R. Eliezer: Oppenheim, 3 

Speyer , 4 Worms, 5 Wurzberg , 6 Frankfort , 7 Mayence , 8 Cologne , 9 

10 11 Regensburg , and Strassburg . In addition to thos e cities 

population with a griculture as an important occupation stands 
in marked contrast to 1he distribution of population as re
flected in R. Bliezer ' s responsa . 

3Eben Haezer , 79a . 

41.!2i,g_., 79d , 138d , 294d . 

5llli., 8b , 47c , 79b , 108c , 160a , 173b . 

6~ ., 13c . 

7Ibi d ., 158a, 176d . 

8~ ., 16d , 49c , 79a , 108c , 112a (pars . 255 and 256) , 
155c , 157b , 164a , 170b , 173d , 174a , 181c , 198d, 230d , 238b , 
265c , 283a . The great number of references to Mayence can 
be explained not merely in terms of its importance for the 
period but also because of the fact that it was R. Eliezer ' s 
ho:Qie city . He had contact with its day to day problems much 
more frequently than with cities further removed from him. 
Mayence was one of the most important centers of Jewish 
population. 

9~ . , 36a, 47c , 69c , 104a, 157b , 181c , 197c , 198d , 
199c , 202a , 204a , 205a , 283a . 

lOibid . , 32a , 40b , 125d , 295b . 

11Ibid ., 294d . 

\ 
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specifie;ally mentioned by ~1. . Pliezer , we ;mow of the exis

tence of a J ewi sh community in one more city in his time , 

viz ., t he City of Donn, becaus e it was the birthpl ace of R. 

Joel, ~1• I • 1 12 • ~ i ezer s s on-in- aw . There exists another source 

of importance f or t he es tablisbment of t he area s of Jewish 

settlement during our period . Benjanin of Tudela , the re

nowned traveler , made his famous journey ~round the then 

knovm world from c~ . 1160-1173 . He stopped in a number of 

German cities where Jews had settled a nd the names of those 

cities appear in his itinerary . Unfortunately , Benjamin ' s 

account of the cities he visited was corrupted by the ignor-

ance of transcribers , and the cities t hat he mentioned are 

di f ficult to identify . 13 The following are the cities men

tioned by Benjamin the t had Jewish communities: Metz , Treves , 14 

12s ee supra , Chapter I , footnote 49 . 

13Aronius questioned whether Benjamin actually toured 
Germany . Aronius ' feeling was partly due to loose state
ments made by Benjamin about Germsny ' s geography ~ See 
Julius Aronius , Reg.esten zu r Geschichte der Jude.if in frankischen 
und deutschen Reide bis zum Jahr 1272 , ' p. 131. -

1~ arcus Nathan Adler , The Itinerary of Ben.jamin of 
'ludela , pp . 79-80 and .A . Asher , The Itinerary of R.abbi Benjamin 
of Tudela , pp . 109- 111 • .Asher ' s edition is widely quoted but 
is based on printed versions only , while Adle r makes use of 
manuscripts and produces the closest approximation of a cri
tical text . The travel s of Petahiah that also fall in our 
period did not deal with the German cities . The places names. 
J\~etz and Treves are based on a reading in Adler , p . 80 , and 
are not contained in Asher ' s text . 
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Coblenz, Andernach, Bonn, 15 Coloene, 16 Bincers, nuns ter, 17 

18 l·· orms, Stressburg, 19 Wurzburg , 20 Mantern, Bamberg , Freising , 

and Re[.ensburg. 21 

The difficulties involved in arrivine: at an accurate 

transcription make it hazardous to draw definitive conclu

sions from the list of cities given to us by Benjamin . Des

pite dubious transcriptions, one can see some affinity be

tween the cities mentioned by i . Eliezer and those noted by 

Benjamin , with two strange exceptions . Both the City of 

Mayence , {. Eliezer ' s birthplace , and the City of Gpeyer, do 

15 .An alternate manuscript reading in Adler reads ~:i,p 
instead of n.:i ,:i on which the translation is based . This 
second reading is the one Asher had before him . Germania 
Judaic (p. 68) does bring the City of Gaub as one in which 
a Jewish community existed in our century . Note also that the 
City of ~onn was mentioned by R. Eliezer only by indirection , 
the City of Caub not tall . 

16 The Asher text reeds ~•.:i~,p 

17Munster does not appear at all in the Asher edition . 

18nhe Asher text has at this point a passaPe that Adler 
interprets as an interpolation , but t hat includes a supposed 
place called lk,nv, ?) Or r!Tistran according to Asher ' s transla
tion . There are no grounds for assuming Asher to be correct . 

19Asher translated Astransburg. 
20 An alternate reading of Asher leads to an identifica-

tion of Duidisburg . 

21 
Asher adds another City of Tzor ( is ) apparently 

based on a mistaken reading . 
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not appear in Benjamin's itinerary , although the closely as

sociated City of Worms does appear . This fact i s perplexing 

in light of the intellectual leadership provided by Mayence 

to German Jewry in the twelfth century . On the other hand , 

only six of the fifteen cities mentioned by Benj amin are 

known to us from H • .taiezer ' s works . In any event , it ap

pears that the ,Jewish population of Ger many was concentrated 

within relatively f ew urban centers . 22 

With regard to German cities, :Benjamin did not give 

any population statistics unlike his treatment of Italian 

and J rench communities . He made the general statement the.t 

the German J ewi sh communities possessed many sages and men of 

wealth . 23 R. Eliezer was not any more helpful . At no time 

did he refer , even in pass in"' , to numbers of Jews in a partic

ular city . No numerical records , even remotely accurate, are 

to be found until 1241 , at which time we have tax rolls on 

22cf . Solo Baron , A 3ocial and Religious History of 
ill.§. , Vol . 4, p . 73, who points out that Jewish settlement 
was in cities within episcopal sees rather than in cities 
coritrol1ed by ~ecular authority . FrarJr holds that the 
Jewish community was widely dispersed , but the sources he 
uses to subs t antiate that position a re much later than our 
own ~)riod . See JV[oshe :B'rank , Kehillot Ashken~, p . 19 . 

N. Adler , op . cit ., Heb ., p . 72 . 
o•,•~y, o•~~n ,~,w•~ n~,n n,l,,~n ,,,N~, 

l dler translates : In these cities t he r e are many Israelites , 
wi r; e rr:en and rich . -,le noted a bove (footnote 1 3) the doubts 
of some autbori ties whether Ben,;amin ever toured Germany . The 
fact that H. :taiezer ' s references to places of Jewish settle
ment only partially agrees y,r i th tho .3 e of Benj2mln lends fur
ther weight to such doubts . Still mor e, they are 'buttressed 
by Benj amin ' s vague references to the nature of Jewish life 
in Germany . 
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which to depend for our information . 24 

The First Crusade brought with it a decimation of some 

part of the Jewish population. Based upon the figures trans

mitted by the Chronicles of the Crusades , 1 , 100 Jews lost 

their lives at Mayence and another 800 at Worms . 25 The ac

curacy of the figures given to us by the Chronicles are , 

however , seriously open to question . There is much exaggera

tion by the chroniclers . They were not eye-witnesses at all , 

but rather transmitted to us second hand information that is 

not accurate even in its narrative , let alone in any statis

t i cal sense . 26 The actual figures for Jewish losses during 

the First Crusade are impossible to obtain . 

24Baron , in the notes to his monumental social and 
religious history (Chapter 20 , footnote 94) mentions a partic
ular work as containing "considerable data" ,,on Jewish popula
tion . The name of the work is Deutsches Stadtebuch in four 
volumes by E. Keyser . Instead of providing such data , how
ever , the book , printed in Nazi Germany , contains a fantastic 
number of inaccuracies as well oo strong racist prejudice . 
Among its innumerable errors , the book alleges that there was 
no Jewish settlement in Rothenburg till the nineteenth century . 
Moreover , whatever accurate information it does contain was 
gleaned from well- known Jewish secondary sources . Schipper 
(Toledot HaKalkala Hayehudit , Vol . I , p . 162) held that there 
were 1 , 500 Uews in Mayence in 1090 , before the outbreak of 
the Crusades . His estimates , however, are wholly without 
support . 

25A. M. Habermann, Sefer Gezerot Ashkenaz V' Tsorfat , p . 
32 (in accord with the chronicle of R. Solomon b . Simeon) . 
In his introduction to this excellent volume , Y. Baer gives 
an incisive explanation on the manner in which the texts of 
the chronicles were compiled and the nature of the exaggera
tions that are to be found in them. See Y. Baer , Mabe L ' Sefer 
Gezerot Ashkenaz V' Tsorfat , p. 4. 

26In this respect , R. Eliezer's own chronicle is in
structive. See supra , Chapter I , footnote 254. 
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There was undoubtedly much loss of life and many forced 

conversions during the Crusade period in 1096 . R. Eliezer 

was filled with memories of the persecution and made refer

ences to them. He did not, however, give us a picture of a 

wholly decimated City of Mayence . Rather, Mayence reverted 

quickly to its former high state of culture and learning. It 

is somewhat difficult to believe that this could be done in a 

city that lost two- thirds of its Jewish inhabitants when R. 

Eliezer was but six years old . No matter what the true 

number of Jewish martyrs , a majority of the population 

survived and rebounded energetically during our century from 

the disasters that had befallen them . 27 Tha t majority must 

have been substantial . 

Proceeding now to the internal lif e of the Jews in 

Germany , as reflected in Eben Haezer , we find that the Jews 

scattered in the urban areas were not merely a conglomerate 

group having their own separate existence within their own 

cities . Although they may not have yet maintained formal 

organization as a total community , it is clear that the bonds 

holding them together were relatively strong . Contact was 

maintained between cities; at times t he individual cities of 

Germany were able to function as one community , despite the 

27No consideration has been given here to the possible 
effects on population of the Second Crusade of 1146 , since 
that crusade barely touched the German Jewish communities . 
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issues that divided them. 28 R. Eliezer continually func

tioned as a unifying force, dealing with the questions that 

came to him from different areas of Jewish settlement and 

providing some common direction for many communities, each 

with its own problems and its own traditions. Both his 

travels and the travels of students and merchants kept the 

lines of communication open and provided the basis for 

unified communal action at a time when it was needed. 29 

To understand how Jewish communities functioned, we 

must first analyze the legal basis of their self-rule. In 

Eben Haezer, we find numerous references to the functioning 

of the Jewish community in different areas of self-govern

ment.30 It dealt with every aspect of J6wish life; its 

28Louis Finkelstein, J ewish Self Government in the 
Middle Ages, p. 42. In the French Synod of 1160, we find 
R. Eliezer and R. Eliezer b. S,:..mson of Cologne acting as 
representatives of the German community as a whole. See 
supra, Chapter I, footnote 76. 

29Eben Haezer, 13a. An extremely interesting illus
tration of this phenomena is provided by R. Eliezer ' s 
references to his son-in-law, R. Joel, whose travels from 
city to city enabled R. Eliezer to maintain informal contact 
with other cities and their leaders, thereby providing at 
least the communication necessary for any unified action. 
See supra, Chapter I, for details on R. Eliezer ' s contri '. 
butions in this area. 

30Eben Haezer, 70a; 2080; 224a et. al. 
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regulations and authority were imposed upon every member of 

the Jewish community; with the consent of both local and 

imperial governmental authorities. 

The granting of privileges or charters to cities and 

to Jewish communities in Germany dates from the latter part 

of the eleventh century. The charter of Henry IV for Worms 

in 1074 is the first example of city privileges appearing as 

a new category of constitutional documents. Jewish communal 

life involved detailed series of laws and privileges both of 

a local and imperial nature. Without undertaking a detailed 

study of the secular law relating to Jewish life, we must 

consider the background in law as guidelines for R. Eliezer ' s 

legal opinions in matters relating to Jewish community activ

ities. Of particular concern are the privileges extended by 

Henry IV to the Jews of Worms in 1090. Taking the Worms 

privileges as prototype, we note the following articles 

among others: 

Article 11: Quod si christianus contra Iudeum vel 

Iudeus contra cristianum litem aliqua pro 

revel contencionem habuerit, uterque prout 

res est secundum legem suam iusticiam faoiat 

et oausam suam probet. 
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Article 14: Quod si Iudei litem inter se aut causam 

habuerint discerenda.m, as suis paribus 

et non aliis convincantur et iudicentur. 

Et si aliquis eorum pertidus rei a.J.icuius 

inter eos geste occultare voluerit 

veritatem, ab eo, qui ex parte episcopi 

preest synagoge , iuxta legem suam cogatur, 

ut de eo quod queritur verum fateatur. 

Si quando ant inter eos aut contra eos 

difficilee orte fuerint questiones vel 

lites, salva interim pace eorum, ad 

presenciam referantur episcopi, ut eius 

valcant iudicio Terminari .31 

These privileges were not applicable for all time. 

They needed periodic reaffirmation, and were, in fact, con

firmed for the Jews of Worms in 1157 by Frederick r. 32 

Through extension on a local basis to other communities, 

they provided the basis for a Jewish court system in accord 

with Jewish law. It is obvious that the privileges were not 

helpful during the First Crusade. However, it must be said 

that such outbreaks and other more isolated instances cited 

31 # J. Aronius , op. cit., p. 73, 170. 

32Ibid ., p. 123, #280 . 
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by R. Eliezer were breaches of the law . Local authorities 

attempted to enforce the privileges , but were powerless 

against mob violence . It is within this context that we 

often find R. Eliezer proscribing a given course of action, 

, for fear of stirring up a hornet's nest of 

hatred that the Jewish community had good reason to fear .33 

In normal times , however, he acted under the law along with 

the leaders of t e·'•communi ty . 34 

Of particular interest also is the Imperial land 

peace of Mayence , sworn to in 1103 for a period of four year 

by the nobles of the land , and which included the Jews among 

protected groups . This particular land peace was widely ex

tended with respect to both territory and time . The land 

peace was intended to provide a more effective protection for 

Jews than the earlier privileges , particularly in light of 

the disastrous events of 1096 . 35 Henry IV took a specially 

liberal attitude to Jewish interests during the period of the 
33Eben Haezer , 231b . 

34rt must be clear that the privilege documents only 
provided a context within which the Jewish community could 
function . At no point did the rabbinic authorities ever 
quote the privilege documents or other secular expressions 
as a source for their authority . That source always was 
Talmudic law . See L. Landman , Jewish Law in the Diaspora: 
Confrontation and Accommodation , p . 67 . See also infra , 
footnote , 38 , Chapter IV, footnote 49 . 

35G. Kisch , The Jews in 1V1edieval Germany , p . 141 . The 
land peace was to have at a later time profound negative 
implications , particularly with regard to the right of a Jew 
to bear arms , but for the moment its effect was beneficial . 
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First Crusade , contravening even canon law by allowing 

forcibly converted Jews to return to the faith of their 

fathers . 

Reference to the Jewish community should not be inter

preted to mean a legally constituted Jewish community . On 

the contrary , in the period in which the privileges were 

granted , there were no corporate communities , either Chris

tian or Jewish . Both at Worms and Speyer , privileges were 

granted to specific individual s living in these cities and 

extended by implic~tion to all other resident Jews . R. 

Eliezer lived , in f act , in a period in which the community 

as a corporat e institution was only b eginning to take form , 

and his comments from tha t stendpoint take on increased 

significance . It is important also to comprehend fully the 

nature of the privileges . Every attempt was ·made to lure the 

Jews of Speyer to that city f or the many economic advantages 

they would bring to the city . Bishop Rudiger of Speyer , 

himself , indicated: " • •• cum ex Spirensi villa urbem facerem , 

putavi milies amplificare honorem loci no stri , si e t judeos 

collegerem. 1136 

It would be wrong , however , to assume that the privi

l eges applied exclusively t .o Jews . Kfsch pointed out in con

vincing fashion , that the privileges represented a 11 jus 

36J . Aronius , _o-F-• __ c_i _t ., p . 70 , footnote 168 . 
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commune " that singled out a particular grouping of individ

uals for attention . There were many others to whom similar 

privileges were accorded . Royal charters of protection are 

extant in which special protection is accorded Christian 

ecclesiastical institutions, non- Jewish priva te persons , 
-:ST merchants , and others . - Attempts have even been made to 

assume that the laws and charters of Jewry protection were 

used as models fo r the protection of Christ i an merchants . 

This contention does not appear to be valip. , f or thE: charters 

that were applied to the Jews were couched in language that 

was used with reference to other groups 2s well . 

The Jewish community of R. Eliezer's time was then in 

its initial stages of legal organization . It derived its 

right to self- government directly· from the Emperor , although 

technically its privilege s were llildressed to individuals 

rather than to the commun.i ty as a whole . R. Eliezer and the 

others with him who fulfilled leadership roles in the com

munity functioned implicitly a.nd explicitly through the 

sanction of governmeµt . Unfortunately , however , the f a ilure 

of the imperial off ice to make g ood on its promis e of pro

tection during the Firs t Cruse.de and at other more isolated 

times in our period , engende red bitterness within R. Eliezer 

agains t the very authority by which he functioned . However, 

37Monumenta Germaniae , form. imp . Nos . 31 , 37 , 52 . 
See also G. Ki s ch , op. cit., , p .135 f f . for a ful l discussion 
of the i ssue . 
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the consequences of the wedge being driven between the Jews 

and the rest of the population were not to be evident until 

after his time. 

It is important to realize that the rights granted in 

the privilege documents were not the basis of Rabhi.nic 

authority for the discharge of any community responsibility. 

In all the references to rabbinic functions in R~ Eliezer ' s 

writings, the pattern of authority was related to Jewish 

law and communal regulations, rather than to any vested 

authority coming from secular sources . 38 Despite the im

plicit and explicit consent of the authorities to the func

tioning of a Jewish community, R. Eliezer seemed to view the 

secular government more as an impediment than a support. 39 

A mistrusted government is seldom viewed as a foundation 

upon which to build legal and political. precedent. One can 

38The information collected here from R. Eliezer ' s 
responsa supports the views held by Ague on the signifi
cance of the privilege documents in Jewish sources of our 
period. Cf. I. Agus , Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg, Vol. I, 58. 
See also , supra, footnote 34. 

39Eben Haezer, 283ab. This was true of a particular
ly vexing situation in which R. Eliezer was called in to 
help in a case of a fraudulent bethrothal, but found that 
he had to deal with the possible interference of government 
as a result of the governmental connections of one of the 
parties. See infra, Chapter V. 
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speak meaning.fully about a Jewish community in existence and 

functioning virtually as a unit of self-government during 

the time of R. Eliezer. During the first year of residency 

in a community a newcomer gradually took on the fiscal 

responsibilities of older residents , at first contributing 

only to the support of the local poor and then gradually 

broadening the scope of his participation to include con

tributions to the official charity fund , and care for the 

burial of the dead . 40 An individual who was himself 

dependent on the community for support 

40Eben Haezer , 208d . Cf . Baba Bathra , 8a , as well 
as the Palestinian Talmud , ~ 36b. 
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could not participate with an equal voice in the community ' s 

affairs . 

AJ.though R. Eliezer paid particular attention to the 

process by which one becomes a membe r of the community , he 

made no statement on excluding individuals from settling in 

the community . 41 There would be ample gFounds for excluding 

one who came to settle in the community if he did not fulfill 

L his citizenship requirements during the period of his resi

·denoy . The Herem Hay,,: ishub , though known , had not as yet been 

f 'D 42 ully established as an institution by R. Lliezer's time . 

41This is in direct contradiction to the position held 
by L . Rabinowitz (Herem Hayyishub, p. 42 ) •. - ~ . 
Rabinowitz sought to establish that R. Eliezer was one of the 
earliest authorities to menti.on the Herem Hayyishub , but did 
not cite the exact reference in Eben Haezer on which he based 
his contention . ' Rather , he quotes Joseph Colon of the ~if
teenth century who , in turn , makes reference to R. Eliezer 
( Joseph Colon ri" ,~ 96a) . He totally misinterprets the refer
ence. Colon probably had in mind the source quoted above(~ 
Haezer , 208d) while noting that later authorities held that 
a one year absence leads to a forfeiture of residence rights . 
Since it took one year to establish rights , a one year absence 
would lead to this forfeiture . It is clear , however, tha t R. 
Eliezer discusses only the establishment of resident rjghts 
and not their forfeiture except by implication . Moreover , 
the concept of n"lni1 so crucial to Rabinowitz does not occur 
at all in R. Eliezer . Its inclusion in Colon ' s text is in
tended only to lend support from earlier authorities for a 
later controversy . 

42This is by no means meant to imply that the institu
tion was unknown in R. Eliezer ' s time . We would agree with 
Finkels tein that the instit ution probably predated R. Gershom, 
although we would reject the rather far-fetched anti-urban 
reasoning of 1''inkelstein (cf . L. Finkelstein , op •. cit . , pp . 
13-14) . The point simply is that any institution grows and 
develops over a period of time . In R. Bliezer ' s time , the 
concept of exclusion of social undesirables had taken root . 
The us e of Herem Hayyishub as a means of buttressing the eco
nomic position of old settlers agains t new settlers is , how
ever , nowhere reflected in t he sources . 
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The term never appears at all in I;ben Haezer. 43 At a l ater 

period, when t he economic situation of the community became 

more difficult, the right of t he community's elders to ex

clude newcomers because of po ssi ble economic competition was 

exercised . What ever determinat ion there di d exi at of the 

rights of residence in our pe riod was put into the hands of 

the leaders of the community who dealt wit h it admi ni stra

tively.44 

43s ome fuller mention should be made of Rahinm•ri tz 's 
thesis that the Herem Hayyishub was essent ially motivated by 
economic protectionism . It arises, s ays Rabinowitz , par-

~ ticularly in the Rhine communities of our period because 
this is the period in which the Jewish communities were 
established f or the first time by Imperial privilege, and 
it is a period linked to the rise of medieval towns as inter
preted by l'irenne . Pirenne 's thesis on the interrelationship 
between the ris e of medieval cities and the rise of a merchant 
class (H. Pirenne, Medieval Cities (Princeton , 1925)) is given 
specific Jewish interpretation by Rabinowitz . The nascent 
Jewish communities consisting largely of merchants , easily 
found ibeir place in the rising medieval city. Most important, 
the Rheinish privileges allowed for internal regulation of 
economic competition and permitted the carrying into practice 
of the Herem Hayyishuh. Unfortunately , this hypothesis ap
pears a bit too facile . Not only are Pirenne ' s theses open 
to question and Rabinowitz ' s interpretation of the Rheinish 
privileges oversimplified . There are also a g reat many 
questions to be asked about the application of economic re
strictions so early in the development of the Jewish medieval 
community . One fact , above all , is clear . On the basis of 
R. Eliezer ' s text , no such thesis could be proven . 

44A significant division of opinion exists between 
Rashi on the one hand and Rabbenu Tam on the other . Rashi 
held that the Herem Hayvishub has a Talmudic basis, and there
fore the procedings agains t an..y who violate it must be in line 
with accepted Talmudic 18gal procedure . According to 
Finkelstein , it was Rashi ' s intent to limit the possible ex
cesses of communal control of Herem Hayyishub (see L. Finkel
stein , loc . cit . ) . Rabbenu Tam , on the other hand , held that 
the application of Herem Hayyishub was totally in the hands of 
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The community then developed means by which it made 

decisions , and was capable of taking action . It was suc

cessful in providing significant leadership. The early 

Worms privileges recognized a head of the community whom 

the Latin documents refer to as t he Jewish bishop. 45 

We can i dentify the names of many of the leaders of the 

the communal authorities . He claimed , however , that its 
application was limited to social undesirables and to those 
who constituted a danger to the Jewish community as informers. 
While R. Tam would allow for decisions mad.e by the local com
munity , the impact of his opinion would be to allow almost 
all newcomers into the towns, thereby limiting the scope of 
the Herem significantly . Basing himself on Rabiah, who held 
that R. Tam' s views on t he Herem were theoretical rather than 
practical , Finkelstein conceived the notion that the views of 
R. Tam were accepted in France but rejected in Germany . That 
opinion is not supported by the evidence in R. Eliezer . On 
the one hand R. Eliezer accepts the view that decisions on 
rights of settlement are administrative rather than judicial , 
and on the other holds with R. 'L'am that exclus ion from the 
community stems from non- payment of taxes or similar factors 
rather than anything more general . The debate is reflected 
in the disagreement between Zeitlin (Review of the Herem 
Hayyishub , JQR, N. s ., Vol . 37) , and Rabinowitz as to whether 
Herem Hayyishub is implied in the Talmud . Without entering 
into that controversy here , we do not detect a clearly proven 
Talmudic basis for Herem Hay:yishub . 

45J . Aronius , op . cit ., p . 171 . 11 ••• tempore 
Salmanni eorundum Iudeorum episcopi . u Zeitli n ' s view is that 
the term "episcopi" can be interpreted a s referring to the 
parnas of the community . Cf . S. Zeitli n , "Ra shi and the 
Ra bbinate , " Jewish Quarterly Review , N. S., Vol . 31 , No . 1 , 
31 . 
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community who are mentioned in these early privileges, 46 and 

they all possess the charact0r i F1 tic of be i n -:r not only i:rorldly, 

but to at leas t some extent, scholarly . The ,.) ecular eou.rces 

were correct in at least one re spect. The le aers of t he 

ear y Je ·isb community were not ~erely wielder of s~cular 

power . TlJey cons titut d the mo ct s ignificant authorities in 

t e religious life of the people as well. T:tLey ,rnr e re-

cruit d from a group tha t possessed its own f or . of 11 noblesse 

oblige" f or wtich one qualified because of two f actors, 

birth £,nd learning . We know from the writin2s of I" . f liezer 

of t he exi.:i tence of non-rabbinic members of the com unit ;{ who 

held leadership positions and who wielded power within the 

community . 47 They s hared many areas of community responsibil

ity , particularly t axation and finance where the Rabt is were 

46Frank seeks to identify t his Solomon of t he \.lorms 
privileges as the Solomon b . Sam.son who was martyred during 
the Crusade of 1096 , and who was the famous f riPnd of Rashi 
(!fi . JJ'rank , op . cit ., p . 2) . Haberman (op . cit ., p . 247) 
doubts whether this f3 olomon was indeed martyred in 1096 . He 
feels ins teed that he was the author of one of the chronicles 
of the Crusades . The individuals mentioned in the ~peyer 
privileges are better known to us . Yehuda bar Kalonymus was 
t he head of a Yeshiva in Spires , Davi d bar r:Jeshullam , a vell 
known author of religious poetry , and i\ oshe bar Yekutiel a 
parnas of t he community who also functioned as ate cher. 

47F.ben Iaezer , 283a . This particular responsum deals 
with an extremely deep cleavage in a Jewish community on an 
issue thet involved fraud in arrangements f or an important 
marriage . Although a synod that was convoked was attended 
in large part by Rabbis who were c alled upon to make the basic 
decisions , the protagonists in the dispute , dee ply involved 
themselves in the Jewish community , were laymen . It was they 
who called the Rabbis together . The participants in the 
litigation were apparently close to the government . See supra , 
C~apter I, footnote 14 . 
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loathe to function . R. Eliezer was turned to, not only to 

deal with ritual issues , but also as a source of guidance 

as well as ruling on the relat ionship of the Jewish commun

ity with the secular authorities . His position of leader

ship was assumed after it had been held earlier by his 

father- in-law , R. Eliakim, and his son-in- law shared the 

position of leadership in the community during his lifetime 

exactly as he had shared it once with his own father- in-law 

before his passing . 48 R. Eliezer did not function as the 

official single head of the Jewish comm.unity of r,rayence . 49 

Always there were others who participated with him in the 

decisions that shaped the life of the community . 

The leaders of the community were referred to again 
· 50 and again by n. Bliezer as Rabbis . Their right to sit as 

48s ee supra , Chapter I . 

491t has been pointed out that the function of leader
ship was often equated with the position of judge. See M. 
Frank , op. cit ., p . 5. 

50s ome mention ought to be made here of Zeitlin ' s thesis 
that authority was not vested in the Rabbis prior to the 
eleventh century and that R. Gershom acted only together with 
the Kahal . Zeitlin a s sumes that the decrees of Henr~ II were 
addressed only to the parnas (see supra , footnote 45) . He 
further presumes that this situation changed -only with ltashi 
who asserted the authority of the Rabbi . In Zeitlin ' s view , 
Re shi was , in fact , the founder of the Rabbinate in Western 
Europe . This work deals with a period when the developments spoken of 
by Zeitlin are presumed already to have had occurred . Note should 
also be taken of Zeitlin ' s thesis that the title of Rabbi in the 
German literature merely indica ted scholarship while that of Rab 
was indicative of authorization and position . For a ful l dis-
cussion of his case , see S . Zeitlin, "Rashi and the Rabbi nate , " 
J . Q. R., N. S., Vol . 31 . 
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judges was transferred by master to disc i ple on an individ

ual basis. Apparently they were not paid for their services . 

Their assumption of the title of Rabbi and their position of 

leadership in the community did not bring them any material 

advantage . On the contrary, individual rabbis expended their 

own funds on the maintenance of Academies in which young 

scholars studied under their tutelage . A good many of th em 

may have been independently wealthy . R. Eliezer did not re

veal the manner in which he made a living. It is possible 

that he was a money lender , or a trader . Clearly , his as

sumption of community responsibility in no way accrued to 

his material gain . 51 In R. Eliezer ' s time , then , the position 

of Rabbi had attached to it the secular function of the 

parnas as well . We see the Rabbi both as initiator and 

arbitrator of disputes , as presiding over a court of last 

resort , involved in all ,J f the day to day problems of the 

community . Only at a later period did there occur a bifurca

tion of rabbinic and lay responsibilities with the gradual 

withdrawal of the Rabbi , and the assuming of greater respons

ibilities by the lay parn~s~ ~ ~2 
_,; 

51This should not be taken as a peculiar virtue of R. 
Eliezer . Rather , independent wealth was almost a precondi
tion of attaining Rabbinical position that involved one 
deeply in community aff airs . See M. Frank , op . cit . , p . 22. 
See also supra , Chapter I , footnote 74 . This situation had 
already changed in the period of R. Meir of Rothenburg . Cf . 
Responsa of R. Meir of Rothenburg , par . 942 . 

52M. Frank, op . cit . , pp . 20ff . For a fuller discussion 
of the development of the Rabbinate from its earliest time , see 
S. Assaf ' s work , L'Korot HaRabanut , passim. 
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There is no evidence that the secular authorities in-

terfered in any way with the choosing of Jewish leadership . 

Rather , they negotiated , when necessary , with t he duly con

stituted authorities of the community . There does exist some 

question as to the manner in which the Jews chose their own 

leaders . There were times in which elections took place 

within the Jewish community . 53 By and large , the community 

was controlled by a small number of families . 54 R. Eliezer 

noted the functioning of a leadership gr oup in communities 

other than his own . At times he referred to 1ti•mv 1t 'lPT , 

meaning heads of the Speyer community , and similarly to 

N~ l l2:) '.:i p 1' , the heads of the Mayence community . 55 

In a similar fashion , he made reference tD •.:i•xp, •.:ipr 

~al :i ,·u> "\ N l ,::i, l • 86 These references had nothing to do with 

53such an interpretation is compat i ble with Eben Haezer , 
224b . 

54Agus presumes a g rowing process of democratization as 
the original small communities began to establish themselves . 
This would apply not only to the selection of a leadership 
group . Agus constructs his thesis to some extent on material 
derived from R. Eliezer . His thinking leads him t o assume 
that as scholarship in the German communities deepened , there 
was a concommitant rise in the degree of democracy permissible 
within the framework of the community • . Although this is a 
compelling thesis and one which has much to commend it , it is 
questionable whether it can be cons idered proven . See I . 
Agus, Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg , pp . 89- 96 . 

55Eben Haezer , 79cd . 

56~ ., 84a. 
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the age of the individuals involved , but r ather to their 

leadership pos ition. At times he used a different term, 

referring to the tP ti :>n of a particular cit?,7or ~.6 ' the . 

,,y;i •:ii~ • 51:t The heads of the community functioned as a 

group , and their area of concern was many faceted . R. 

Eliezer distinguished between a city that had a ' 'P , ~n 

and that which did not poes~s s such an institution. The 

,,, ,~n , composed of t he Rabbis of that particular 

city who constituted the heads of the Jewish community , made 

decisions that a f fected the lives of each of t he citizens of 

the community . In areas where Jewish population had not 

grown adequately and there was no official 

the inhabitants of a city were dependent upon those of a 

nearby city for their needs and they were turned to for 

guidance and direction . 58 That there was no c entral organ

ization appears to be obvious from the entire orientation of 

R. Eliezer ' s work . Each city maintained its Orm autonomy, 

57 57a 
Ibi d. , 32a. ·The term ,,:9;i •:ii~ is found in 60c 

and refers to a city in France . On the other hand , R. 
Eliezer described the ,,yn '~~~ as functioning as 
mediators , determ·ining for two litigants the value of a 
piece of currency (Eben Haezer; 42c~ as well as upervis
i:hg the local slaughterer (104a) . In a different context , 
they are referred to as K3l,.?J 'l'J::>n or Kwr.i,,, ' Z> ::>n(108c) . 

58 Ibid . , 176c . R. Eliezer referred here to the City of 
ll),:::ip:a,,-,, already identified , where there was no ,,y "'l:in 

at the time . 
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but at periods of stress , or when burning issues engulfed many 

communities , they were capable of unified action , always with 

the understanding that action depended on consent rather than 

compulsion . 

No specific number of community officials was sti pulated 

by R. Eliezer . While there is good reason to believe that the 

institution of a governing group of scholars was derived from 

the ,,yn •~,m n,~~ of the Talmud , the number of partici

pants in the governing group varied from city to city . 59 

Some influence f rom Christian sources on Jewish institutions 

of self-government undoubtedly occurred , although the extent 

of such influence has been exaggerated by some authorities . 60 

One looks in vain through the Eben Haezer to secure 

some insight not merely into the functioning of the leader

ship group , but also to the reaction of the people . How did 

the people react to the direction that was being driven to t he 

community by its leadership? If it is true that elections 

were held within the community, 61 we should find some attempt 

59The term ,,y;, ?:l , b :, y:iw was still in common 
use during our period and was used in the synodal legislation 
of 1160 . See L. E'inkelstein , op . cit . ·, p . 153 . However , 
what was meant was not a specific number of leaders of the 
communlty but only a designat ion of the city council structure . 

60G. Kisch , The Jews in :Medieval Germany . p . 348 . Risch 
takes note of the possibility of Christian influence on Jewish 
forms of self- government without taking adequate cognizance of 
the fact that the Jews had their own traditions of self
government . 

61 See supra , footnote 53 . 
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to give the people a measure of involvement in the decisions 

of their community . We do find some evidence of develop

ments in R. Eliezer ' s time tbet would lead us to that conclu

sion. 

In a responsum attributed to Rabbenu Gershom , a group 

of Jews were travelling by boa t with a cargo of gold . The 

ship was subsequently wrecked . In the process of s alvaging 

part of the cargo , it fell into the hands of gentiles and 

subsequently was sold by a ,:: entil0 to a Jew . The owner of 

the gold. demanded his property back from his fellow Jew and 

was refused on the assumption that the property now had to 

be considered .- Rabbenu Gershom held that the 

property must be returned to its original owners , and he in-

voked the principle of ,p mM ~ " ~ ,p nM. A community , said 

R. Gershom , possessed the rights of an ordained court, end 

could deprive an individual of his legally required posses

sions •. 62 A case quoted by R. Bliezer was strikingly similar . 

A shipment of g oods was stolen by a g roup of gentiles and 

then sold by a gentile to a Jew . The buyer claimed that he 

had a right to the goods because of the well-known Talmudic 

principle that lost objects washed ashore may become the 

62 Joel Muelle.r, 'leshubot Hachme Tsorfa t V'Luter, par . 
gr,. The respcn~ ,1-s tjuot'ed in translation by .At;..i;us. See 
I. Agus, Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg , p . 91 . 
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property of the finder . But then R. Bliezer continued: 
?Kiw• ,, ,, ~~ ,,,a1 '"F" ,~ Jli~, wp•~ DN ,~N 

'lSD ,,,nn, ~•,n ,, iliTn•w ,,,, ,n,•~~ M1~•~ 
a~w n~ n•~ Kn•J ·, ,, N'n nlpn ,, n1pnw ,npn n1pn 

.. • rupn 7:::, ,,,::J ,wv• n, l'Y ,,, ,,~, 

However , if A requested of the community that they 
pronounce a ban against any Jew who refuses to return 
A' s property and the community complies , then such an 
edict is proper . It is assumed that each individual 
would agree to the community enactment since a similar 
ordnance would be to his benefit if he were ever in 
.A ' s place . 63 

R. Eliezer ruled , then , exactly as did • Gershom. How

ever , while R. Gershom was insis tent on the rights and 

prerogatives of the community , R. I liezer stress ed the con

sent of the i ndividual . These two approaches to similar 

problems are stri1cing in their dissimilarity . Agus , in com

mentine on the disparity , holds that it indicated a shift in 

em;)hasis from an all powerful comm.unity on t he one hand , to 

a much greater concern for the Tights of the individual on 

the other . R • . :-'l i ezer ' s comments do seem to indica te 

greater concern for the individual ., However , hi s change in 

orientation mi ght well have arisen from the inability of the 

Jewish community to exert its will r ather than with the de

velopment of democratic processes as alleged by Agus . 64 In 

63Eben Haezer , 197d . It should be noted that although 
both incidents appear to be unconnect ed with another , they 
are related to the discuosi on in B. M8tsia , 22b . 

64Agus ' s interpretation of the effect of R. Eliezer ' s 
ruling i s fundamentally correct . The question that is 
raised here is whether increased preoccupation with the 
rights of the individual arises from the heightened democracy 
or whether we are to find its source in other factors . 
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another comment made by R. Eliezer on an incident recorded 

in Baba Bathra , he noted the limitations of community 

authority. In contrasting conditions in the Talmudic world 

with conditions in his own time, R. Eliezer said: 
,,~~ 1J~,,2 l 'K~ ,1~ ~~k 7,nm,~ ,,n, ,,~, , ,c.,•~ e, •~ n•nw an, 

They had it in their power to force and compel 
but we have no such power . 6 5 

.. . ,0.,,,, 

R. Eliezer was , prepared to utilize the ability of the 

community to make Takkanot and to enforce them. However , 

he would rather have seen the community derive its basis for 

acting from the consent of its members rather than from the 

threat of compulsion . 

The community was prepared when the situation demanded 

it to react vigorously to challenge . Sometimes individual 

communities acted totally on their own to police their own 

affairs and to deal with their own problems . At times , the 

heads of different communities came together to solve a 
66 specific problem. When the challenge was great enough , 

the German communities gathering together with their co

religionists elsewhere in order to solve the perplexing 

problems of the day . It is this kind of challenge that was 

implicit in the events ofi:he Second Crusade and that brought 

R. Eliezer along with other German representatives to the 

65 Eben Haezer , 223c , ba sed on B. Bathr a , 167a . 

66~ ., 283ab . 
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synod called by Rabbenu Tam in France in 1160. 67 

Ordinarily., the community legislated through means of 

a Takkana and enforced its will through the institution of 

the Herem. Through R. Eliezer's eyes, we see abundant 

evidence of both legislative enactment and prohibition. 

We learn, for example, from R. Eliezer, of the acceptance 

in his time of the prohibition against a man taking a second 

wife as well as divorcing a woman against her wil1. 68 

R. Eliezer discussed its en:forcement, in 

671. Finkelstein, 
Chapter I. 

_o_p_. _c_i_t., p. 42. See supra, 

68Eben Haezer, 245d. See infra, Chapter VI, foot
notes 2 and 3. Note, too, the stress placed by Zeitlin in 
his interpretation of R. Gershom's Takkana. According to 
Zeitlin, R. Gershom was forced to invoke his ordinance only 
with the consent of the Kahal, thereby underscoring the 
limitations in R. Gershom ' s authority. Sees . Zeitlin, 

11Rashi and the Rabbinate," JQR, Vol. 31. 
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situations in which the wife was childless after ten years 

and the husband was loa the to divorce her and take a second 
·69 

wife . We also note a Takkana that expanded the permissi-

bility of oath taking in a courtroom over an earlier period 

when oaths were taken much less frequently. 7O In still 

another situation , R. Eliezer discussed a Takkana whereby 

the wording of a Ketuba was changed . 71 Similarly , it was 

t rough a '.l:akkana that an individual could d emE-nd f rom the 

community punishment for one who did not r e turn his lost 

articles . 72 All of the Takkanot had one basic quality in 

common . In each of them , the community showed itself1not to be 

imrrobilized by changes in conditions of life . Within the 

framework of its own legal traditions , it proceeded with in

novations i n order to create a society more in keeping with 

changing conditions in the world . The Takkanot were accepted 

widely by the populace . There were times , however , when the 

community was obliged to declare a Herem against those who 

would not accept its ruling . Such was the case with the 

Jew who took a matter at legal issue into the Gentile court 

for adjudication . 73 The Her..fil!! was not permanent . It a pplied 
69Ibid . 

7O1ben Haezer , 234c . 

71~ ., 2O6c . See infra , 0hapter VI . 

72supra, footnote 63 . In &11 
was maae of the cotm1uni ty durin-r the 
services as provided by R. Ge rshom. 
op . cit ., p. 33 . 

likelihood, the demand 
coiir se of reli{:'ious 
See L. Finkelstein, 

73~ben llaezer , 193c . A distinction should be made between 
two types of bans that were in use du.ring the course of the 
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only until such time as the specific violation was removed. 74 

In his zeal for proper observance of the laws of Nidah , R. 

1:: liezer said : 
1~'01' K?W ~T:l l''01 1il n1wy, 7'1~1 

~JWY' 1WK • ',n~,1 11Tl?1 i1Y n 1wy? 

It is necessary to make a ledge around the law 
so th2.t it will no longer be violate_ a.•1d to eclare 
a Herem again°~t any who v i.olate it . 75 

There is an interestin12; state:.1cnt by H. . ::'liezer that 

three.tens a Herem ae-ains t anyone who r1..lle s in accordance 

with him , ratI'-er than taking the approach of earlier author

ities . T1 e conteb t of the statement akes clear , however , 
76 

that the threat was merely a manner of speech . • 1liezer 

did not indicate when the Herem may be invoked , nor did he 

indicate who had the power to invoke it within the community . 

Clearl y , it was a power used when the authorities of the time 

held that a danger to the community existed . During t his 

early period , the rifht to declare a Herem was not mis used . 

1vriddle .Ages . The first was the NiG.dui or tem orary ban , 
utilized for a limited ~eriod until a person chan~ed his 
behavior . The He rem was a more permanent and severe form of 
punishment . For the Talmudic source of this di stinction, 
see !-ioed Y· tan , 16b . 

74Ibid ., 170c . 

75Ibid., 152a . 

76.D2!g_., 15 • ?Y 71r.>0'1 • 'J1WK1~ 1il y1,~'1 'P' 1WK1 
••• ,1,,J:21 ~?K:l K:l1 ,nw,,~w ~r.i 1:li 

Note the use of thf' less strfungent Ni ddui . See supra , 
footnote 73 . 



CHAPrER IV 

THE FUNCTIONING OF J"EWISH SELF-GOVT; RNJ>'!ENT 

The Jewish community functioned in almost every area 

of life . Its range of interest was wide , for it extended 

not only into the synagogue and the school but into every 

area dealt with by the secular government of the time . It 

was , in fact , a government within a government •, and from the 

~ birth of a Jewish child to his death no force was more sig

nificant for him than that of the Jewish community . An exam

ination of the functioning of that community in the many 

areas of its concern discloses an amazing structure of self

government that sustained itself in a hostile environment 

through the commitment of the governed . Any Jew could leave 

the community through the simple process of conversion . The 

fact that this seldom happened is an indication not only of 

the success of the self-governing process , but of the success 

of the Jewish community in imparting its values to its 

members . 

We have already indicated that the heads of the Jewish 

community consisted largely of the intellectual elite of the 

community . In addition to these men , there were a number of 

173 
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lesser functionaries in the community , some of whom functioned 

on a professional basis , and some on a voluntaristic basis . We 

know of the existence of Gabbain shel Tsedaka whose function 

it was to maintain custody of the community ' s charity funds 

and to distribute them among the poor . 1 Such charity funds 

were set up and entrusted to a respected member of the com

munity . Although R. Eliezer did not indicate the manner in 

which the Gabbai was chosen , it is reasonable to assume that 

such a person was a widely respected member of the community , 

appointed by its leadership . 2 He did not receive remuneration 

for the fulfillment of his responsibility . Instead , he found 

himself under pressure to maintain the highest standards of 

honesty in the gathering and distributing of funds . Unlike 

the Talmudic authorities who were loa t he to entrus t the Kuppa 

shel Tsedaka to one individual , the medievals were prepared 

to do so , provided that the · standards applied to such steward-

1Eben Haezer , 191d , 208d , 166d. x . Eliezer made no dis
tinction between those who collected and those who distributed 
the funds . Such a distinction is known in later sources . 

2There are those who would claim that the Gabbai was 
elected by the community . 8ee , e . g ., D. Shohet , The Jewish 
Court in the :Middle Ages , p. 37 . There is , however , no 
evidence that t his , in fact , was done . Shohet based himself 
on a quotation from Mordecai(~. 488 , B. B. Sb) in which 
Mordecai stated r:n N '1TI 1'1: 'N:ll ,,Z):9;,, n ,z:,ip ,ti:, \;l:,.:;i Ui1l ,;,,a,t 

• , .n U %l 7 1:l D ' lS TI -, ~:l:Xi1W 

Mordecai ' s statement does not , however , lead one to the con
clusion that the Gabbai was elected . He may just as well 
have been appointed . 
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ship were of the most stringent . 3 

The responsibilities of the Gabbai were such that he 

had to be assured of the safety of the funds put into his 

hands , at the same time keeping them available for immediate 

distribution , if necessary . There were communities in which 

the number of poor were limited and the demands upon the 

charity chest were not great . From a later source , we 

learn that the number of charity poor had increased to such 

an extent that the Gahbai himself was called upon to take 

funds from his own resources to fill the depleted charity fund . 4 

The impression one derives from R. Eliezer is that this need 

rarely , if ever , arose in his time , since the communities were 

in good financial circumstances and possessed very few indi

gent poor whose main source of support was the charity chest . 

Distribution of wealth in our early period was good , even after 

the r eriod of the First Crusade . It Tas only much later that 

there developed extremes of poverty and wealth, agains t which the 

3The Baraita in Baba Bathra, 8b , is rather specific in 
this regard . o• wiy l' RW nw~w~ np~n n~, a•J w~ n•~lJ np,s ~w ngip 

.n,1,~~ ,,,,~ nw~v~ np~nn ~ , o•J w0 n,nn ,,~sn ~, n,,,w 

Mordecai in his commentary (Nez . 488 , B. B. Sb) made it evi-
dent that the custom in his time was to have only one Gabbai . 
R. Isaac of Vienna (On Zarua , Hilchot Tsedakah 4) , while pre
ferring two gabbaim , made the fo l lowing statement: 

•.• ,nK ' K~l ,,0,n, n , o , p0n ,~~ ,~n l , ~~ ... 
R. Eliezer on his part (191d) also spoke of a single Gabbai . 
However , even the Amoraim in such singular instances as the 
saintly R. Hananiah ben Tradyon settled for only one Gabbai . 

4-r-tiordecai , ~ . 489 , B. "B . 8b . 
np,z o•~ ~ Kn•~ , v np , s ,w D' ~ 7,n , o •,~0 onw o•K~l , , , 
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earlier forms of poor relief were to prove wholly inade

quate.5 

The contribution of each individual to the charity fund 

was not determined by the individual himself. Rather , the 

elders of t he city determined it for him, 6 R. Eliezer also 

indicated that the individual was not permitted to appeal 

the assessment or to argue about the method by which it was 

computed with those who were charged with its c911ection. 7 

The responsibility to participate in the community chest was 

incumbent upon any new arrival in a city after he had been 

in the city for three months in accordance with the Talmudic 

view , and it was one of the elements of citizenship taken for 
8 granted by the medieval community , 

5Abrahams propounds a similar thesis . He does not go 
far enough , however , in distinguishing different layers of 
development within the early period. See I . Abrahams , Jewish 
Life in the kiddle Agest p. 322 . 

6Eben Haezer , 176d . This position of R. Bliezer in 
keeping with talmudic precedent and in support of compulsory 
contributions to the Kuppa was not without its detractors in 
the community . In the Tosafhot , y ., 8b we note the fol wing: ,,~p M~Ml f i' ,,~i .. ,o, , ~,~ M''D~ ,~,,, n",~, •Tnl ,, M'~~~ 

•l'D,~ np,x~w nK,l ,",,, , ~~ln 1niK iD,~' W on,,y 
Or Zarua , Hilchot Tsedakah , 4 spelled out further the position 
of Rabbenu Tam T,,,~• ,,yn 'l~ T'K 'K,,, ,"~Ton 1l'~, ~,m~ n, n ,,y, 

np,1, inK ~lj? R. Gershom, on the other hand , made the follow-
ing statement in his commentary to B. Bathra, 8b: K~'K n,,,,w •KD 

• T u, :l 7 , :i n u , N , :, ~ u p , :l -r ? ., N 1il n p, l ,,a,i:::u ~ 

7Eben Haezer , 208d . R. Eliezer based himc:•elf on the 
talmudic injunction of B. Bathra, 9a against any attempt to 
negotiate the amount of money owed to the community chest . 

8s ee Baba Bathra , 8a , as well as supra, Chapter III , 
footnote 40 . 
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In addition to the Kuppe. shel Tsedaka , the poor were 

aided in many other ways . In accordance with Talmudic 

precedent, provision was made for distribution of clothing 

9 and food , and for the burial of the indigent dead . The 

concern shown by the community for the Jewish poor was ex

tended as well to the poor among the non- Jews in order to 

contribute to better relations between Jew and gentile •10 

Special consideration was shown to orphans who were exempted 

from taxes levied by the Jewish community , though they were 

compelled to pay those taxes imposed upon the community 

from without .11 

The community also set aside a sum of money for the 

ransoming of captives . In case of need , it came to the aid 

of a co- religionist who was detained by hostile gentiles 

who negotiated with the Jewish community for his release . 12 

9Reference here is to the talmudic 'in1.:1n in-
corporated by R. Fliezer into the list of the funds to which 
the individual was compelled to contribute . See Eben Haezer , 
208d . The retention of the term would se m to indicate that 
even at this relatively late date the custom of distributing 
charity in kind as well as in money was retained . It is 
questionable whether '"In.on was of particular importance in 
our period . Note the interesting comment of Maimonides in 
Bilchot Matnot Ani1m, Chapter 9 , Par . 3. 

lOEben Haezer , 2?,lc . ~ee infra , Chapter V for the rela
tionships between Jew and gentile in detail . 

11Ibid . , 281a. 

12Ibid ., 208d . R. Eliezer held with t he general view 
that theestate of orphans could not be depleted even in 
case of the need to have funds available for the ransoming 
of captives . 
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Reference is made to the capturing of a Jew and to his re

moval to a far off area .13 The charitable institutions of 

the community were limited to those who resided within it . 

Occasionally , funds were made available for strangers pass

ing through the city , but the orientation of all charitable 

institutions was to the community itself ; there is no record 

of cities joining together for any charitable purpose outside 

of their own jurisdiction . The pattern accepted was the 

localized ~almudic one , with very little evidence of patterns 

of poor relief that went beyond Talmudic provisions . This 

seems to lead to the conclusion that in the aftermath of the 

First Crusade , there were no hordes of i nd i gent poor descend

ing upon the established institutions , upsetting them and 

causing new patterns of poor relief to arise as in a later 

period . Despite the persecutions , the accepted patterns df 

poor relief known for some centuries continued to prevail . 

The most important communal institut ion was the syna

gogue , an institution with a long history that moulded Jewish 

life many centuries before our period . In R. bliezer ' s time , 

the synagogue played a crucial and central role in the com

munity . The syneeo:?.Ue was more than a building in which 

prayers were uttered; rather it was a place where the entire 

life of the people was given expression. It was a place where 

public approval or disapproval was voiced on the moral 

131..£.1g, ., 199d. 
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behavior of the people, and where individuals had the right 

to protest agains t wrongs done to them by individuals or by 

the community. Although the synagogue was open to all mem

bers of the Jewish corununity, there were@Ounds upon which 

one could be expell£d from it . R. I liezer left us an in

teresting example of one who was expelled from the synar ogue 

for gambling, 14 !low the expulsion was accomplished is not 

clear. It appears t ::~at the organized community m,,de the ex

pulsion decision , which was carried out by the elders of the 

synaeogue . The expulsion was warning to t he malefactor to 

turn from his ways . 15 

R. Eliezer left us one other example of t he use of 

the synagogue as a forum in whic~ to reprove members of the 

community f or alleged immorality . It was the case of a wife 

who rebelled a gainst her husband • .Among other actions taken 

against her was a public war ning proclaimed in the synar.ogue 

instructing her to cease aud desist from her rebellious acts 

against the authority of her husbend . This act took place 

on four consecuti Te Sabbaths , presumably to insure the most 

public exposure of such un a ct before the entire community . 16 

l4Ibid . 226c . pnww 'lDC nol~n n•:l~ ;npn ,n, , x ,nw , c, ... _, 
ac' :l 1p:2 As .B. • .f;liezer indicated clearly , the refer

ence is to one who gambles · or money professionally . There is 
good r ason to believe that Jews of our period played games of 
chance for entertainment . See infra , Chapter VI , footnote 77 . 

15~. 

16rbid ., 261c . R. Bliezer quoted here almost verbatim 
f rom Ket~a, but the context of bis r emarks would seem to 
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The synagogue did not function as an institution to discipline 

waywardness in the community . This was accomplished in the 

court , a more appropriate agency to effect discipline. It 

was rather the forum through which public exposure of indi

vidual misdeeds could take place . 

It is not to be assumed that there was only one syna

gogue in the town of Mayence or any of the other cities in 

Germany during our period . On the contrary , the preponder

ance of evidence indicates that there was a proliferation of 

houses of worship in the medieval community , private , semi

private , and communal in nat ure . Of course , in the smaller 

community , one synagogue was sufficient to meet its needs , 

and discussion of matters of communal concern was made some 

what easier .17 The synagogue known to R. Eliezer was built 

through the sale of individual seats . The head of the famil y 

indicate that the case was of more than academic interest . 
See also Z. Falk , Jewish 1.Via ·rimonial Law in the Niddl e Ages , 
p . 16 . On the general status of women , see ~nfra , Chapter I . 

17s . Baron , The Jewish Community , Vol . II , p . 125 . 
See also L. Finkelst ein , Jewish Sel f-Government in the lv'l iddle 
Aees , p . 119 , in which he indicates that Rabbenu Gershom took 
for granted the existence of more than one synagogue in a 
givP.n community . Later c cnerations sought to impose controls 
on private synagogues . No private individual could exclude 
anyone from a synae-of'Ue even if it met within the con£ines, 
of his own home . See Or Zarua , Baba Hetzia , par . 21 . 
See al s o A. M. Habermann , Gezerot Ashkenaz V' Tsorfa t , p . 60 , 
in which the exis tence of more than one synagogue i s assumed. 
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bought t he family pew, and t hen divided the seats among the 

various members of his family to :t ain as the property of 

that family in perpetuity . Though the community had the 

responsibility of seeing to it that the members of the com

munity had a place in which to pray , the primary responsi

bilities for the synagogue were in the hands of individual 

families . They might, if they so desired, sell their rights 

in the synagogue . For R. Eliezer , however, such an act was 

calculated to bring disgrace down u pon the family name and 

was prohibited . 18 The cost s of synagogue administration were 

borne to a large extent through the gathering of free will 

offerings rather than through the granting of any specific 

funds through the resources of the community as a whole •19 

If the synagogue imposed moralat.andards upon the 

people , it also was an institution which gave ample room for 

the individual to bring to light many of his own cares and 

l&.:,ben Haezer , 191d . ,,n ,~N aipZl 1n,., N?1 ,,::,z:,', l(? ', 1:l' U'l(W ••• 
••• MlnD inl nD ~',, n,,:)D ,n,,jD l'N1 N1M nn~ WD oi~ 'iZ)l n,w n o l~M "'~~ 

Later generations bought and sold seats in the synagogue as 
they would any other piece of property . 

19Although R. Eliezer did make reference to the many 
areas where community funds were used, particularly in the 
area of poor relief , we do not po s sess a single statement 
to the effect that such funds were put at the disposal of 
a speci:t'ic synagogue function . We learn from :Mordecai 
(Aboda Zara 840) that the Syna~ogue at Cologne had stained 
glass windows upon which were engraved pictures of ~ions and 
snakes to which R. Eliakim objected vociferously . Such 
embellishments were paid for from individual donations . See 
supra , Chapter I , footnote 19 , as well as infra , Chapter 
VIII , footnote 5. 

j 
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problems , wholly secular in nature • .An indication of such an 

instance i s cited giving the right to an individual to inter

rupt public prayer and a. Herem was pronounced against anyone 

who had withheld inf ormation about a lost article which had 

not been returned . 20 The statement of R. Lliezer was based 

upon an earlier Takkana of R. Gershom with regard t o the 

limitations put upon the right to interrupt public prayer . 21 

Public prayer was interrupted in our period for all sorts of 

individual grievances; only at a later time was the right to 

interrupt public prayers severely limited . 

Decorum was observed during the reading of the Torah 

when the worshippers remained seated and attentive , but during 

the services proper , their attention drifted to secular 

concerns . During the afternoon prayer , people walked 

in and out of the synagogue . Such activity represented the 

intrusion of secular concerns into the sanctuary and ref lected 
22 the rather poor decorum observed in the medieval synagogue . 

20r ben Haezer , 93c . :Jee also supra , Chapter III, 
footnote 72 . 

21L. Finkelstein , op . cit ., p . 120 . It was Finkel
stein ' s view that the cus tom of interrupting prayers was ex
clusively a feature of the Franco- German community , although 
the cus tom di d spread to some small extent (pp . 15-17) . 

22Eben Haezer , 53d . n,,~nl ... ncljn n,~~ ,,~sn 7j n,,nn n~ ,,p~, 
l'Rx,, l'R n"o~ ?~M l'Oljl, l' ~s,,w 'D? cy ~,, aw ,, n R? l' D0i0n 

It is interesting to note the difference between this state-
ment and that of Salo Baron , The Jewish Community , Vol . 2 , 
141. "During the reading of the Torah audi ences tended to 
gossip and read other books , while some congregated in the 
' ourtyard . " 
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R. Eliezer at no time castigated his contemporaries for l ack 

of proper religious attitude , but seemed to accept such in

trusions of secular concerns into the synagogue as a matter 

of course . 

In addition to the unsalaried Rabbi already noted, 

there were two categories of professional or semi- professional 

functionaries who were attacbed to the synagogue . The firs t 

w~s the Shamash, who among his other duties was responsible 

for the calling of worshippers to prayer. 23 The office of 

the Shamash is as old as Talmudic times , but the sources have 

left no adequate description of the duties of the Shamash of 

our period . 24 It is reasonable to assume that the :::Jhamash 

performed the many menial duties involved in the day to day 

functioning of the synagogue . There is no evidence that 

his responsibilities involved him in activity outside of the 

realm of the synagogue character i s tic of a later time . 

In addition to the Sha.mash , we know , too , of the syna

gogue cantor , referred to always in our text as Shaliah 

Tsibur . 25 It appears fairly certain that the cantor was a 

23Ibid ., 174b . ~"'~' ~,,p, n~w~ nnmn ;y ~~~ n~p n 1~, •.• 
See Mordecai , ~ , 696 . Note also Eben Haezer, 153c . 

24A. Berliner , Aus dem Leben der deutschen Juden in 
}Iittelalter , p . 114 . See also the comments of Abrahams on 
the term 11 Schulkopfer . " I . Abrahams , Jewish Life in the 
~iddle Ages , p . 56 . 

25The alternate term whereby such an individual is 
known in later time would be Hazan . The history of this par
ticular word from its Talmudic origins is subject to many pos
sible explanations , and much too involved for treatment here . 
f3uffice be it to say that the term Hazan never occurs in R. 
Eliezer ' s work . 
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permanent official of the synagogue. It is impossible to 

determine whether he was engaged professionally or whether 
- 26 he functioned on a voluntary basis. At a time when there 

were no prayer books in the hanis of the congregation, the 

cantor fulfilled an extremely important role in the congre

gation. 27 At times , the cantor introduced his own compo

sitions in the service, but it appears that the cantor ' s 

original compositions were subject to the approval of the 

local scholarly group , and that his authority as innova tor 

was circumscribed severely by tho se authorities . 28 The 

cantor functioned not only as the leader of the service . He 

acted also as Torah reader , for by this time the reading of 

the Torah was taken out of the hands of those who were called 

to the Torah . It was entrusted to someone who was proficient , 

lest embarrassment be caused to those who were c alled to the 

Torah and could not read. properly . 29 

26R. Eliezer did not comment on the professionalization 
of the cantor . However , we do have a later source in which 
reference is made to a paid cantor . See Or Zarua , par . 113 . 
It isnasonable to assume that some degree of professionali
zation did occur, particularly if the position was combined 
with that of teacher as indicated in the Or Zarua responsum. 
There are no grounds , however , for assuming that the profes
sional cantor was ail es~abliehed practise as is assumed by 
Shohet (The Jewish Court in the Middle Ages , P• 46). 

27Eben Haezer , 30d . This responsum clearly implies 
that there were no prayer books in the hands of the congrega
tion . See also infra, Chapter VIII. 

28 I!2.!ii• , 178a. 

29Tosafot , Megillah , 30a . y" w ~,,0~0 ,,w~y l'lMilw n~, 
.K,,p 1l'K0 ,~ nK W'' ~~ K~W ,,~ n,,n~ K,,,~ 
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The roles of the Sha.mash and the cantor were largely 

ritualistic in nature . In no sense were they involved in 

the shaping of policy within the synagogue . A committee of 

elders elected the cantor; they looked after the repair of 

the synagogue building and they adjudicated disputes that 

arose from time to ·:time . This committee was part of the 

larger leadership group that supervised the affairs of the 

entire community . The structure of the committee was , how

ever, loose and informal , and the adjudication of important 

disputes remained firmly in the hands of the acknowledged 

leaders of the community , such as R. Eliakim b . Joseph . 30 

If there did arise at any time conflict between the leader

ship of the community and the elders of any synagogue , it was 

not reflected in our text . The synagogue remained the social 

center of all community activities and observances . Utilized 

daily for prayer by all the members of the community , it was 

a vehicle for the transmission of the latest news and gossip. 31 

The synagogue was the site at which the marriage ceremony 

took place . It was the place in which ~he local court held 

30we posses~ an interesting illustration of a dispute 
that flared within a synagogue with regard to a shofar that 
was blown improperly . As is evident in the text , R. Eliakim, 
R. Eliezer ' s father-in-law , was involved in the adjudication 
of the dispute . See Eben Haezer , 49cd . See also supra , 
Chapter I , footnote 17 . 

31The extent to which the synagogue was utilized by 
its many worshippers was noted by Mordecai (Gittin , par. 
462) . 
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its sessions , 32 and often, as we shall see , it was utilized 

as a school as well . In short , the synagogue was the mo st 

important institution that sustained the medieval Jewish 

community . 33 

It is a s sumed by some authorities that along ·with -the 

institution of the synagogue , the first settlers in a given 

community were concerned with the establishment of a ceme

tery . 34 In opposition to this position , Berliner holds that 

unlike the synagogue which existed in every comm.unity , no 

matter how small , a cemetery was set up only in the larger 

Jewish community . A death that occurred in the surrounding 

smaller communities necessitated the moving of the body from 

the place of death to that of burial , with the resulting 

expense in the form of taxes that had to be paid to the local 

municipal authorities for the privilege . 35 A communal 

32All the sources that we possess indica ting that the 
synagogue was utili zed in such a fashion belong to a ~eriod 
later than our own . See , e . g ., J . Aronius , Regesten #547 , 
par . 30 , p . 236 , dating from 1244 . The recognition on the 
part of the secular authorities that a Jewish trial was 
ordinarily held in the synagogue and their willingness to 
participate in a trial at such a site would s eem to indicate 
that such a practise was rather deeply rooted . There is no 
reason to doubt that the procedure occurred in R. Eliezer ' s 
time as well , although it was not specifically mentioned by 
him. 

33nespite some unfortunate polemics , the treatment by 
Israel Abrahams of the medieval synagogue is substantially 
correct . See I . Abraham , op . cit ., pp . 1- 34 . 

34s ee s . Baron , The Jewish Community , Vol . II , J.24:. 
nThe synagogue and the cemetery thus constituted the same 
constant and universal features of Jewish community life ." 

35 A. Berliner, op . cit ., p . 118 . 
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ordinance (Takkana)from our period reads as f ollows: 

• '~ ' 71~~ • 'i~~~ 'JJ • '~1~ n1,Jp~ n'J ~J W'W i'Y 
o • W 7 117 • W7 • ~, n~ 

Rural residents who bring th1=;ir dead f or burial to 
a torn possessing a cemetery are compelle d to com to 
t hat tqwn f or the adjudication of any dispute they may 
have.3b 

Jn our period , the smaller outlying settlements looked t o the 

larger communities g enerally for aid in many of their af

fairs , incl uding a cemetery in which to bury heir dead . 

Every Jew was assured a pl,,ce of burial , 37 and in the case 

of the ind.i tnt the expenses involved in burial were met by 

t he community . The need to care for the indigent dead im

plied clearly tha t in the ordinary case a cemetery lot was 
' 

bought much as one bought a pew in a synagogu.e . 38 In one 

r esponsum, I . Eliezer was called upon to comment on the 

matter of Jewish buria l from the standpoint of Jewish law . 

The tone of the res 1onsum suggests t hat the ques tion C cllllc to 

36The text of the Ta,kana appears as one of a series of 
ordinances ascribed to Rabbenu C r shom by R. :t-';eir of Rothen
burg ( Responsa of H. Mei~ of ~othenbure, Prague edition , 159d) . 
In addition , Finkelstein brings exactly the same teYt in a 
similar series ascribed to R. Tam , in which ordinances of both 
R. Tam and R. Gershom are intert ,dned wi-'ch one another . Cf . 
L. Finkelstein , op . cit ., p . 206 . The application of the 
Tekkana to our time is eyond question . 

37~bcn Paezer , 59c. Thi s contention i s besed on a 
statement attributed by R. Eliezer to R. Jacob Halevi (T":lY., ) 
on a hal achic ma tter with wrich • ~liezer disagreed . There 
was no disagreement , however , on the fundamental a~·sumptions 
of ·1. ,Jacob wi th regard t o the ri,::hts of burial. 

38rbid ., 208d . This view is supported by Baron . S . 
::i3ar·on , TheJewish Community , Vol . 2 , 156 . 
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R. Eliezer from an area of Jewish settlement outside his own 

city, and that it wa s addressed to him by a ~roup of people 

charged with the responsibility of c a.ring for the burial of 

the dead . Although R. Eliezer at no point in hi s work men

tioned the term Hevra Kadi sha , we do know of its exis tence 

from a muc earlier 1,i me . 39 

R. Eliezer ' s -,· ork is exceptionally rich in information 

on the Jewish courts of his time . He infor ms us t ha t he sat 

at the f eet of his ~ather-in-law, R. Eliakim , as R. Eliakim 

sat in court r as a judge in JV:ayence along with Kalonymus Bar 

Yehuda . R. Eliezer thus prepared himsel f for the time when 

he would be called upon to take over the responsibility of 

judgeship . 40 When he began sittinc: as a judge, his own son

in- law, R. Samuel , fulfilled exactly the same role • .R . Samuel 

engaged hi s f ather-in-law often in spirited debat e over inter

pr etations of particular legal points and there were times 

when R. ~liezer was f orced to reprove him. 41 R. Bliezer 

391lli., 295d . I t s hould be noted here that the term 
Hevra Kadisha should not always be taken as a term implying 
a burial society . We know from other contexts that often the 
term i s used with respect to a society whose p~r poses are 
educa tional rather than functionary . Cf . M., Gudemann , 
Quellenschri f ten, p. 301 . For our purpos es here , however, 
it is not the term but rather the functi on t1'.a t is of inter
est . 

40rbid ., 16d . See also. supr a , Chapter I , footnotes 
17-18 . -

41Ibid ., 17a . Note supra , Chapte r I for a full discus
sion of the xelationship be twe en R. Samuel and R. Eliezer . 
See particularly footnotes 36-38 . 
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often functioned as a sinr,le judge , with B. . Samuel or others 

functioning es a subsldiar:r or in a tutorial position . The 

number of judges thct constituted a court was dependent more 

on the desire of the Ab Uet Din than on any pattern of recog

nized procedure . 42 In some ins tances R. ~liezer referred to 

another judge sittin~ with him , a procedure that depended on 

the com lexity of t .e matter being adjudic~ted , for in some 

c ~rcumstances it was desirGble that another share the re

sponsibility of juclgraent . Since • '::' liezer wns reco :::,nized 

as the ad ministrPtive head of the community , it is clear 

that the functions of administra tive head and judicial head 

of the community were combined in one person . 43 

In addition to the patterns of adjudication indicated 

above , there existed as well courts that w re set up as the 

need arose . Such courts were composed of t~ree lay judges , 

one of whom was chosen by one litigant , the other by the 

second litig2.nt and the third judge chosen by the first two . 

42The talmudic tradition provided for a court of three 
which sat in judgment(~., Chopter 1) . such & court could 
be composed of three laymen totally ur ettered in the law . 
In our period , we possess a referenc~ b y Rashi ~,wn ," ~ 
composed of three learned person&ges of the city who , to
gether,function as a 0ourt . J . r ueller , Teshubot Hacbme 
T rfat V' Luter , par . 27. See also , Responsa of R. !11eir of 
Rothenburg , par . 854 . The dominant system for ~ . Eliezer 
was for adjudication to take place before a sinele judge who 
was , as in the case of R. r liezer , the recognized authority 
of the city . Cf . S . Baron , The Jewish Community , Vol . II , 215 . 

I 

43t . Frank, Kehillot Ashkenaz T' Bate ~ineihem , p . 35 . 
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In most instances , the lay judges were not necessarily learned 

in the law . It is possible that such a court was the mos t 

common one ; 44 Ho1rever, tho sr, who were interested in finding 

a more adequate source of authority turned for juagment to R. 

Eliezer and others who possessed simila r sta tus in other com

munities . 

ThE're was no established g radation of courts and hence 

no leeal pattern of appea l to a hichor court . Never theless , 

a noted ,; r a:)bi lik R • ...!.liezer acted extra-let.rally and unof

ficially i n that ~ashion . R. ~liezer d ealt not only with those 

who were the direct participants in a legnl matter at i sue . 

Often he was c alled upon to express an opinion on ma+ters 

tha had been adjudicated first els ewhere . At such times , 

he overruled legal decisions that were already made by 

others . 45 R. Eliezer ' s informal authority to function as a 

high court extended beyond the borders of Germany . _He was 

44 Ibid ., p . 96 . Such a procedure was well established 
in Talmudic times and was based on Sanhedrin , Chapter 3 , 
I•'. ishna , 1 . The procedure followed in medieval times was 
norm.ally to accept the view of the Rabbis rather than that of 
R. ~·eir . However , there were a good number of ins tances in 
which the German community allowed the litigants t o partici-

. pate in the process of enlisting the third and de termining 
judge. 3ee Eben Haezer , 80b . 

45 .P. typical example of R • .B,liezer ' s functioning as a 
court of last resort can be found reflected in his corres
pondence with R. Faruch of R$gensburg . See Pben Haezer , 
308c . Note also, supra , Chapte r I , passim . 
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turned to with great frequency by the grea t scholars and 

jurists of his time for interpretations of ,Jewish law. 

Hence , his function as a court of last r esort was actually 

international and far reaching in scope , though voluntaris

tic •. 

Not all matters in dispute were dealt with by a f ormal 

court. For example, ther e is one instance in which a partic

ular problem was submitted by mutual consent to a board of 

arbitrators whose scholarly knowledge and who se position in 

the community guaranteed the acceptance of their views by 

the contending parties . 46 The term used by R. Eliezer to 

describe such a board did not state the exact number of peo

ple involved , nor did it indicate the manner by which they 

were chosen. One derive s the impression , however , that it 

was common practise to turn to a board of mediators before 

submitting cases to formal judgment. 

The court as convened as the need arose in accordance 

with the expressed desire of the litigants . At times it 

46Eben Haezer , 42cd . The actual case involved in this 
situation is one in which the u , '>'ii '0::,n " were utilized in 
order to evaluate the price of a house that was built . Al
though it is not in fact a matter of law that wa:s in dispute 
it is brought up at this point to verify that mediation was 
an accepted pattern of the community . Note also a similar 
instance in a responsum quoted by R. Eliezer in t he name of 
R. Joseph Tob Elem in which such arbitration is managed by 

,,,;, ,::i n,n (Eben Haezer , 60a) . 
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c'onvened within the synagogue or at least in the courtyard 

of the synagogue , but it is clear that the place of convening 

t he court was by no means definite . 47 Courts functi oning in 

such an ad hoc fashion did not leave records of their pro-

_ceea.~~ R. Eliezer kept some private records , at least for -• .. ., 
the most important and perplexing cases he was ch&rged with 

handling . 

The Jewish cour t possessed a great deal of authority 

in enforcing i t s judgments upon litigants . The court had 

the unquestioned authority to summon recalcit rants to judg

ment and to compel them to submit to the judgment of the 

court . 48 This authority was derived not only from Jewish 

law but also from the privileges granted by the secular gov

ernment , though the rabbis never invoked them as the basic 

source of their anthority . 49 Procedures within the court 

were relatively simple , with litigants presenting their own 

cases . On occasion , however , they would bring with them 

another person to present their views . Such a procedure 

was allowed , but it was somewhat out of the ordinary . 50 

47rbid ., 227c . :v,:ip .,,,, 01170 ~,, ., ~;, K::> '?i 'ltz:n.:i ••• 

48l£i1., 36ab . 

49J . Aronius , Regesten , pars . 169-171 . See also D. 
Stobbe, Die Juden in Deutschland wahrend des Mittelalters , 
as well as supra , Chapter III , footnotes 34 , 38 . 

50Eben Haezer , 199d . R. Eliezer ' s responsum is very 
interesting. B., who was brought to court by A., claimed 

•~l M o.,,~., W"K K, and put C in his place to argue for 
him . R. Eliezer indicated that the court could not stop him 
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The ,Jewish court of the time dealt witL. civil as vell 

&s religious issues . It did not , ho•11eVt3r, dee.l 1•:ith cri inal 

' m.atter, at least as far as h . r liezer was conc -rned . 'Chere 

1-rere , indeed , all kinds of civil suits that were brousht be

fore R. :Cliezer , a.s well as many civil ms,tters that were 

brought before him for review . At no point during the course 

of his responsa did he make reference to any mat ter , criminal 

in nature , that was broue,ht before him. R. Eliezer formulated 

the scope of his authority in the following fashion: 

7n1K l'J, l'kW yn ~ ~,, n,n ye,~ yn,N T'l,w yn c W' 
nn n~M, Kn•~-, Kn,•~ K?K n,n TOT~ Tl'l'', K? ·~ 

••• y•l, l'K OlF ,w ,~, ?j Jji ••• 0•j 1,~0n 

There are certain categories of cases that may be 
tried in cur contemporary courts , as well as other 
categories that may not be tried . We may try cases 
that involve financial loss arising from circumstances 
that occur with some f requency ••• and we mav not 
try cases involving the imposition of a fine . 51 

It would appear on the basis of this statement that the 

Jewish court did not seek jurisdiction over criminal matters . 

At a later period , we find that the secular authorit ies 

spelled out in detail the extent of their own authority over 

criminal cases , including such matters e.s theft , assault , and 

from acting in such a f ashion , but there is a st ronc implica
tion that it represented a somewhat new departure . He based his 
position on Baba Metsia , 39a , and held that while the court was 
under no obligation to secure an 0,u,,~,s~ i f the indi-
vi ual secured one himself , he dic1 so within the law . 

51_·1~en Haeze:r , 185a. R. 
Kd.IIlill.8. , 4b . On the other hand , 
See Tosafot , Babu Kamma, 84b . 

~liezer co~mented here on Baba 
R. Tam seemed to rule otherwise . 
tfote also , infrt=. , footnote 56 . 
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adultery , when both parties were J ewi2h . 52 The Jewish court 

did its utmost to prevent a criminal rom being tr:-msferred 

to a Gentile court for judgment , even expelling him from the 

city , and , therefore , away from the jurisdiction of the 

Christian court . 53 Its jurisdiction over civil suits was 

unquestioned , and we find of t en t hat eYen in an altercation 

between a Jew and a gentile , judgment could and did take 

place before the Jewish court. 54 ._, imilarly , there were in

st&nces in which 2. Jew participated in legal proceedir\gs 

before a Christian court . 55 

52Reference is made here to the Colo,qne privilege docu
ment of 1252 granted by Archbishop Konr~d and found in J . 
Pronius, Regesten , par . 588 . The period of the document 
falls somewhat later than our own . However , its proximity 
to our own is highly suggestive of a similar pattern of 
authority for our own time as well , especially in light of 
R. Fliezer ' s comments . 

53sefer Hasidim , par . 1120 . Though the source here , 
too , is later than our period , there is no reason to doubt 
that a similar ar,:- . roach would be ch--racteris tic of R. 
Eliezer ' s period . 

54Eben Eaezer , 204b . 

55 Ibid . , 194d . The reference here is to a Jew bearir.g 
witness along with a non-Jew before a non-Jewis h court . 
AlthoU£h the practise was viewed with suspicion by .rt . I:liezer , 
he accepted it as part of tbe l egal structure in which he was 
forced to function . 0 ee infra , Chapter V. There is , of 
course , a clear distinction to be drawn between testif ying in 
a Gentile court and bringing a fellow Jew into a Gentile 
court for judgment . Tha t was expressly fo r bidden by the 
synod of Troyes in 116C• . See L . Finkelstein , op . cit ., p. 
153 , par . 1 . 
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The procedures before t he Jewish court were de t ermined 

by Talr:iudic precedent and were regulated by Jewish law a s 

interpret ed by t he rabbis who a cted a s judges. Ls already 

stated , R. ~liezer f elt that he d i d not have t he author ity 

to i mpose fines of any so r t u pon the litigant s that c ame 

bef ore him. He held the view t hat the author ity to exact 

fine s re s ted with the ranhedrin of old . Therefore , t he 

right to impos e fines was denied t he Babyl onian ~ommuni ty 

or his own cont empora ry community . 56 There are grounds for 

assuming , however , that while fines were not permitted to be 

levied by the court , there were administrc1.tive procedures 

that could be used in order to permit a f ine to be imposed in 

56Ibid . , 185ab . Note especial ly lD T~ l 'li l' ~ ••• 
l l ' Y~ N ' 0 l n , g ?Y T' MDi~, MTM It is very clear from the A 

statements noted here that R. ~liezer did not consider him
self at all to be in the line of Palestinian succession . 
Rather , l . ~liezer had Babylonian precedents in mind in de
fining the authority of hi s court . Cf . A. Neman , The Jews 
in Spain , Vol . J , 126 , who holds that despi t e the ban on 
imposing fines, the political and social conditions of the 
time s 0rved. to d evelop an effective substi t ute syst er;:i t hat 
circulocuted the prohibition . See also L. Landman , Jewish 
Law in the J ias ora: Confrontat ion and Accommodatio~ , p. 155 , 
footnote 55 . Landman ' s thesis following 3 . Zeitlin , 
11 .1. ashi and the Rabbina te , " fil , Vol . 31) was t hat courts of 
the Franco- German center a id impos e fines since they con
sidered themselves to b e in the lin of Palestinian succes
sion. The ban agains t fines did not , therefore , apply to 
them. .!hatever the c ase a s in France , R. -:.. liezer, f or one , 
was not prepared to extend the jurisdiction of the German 
court . In effect , he was ruling in accordance with Babylon
ian r a ther than Palestinian precedents . Note infra , l,hapter 
VIII , footnote 58 , as well as supra , footno t e 51. 
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a s ituation that call ed f or such an imposition . 57 In this 

manner , the community was able to deal with the problems 

t hat arose· without having to tur n mat t ers over t o t he non

Jewi sh court or to leave t hem in abeyance . It i s i nd icative 

of t he f l exibility of t he medieval rabbis t hat t hey were 

able to provide for a circumlocution of s pecif ic prohibi

tions in the law through an a dministrative mechanism. By 

t he fourteenth c entury Jewish courts were exactin~ fines , and 

the secular government received a good part of thes e fines 

f ~ 58 or its own coffe~s ~ 

The procedures cited above had a certain continuity 

with Talmudic tradition , but undoubtedly it was a ca se of 

new conditions producing new situa tions that we re dealt with 

by Jewish authorities . The courts adminis tered oaths to 

litigants or to witnesses in situations deemed appropriate 

from the standpoint of Talmudic law. Sharp d i s t i nctions 

were made between an oath administered in the contemporary 

courts and the oath adminis tered in an earlier period. 

57:r.1ordeca i , Gi -t tin , par . 284 . 7' ~ W1' DW n1olp -.;i,,·1 
.,,,n ,~,~ n7~w g"~ Tl',~ w1 ~ ••• • n, n~ ~Tn 1~,~ T'l, 

Note well the fact that the imposition of such penalties 
was not at ~"-11 a matter of judgment in law . Ra ther, Vf:H!Y 
much in the manner of ~) pain ( supra , footnot e 56 ) , it 
r epres ented a circumlocution of the law. It was an admin
i s trative , r at her than a l e1~al judgment . 

,. 58s . Carlebach , -, ie rechtlichen und sozialen 
Verhaltnisse der judischen Geme inden Speyer ,· \J orms und 
J\Jainz , p . 53 . 
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R. Eliezer elaborated on the manner in which an oath was 

administered in an earlier period , indicating at the same 

time that such a procedure was not followed in his own 

time . 59 Instead of an elaborate ritual involving the use 

of ram's horns , R. Eliezer indicated that the oath was to 

be administered in very simple fashion . 60 The use of the 

oath was widespread . R. Eliezer insisted on an· oath in 

the case of a bailee to make certain that he had not utilized 

improperly material put into his hands for safekeeping. 61 

The oath was administered generally where a litigant was 

suspected of not telling the truth . 

In the Jewi sh courts, l egal documents were extensively 

utilized . They were used between lender and debtor for the 

validation of debts , as evidence for gifts and contracts 

between business partners , as depositions before the court , 

59Eben Haezer , 196c . 

60 Ibid . , 234c . 

61 
~ -, 63c . 
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c.:.nd other s imilar mat ters . The documents 1.~ere prepared by 

scribes , who had semi-official statu." in the courts, end 

who received a fee f or the documents they prepare<1. -~xtreme 

care was taken in the preparation o~ the docurr..ents to prevent 

fraudulent tampering with them . 62 Care was t&ken t o insure 

that the documents would be accurate , and hence rea 1ily pro

bated before a court of Jewish law. At times , a witnessed 

document would be conside red a substitute f or d irect testi

mony be· ore the court , particularly after the death of one 

of the d isputants . ':iuch a document was , f ortunately , re · •re

duced y R. r.liezer a nd l eft i' or ~s c...S f ollows : 

,,wn n,,, 0•2:1• ~":,::i n::iw::i ',::i il•lm::i nn•nw n,,, 7,,jt 
n•li?!> •nl? n, •nnl, ,, •,j, a,,,n nN•,::i, lsnn nlw 

w•w linn ?j n, •nnl JllN1 nl nt1 ,,,in~ ypip , 2:1~ , ~,K 
•nnl w o •lw nywn ,,::i, 1lj ,~!> ', ioN ,j, pnx• •, ,, ,; 

''~l' • n::i ,,s, an::i n,,,n, ~Oj pipT ,w, i1l1 ZIW ,, 
•xn, a•pipT •, D'lW nw, w nt ,, 7nl ~Dj ,n 1Nli ,j,,z,, 
'~, n,yw ,, ,xn, pipt n,w n,::i~ , pi pT n,w K'Xlil• 7::iKi 

n,,,. i l1Pi1 , n ,z,:, ,.U:) ZI •n?K '\ 1t •li '1p ::i i1ln ,n N::i, o•pipT 
'lNi n,,nn z, ,,::i, ::i l ~? ,,nnn , ,,::i, • n::i K•wn, n•n • J i x, 'j 

lj ,, '!>1llW D' k?n •J gz, 7,,, ,2:1 , ,,,,, .p,,x, n,j 'l l'K 
n,,,n , 7,pn ,,, ::i ,, ,Nw H 1 tiZl tii1 ; :, n •li?!> •n ::i , 7nu ' Ht 

• D ' ' Ii' "I "I' 1 W ,, r 1j 1 

In witness before us t h i s fourth day of the week , the 
twenty- second of the month of ·I'ishri the year 4893 of 
t he ere tion of the ,-rnrld , the followin ~ dispo Jition 
was made : I gave to m daughter four cu' ,i ts of land 
in my cour-tyc:1 :rd a.s a ~i ft . Incirlent-- 1 to th::c-i, e;i f' t I 
also tran smitted to he r the totality of the debt that 
is owed to me by ,~ . Isaac . And 1--1. . Peter further s tated: 
' T1 ine years bave alrec.dy passed oince the day I c ave 
eit:hteen silver Zeku.kim to him so the.it he mi::ht invest 
them both f or himself a.nd f or y dauehter Yentil . Out 
of th2t sum he r eturned to 

62 Ibid ., 222c . (Due to an error in p gination , 224 
follows 222 in our text .) 
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me three years ago but six and a half zekukim , a 
precious stone worth one za.kuk , a ring worth one 
za.kuk and a half , totalling nine zekukim. I came 
here to Uologne and asked him for the remainder , 
both the principal as well as the profit from the 
inve sted funds , for it was my desire to marry off 
my daughter Yentil but he began to pick a 
frivolous argument , and I do not have the s trength 
to protest and to bring him into court becaus e of 
the afflictions to which I am subject . Therefore, 
I have transf erred to my dauehter all the money 
remaining in his hands , both the principal and the 
profit . Thig document is duly witnessed and 
signed , etc . 3 

Its existence would appear to indicate a sophisticated 

pattern of procedures in the court in which formal written 

evidence played a major role . While all sorts of contracts 

~ were accepted by Jewish courts , there was a tendency to be 

suspicious of contracts that originated from gentile sources . 

There was at the same time a marked similarity in form be

tween contracts executed in Jewish courts and those of 

Gentile courts . 64 

The Jewish court was in its early stages of develop

ment during the course of our period . It had , however , a 

considerable degree of autonomy . Its authority was univer

sally accepted , and it had great powers of coercing litigants 

63Ibid ., 36a. It should be noted that the document has 
within itall the indices of authenticity , viz , an exact date , 
the names of the litigants and specific information on the 
matter at issue. R. Eliezer brought immediately afterward 
(36ab) another document to our attention which purported to 
constitute evidence that the litigant had already made set
tlement. 

641,1. Frank , op . cit., pp . 63 ff . See also L. Landman, 
Jewish Law in the Diaspora , p . 104 . A full treatment of the 
relationships between Gentile and Jewish communities will 
follow . See infra , Chapter V. 
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to accept its judgment as well as the ability to impose its 

will after weighing the case carefully . In all of these 

matters, R~ Eliezer ' s role was central , not only for those 

of his own city but for surrounding areas as well. He aided 

significantly in the development of a legal apparatus whose 

contribution to the inner stability of the Jewish community 

wa.s incomparable . 

The community sought to deal with its problems well 

before they appeared before a court of law . In the fashion 

of the time , it sought to regulate many of the as:?=cts of 

its economic and social life , and intruded itself into the 

personal lives of its members . Particular yin the matter 

of housing , the community sought to enforce its will , basing 

itself in large part on Talmudic precedent . As in the 

Talmudic period , houses were built facing in on a common 

courtyard , and there was understandable preoccupation with 

safeguarding the privacy of the individual home . 1.rhere '.:ere 

Talmudic prohibitions against building a house so that one ' s 

windows or door faced the house of a neighbor in such a 

manner as to intrude upon his privacy. 65 The construction 

65 B. Bathra , 59b . f . The full listing of Talmudic reg-
ulations in this regard is beyond the scope of this work . 
It is cited here in order to note both the continuum of 
medieval regulations as well as the important areas of in
novation . 
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of houses was changed in our period to have the entrance

way face on the street . 66 All the same , the old prohibi

tion remained in force for the medieval period exactly as 

it did for the Talmudic Jew . The attempt to deal adequately 

with new conditions in accord with Talmudic principles led 

R. Eliezer to submit the problem for an opinion to the 

major Torah centers of the time . 67 In our period , there was 

very little the owner of a property could do to his home 

without the permission of the community that expressed 

concern for the interests of a person ' s immediate neighbors . 

One was limited even in buying a new dwelling and subdivid

ing it for tenants lest the coming of additional traffic 

to the building constitute a source of annoyanoe to the 

other tenants . 68 

One of the great concerns of the community was that of tax

ation. Taxation was of two different types . First , there existed 

a pattern of extortionist taxation imposed upon the community from 

66Eben Haezer , 215d . The implications of this fact 
for Jewish security will be dealt with later . See infra , 
Chapter V. 

67Ibid ., 308d-309a. 

68 .llig,. , 115d . Such a prohibition was not extended 
to dwellings already in existence where such rights were 
given to the owner . 
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without by t he secular g overnment . 69 The second t ype con

sisted of self - taxat i on tha t the community imposed u pon 

itself to finance such matters as poor r elief , burial of the 

dead , etc . In both cases , even wher e t he s ecular g overnment 

wa s involved , it was through the community agencies that 

taxes were xsised • .An intere s ting ques tion wa s d irected by 

R. Eliezer to Rabbi Isaac ben Asher Halevi , t he well- known 

German Tosafi s t , who functioned as a judge in Speyer . 70 A 

local lord requested a loan f rom the J ewish community which 

was met by taxing each of its members a certain amount of 

money in order to meet the demands of the local lord . In 

commenting on t he matter , R. Eliezer indica ted that such 

loans were conf iscatory in nature and tha t no one s eriously 

expected to have his money returned to him . 71 In the 

ordinary course of ": nts taxes were imposed by the local 

ruler through the official Jewish commun~ty . 

69 . . lli51. , 125a. 'i "l lot •• • 

70R. Eliezer referred to R. Isaac as , 1'i , 'i:l "I 'D '17~ • 
See supra·; Chapte r I , footnotes 120-134 . 

71Eben IIaezer , 60b . • Eliezer took t hi s matter of 
a loss as cons tituting a f orm of taxation for t he local lord 
above and b eyond the usual t axation . The f ol lowing a s i de is 
an interesting one~ T ' W~ ' ' n1.) ' WT ii 7 ,:nn, 11:?:l T i .r.> .l:ii1 ,. ':i i11',, ::, 

.'l .l i'J ;J 



CHAPTRR V 

RELATIONSHI PS BETWEEN 

JEWS AND GENTILES 

The picture that we derive from the responsa of the 

twelfth century concerning the relationships between Jews 

and gentiles is g eneral but fairly informative . R. 

Eliezer lived through a period of travail for the Jewish 

~ people . As a child he witnessed the aftermath of the First 

Crusade; as an adult the effects of the Second Crusade of 

1146 . Undoubtedly , he had opportunity to speak with eye

witnesses of the excesses of the First Crusade , and we have 

every reason to bel ieve that they would be reflected in our 

text . He was affected sufficiently to be the author of a 

chronicle of the First Crusade , as well as of a number of 

Piyyutim arising out of the same circumstances . 1 More im

portant than these his torical writings was his description 

of the day to day occurrences between Jews and gentiles . It 

is within this context that his contribution to our knowledge 

1A. Haberman , Sef er Gezerot Ashkenaz V'Tsorfat, pp . 
72- 82 . Note also Chapter I , footnotes 254 , 257 . 

203 
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must be weighed and evaluated . There is a curious ambiguity 

in the impression these writings create . On the one hand , 

there is abundant evidence to show that the Jews of his time 

lived in greater freedom than in the period following , or , 

as a matter of fact , during most of recorded German- Jewish 

history . On the other hand , there are brought to light 

instances of robbery , violence , and murder committed against 

Jews , aside from the mass attacks of the organized First and 

Second Crusades . 

Whether the violence perpetrated against Jews was 

motivated primarily by hatred of Jews , or whether it repre

sented the acts of cr iminal e l ements who were set upon 

plunder is not clear. It was a period in which there was 

much danger awaiting all who ventured on the roads or who 

plied the rivers , whether Jew or Christian. 2 When, as 

happened s ometimes , a mob attacked a Jew , it would appear 

as an anti- Jewish mob attack . The general impression is 

that attacks against the Jewish community were the exception 

rather than the rule , and that by and large the Jews lived at 

peace with their Christian neighbors . What distinguished our 

_period was not so much the frequency of violence , as the fear 

in the wake oft· e First Crusade that such violence might be a 

2 James Thompson , An Economic and Social History of the 
Middle Ages , p . 513 . 
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chr onic condition. They felt as strangers in a f oreign 

land who must look well to their defenses • .And yet , life 

went on with considerable friendly contact between Jew and 

gentile. The seeds of poison, though planted in our period, 

were to yield deadly fruit only after R. Eliezer had long 

passed from the scene . 

R. Eliezer ' s responsa are valuable not only as a 

record of hostile incidents agains t Jews, 3 but also insofar 

as they reflect the attitudes toward non-Jews that existed 

within t he Jewish community . Often he recorded events 

., earlier than his own period. Such is the case in a responsum 

quoted by R. Eliezer in the name of Rashi . It concerned the 

plight of a woman who had fled from a mas sacre in which her 

husband was killed. She r eturned to the house of her father 

and remarried . The text , though in no way specific with 

regard to date and place , bears all t he earmarks of originat

ing out of conditions created by the First Crusade . 4 As we 

3dne of the primary methodological problems involved in 
evaluating the material put into our hands by R. Eliezer is 
the difficulty in dating specific incidents and occurrences . 
In most instances R. Eliezer did not leave us a specific date , 
nor did he indicate sufficient additional information as to 
allow a reconstruction of the date and place of such occur
rences . ~~he problem is particularly significant because of 
the question of whether specific incidents are to be related 
to the Crusades , or whether they are to be considered totally 
unrelated random activity on the part of hostile elements in 
the population . Similarly , expressions of friendliness or in
stances of cooperative endeavor on the part of gentiles take 
on added significance if they can be attache d to a. specific 
time and place . 

4Eben Haezer , 72d ff . The actual problem under dis
cussion here had to do with the conflict between the heirs of 
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have noted , the First Crusade did not cause the overwhelming 

loss of life indicated by the Jewish Chroniclers. 5 There is 

no doubt , however , that the dislocations caused by the First 

Crusade , such as the one described here by R. Eliezer , con

tinued to plague the Jewish community for a long time . 

The contrast between the First Crusace and the Second 

Crusade of ll46 is instructive and startling . A question 

was directed to R. Eliezer by R. Eliezer bar Samson of 

Cologne . 6 R. Bliezer b . Samson described a situation in the 

City of Cologne . A man leased a home ,. but was forced , out 

of fear for his life , to flee the city along with the rest 

of the Jewish residents . 7 The lease was for a two year 

period . Within that time , the lessor lived in the house , 

abandoned it temporarily , and returned to it for the balance 

of the lease .. The point at issue between the lessor and the 

the husband and their married mother with regard to the 
estate that was in dispute . Our interest is not at all 
directed. to the subject under discussion in the responsum , 
but rather t o the references made by the text to the 
massacre . 11:he words :i, l"'ti'I c ,,:i appear to denote an inci
dent of the First Crusade period . 

5Note supra , Chapter III , footnotes 25 and 26 . 

6This was the very same R. J<lliezer who joined our .R . 
Eliezer in 1160 at a Rabbinical Synod held in France at the 
invitation of R. Tam . The purpose of the Synod was to deal 
with the many problems that plagued the Western communities 
in the aftermath of the Second Crusade . See L. Finkelstein , 
Jewish Self Government in the Mi ~dle Ages , p. 42 . note also , 
supra , Chapter I , footnote 115 . 

7Eben Haezer , 68d. 
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lessee was pa;yment for the period in which the house wad un

occupi d. The period in which the Jewish community remained 

away from the city could not have been very long . It is 

clear that there was little , if any , loss of life or property 

damage . The house was found by its owner exactly as it had 
8 been when it was abandoned . Moreover , it appears doubtful 

whether the entire community fled . R. Eliezer mentioned 

specifically that a minority of the community <lid not flee 

in panic . 9 This is evidently a :fuir de scription of the ef

fects of the Second Crusade upon the community of Cologne . 

The comm.unity , or at least most of it,, fled for their lives , 

perhaps remembering the loss of life sustained in the First 

Crusade . Their fears proved to be exaggerated . Within a 

short time the Jews returned to their homes . 10 The gentile 

8rt is significant that the only matter brought up for 
discussion in the responsum was that of r e1tal for the period 
of time in which the house was left unoccupied . It is clear 
from the entire tone of the responsum that the Jewish oom
muni ty moved immediately back into the properties they had 
left and that these properties were not de.maged in any way 
during their absence . 

9Eben Haezer , 69a . n•ll ~npn ~ ,y,0 ,,~wJ •inw •.• 

lOThe information we possess from the other sources on 
the events of the Second Crusade correlates very well with 
the circumstances described in the responsum under diacus
sion . We know that Abbot Bernard of Clairvaux , while calling 
upon the people of Cologne to join in the Second Crusade , 
specifically enjoined a gainst striking out at the Jews resi
dent in the city. Of even greater importance is the fa.ct 
that Archbishop Arnold transferred t o the Jews the fortress 
of Wolkenburg as a refuge , which would go a long way towards 
explaining the lack of bloodshed. In addition , the Arch
bishop had deposited with him the properties of the Jews in 
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resident s di d not appropriat e or destroy 'Jewi sh prope-t~ in 

t he confusion of t he hour . Evidently t here were f riendly 

relations between Jews and their neighbors in Cologne . The 

t hrea t to life and pro perty came f rom without r a t her t han 

from within Cologne . The Jewish community had learned its 

les sons well during the First Crusad e , and looked to its 

own defens e . It now took seriously the threat of possible 

aggression , and accepted the possibility , or even the prob

ability of trouble . Yet , within the city there remained a 

reservoir of good will between the resident Jews and non

Jews that s tood the Jewish community in good stead in time 

of need . 

I t is true that during this period t he Jews suffered 

de s truction of property and loss of life . Indeed , R. 

Eliezer ~eferred to an instance which had involved the des

truction of a Jewish house during a period of persecution , 

in all probability the Second Crusade . 11 Still , the 

Cologne and probably put them under his personal protection. 
Evidently they were returned in an honorable f a shion after 
the immediate danger had passed , a f act which is itself 
signif icant . See A. Kober , History of the Jews in Cologne , 
pp~ 18-19 . 

11Eben Ba.ezer , 82d . The ~ is , of course , no way 
of telling with certainty that this particular incident took 
place during the Second Crusade . The phrase used by R. 
Eliezer is niTlM nvwl and ~Ae context would seem to indi-
cate that period . Unfortunately, though a name ~~in•,~ 
is mentioned , it is impos sible to identify the person sending 
the question . The name appears only once in t he entire text, 
and is not to be i dentified with any known scholar of our 
period . As a matter of fact , R. Eliezer did not at firs t wish 
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per~on submittine the .ucstion returned to the sa~e house 

e:nd atten--pted to rebuild it and live in j_t . It is clear 

trs w ·en persecutions ad attacks t ook place, thnir effects 

were not long lastinr•. The Jew did not flee perm nently , 

but indeed returnee' at tht: earlies oprortuni t~~. \'Plile the 

c, •cond Crusade clid not hav any lastinr.- eff' ct upon t e 

Ger~an COP.'.,unities, there ar8 eroundG for believinc tr~t it 

did have somevhrt rrore of an effect u on t ~e French col"1 uni

ties. In an exchanfe of letters the follo ing cormrent was 

made by the '.T'osafist, R. 9amu Jl ben IV"eir: 

,., 'tt)'tt) 12:)J ',:::,', ?J'PW" u ,, U i. • • 
... c"'n n,n,,tt u, nin!l? ,on 1l"?Y "", 

:r--ay the Lord grant peace to his people from evil 
days and extend to us His lovin:-- kindnef's , to open 
before us paths of life • • . 12 

R. Samuel referred to conditions in France , leading u~ to 

believe that the conditions prevailin~ in France were verse 

then those of Germany . 

While the Jewish community as a whole har to contend 

to become involved in a matter where h0 had not been formally 
requested to do so . He finally agreed at the pleading of 

?Min" iti to do BO , an indicc-i io .L thut '? ee ,n, ir.> did not 
have formal standing as a scholar or judge in the community . 

1211.!!!,, 294c . The quotation appears at the en1 of an 
extremely lonr er.ohan,0-0 of opinion between t\ . Sar·uel an~ .tt .• 
FliezEr. It is L11possible to dE,te the e:xchan.:-e of views with 
1:.bsolute c:ccuracy . _fo de.te was rr.entioned hy I. . flieze.: during 
tbe course oft e long discussion . Botr R. lliezer and 2, 
Jarr·uel adc ress one another- with he c:'."reatest respect , and it 
is clear th~t both men were in their prime . the text itself 
points clecrly to a period of turrioj_l, readily 0stablish d 
as the 0econd Crusade . Finally , the calling of a Rabbinical 
E'ynod. by Rabbenu Tam in ll60 ilaS itsislf indic-::tivf' of 
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with unrestrained mobs only rarely , there exists aburn.:w1t evi

dence in ... l . I liezer ' s responsa that &,cts of violence were com

mitted with relative frequency against individual Jews , often 

travelling alone and defenseless . In one such instance a 

Jew was traveling f:"'om }~ayence to Worms with his 1nerchandise 

in a wagon that he engaeed for that purpose . Bnroute , the 

driver attacked and killed him , throwing his body into the 

I'.hine .13 In this case , the authorities cooperated with the 

family in searching for the murde r er . Although we fin3. no 

mention of the murderer having been brow,:ht to trial and 

properly punished , the description of the incident left no 

doubt that the authorit i es investigated thoroughly . The 

motive of the murderer was r obbery ; the mercha~dise of the 

merchant was f ound in the home of the mu::xlerer . The tragedy 

was underlined by the responsum , for the merchant ' s son had 

to wait a long time for his father ' s body to be recovered 

dislocations felt in tllat country in thE> ,reke of the Cruse0es • 
.According to Finkelstein , the original consideration of cal l 
inq; the 1ynod took place in the immediate a f termath of the 
Crusade . He also holds that the text of the synodal ordi
nances is not complete but ori~inally conta ined other pro
v :': sions to meet the exigencie ::-1 of the time . q"'.l e L. 
Fi _kelsteln , op . cit . , p . 42 . 

13Eben :r-:raezer , 79a . It is possible to arrive only a.t 
an approximate date for the incident . V1e know the exact J.ay 
of t he yea r in which it took place since P.. . Eliezer sti1-ulated 
tr,e da te to be n:a, n" ., i:t1 the midst of winter . \J e know , too, 
th2.t l~ . laiakim was still alive at the time sir..ce it ·ras he who 
ruled on L.cwo of mourning applicable to the inci(:' ent . 'I'l'.ms it 
would seem that it occurred so!'le tirr:e be:fore 1145 , the approx
imate dee.th of r . l~liakim. 
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from the Rhine . One is impressed by the tenuousness of life 

durinc a time in which dancle:c lurked everywhere on the roads . 

':Ch is partic.1lar inci·:1ent repres0nted , howe,re r , a personal 

tre,::eriy , not a. com:nu.nity trac·ed l . It reflected & ti•n1;., , too , 

i:i wbich the protecticn o:f Jewish life and. property we::.'e of 

concern to the I'lunicipul authorities . 

The spectre of a Jew bein~ attackPd and robbed was 

considered a l ways to be a dis tj_nct possib5-li ty . It ex.i ;-:: ted 

even i!l the areas of extensive J ewis.:1 settlement , where one 

coulQ be attacked on his own doorstep with impu.nity . 14 How-

ever, tr,ere were areas where attacks were considered ex-

tremely unusual . In such areas one could pursue his daily 

tasks without fear . 15 Jews were sub j ect not only to bodily 

atteck but suffered also an unwarrantel imprisonment or e xile . 

2uch a case wus cited by R. Eliezer in which an individual 

141..!2ii., 205c . In this resyonsu.m , an allegation was 
made by a defendant in a law suit that he could not return 
property put into his hands f or safekeeping becluse he was 
attacked on the 0 Street of the Jewett and the material taken 
from his hands forcibly . The claim was not allowed , 1• ut not 
because the possibility was a remote one . Rather , it was as
,SJIDS'a. by :~ . "Slieze:r thei; since the incident allesedly occur
red in a Jewish neighborhood , it must have been witnessed by 
Jews and the 1 ck of such witnesses was clearly prejudicial 
to the claim of the defendant . 

15Ibid ., 180b . The ctual subject under discussion in 
the resporis7":.un wP s the !-Ii tzvah of the ,Jukkah an<1 thE; res nonsi
bili ty of the Jew to live in the Sukkah durin~ the course of 
the 'Iaberm ... cles f..3tival . If there was dar er of attack , .. 
I liez 0 r held that one was excused from the responsibility of 
slcepinc in the :,u..kkah . ;iowever , T'NW 0,p o :2 ;,::,ic ,; u, ,w 'r> · 

M:l TW'? :l''n D'll~~, 0,,~0 AK,'? 
In other words , for those arecs where there ll3.S no dancer , the 
responsi'r,ili ty of the individual is clear . 
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16 was exiled. Attacks were often motivated entirely by pur-

suit of economic gain , since goods or even books were taken 

from Jews and were offered later for sale to members of the 

~ewish community.17 

R. Eliezer ' s religious thinking and many of his de

cisions in Jewish law were based on the concept that the Jews 

lived under minority status in a foreign land . Again and 

again he returned to that theme which colored his thinking 

about the world in which he lived and determined his posi

tion on various matters of Halacba . It behooved the Jewish 

community to realize , said R. Eliezer , that they lived by 

sufferance of the Christian majority • 

•.• ng ,pn a,,, D'ilM l'~ oyc '"~ ilNW nrn T0T~ ••• 
,,0v0 a,K l'N 1,~0 'POY ,, ~?N 0,,1 ,~j K? ,,,gNi 

il1,n, •.• ,,1~ i l l ? N, w' ,,~,, cN, i),00 ,, ,0xy 

• • • In this period, when ·we are a minority among 
non-Jews and they possess the power • •• even if 
one is involved with non-Jews only in a financial 
dispute , one should not press one ' s point , for if 
the Jew stands up against the non- Jew • •• the 
non- Jew may kill him .• 18 

This view was shared by the rabbis in Germany and their con

temporaries in France . 

161121&. , 199d . 

17rbid ., 280d . The attempt was often successful 
since Jewsbougbt such books lest they be destroyed by the 
non- Jews if they were not sold . 

18Ibid ., 150a. 
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on, n,~y, , , ,~ a,,~, n~~ , ••• n~ , pn •, , ••• 
1 J~Y 7,,n , ~ ~N n~p~ 7,, 

••• they possess power ••• in some matters 
we must approach them wfth supplication even 
when our cause 1s just. 9 

Though we know that Jews often fought bravely in self

defense during the course of the Crusades, there is scant 

mention of the defense of Jewish rights by force of arms. 

The recourse left to the Jew, according to R. Eliezer , was 

to seek legitimate ends through pleading rather than de

manding. Unfortunately, his powers of persuasion were to 

be proven inadequate all too soon. 

R, Eliezer and his contemporaries were aware that 

their action might stimulate prejudice towards them on the 

part of the Christian majority. This was possibly a cause 

for their reshaping their inherited views of the hostility 

of non-Jews. The Talmud was concerned with any implied 

endorsement of idolatry. 20 Hence, they created a series of 

laws calculated to render difficult an:y social, relationship 

between Jew and non-Jew . Such regu1ations extended from 

prohibiting the use of non-Jewish wine to the prohibition 

19 Ibid . , 209a. This responsum was signed by Elijah 
b. Judah and Moses b. Yehiel, two French scholars who indi
cated by their responsum a great similarity in conditions 
within both countries as well as great similarity in the 
Jewish reactions of such conditions. 

20sanhedrin, 63b. 
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of business partnerships between Jews and non-Jews . 21 As 

we shall see , the Medieval Rabbis abrogated much of this 

legislation by the single expedient of excluding Chris tians 

from the category of non- believers . 22 Even the Talmudic 

concept held that non- Jews who lived outside of the land of 

Israel were not to be considered as idola ters . 23 For R. 

Eliezer there were al so gradations of idolat ry . The Chris

tians of Western Europe , whose customs he knew , ppeRred to 

him s omewhat l ess idolatrous t:r.a,n t hose of Eastern r.:urope 

about whom there abounded stories of their t aki nc.; i dols into 

their honies . 24 Althoueh for him there i s no question but 

that Ohriotianity t aught the worship of God. , its form re

mai ned decidedly idolatrous and di ffered only in the degree 

21s ee Sanhedrin , 63b , for the Talmudic ban on business 
partnerships with the non- Jew and R. Tam ' s comments abrogating 
that ban . 

22David M. Shohet , pp . cit ., pp . 82-89 . Shohet makes 
much of the changes i n viewpoint introduced by the medi evals 
and a scri )es to them a more proper e s timate of the religj_ous 
and ethical teaching of Chri stianity . The changes were not , 
however , as f undc1menta l Et.s those assuruen. by Shohct and the 
motivat ions were by no means as simple . 

23H11llin , 13b . 

2~Eben Haezer , 125a. R. Eliezer ref erred to prac
tises of the Eastern Churcrl wr: i ch he reporte<1 a s t aking 
place in Russia ,- On the question as to wheth~r he ever 
witnessed such occurrences himself or whetr.er he was 
reporting from hearsay evidence , see supra , Chapter I, 
f ootnote 77 . 
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to which idolatry was practised . On the assumption that 

Christians , too , believed in God , a series of impediments 

against associations between Jews and non-Jews were swept 

away. It is , of course, impossible to identify adequately 

the motivation of any group in making such changes in the 

law. Indeed, there is an entire corpus of apologetic liter

a t ure that has pointed to this change in thinking as an 

example of liberalism and religious tolerance . 25 If one 

reads R. Eliezer and his contemporaries correctly , however , 

one is led to the assumption that it was not liberality that 

caused the shift in thinking , but rather the tenuousness of 

Jewish existence . Dependent as they were upon Christian 

trade and subject to persecution and the threat of persecu

tion , the rabbis were prepared to take the steps necessary 

to allow the Jews to live more comfortably in Christian 

society . 

Whatever the motivat ion , there were developments in 

the attitude towards gentiles and the laws regard~ Jewish 

behavior toward them , often rela ted to the economic status 

of the Jew. .According to the rralmud , one is not permitted 

25A goai example of such apologetic literature is an 
article published by Jacob Lauterbach in the Yearbook of 
the Central Conference of :American Rcbbis (1921) , pp . 186-
233 , called "The Attitude of the Jew to the Non-Jew . " The 
article picks and chooses among the various expressions of 
opinion about the non- Jew with its focus much more upon the 
problems of Anti-Semitism in Lauterbach ' s own time than upon 
the need to describe historical reali~y . 
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to trade with a non-Jew on a pagan festival because of an 

implied participation in the joy of the pagan festival , and , 

th f it . f th d . t 26 R El . ere ore, a recogn ion o e pagan e1 y . • • 1ezer 

held that such a limitation wa.s no longer valid 

because of the hatred such a policy would stimulate in the 

non-Jewish world . He provided us with the additional reason 

that the Christians of his time were not to be considered as 

idol worshippers . Most interesting of all , however , was the 

comment made by R. Eliezer that Jewish livelihood was depend

ent upon trade with Gentiles , even on the day of a festival . 

It is apparent that economic considerations played a very 

large role in the change from the Talmudic attitude . 27 

Rabbenu Tam ruled in exactly the same fashion , indicating no 

restrictions whatever in trading with Gentiles . 28 A similar 

26 -Ab-,e Zara , 2a . 

27Eben Haezer , 125d . The telling phrase in R. 
Eliezer ' s comments is as follows: tt \P Z) 1tii1 un,,n., y,,:J 't>l N:>n ••• 

• • • •iw l n~, He drew an interesting parallel between the per-
mission granted to the Jew to work on when such 
labor is prohibited and the issue under discussion 
here where any prohibition must be considered as enjoined by 
Rabbinic enactment . The obvious importance f r:. the German 
Jews of the festival day on which potential customers came to 
the town :underlies R. Bliezer ' s statement. 

28Tosafot , Aboda Zara 2a . l? D'P U'l'::2'1Zi' a,:,,, oiw D. • • 
••• n~'N oiw~ •iwi riW,S 15~ ••• D,~:>i:> n,,~,, in~D R,i ,n ,~,~~ 

Rabbenu Tam commented on the two ideological areas but did 
not find it necessary to comment on the practical daily 
economic problems. 
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viewpoint was later expressed by Mordeca i b . Hille1 . 29 

Liberalization of the Talmudic attitude toward trading 

with gentiles extended into other areas as well . The me

dieval authorities permitted dealing in objects utilized for 

Church services . 30 Among the items which were expressl y 

permitted to be bought and sold , according to R. Eliezer , 

were vestments of priests , on the assumption that such 

vestments were utilized ·or aesthetic reasons as well as 

for purposes of worship . We are told , e . g ., that the vest

ments were, worn by the church hierarchy when they greeted 

the king on ceremonial occasions . 31 Under such conditions , 

since the clothes were not used exclusively f or the per

formance of a religious act they might be legitimatel y bought . 

and sold , and accepted as collateral for loans taken by mem

bers of the clergy . Similarly , it was deemed permissible to 

buy and sell church chalices as well as to lend money upon 

them. Practically the only items with which Jews could not 

deal were the sta tues used in the churches and the incense 

burners , conceived to be much more intimately involved in 

idolatrous worship experience . 32 H. Eliezer ' s liberal 

29 0,w~ ,~n ,,~ Kli•N~, Mordecai , Aboda Zara, par . 790 . 
,,•H.:, 1 17TN K',i 1iltu::,, "1 11 •p"T 

30Eben Haezer , 124d . 31112.12.., 125a. 

32rbid . R. Bliezer allowed the Jews to deal in Church 
chalices-;-an item specifically forbidden by the Takkana of R. 
Tam. His statements here, despite their apparent liberality 
with regard to the Christian worship experience , are curiously 
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position in this regard was to be balanced against his as

sertion that anyone desirous of being more stringent i s to 

be commended . His position reflected similar feelings ex

pressed by his contemporaries . The French Tosafot , ruled 

that tapers used in Church services might be utilized in 

trade as could g ifts that were brought to the priests . 33 

What is most surprising about both of these rulin~s is that 

they clearly contradicted a Takkana of R. Tam adopted toward 

the end of the twlefth century . The Takkana specifically 

excluded Jewish trade in Christian sacred objects because of 

the great danger that was involved therein . 34 

The pawning of sacred objects by priests and other 

Church officials was of concern both to Church and civil 

authorities throughout the Mi ddle Ages . From the time of 

Charlemagne , a series of pronouncements emeneted f rom both 

ambivalent . In a certain sense , Christians are worshippers 
of God and , therefore , are not to be put in the Talmudic 
category of idolatry . But , on the other hand , the utilization 
of statues as well as other elements of the service appeared 
to be idolatrous in the eyes of R. Eliezer and his contem
poraries . 

33Tosafot , Aboda Zara , 50b . 

34L. Finkelstein , Jewish Relf-Government in the Mi dnle 
Ages , p . 178 . Finkelstein has pointed out that the Takkana 
exists in three rescensions . The one in which a specific 
reason for the enactment is given reads as follows: n:i'll np,, tt?w 

nl~0 0,w~ a,w~w~ ~~, ," , n,,,~n ,me, a•~,s 0•,1:i~ n~•yin, V':ll 
The rrakkana implied that Church articl8s that could be pur-
chased by Jews were presumed to have been stolen. Undoubtedly , 
such an assumption was g rounded in reality , and there was a 
very real danger to the Jews f or participating in such 
activity . 
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Church and civil authorities agains t the practise. The pro

nouncements were obviously of no avail , however , for as l ate 

as 1454 Pope Nicholas V forbade the giving of Church objects 

as pledges under pain of ·'~xcommunication. 35 The pressure on 

Church official s for funds was too strong for any pronounce

ment to have an effect . Similarly the economic pressures on 

the Jewish community were s o powerful that the practise per

sisted despite the danger and the Takkana of R. Tam. The 

great medieval authorities, even after the dissemination of 

the Takkana persisted in the view that the taki ng of Church 

objects in pawn as well as trading in them was permissi ble • 

Such authorities as Mordeca136 and R. Asher37 took such len-

ient views . The potential benefits to be gained from such 

t rade were such that Jews continued to engage in it despite 

the obvious dangers , and despite the official opposition 

both from their own community and the Christian community . 

Of even g reater import was the fact that economic pressures 

35s . Grayzel , The Church and the Jews in the Thirteenth 
Century , p. 35 , footnote 74 . One such instance of flagrant 
violation of Church regu.lation is a cas e bro~ght by Aronius 
in which an a bbot gave as a pledge a gilded cross , candle
sticks , and a goblet that he had conveniently appropriated . 
J . Aronius , Regesten , p . 174 , footnote 394 . 

36 Mordecai , Ne z , 852 . 

37R. Asher , Aboda Zara , 77b . It is true that the me
dieval authorities utilized the Talmudic principle of ~,~,~ 
in which the object could be divested of its religious sig
nificance by changing it slightly . The contras t with the 
Takkana , however , remains s tartling . 
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influenced even the authorities in their rulings. 

The view of the Medievals with r egard to 10l T•• 

(libat ion wine) was similarly far different from that of the 

Talmudic authorities . R. Eliezer, in particular , eliminated 

10 l l • • al together s s a :tt egory applicable to the non

Jews of his time . 38 He based his position on the notion 

that the non-Jews of his time nc longer used wine for the 

purposes of libation as it v a s used in the pagan culture . 

In his words: 

Non-Jews of today do not observe the ceremony of 
wine libation scrupulously . 39 

Permission to trade in wine did not mean tha t wine coming 

from Christian sources were permissible for a Jew to consume , 

for drinking wine socially among Jews and ~-entiles could lead 

to intermarriage . What the ruling against the category of 

did accomplish was to facilitate the moving and 

handling of wine in a Jewish home by non-Jewish servants . 

Previously , this was forbidden , i . e . , it rendered wine unfit 

for Jewish consumption. According to Talmudic law , a non-

Jew who pours Jewish wine from a container into a receptacle 

renders unfit the wine still remaining in the container . Such 

a restriction involved economic hardship during a period in 

3i\ben Haezer , 127d . ,,..i'll N?w Rin 7'' one Dl'' ',:, i'1Ti"I T7lT!11 
.nNli'I~ ,~,w•', ,n,~ ,~,w• ',w 1l''~ •11 ,,.l •Ni T"V DW? ,::,. ,w~w', 

39Ibid . , 127b. -
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which Christian servants abounded in Jewish hous es and in 

which such a cts were a daily occurrence. This medieval 

view was more liberal in scope than t hat of t he Talmudic 

period in which contact with pagan worship was feared . R. 

Eliezer ' s cont emporar ies, particularly those who were in

volved in French viticulture and t he preparation of wine 

tended to b e even more liberal in their thinking about 

., ., Rashi a nd his disciples sought to find what-

ever grounds t hey could f or permi ssiveness . 40 R. Tam was 

concerned with the problem of financial los s as a result of 

the prohibition of 10: 1., , .. One gets t he impression that he 

considered it to be t echnically prohibited but when the needs 

of the people demanded it the prohibition had to be 

abrogatea. . 41 He sought to distinguish between the pagan 

of Talmudic times and the Christian with whom the Jew lived 

and worked . 42 In a later period, Mordecai b . hillel , among 

many others , accepted this view a s definitive . 43 

40E. ½Ubbach , Baale Ha.~osafot , p . 57 . The fact that 
this more liberal attitude abounded in an area in which Jews 
were involved in the manufacture of wine leads one to the 
hypothesis of a pos sible rel&tionship between the two. 

41 -Rabbenu Tam, Sefer Hayyashar, par . 42. R. Tam ·ex-
"To Dn Olt 1K pressed this in the form of a .Phetorical question 

,•nN R?i cinN M? •l~, ,~,w• ,~ nli~n ;y non n, nn 'N"T r.l , r1 "I• ;"l :l i"l z:> 

42Tosaf ot , Aboda Zara, 77b . :i•~:i 7,y,i• 7'N~ l'~iwn, ... 
'lZ>P 1:i pU "n:, 'lM? •iii, i1' WZH7) Z)'l ct;i:,i:, n,,:i, 

43Mordecai , &!, . par . 856 . 1ppn tt7 :'!Ti1 lZ>T:l o,:i:,i :, ,:i , y;,, • •• 
• o,:i:,i:, n,,:i,, iol? , , 1 , ,n, 
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There were those who claimed that such a view was out 

of keeping with Jewish law. R. Isaac , e . g ., wrote to Rabbenu 

Tam , taking him to task for th~ position held not only by him , 

but by the members of his family , including its mo s t illus

tri ous scion Rashi . 44 R . Tero referred to the general neglect 

of the laws of 1Dl l '• even before they were permitted of

ficially . 45 In the case of R. Eliezer, we bear witness to a 

rather bizarre protes t against the liberalization of the laws 

of 103 l'' . R. Eliezer told of a dream he had in which his 

deceased father-in- law appeared and remonstrated with him for 

permitting certain wine to be drunk since it was 1 o l T '' • 46 

The Jews of t he eleventh- twelfth centuries lived in 

close proximity to their non-Jewish neighbors . Though at 

times there was conflict , the two groups did live together 

in tranquilityan.d peace . Jewish women acted as midwives to 

non- Jewish women . 47 R. Eliezer permitted a Jewish midwife to 

44Tosafot , Aboda Zara , 77b . , rn 'NM n" ,, •", ,, n,w ••• 
... o,~~,~ ,~,, Y~D ,,n~D ,,nN~, ,,~N~, 1l'D, 

45Ibid . ~nlD M b0 m, ?•Nin ,,oN? n", n3, N? ~"DYNi ••• 
• ,,,,,o ,n, ?Ni ,,~~,w ,n,w ~N1W' ~ ~ln, ,•nn, 

46Eben Haezer , 23d . The issue involved was the drink
ing of wine handled by a non-Jewish servant in R. Eliezer ' s 
home . 

47rbid . 125b . M~ n,~~,~ ~ n~ ~",,~, J"VK1 n,,,::)l l~ ,,~,cw ••• 
n•,:,:i '>w Ml::1 ',,.,,n The Talmudic reference is to be rfound in 
Aboda Zara , 26a , both in the Mishna and the Gemara . ~ The 
Gemara was somewhat more extreme in its suspicion and mistrust 
of the non-Jew than was the Mishna. 
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f unction even on a non-prof essional basis . The pos ition was, 

however , challenged by s ome r abbis . Ra bbi I s aac, the Tosa

:fist, rema ined opposed to the utiliza tion of Jewi sh mi dwives 

in non-Jewi sh c a ses. He went furthe r and contended t hat it 

was wrong even to leave a child in a gentile home f or 

medical rea sons . 48 Even during our period of t he Crusades, 

personal relat ionships between t he Jews and t heir nei ghbors 

were still friendly enough to allow for rela tively grea t 

freedom, a situa tion tha t was to change markedly over t he 

course of years when rela tionships gr adually worsened between 

t he two g roups . The willingnes s of the non-Jew to allow the 

J ewish midwife to minis ter to his wife wa s itself a po ssible 

indic,~tion of the clos eness of the rela tionship . 

In a similar vein , the medi eval authorities allowed 

Jews to turn to Chris tian doctors for medica l c a.r e . R. 

Eliezer leaned heavily on Talmudic precedent, and sought to 

find jus tif ication for t he liberalization of t he law within 

the Talmudic framework if tha t were possible . 49 While he 

48Tosafot , Aboda Zara , 26a . R. Isaac objected that the 
non-Jew was suspected ()!lthe one hand of a desire to murd r 
J ewish children , an( on the other of seeking to wean Jews 
away from Jewish beliefs . It is perhaps no coincidence that 
it was this same R. Isaac who objected so vigorously to the 
liberal views of R. Tam in the case of g-entile wine . For 
a fuller presentation of the approach and the views of R. 
Isaac , see E . Ilrbach , op. cit., pp . 200-205 . 

49Eben Haezer , 125c . F l tl l-.~u,,nZ) Knwn P R 'I ••• 
R. Eliezer based his viewpoint clearly on Talmudic precedent 
as found in .Aboda Zara , 27a, both with regard to a doctor who 
was expert but even with regard to one who wasn ' t . 
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did not set any limitations on the qualities of the non

J ewish physician , Kordecai b . Hillel held that the physician 

in question must be one who was not an idol worshipper . 50 

This same view was held at a still later time by Moses of 

Concy. 51 The treatment of non- Jews by a Jewish physician 

never came up for discussion in our sources . There were always 

Jewish doctors who treated non- Jews , and who often derived 
' 

their living from such treatment , Unlike the Jewish midwife , 

no excuses had to be found for the Jewish doctor . 

The Jewish community extended a helping hand to needy 

Chri stians exactly as they did to the poor of their own com

munity . There were Christians who were prepared to give 

charity to needy Jews . The Jewish community viewed accep

tance of such charity , however , in a bad 1 f ht. 52 A sick 

Christian was to be visited nd aided exactly as if he were 
r:;o:z 

a co-religionist . ? ✓ The reasoning for such an approach was 

a,,w ,,,, 'lm~ (f or the sake of peace) in marked 

50!-!ordecai , .Nezikin , par . 814 . 
a,~,,~ n,,l~ DWl 1' WTI ? ~W ,g, ,,,n o,w 

51 SeMa,G, par . 45 . 

l' P,~~n 1~l• ~n 1~ ,~N ... 
n,N~ i nn~ ,,o~ D' l,,j n,,~yl 

52Eben Haezer , 226c. The original discussion of the 
problem was based on a 0tatement in Sanhedrin , 26b , by Rav 
Nachman in which the right to give testimony was denied to 
one who partook of ,n ae ,:., • The stc1.tement was interpreted 
both by Rashi and the Tos fot by referring to one who took 
charity from gentiles . Tbis interpretation was accepted by 
R. Eliezer and incorporated into his treatment of the 
Talmudic passage . 

53.I.h1.d. , 281a , based upon Gittin , 61a . 
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contrast to that was related solely to Jewish 

defense . The Jew was under the obligation to r espect the 

individuality of the non-Jew and to refrain from cheat ing 

him , no matter wha t the provocation of poor relationship 

between Christian and Jewish communities . R. ~liezer left a 

number of examples of behavior towards non-Jews tha t he con

sidered to be improper because it violated a universally 

accepted view agains t the cheating of another human being . 5' 
I 

opposed to deception of any kind as ap,lied to a gentile , 

even tha t of a relat ively innocent na ture . The ~almud itself 

exhibited great concern for the ethical behavior of Jews , n t 

only with regar d to their fellow Jews , but also with regard 

to the stranger who lived with them as we11 . 55 The medieval 

authorities expanded on the Talmudic view , since they were so 

s ensitive to a possible reaction of the gentile community . 
\ 

The Befer Hasidim actually stipulated tha · to cheat a gentile 

was worse than cheating a Jew . 56 R. Meir of Rothenburg was 

equally antagonis tic to any fraud committed agains t a 

,gentile . 57 Although perhaps too much has been made of this 

54Ibid ., 4c , 281c . In this latter case , R. : 1iezer 
dealt withthe problem of how a gentile i s to be greeted 
civilly without at the same time involving himself in acknowl
edging implicitly accepting gentile belief . R. Eliezer ruled 
that it wa s permissibl e to say one thing and mean another , 
while speakinJ? to gentiles . He did so , however , with great . 
concern for the ethica.l problems involved. 

55Baba Metoia , 58b ff . 

56s efer Hasid im, par . 600 , P• 391. 
57Responsa of R. Meir of Rothenburg , pars . 252 , 803 . 
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particular matter by the apologi s t s of our time , there is no 

doubt that the trend of medieval Jewish law was to approach 

the Christian as a human being with the same needs and con

cerns as the Jew . Wh&t is of great his torical interest is 

t hat the attitude persisted in a period in which the human 

desire for retaliation mus t have been extremely great . 

One of the reasons for the greater acceptance of the 

non-Jew as a human being was that there was a great deal of 

contact between the Jew and tenon-Jew. Although there 

was some tendency for Jews to live together in one section 

of their own volition , 58 the two groups lived next to one 

another , often in the same houses . 59 At times the houses were 

owned by Jews who had both Christian and Jewish tenants . 60 At 

other times , the houses were owned by Chris tians , who also 

permitted both Jews and non-Jews to live in the same dwelline . 

Undoubtedly , t here was daily contact within the same housing 

units between Jews and non-Jews , and both groups were 

5~ ben Haezer , 205c . R. ~liezer mentioned a so called 
a,,,~, ,w ~,n, upon which a Jew was attacked . All other 

ref erences point to an ·integration of Jews and gentiles in 
the same housing area . For evidence of an exactly similar 
situa tion in Spa in , see A. Neuman, The Jews in Spain , Vol . 
II , p . 185 . 

59 1.121g_., 125c , 147d, 309a . As we shall note later , 
apartment units were built off a common c our-t.,ra r d . It was 
these units in which Jews and ~entiles lived often next 
door to one another . 0ee infra, Chapter VI . 

60.llu:.g_ . , 158a. 
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61 apparently able to live together in peace . Daily contact 

did not , of course , imply mutual understanding , and it is 

difficult to assess t he degree to whi ch there was such 

understanding among individuals of different faiths . Social 

relationships did exist between the two g roups , although 

intermarriage was rare . There was not a singl e c ase of 

intermarriage mentioned in Eben Raezer . The institution of 

the •i l n~w flourished , with the understanding that the 
6? was to be pa id fo r bis services . - Many 

families had Christian domestic s who worked in t he kitchen 

as well as inother areas of the house . 63 In most instances , 

they roomed in the house and despite some petty thievery 

from time to time , ap~arently cord i al relat ions existed . 64 

1he employment of Christian domes tics by Jews as a matter 

of course shows the inability of the Church to influence its 

inb.erents significantly in our period on the issue of Jewish

Christian relat ionships • .Almost from the very beginning of 

61Farkeis was undoubtedly correct in his view of the 
merchant class as constituting the bes t friends of the Jewish 
community in our period . See J . Parkes , The Jew in the 
Med i eval Comm.unity , p . 82 . We possess the record of but one 
instance in which an attack took pl ace again,:, t a Jew in an 
urban area (Eben Haezer , 205c) and even that at.tack might not 
have been one that was motivated by anti-,Jmlish cons iderations . 

62 Eben Haezer , 150a . There was little uifficulty in 
arr anging for a • ,,. n~w. 

631.h11., 8 7b . 

641J2il., 133d . 
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its ascendancy , t he Church had opposed vigo~ously the employ

ment of Christian domestics by Jews . To the Church it repre

sented the dishonoring of Christianity, facilitating Jewish 

proselytism. 65 While the Church was perhaps prepared to 

compromise with reality sufficiently to allow Christians to 

work for Jews while living at home , it certainly was not 

prepared to allow a Christian domestic to live in a Jewish 

home . The Church was particularly exacerbated over Christian 

wet nurses who served Jewish families • .And yet , despite the 

threat of excommunicS:tion and other dire penalties , such as 

the refusal of Christian burial , Christians continued to 

serve as domestics as well as nurses , and to live in Jewish 
66 homes . Though we have no evidence of a close relationship 

existing between the Christian domestic and the Jewish 

employer , there is nothing in the sources that would tend to 

contradict such a view . Certainly no fear of maintaining 

Christian domestics in Jewish households and no instance of 

any problem of a serious nature between employer and employee 

is brought to our attention . 

65For a more complete discussion of the problem, along 
with some of the pertinent documents of a somewhat later 
period , see s . Grayzel , The Church and the Jews in the 13th 
Century . p . 25. Note , too , the discussion in A. Neuman , 
op . cit ., Vol . II , 207 . 

66 S. Grayzel , op . cit., p. 114 . A Papal letter to the 
Archbishop of Sens was sent by Innocent III in 1205, threaten
ing excommunication a5ainst any Christian who lived in the 
house of a Jew . The dating of the document supports the 
thesis that the Church view was ignored throughout our period . 
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The Jews not only engaged Christian domestics; they 

also possessed slaves who lived with them and served them . 

Ke know from an earlier period of the great prominence of 

Jews in the slave trade, particularly in the Slavic coun

tries . 67 Jewish slave traders possessed slaves of their 

own and circumcised. them, much to the dismay of the Church. 

The Church always expressed strong opposition to a Jew pos

sessing a slave that had become a Christian. 68 From our 

sources, we know that Jews possessed slaves, and that they 

passed such slaves down from generation to generation as a 

part of their estates . 69 Slaves often remained in loyal 

service to families for many years . Jews possessed male and 

female slaves who would be matched with one another . 70 At 

times , the male slave would be freed voluntarily by the 

Jewish family , but neither the wife and children or any 

former belongings of the slave would remain with the manu

mitted slave . No objection in principle to slavery was 

67H. Pirenne , Mohammed and Charlemagne , p . 99 . This 
is not the place to evaluate Pirenne ' s thesis with regard 
to economic developments preceding and following the Mohamme
dan conquests . Neither can we deal adequately with his 
thesis in regard to Jewish participation in the economic life 
of Europe . However , his thesis with regard to Jewish parti
cipation in the slave trade appears to be substantially cor
rect . Contra , see infra, Chapter VII , footnote 41. 

68J . Aronius , Regesten, par . 114 . Also see A. Neuman , 
op . cit . , Vol . II , 194 . 

69-Eben Haezer , 68c . n•n •::i.ar ' " ' 'l P T ?ID '::> Mil'! 'i:13'. • • 

70 Ibid., 82b . -
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expressed by Jew or Christian . However , R. Eliezer and his 

contemporaries raised objections to the enslaving of Jews . 

They were active in raising funds for their redemption 

while the principle that slavery was evil occurred nowhere 

in our sources . We do possess a statement by Meshullam ben 

Kalonymus advising against the holding of slaves altogether, 

because of the dangers involved . 71 We have many instances of 

the manumission of slaves by Jewish masters . R. Eliezer 

cited the custom of giving the slave a certificate of manu

mission to prove his free state when he was challenged . 72 

Sl avery was common in our period ; we even find slaves 

working Church lands . Despite the prohibition of the Church 

against Jews owning slaves , they retained Christian slaves 

who were treated weli . 73 Talmudic restrictions against the 

abuse of slaves were retained in the medieval period , often 

in marked contrast to the standards of other slaveowning 

groups - This was par ticularly so in the case of female 

s l aves who lived in Jewish homes . Slaves were often circumcised 

71Di e Responsen des R. Meschullam , Sohn des R. lalonymus , 
ed . J • . ~el leli;,, p . 5 . 

72Eben Haezer , 280c . ,~w~ ~,~ ,,nw, 72•ln2 ~,w flNi ••• 
. 7,,,n Tl R1MW n•~,, ,,,l Nn,w 

73rsrael Abrahams , Jewish Life in the Middle Ages , p . 
100 . Abraham~ treatment of slavery among Jews is extremely 
sympathetic to the position of the Jew . \lhile his comments 
are correct in the main , he tends to idealize somewhat the 
relationship i the Jew to the slave . 
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by their Jewish master s in s emi-proselyti sm to the dismay of 

the Church . 74 Early Ts.lmudic ler.islation made the presence 

of an uncircumcised s l e.ve in a Jewish home an extremely dif

ficult matter. At the same tim€ , the circumcision of a 

slave became more and re.ore dangerous . Rather than abandon 

the institution of slavery entirely, them di eval authorities 

interpreted the law in such a manner as to allow slaves to 

live and work within Jewish homes without be i ng circumcised. 75 

The coIIlI!'.lent of 'ordr cai ben Eillel was particularly instruc

tive in t hi s regard : 

,,,~, t• Kw ~ ,~ ~ 7,• ~ np n,w~ 1• v1,n l'k~ 1"y~ ... 
... c,,,, a~•• p? a•in, n i nT 0 ,,~l • Jn , , l' K , wn 'lD~ 

Though no a greement was entered i nto at the time of 
sale for the save to remain uncircumcised , the wide
spreau prohibition by the government agains t circum
cising s l aves consti .,utes a condition of the sale, 76 
and he may be reta ined as long as t he nast er likes . 

From time to time , despite the difficulti sand the 

unending hostility of t he Church and the authorities , 

Ci ris ti&n converts to Judaism occurred . It was not , however , 

740 G l 4t o . rayze , op . c~ ., 
suer action should not be und 
profound amaz ement that there 
convert slBves to Judaism . 

r . 24 . The dangers implicit in 
restimated . It is a source of 
were successful e _ 'orts to 

75only passing reference can be made here to t h dis
cussions be twe en Harkavy ~nd Graetz (~, V., 203) over the 
extent of the Tal mudic demands for the circumcision of 
slaves . Our own view of Yeba.IL.ot, 48b, on which the di scus
sion is based would indicate t hat the Talmud did , indeed , 
allow ro om f or the occasional uncircumcised s l ave in Jewish 
society . 

76Mordecai; Nashim , pe.r . 41 . '.i:he comment of Mordecai 
had particular application to our time and place . Not e , 
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a frequent occurrence because it constituted a capital 

crime. 77 We know, e .• g . , of a correspond.ent of R. rerun, R. 

Moses of Pointoise, whose brother taught a convert Bible and 

Talmud . The convert apparently not only lived as a Jew, but 

died as a Jew; for the question he addressed to R. Tam re

lated to the convert ' s estate . 78 The Church always con

sidered the possibility of proselytism as one of the prime 

dangers against which it must stand militant guard. For 

that reas0n , it was preoccupied with minimizing contact be

tween Jews and gentiles . It is all the more wonder that 

despite the degraded s 1;atus o:f the Jew , such conversions 

did occur . 79 There is no question that Jews made no attempt 

however , the similar reference of Maimonides,- Hilchot Ave.dim , 
Ch . 8, l!§l. 12, ,n,n ,,i ii ,,7.) .. a-t?W ;,',nn ,.,,, ,:i:v:, il,nn atit, •. • 

,n,,,-:i n , -"' TZ>T 1:, u:rHp'7 
77There are some who hold like Rallinowitz (The J ews of 

Northern France in the 12th to 14th Oenturie§ , p . 108) that 
the number of converts to Judaism was considerable . There 
is no evidence to support this view . Though statis tical 
proof is impossible , the constellation of factors already 
mentioned militated against any wide ~read of ,fowish prosely
tism . Rabinowitz ' s attempt to hold otherwise must be based 
on much more thorough proof than a few references in the 
sources to converted Christians. For a further discussion of 
the attempt to assert that there was a substantial number of 
converts , see S. Grayzel , op . cit ., p . 22 , footnote 1 . See 
also A. Neuman , op . cit., Vol . II, 194 , who cons iders the ex
tent of Jewish proselytism in Spain as problematical. 

78Rabbenu Tam , Sefer Hayylishar , par . 51 , p. 107 . 

79There are two references to converts in R. Eliezer ' s 
compendious work . See Eben Haezer , 196b , 28Od. 
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to seek proselytes in any way. 80Those who did have the 

temerity to convert to Judaism experienced great difficulty , 

particularly during periods of persecution, where some were 

moved to return to their native faith . 81 Christians who 

converted did so often at great risk . 82 A convert to 

Judaism must have been one who opposed the direction of 

the thinking of his time , and for that very reason was an 

anomaly . 83 In contrast , the entire apparatus of the 

Christian world , including both secular and religious 

agencies , was geared to the conversion of the non- believer 

and to the creation of a totalitarian Christian society. 

80 S. Grayzel , op. cit. , p . 23 . 

81Eben Haezer , 280d . 

82Note the excellent listing of sources that bear on 
the issue ins . Grayzel , op . cit ., p . 22 , footnote #1 . 

83A. Neuman , op . cit . , Vol . II, 196, who comments on 
the fact that even on the eve of the final expulsion from 
Spain there was Christians prepared to convert to Judaism . 
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Our period , i . e ., that of the First and Second Cru

sades , produced many Jewish converts who yielded to baptism 

by force or threat of death. This mode of conversion was 

not favored by the Church and even more important was op-

posed by the secular government . Heni-.y IV allowed con-

verted Jews to return to the religion of their fathers soon 

after the distur bances were over . The question remained , 

however , as to how such Jews were to be treated by those who 

remained loyal during the period of stress . R. Fliezer ac

cepted the view that a convert was still to be conside.red a 

Jew from the s tandpoint of J ewish law . One was not permitted 

to lend money to him at interest , nor was one permitted to 

sell him unkosher meat . 84 At the same time , R. Eliezer set 

forth in no uncertain terms the responsibility of a Jew to 

die if necessary , rather than yield to persecution . 85 Even 

at such a time of stark tragedy , conversion was looked upon 

as a betrayal of the Jewish faith . On the other hand , if a 

Jew did , in fact , convert R. Eliezer would welcoIIBhim back 

without question . Jewish conversions to Christianity without 

the threat of death also occurred during the course of our 

period. In part , they took place because of the encouragement 

given through the material resources of the Church . The Church 

8¾Jben Haezer , 2O4b . 

85~. , 231c • .,,:iy., ?N"I :l."lil" il?p :iiu:, "'!Ht ,znm nvw:;i ••• 
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could not accept a situation in which its converts maintained 

a lower material status after their conversion than they had 

enjoyed before their conversion. As a re sult, converts were 

often supported by the nearest ecclesiastical establishment, 

a fact that stimulated conversions s ol ely for material 

reasons . The Papacy was continually prodding local eccles

iastical groups to a id Jewish converts , often unsuccess

fully . 86 

Some additional information by R. Eliezer ' s contem

porary Tabbenu Tam is of great interest . Hi s comments re

veal that voluntary conversions occurred even among scholarly , 

wealthy , and knowledgeable families . Rabbenu Tam ' s family 

itself was not spared the indi gnity of apostacy in i ts r anks . 

He specifically mentioned the son-in-law of the philantro

pist, R. Jacob the Parnas , among others. 87 At the same t i me, 

Rabbenu Tam , as R. Eliezer , made it abundantly clear that an 

apostate , t hough an erring Jew , was s till a Jew, and , there

fore , he attempted to do all that could be done to facilitate 

t he return of a converted Jew to the fold . The converted 

Jew was looked upon with disdain and contempt by the Jewish 

862 . Grayzel , op. cit., p . 17. Gra.yzel ' s discussion 
of the mercenary character of some of the converts is il
luminating . 

87Rabbenu Tam , Sefer Hayyashar, pp. 43-45 . R. Tam 
seemed to draw a picture of apostacy occurring with relative 
frequency . The instances cited , however , are hardly suf
ficient to come to any specif ic conclusion on freqµ ency of 
apostacy. In general, the Jews lost more through apostacy 
than they recouped through conversion. 
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community , although we do not find that they mourned for 

the apostate as i f he were dead , as was often the cus tom at 

a much later time. 

Relationships between Jews and gentiles di d not re

volve entirely around the problem of conversion . Bus iness 

partnerships were frequently entered into between Jews and 
88 non-Je,,1 s . Even when they were not directly involved in 

busines s partnerships , Jewish an d Christian merchants had 

many points of contact that brought them into close r ela

tions . The Jewish merchants defied the dangers of the hi gh

way and travelled to the local f a irs where they displayed 

their wares next to their Christian colleagues . t uring 

their travels , they were housed together in the same hostel

ries a s gentiles . 89 Some of the members of the Jewish com-

munity had ent into high places . We have a record of a 

local nobleman who took along two of his court Jews on what 

was apparently a shopping trip in orde r to provide him with 

funds to make his purchases . At the same time , t he merchants 

pursued t heir own business . 90 They had rela tively free 

access to tbe local ruler and functioned as intermedia ries 

bet ween the Jewish community and the local rulers . There were 

88Fben Haezer , 125b . 

89Ibid ., 158a . Reference here is to the f air at 
Frankfort . See inf ra , Chapter VI I , for a full dis cussion 
of the economic pursuits of the ~Tews of our period . 

90.illQ,., 69a . 
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families that were enriched by monopolies of trade grant ed to 

them by the local rulers and which remained with the family, 

at least as long as they remained in the good gr aces of the 

ruler . 91 Such individuals were not hesitant at using their 

influence at court to pressure individuals within the Jewish 

community when issues aros e of a purely J ewish nature in 

which t hey were involved. 92 Contact between Jews and 

Christians existed,then, not only on the level of the masses . 

There was , in addition , a significant group who s e contact 

with the ruling clas ses put them in a very special position 

within the Jewish community . 93 

It is a widely accepted view that the main contact 

between Jews and gentiles du.ring our period wa s in the com

mercial realm. Jews who functioned as moneylenders and as 

pawnbrokers came into daily contact with gentiles , contact 

which eventually became one of the sources for hatred of 

Jews by gentiles . Increasingly , as the Christian burgher 

group gained additional standing , its quarrel with the 

Jewish community became intensified . It i s clear t hat our 

period was one in which the relationships between individual 

91rbid ., 60a . The institution of the Haarufia is 
extremelycomplex and has a complete literature wri+, ten on 
it . See inf r a , Chapter VII . 

92 Ibid ., 283b . See also , supra , Chapter III , foot-
note 47 , 

93For a full dis cussion of t his particular kind of 
Jew within the Spanish community , see A. Neuman , op . cit ., 
Vol . 2 , Ch . 20 . 
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Jews and gentiles had acquired little of tbe animosity that 

cl a.racterized them in the l e:ter tim.e . It is true that the 

Jew functioned in the many traditional role s that exposed 

him unfavoracly to the Chris tian community . Ee wa , i ndeed , 

a pawnbroker and moneylender . 94 Iie also functioned as a 

landlord to Chris tian tenants , as a shopkeeper and as an 

itinerant merchant . There were gentile s , however , wbo ful

filled ex ctly the same functions . We know of gentiles who 

acted as pawnbrokers for Jews . 95 Non-,Je,;.Js l ent money to 

Jews on interest , and were often involv~d in money lending 

activities of Jews either 88 inter med i ari es or as agents of 

Jews . 96 Jewish landlords r ented homes to Jews and @entiles, 

and Christi ans likewi se had Jews and gentiles as tenants . 

The economic role of the Jews was s till diversified during 

R. Eliezer ' s period . The e conomic activities that were 

later to bring down upon t hem the ire of the general com

munity were pursued in part a t leas t by vhris tians as well . 

Since the Jews were a minority wherever they lived , 

t hey felt the need to ad just themselves,wherever possible , 

to t he standards and the l aws that governed the ma jority group . 

As t hey lived primarily in accord with the dictates of the 

94see infra , Chapter VII for a fuller discussion of 
the many different occupations pursued by Jews of our 
period . 

95t ben Haezer, 204d . 

96Ibid ., 205b . 
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J ewish religion and t he disc i pline of Jewish l aw , there were 

instances in which conflict arose bet ween the demands of 

Jewish t radition and the laws of the land . The problem , as 

not a new one. It had alreedy arisen during t he Talmudic 

period and was given its classical fo rmulation i n t he state

ment of Samuel : Dina D' Malchuta Dina (The law of the land 

is binding )97 Though the only direct statement of Samuel 

occurs in Gittin , other Talmudic authorities quoted it often 

and applied it in a var i ety of different contexts . 98 During 

the course of the Gaonic period , r el at ively little attention 

was paid to the principle of Dina D ' Malchuta Dina , for t he:i.r 

period was one of unquestioned autonomy for Jews , practised 

in keeping with Jewish law . 99 The authorities of our period 

expressed themselves in the spirit of Samuel ' s view, if fo r 

97 Gi ttin ,· 10b . Samuel ' s original comment dealt with a 
Nishnaic statement that accepted as valid both bills of sale 
as well a s bi]Js certifying a gift that emanated from gentile 
courts . 

98Among these are a series of principles that apply 
to property rights expressed by Rava (Baba Bathra , 55bJ, as 
well as his statement on the problem of head taxes(~ 
Kamma , 113b) . See L. Landman , Jewish Law in the Diaspora: 
Confrontation and Accommodation , pp . 15-25 for an incisive 
analysis of the application of Samuel ' s principle during the 
Talmudic period . Note particular l y Landman ' s excellent 
destruction of a series of ill- founded hypotheses regarding 
the mot ivation for Samuel's novella (pp . 19-22). 

99L. Landman , op . cit ., p . 32 . The historical basis 
for Land~an ' s thesis i s undoubtedly correct . Not e , e . g . , 
the great difference between the gaonic approach to the 
problem of open space ·and the approach of authorities in 
our period. . See infra , footnote 106 . 
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no other reason than the one of self- preservation . 100 The 

law of the land as taken to be that law governing the Jews 

in civil and criminal areas but not in the crea of religion. 

? shj, e. ,.,. . , r'el that thE> law of the land i s binr ine: in all 

civil c ses. The exception 1. eshi made •ms to exclude the 

area of divorce , since that ~as specifically designated as 

reli _ious legislation . Fe was pr pared to extrapolate from 
' the ori ,inr.l commandments given to the son8 of Noah the 

entire corpus of civil legislation of his time .101 R. Samuel 

ben Meir presumed the consent of the people to the lavs of 

the land clearly indicatin~ the legality in Jerish eyes of 

civil legislation thet come8 from the haw of the Kine. 102 

. 100 
Again and again our sources return to the theme that 

the Gentile world is a threatening one to Jews. : .ee , e . 6 ., 
Eben F..aezer , 231b . The fear of the Gentile world led at times to 
an acceptance of Dina L ' lalchuta , since there was simply no 
alternative . Note Eben Haezer , 309a , in which this attitude 
was spelled out . Landman holds ( o j). cit ., p . 36) l,h t fear 
was not one of the factors in their acceptance of~ 
D'!-'lalchuta . He maintains tha t if that wer no , it would not 
explain the limitations put upon the application of Sa.muel ' s 
principle in our period . Such an opinion ascribes much leos 
flexibility to the Jewish position than actually existed . At 
times , the fe a r of dire consequences persuaded Jews of our 
period to accept laws that 1ere definitely not to their liking . 
At other times and places , when they felt themcelves strong 
enough politically and economically , they were prepared to 
seek the circumlocution of secular a.ut,.~ori ty they felt to be 
unjust . See infra , footnote 108 . 

101Rashi, Gittin , , 9b . 1nu:,w D"·yac:, Kl", ~r,,:, ';,z:i, ~l ''T ••• 
ac:,, ,,ac:,n inl'l n,n,,:, 'l:l ,ac:,, D' Wl '~'lO yin an c•,~,~, ?~pen 

nl "l:l ,,~xl l'l',n ,, ~~~ l'w,,, p, l" ~'l n,,n:i ,:,,,w 
102Rashbam, Paba Bathra , 54b . l''T ~n , ~?n~ NJ",? , ow ,oac:n, 

on,:,, ~:i l'Ml n, a,,,l,w D'~?O ,~n~n ?W nilnl~, n,,311,ac:, O"O~ ;:, 
,,~gwo, ,,on ,p ,n 0l11,o an,?y D'?:lpo n,~?on 'l:l ,:iw ~,n Kl,, 
l1Mln ,,on pin g" y ,, ,~n 111.:)0:1 P''""~ 7,ac:, Kin ,,ol 1~, 7:,?n1 

?Tl D1t!1 1.:) ,,y:i 
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Particularly instructive was t he contribution of R. 

Eliezer to the discussion . In a long comment on the appro

priateness of a Jew giving t est imony before a. Christic.n 

court , R. Eliezer indicated t hat such participat ion was com

pletely in order . He was concerned , fir s t , that there would 

be a desecration of God's name if t he non-Jew depended on 

the t estimony of t he Jew a •:1d he did no t give it . Noreover , 

such e, procedur e wa s provided for by the laT,J of the l and , 

and , t heref ore , it is binding even if some doubts r em.a.in as 
10~ 

to its appropriateness from a Jewish point of view . ) In 

commenting on ::!amuel ' s opinion , R. F;liezer held that the ap

plicability of secular law to t he lives of the J ews had 

particular signif icance in t he areas of r&al estate and 

taxation viewed as an outgrowth of the ownership of l and . 104 

Landman (9.P . cit. , p . 35) took R. Samuel ' s statement to be a 
Jewish view of a social contract view of government. Though 
it was true that Jewish sou.reps reacted to wholly unjuRt laws 
that emanated from secular government , it is questionable 
whether R. Sa...~uel ' s s t atement should be interpreted quite so 
broadly . Attention should also be paid to the last part of 
R. Bli ezer ' s statement whof1e main purpose was to justify the 
Jewish tax farmer . . See Eben Haezer , 144d,.. "TTI~ 7R'1W' 1'rn;, ill'O DN'it' 

7,, ,-,',N "7Tl u, ~ , ,.,,K "l:> n,rn,v'? ,, , n.:ir.1 " ti: :i.:i. u: o::n0 

103Eben Haezer , 194d . A similar point of view is 
quoted by Mordecai b . Hillel in the nan1c:: of R. Tam . See 
Mordecai, Baba Kama , par . 177 . It ' s inappropriateness arises 
from the fact that all testimony should be by two witnesses , 
according to Jewish law . 

, n~ o,K ~w D'~Y ,y, o 7,n,,~ 1'0~1on~ •.• 
104rbid. o:>0n n~ 1ni l";)V~W c,,~ln n~ , ~ 7" lp nDi 

There was a point of e7Tl 1J'K1 N1il ,,Z) l 1'~ 
view t hat-held that the King could not iegislate in areas other 
than real estate or taxation . See , e . g ., Or i arua , Baba Kama , 
par . 446, quoted in the name of R. Fliezer of lVletz . Tha t was 
not , however , R. Bliezer ' s pos ition . Cf . L. Landman , op . cit. , 
p . 47 . 
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It is clear , however , that R. Eliezer considered all civil 

areas to be covered by the law of the l and. He waJ prepared 

to accept the emissaries of t he King as agents of a proper 

authority acting within the law . 105 Since the law of the 

land is binding , said R. Eliezer , there are times when we 

are compelled to djust our law so that it is consistent with 

it .106 The need to live in a Christian world was sufficient 

to force Jews to accept laws that were promulgated though 

they contradicted accepted Jewish tradition . 

There were gaonic authorities who counseled acceptance 

of Jewish law with but scant attention to the demands of 

secular law . This is the sense of the reaction of Tsemah 

aon to the legal problem of open space between buildings . 

In his reaction to the problem the gaonic authority expres

sed the view that Jews should be bound only by their own law, 

dissociating thems elves from any need to adhere to the law of 

the land . What was possible for the gaonic p8riod was impos

sible for our period . The authorities of our period were 

forced to overrule the Gaon and to hold that in the matter of 

air space secular law was to prevail , not only in litigation 

between Jews and gentiles , but in litigation b tween Jews as 

105R. F.liezer accepted the Talmudic dictum of n,,~ 
N~? ~ ::) N~,~~ found in Baba Kama , 113b , as is evident by 

his comments in Eben Haezer, 194d . 

106Eben lli.t.ezer , 3 • ac n -a::l 'n ,, lei., , , U" l "'T 1""~ u.-:o ••• 
Note also t be acceptance of r erchant law . See infra , Chapter 

· VII, footnote 58 . 
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weli.107 Despite the good personal relationships between 

Jews and Gentiles, the Jew had become increasingly aware of 

his minority position. It was not a pluralistic society in 

which Jews lived , but a monolithic one that sought to exert 

its will on every area of life. Hope was expressed in an 

earlier period that Jews would have the ability to live in an 

alien land solely by their ovm laws and their own traditions . 

I n time , however , that hope wa s abandoned and the law of the 

land was accepted as the only realistic course that was open , 

despite the periodic necessity to rule against their own 

tradition . At the same time , such acquiescence in community 

regulation applied only to proper and duly regulated opera

tion of government . When the government overstepped its bonds , 

when it gave its approval to lawlessness, Jewish authorities 

refused to give their own approval or to consent tacitly to 

such oppression , though their ability to act was severely 

limited . lOB 

That the Jews were prepared to accept government 

107Mordecai , ~ ., 553. , Mordecai quotes R. Tsemah Gaon 
as follows: ns,,w n~ ,n~ ,~ ,,~ ~n ~ n,w, , on,v n ,o,~ l~ Jin:,, .•• 

... u,w '1 "1%:l ; n n•J ) ,:,, on,w n , 0,0 l?'l u, m:, 

Note the discussion of the problem in D. Shohet, The Jewish 
Court in the Middle Ages , 112 ff . Unfortunately , Shohet not 
only misquotes , but ignores the principle of historical de
velopment. Note also the quotation in the responsum of the 
reaction of the French Rabbis to the question originally posed 
by R. Bliezer. 

108\Jhile they were prepared to enforce government edicts 
among their 01m people , they were not prepared to enforce acts 

-of lawlessness . See , e . g . , R. Meir of Rothenburg , Responsa 
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regulation as binding upon them did not imply that they were 

prepared to accept the gentile court as a valid court having 

authority over them. Quite to the contrary , the synod of 

1160 reitPrated the view that a resort to ~entile courts was 

improper . 109 It is important to understand , however , that 

the edict directed against the utilization of ~entile courts 

was meant for informers who arranged to summon their fellow 

Jews before the lentile court , either for their own benefit 

or out of sheer spitefulness . Despite an obvious preference 

fo r Jewish courts , the Takkana of R. Tam provided that utili

zation of the secular court would be proper if agreed t o by 

both parties in the presence of witnesses . It is most note

worthy that such an arrangement was possible . The Talmud 

provided a total prohibition against the use of secular courts 

under any conditions .110 The Takkana was directed then , not 

against the gentile courts , but against those Jews of the 

upper levels of society who utilized their position to s trike 

at their fellow Jews .111 We know of at least one case cited 

289 in the matter of expropriation of books . Note also the 
fa.~ous comment in Tosafot , B. K. 58a . ,~•n,~•30~ Ml'ir.>3 il'at, 
at:;iv, ,w W" t11t1 ••• u,,1t1 oipt, ?::>::>. D,• w,.!l 17.>:) " 'T1tl,;t? CltiU'llti"J !)!)U,Z,i!i 

.atni::>?r.>i Kl', n, l'N ,~i,~ l'i n,w,,, y•in nat n,lw? 

Cf . L. Landman , op. cit ., pp . 46- 58 . 

109L. Finkelstein , Jewish Self- Government in the 
Mi ddle Ages, p . 153 . 

llOG·ittin 88b . ,-,::a,, ';tzt n ,~"., ilK N:-? 12'3 l'rn Nw • "lf' r.> ',:, 
.on, pp,,n, "~w, nntt •N ~•,w• ~l'i, an•i•,~ ~"JN ~•J~,~ 

111Both Finkelstein (op . cit ., p. 156) , as well as 
Shohet (op . cit ., p. 85), seek to explain the use of gentile 
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by R. "Rliezer in which only one of the part i es to a dispute 

submitted a c&so f' or adjudicat ion to a gentile court ~Titho-::i:t; 

securin6 the consent of the SPcond part. In th~t case , said 

E. . T:liezer , pressure in the form of excommunic &t i on wr s t o be 

brought to bear on t he individual who went to the gentile 

court until it was withdrawn e..nd dealt with by a Jewish 
112 court. The Jew was often f orced to go into the gentile 

court in search of judgments aga inst Chris t i ~ns who owed him 

reoney ; there were al s o times in which the ,Jew was brought in

to the gentile court s a co- defendant with a gentile partner, 

At the same time , despite some suspicion of [ ·entile documents , 

courts in the case of mutual conGent as an expression of 
greater tolerance on the part of the authorities of our period. 
Landman (op . cit ., p . 87) rejects this theory a nd holds that 
the Takkana is but an extension of the Talmudic principle that 
in civil matters each person is essentially fre e to do what he 
wishes . Though Finkelste in may be wrong in relating this 
Takkana to the liberal legislation of this period (sum;:a, 
footnotes 25-30) , neither author paid sufficient attention 
to the first part cf the Takkana . As a matter of fact , 
F'inkelstein cannot understand what drew the leaders of the 
German and r rench com unity toge t he r if all that was accom
plished was a Takkana against inf ormers . Perhaps , says 
J inkelstein , a part of the Takkana has been lost , s ince such 
a promulgation had been m~de many times before . Landm&n com
ments on this aspect of the Takkana only in passing. It ap
pears to us that the major focus of the Takkana was the J ewish 
11 i nformer11 ho had ari sen to pl ague the Jewish conm.nmi ty as he 
had many times in the past • .An analysis of the rest of the 
Takkr na will r eveal the major preoccupat ion of the syno to 
bet-hose Jews of the privileged classes who sought to use 
t heir positions t o i nfluence the more traditional leadership. 
(See the case of fraudulent Kiddushin , Eben Haezer , 283a . 
Supra , Chapter III , f ootnote 49 .) Neither toleranc e nor the 
gentile court was the primary concern but the struggle within 
the Jewish comwuni ty in the ·;rake of the :Jecond Crusade . 

112.,. b II 193 ,._ · en aezer , c . 0' , .1 n , , r., 'll1lP:t , , .,, "T:11 :, , , 1 J , nnt'7r.> • • • . 
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they were 9ften accepted in Jewish oourts . ll3 

It would appear , then, t hat in our period the Jewish 

community was not as yet isolat ed from the Christian coIIlfilun

ity . It s dress was the same; the areas i n which Jews lived 

were t he same in which Ghristie..ns lived . Personal , daily 

contact was common and we can presume that personal rela

tionshi:IBwere possible . Even within our sources , we can 

note a much more realis tic , much more liberal attitude to 

the individual Gentile . \le have found , e . g ., thet Christians 

were associated with Jews in business partnerships . His 

religion , t hough conceived of as false , was a misdirected 

monotheism in the eyes of R. Eliezer ' s contemporaries 

rather than the thoroughgoing idolatory of the Talmudic 

period . On that basis , the medieval rabbis were prepared to 

take a somewhat more liberal attitude to such matters as 

1 Dl l'' or trading Christian objects . At the same time , 

the clouds of hatred and persecution had already begun to 

gather • .Anti-Jewish riots and massacres had already taken 

place . True , they had originated from the countryside and 

not from the cities in which Jews lived . The atmosphere , 

however, was an increasingly oppressive one , and we find an 

113M. Frank , Kehillot Ashkenaz U'Bate Dineihem, p . 63 . 
The evidence for the use of Gentile documents in a Jewish 
court is by no means conclusive in the case of Germany , since 
there . _ no extant references to the practise in the responsa 
literature . At the same time, there i s no reason to doubt the 
acceptance of the practise . Cf . L. Landman, Chapter VIII , 
footnote 28 . 
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increasing preoccupation with Jewish defense and with Jewish 

behavior calculated so as to not provoke the ire of the 

Chris tian population . There ~as concern, too, for the fact 

that Jews lived in a Christian world , and it was necessary , 

therefore , to adjust themselves and their traditions to the 

prevailing standards of tha t world. At the same time , we note 

on every page of our text the cultivation of the inner Jewish 

life that was to su~tain so many in the much more difficult 

days that were to lie ahead . 



CHA¥.r5R VI 

SOCILL HI~•.rORY 

Our sources reflect in part the position of women in 

medieval society . Rabbenu Gershom had promulgated in the 

eleventh century his 1eak:kanot prohibiting any person fro:.n 

divorcing his wife against her will or taking a second wife . 

As has been indicated , some authorities consider '2ben Haezer 

to be the first source to bear reliable witness to the ac

ceptance of Rabbenu Gershom ' s ordinances. 1 However , monogamy 

was already in R. Gershom ' s time part of the accepted pattern 
2 of Jewish life in Gemany . The prohibition by Rabbenu 

Gershom , noted by R. Eliezer , of divorcing a woman against 

her will was intended to be protective of woman ' s status in 

1Bben Haezer , 245d , 261c . See supra , Chapter III , foot
note 69 . 

2z. Falk , Jewish IJJatrimonial Law in the Hiddle Ages , pp . 
16- 18 . Falk ' s view is that monogamy found its way into the 
German community by degrees . Though monogamy was already the 
pattern in Rabbenu Gershom ' s time, occasional acts of bigamy 
took place without provoking opposition . In R. ~liezer ' s 
period no other possibility was envisaged . While Falk refuses 
to grant that ~. Eliezer had R. Gershom in mind, he feels 
that R. Eliezer b . Joel already ascribed the ban on polygamy 
to R. Gershom ' s Takkana . Such a refusal seems ill- founded . A 
young E. Fliezer b . Joel Halevi in all probability derived the 
tradition he transmitted from his grandfather . Still , Falk ' s 
gradualist approach to the acceptance of monogamy seems 
basically correct . Despite these his torical factors , Falk 

248 
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society . 3 

In our period , husbands were enjoined in the strongest 

terms agains t any physical abuse of their wives . There is 

every reason to believe that physical mistreatment of women 

was a rarity in Jewish circles while existing as a perennial 

problem in the Gentile world . The need for proper standards 

of moral behavior in J ewish families was continually pointed 

up by the authorities while fear was e~pressed lest the worst 

of Gentile practices have an effect upon Jews , too . Jewish 

~ husbands were penalized for any harm caused to their wives 

during the course of family altercations . 4 Jewish women 

(p . 19) corr ectly holds R. Gershom ' s ban to be a significant 
turning point in the life of the German community . 

3iven in the case of banning the divorce of a woman 
against her will , Falk refuses to grant that R. Eliezer had 
R. Gershom in mind . z. Falk , op . cit ., p . 117 . That R. 
Gershom mentioned a ban rather than only a prohibitory ordi
nance as noted by R. Eliezer seems to us to be merely a 
quibble . For the resolution of the problem that R. Eliezer 
did not mention R. Gershom by name , sees . Baron, A Social 
and Religious History of the Jews , Vol . VI , p . 137. Note also 
Zeitlin ' s comment that R. Gershom needed the consent of the 
community before promulgating his edict . See S. Zeitlin , 
"Rashi and the Rabbinate," JQR, Vol . 31 . See also supra , 
Chapter III , footnote 68 . 

4R. Meir of Rothenburg was concerned enough about the 
possibility to condemn it in the strongest terms , while 
noting the existence of the evil in Gentile 

\ ... 
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were engaged in business affairs , functionine as s torekeepers , 

m8rchants , moneylenders , and pawnbrokers . 5 Often t hey labored 

.at their husband ts side , but there were times , too , in which 

they worked alone , and were the sole source of support for 
6 

the family . H. Eliezer held that a woman acted in these 

areas not on her own initi8tive , but rather as t he agent of 

her h{isband . 7 She did not have t he right to te s tify or to 

bear witness before a court of law , although ohe was ~t times 

consulted by t he court afte~ the death of her husband with 

regerd to hi s affairs . 8 A husband could not esc2>.pe the 

responsibility of testifying on his wife ' s beha,lf. And yet, 

during the course of our period , the participation of women 

in economic life was so signifi.cant thE.t ~?. . Fliezer insis ted 

on givin~ women the right to testify in a court of l aw on 

rn&tters involving their own financiel interest . Ee wcs 

,.uick to point out that such consid ration was not extended 

to thom ss a matter of law . Rather , the testimony of women 

homes . ,nwtt nN n::itin , ••• 
~''" 1l'N ,,,jnjw ,,,jn nN n::ionZ) ,j ,,~nn, , n,, w•w 1l7l,p2) 

c,w, n,,~n, n,,,n 7lN 1::ij c,,~n ,,,, niil::il l''" ,nwNj, ,,,~::i~ 

(Responsum 81 , Prague edition) . 

iwJiy,, , n ,p ,n, , ,n,,J,, ,~,,nn, ~, nwiyn, nNT n,wio n•,l Jl 
~ ••• ,,, 'l'tl 7::ll 

Eben Haezer , 83d . n,0 a 1,,gN D' Wli11l7 n,n TOT~ ••• 
ni,p E> Ji n,y i £J Ji nwiigi n,1, t1 , n,,,, n 1l n 1l'I nitcwu, n,,Ju n, 

•c~]j Jn n 10 D1,~'EIK ntn J0Tl D' WlM ,::i ... n,,•pan, 
,30 . 
8 3d . 

8 Jhid ., 34b . 
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was in the crtegory of Takkanat Ha8huk and -vas based on the 

assumption that a woman testifyin-a: :for herself was important 

for the proner functionine; of t he econom/ . 9 

New economic con itions compelled a. ~liezer to em

barlr on this r adically new concept that women were to be 

treated 8S e~uals before the l aw . He was the fil"st to under

s t a.nd that women could not o out into t r1e marketpl ace freely 

and yet not bear legal responsibility for their actions . He 

was ur epared to change what had been till his time a funda

mental view of the place of women in the courts and their 

right to give t estimony despite the contrary view of prior 

authorities . By his ovm admiss ion ,. not only was there no 

precedent in the Ta lmud itself ; there was not a single gaonic 

source he· could quote in support of his view .. The only 

exception was that of R. Kalonymus of Lucca , whose view was 

compatible with his o~m .10 Rabbi F,liezer ' s influence was 

such t hat this new view of the place of qo:rnen was echoed by 

l ater authorities , as women consolidated their position i n 

the economic life of Germany . Only R. !lfeir b •. Baruch sought 

to limit the ability of wome.n to bear witness , but all other 

9Ibid ., 83d . n, n ,,~n nlpn D1WD ny,~~n ~ ~~~ 1• , 2 n•n ,~ 'SN ••• 
n,,:i~ See also 191b in which the consequences of a woman ' s 

disa,bili ty in the m2.rketple.ce were spelled out . p iwn n l pn was a 
category noted i n the Talmud , but was never employed with re
gard to "romen . ( R. :Eamroa , 115a) . The earlier period was one 
i n which women di d not play the same significant role they 
played in our time . See 2lso Z. Palk , op . cit ., pp . 144-145 . 
For a 1Cucid comment on Takkana t HaShuk, s ee Mai monides , Mishne ~ 

Ibi d ., 84a . Torah, Hilchot Geneva , Ch . 5, Par. 2. 
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sources supported R. Eliezer ' s thinking . ll 

Women were often l eft at home while their husba.nds 

travelled for long periods of tlme in search of trade . While 

·husbands ·were gone their wives were able to shif' t for t hem

selves . Often wives would be sent monies from a far in order 

for the family to be adequa·cely supported while the husband 

12 was away . A Takkana of R. Tam limited the period that an 

individual could absent himself from his home , for prolonged 

a bsences were quite common . 'l'he husband was enjoined against 

any absence of a period longer than eighteen months , and he 

was instructed to remain with his wife for a minimum of s ix 

months before setting out on another journey . During the 

cours e of his absence from home , he remained under the obli

gation of providing for the needs of his wife as well as 

providing properly f or the educution of his children . The 

court was utilized as a means of enforcing the T&kk:ane against 

111 . Finkelstein , Jewish Self-Government in the Mi ddle 
Ages , p. 378 . Finkelstein ' s position buttresses the com
ments made here on the uniqueness of B. 1~liezer ' s contribu
tion to the statue of women . Finkelstein goes perhaps too 
far in assessing the importanc e of R. Gershom' s role as the 
initiator of a movement towards greater rights for women . He 
is correct , however , in the importance he ascrib•; s to economic 
developments in influencin~ the position of women in Jewish 
society . Note Responsa of ~. Neir of Rothenburg (Cremona ed . ) , 
par . 35. 

12Fben Haezer , 202b. In the case under discuRsion, 
woman ' s husband had left home for a lengthy period of time 

and durirus his absence had sent her funds through an inter
mediary . The intermedi ary claimed that he wc1 s robbed on his 
way to deliver the money to his friend ' s wife and s_e s ought 
to recover the funds her husband had sent her . 
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any erring individual who was inclined to abandon his wi f e 

and family •13 'ilhile women went out more into the world in 

our period , they did not mix freely wit11 rr.en . 14 • Eliezer 

took note of a tendency towards extreroism , be:1ond the demands 

of Jewish law , in the separation of the sexes . He noted, 

e . ::, . , the CU..:, tom of a man not eating with his wife during 

her menstrual period , as well as the tendency of so~ women 

not even to cook or to bake f or their husbands , contrary to 

the more 1 beral views of the Talmud . Such stringencies were 

wholly unnecessary , said R. f liezer , and const i tuted zeal that 

was completely misplzced . 15 At the same time complete separ

ation of the sexes ez.i s ted at worship and at all other public 

gatherings .16 

13L. Finkelstein , op . cit ., pp . 168-169 . The length of 
time an individual could remain away from home vari ed in dif
ferent recensions of the Takkana . According to ~inkelstein , 
the reading eighteen months was preferable to the twelve month 
period indicated in some texts . 

14-
. I . Abrahams J Jewish Li fe :in -the J',~i ddle Ages , p . 25) 

did not consider the development of separation of the sexes 
during prayer to have taken pl ace till the thir t eenti c entury ,
a view tha t i s rather ~xtreme . 

15Eben Haezer , 137c , 141b . \Jhile -• ::-~liezer di sap
proved of this part icular stringer~cy , he expressed himself in 
favor of a tendency to be s tringent rather than liberal in 
areas that deal t with separation of the sexes . 

16R. ~liezer .did not specifically mention at any time 
the existence of separate gnlleri As f or women in the synagogues. 
1: .e.earliest reference to such galleries in the German Jewish 
community is that of Iv1ordecai ( Sab . 311) . Despite the cla ims 
of s ome (supra , i'ootnote 14) , there i s no reason to hold that 
this constitutes proof of t he origin of the s eparate gc1llery 
i n the thirtsenth century . 
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The religious needs of the Jewish womEn were taken into 

consideration by the authorities , thouch t he relir ious life 

of the community wc..s carried forward by men , not wo en . If 

-sbe ,,res desirous of blessing the lulay during· the fest2. •ro.l 

of ;.raberrrncle s , she was permitted to d.o so , thou{"h she was 

not under a religious oblig tion to perform the cornmandment. 17 

:::.;xcept for incursions into the economic arena by some women , 

they were by and large sheltered in their home and were pre

occupied with the domestic dut i es and responsibilities of a 

wife in Israel . 'J:hey were not completely illiterate . An 

attempt was made to give them a rudimentary knowledge of the 

Hebrew language , and at times even the ability to understand 

the :Sibl e itRf'lf' . Emphe.sis was put particularly on those 

areas of Jewish law that had special application to the life 

of women . There were women s albeit f ew in number, who at

tained sufficient proficiency to be turned to as e. source of 

authority in Halachic matters . ':i e know , too, that it was not 

unusual for women in Germany to be proficient in the prepara

tion of Tzizit and even to manufacture them under the super-
18 vision of their husbands . All the same , the main burden of 

17Bben Haezer , 63c . It is true that i . ~liezer based 
himsel f on Talmudic precedent(~, 96b) . However , his com
ment in favor of women fulfillin6 such a commandment f ollowed 
one view . There was another , morE restrictive view that held 
for their exclusion from the fulfillment of this particular 
kind o f co~mandment . 

18s eMag Hi .. l chot Ts i tsit ,· · par . 26 , 
Cf . n. l+uAemann , u-e s ch1cbte a.es Erziehungswesens und der 

Kultttr der Juden in Frankreich and Deutschland , p. 232 . 
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the education of young girls was in the domestic area. 

Jewish women; on the whole, were married before they had the 

- opportunity to study. In contrast, gentile women in general 

were much more cultured and knowledgeable of the cultural 

niceties of life.19 On the other hand , the moral state of 

Jewish women was beyond reproach . Despite the long absences 

of their husbands and the arranged nature of their marriages , 

Jewish women remained loyal to their marriage vows , and pros

titution was unknown. 20 

Education was a family responsibility . The obligation 

,.. to teach a child was clearly that of his father , as provided 

by Talmudic tradition. 21 Often parents would engage a tutor 

for their child , occasionally brought from another city and 

employed on the basis of a yearly contract . 22 He would live 

with the family and bear responsibility for the education of 

19In the Christian world , culture and education were 
understood to be the virtual preoccupation of women and were 
not considered important enough to be dealt with by men. See 
K. Weinbold, Die Deutschen Frauen in dem Mittelalter , Vol . II , 
99 ff . 

20In the entire compendium of R. Eliezer there is not a 
single reference to marital infidelity . Cf . A. Neuman , ~ 
Jews in Spain , Vol. II , 3 ff . 

21Kiddushin , 29a,: 

22Eben Haezer , 204d. 
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the child until he acquired sufficient knowledge to move on 

to a school of higher learning. The teacher was in every 

sense a professional . He was employed for pay and not merely 

in exchange for board , despite the Talmudic pref'erence for 

teachers serv~ without pay. R. Meir of Rothenburg insisted 

that a teacher must not have any other occupation while he is 

in the employ of his master. 23 There were certain profes

sional standards that could be demanded of a teacher . Ex

cessive fasting or rising too early for purposes not directly 

related to the teacher ' s work could be prevented by the 

father . 24 Specific v rses were copied out of the Bible , and 

were used by the children as their study texts when they began 

their study of the Bible through the utilization of the por

tion of the week . 25 

23Responsa of R. Meir of Rothenburg . Prague ·d ., 667 . 
See also Tosafot , ~ ' 63a . 

24Ibid . 

25Eben Haezer , 281c . The exact course of study is dif
ficult to ascertain , particularly because its supervision was 
not delegated to the community. While it consisted primarily 
of sacred texts, Jews did gain sufficient secular knowledge 
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Immediately after the child ' s circumcision, there was 

a ceremony of symbolic initiation into Torah that took place 

at the infant ' s crib. 26 The child began his formal study of 

Torah at the age of . six,. 27 when a ceremony of consecration 

to the study of Torah took place in the synagogue during the 

festival of Shavuot. He was given at that time a s l ate 

covered with honey, boil~d eggs, as well as little cakes to 
28 symbolize the sweetness of Torah . He began his s tudy of 

the alphabet , with the help of a long pointer , as often used 

on the child as on the blackboard . The child proceeded to the 

study the Bible , beginning with the book of Leviticus and con

tinuing t hrough the other books of the Bi ble . Study was 

to read and write the language of the country , particularly 
in those a reas that touched on t heir business dealings . See 
A. Neuman , The Jews in Spain , Vol . II , 70 ff~ for a discus
sion of parallel developments in the early childhood educa
tion of the Spanish Jewish community . 

26Mahzor Vitry , par . 50 . The custom was introduced to 
symbolize the importance of Torah and apparently related to 
the ceremony of circumcision. A Hum.ash was put in the in
fant ' s crib and ten men stood around it int oning "May this 
child uphold what is written therein . " The text is also 
quoted in Asaf ' s collection of source marerie.l on t he history 
of educa tion, S. Asaf , L'Toledot HaHinuch B'Yisrael , p , 2 . 

27see Baba Bathra 219~ The starting time of 
~six years old was determined in part by the child's nature. 

28The custom i s originally quoted by Eliezer of Worms 
(8efer Rokeah , Hilchot Atsenet) . It was in effect during 
our time . Note in thi s regard the comments of ,,L . Zunz, 
Zur Geschichte und Literatur , p. 168, and M. Gudemann , op. cit ., p . 54. 
The foll owing is the comment mad~ by R. Eliezer of Worms : 

,~ nl nl w ,g; niy,~w~ ii~,, nip i l,nn 7, ~,w, ~w 1l'n , ~R lnl~ 
?Y 7nili • • • , ,,nR p,l,nn, ~"RT~ n,R, niR ,~ ~,n R,,p, ••• n,,n 

••• ,l1W?~ n,,n,Rn ?YW w~,n ,YlM ,n,,, W~i ~y~ n,,n 

1 
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aided with the utilization of a particular melody for each 

of the texts studied as well by swinging motions of the 

body . The vernacular was used in the elucidation of dif

ficulties. The average student progressed beyond the study 

of Bible to that of the Mishna and Gemara . 29 Although the 

role of the teacher was important and respected, most of the 

time he was not paid well enough by the community to make 

ends meet; at times he was forced to depend upon individual 

charity in order to survive. 30 The system of elementary 

education was eminently successful, for many well-qualified 

students were produced for the higher schools of Jewish 

learning. 31 The German Academies had a consummate 

29sefer Hasidim, par . 308. Cf . M. Gudemann , op . cit. , 
p . 55 . 

30Note the Takkanot brought into being by Rabbenu Tam 
in order to improve the financial. lot of the teacher . 
Responsa of R. Meir of Rothenburg (Prague ed . ) , 158b. Among 
other provisions, R. Tam al.lowed the teacher to retain his 
student ' s book until his fee was paid . 

31see supra, Chapter I, passim in which the number and 
quality of German scholars is extremely impressive in a rela
tively new Jewish community . 
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influence upon the culture of the surrounding area , and 

students , including Rashi in his earlier years , came in 

l arge numbers to s tudy . 32 As we have noted , it was common 

practise for a r enowned scholRr such a s R. Pliezer to have 

a number of s tudents boarded et his expense while engaged 

in their studies . 

The cultural environment W EI S on,e in which t he a cquisi

tion as well as the s tudy of books was of grea t importance . 

Books were very expens ive a nd were shar ed by read ers a s much 

a s possible . 33 Their return in proper condition of t eD. was 

t he subject of di sputation and even lit i gation between lender 
"' 
and borrower . 34 :Money was lent with books as colla teral . 

Sales of books were important enough to necessitate the 

writine of a leeal document to subs t antiate the sale . 35 

1.\l'ealthy patrons engar·ed scribes to virit e volumes for t hem on 

a yearly basis . 36 Books needed f or teaching were copi ed most 

32s ee supra , Chapter I , footnote 23 . Note , however , 
Zeitlin ' s theory that Rc:.shi came , not as a young student , but 
as an established scholar . See & . Zeitlin, '.'Rashi e.nd the 
Rabbinate , " ·ifQR , Vol . 31 . 

33 As an exci.mple , a Humash in the possession of one in
dividual cos t 3 Zakukim (Eben Ilaezer, 72a). In contrast , a 
pearl was worth 2 Zakukim 0 Jben Haezer , 199b) . Yote Zunz ' s 
comments on the cos t of' books . (zur Geschichte und Literatur, 
p . 212) . For an evaluation of t he worth of t he Zakuk in our 
period , see infra , Chapter VII . 

34s ben Haezer , 198c. 

35ill,g._., 80c d . 

36ill.9_. , 204d . 
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frequently . The Hu.mash , for example , was mentioned mos t 

frequently arriong thos e books copied by a scribe. While 

prayers were reci tea. from memory , occasional prayers such as 

.S ' lihot were committed to writing and produced in sufficient 

quantities to be utilized in s J naeogue worship . 37 There was 

• an a cute shortage of texts . A book , said R. Bliezer , ought 

to be l ent , with or without a fee . 38 Nevertheless , s ome 

people derived considerable financial f ain f rom lendine: books 

in the i r libr aries for a fee. 39 Securing adequate texts for 

the Academies mus t have been difficult , but the variety of 

texts quoted by R. Eliezer shows th t a wi,3 e r ange of texts 

were available to the learned . 40 

A vocalized text of a Hu.mash , 
I 

commanded a hi gher price than one that was un

vocalized . 41 There were no c ommunal librar i es; all l ibraries 

were private in character . 

37Ib"d 299 n,n ,,c ?W 0, 0 ,,~1 , p ••• --L· , - a . 
On the use of prayer books , see infra , Chapter VIII . 

38Ibid. . , 299b . • •• , , :ram, , , , Nwn, T , , i 1» 3H1 a,, :i 'T TI TD tt ,n 1 IJ ow ••• 
-

/ Sef er Has i di m, par. 868 . Cf . 
39 . . M. Gudemann , op . cit ., p . 231 . 

40: ben Baezer , 299a . R. ~liezer referred apparently 
to a s ingle text containi:t¥?; Baba Kamma , Baba r.Tezia , and 
Baba rathra . Gee supra , Chapter II , for a listing of the 
sources used by R. Eliezer . 

41Ibid ., 197b . In tbis case , the price of the Humash 
was one Za.kuk , unvocalized , and three Zakukim , vocalized • 
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It is evident from many references to the vernacular in 

Eben Haezer that the vernacular was known and understood by 

the Jews of the time . It was utilized not only as an aid in 

teaching younger children , but also at tin:Es to explain rele

vant material to w,omen who had little knowledge of Hebrew . 42 

R. Bliezer used the vernacular in order to explain words or 

concepts that were difficult for his readers . 43 However , 

the word endings were characteri8tically French rather than 

German . A suggestion has been made that the Jews of the time, 

having come from France , retained French as their mother 

tongue long after their ini~ial settlement . 44 

The Jews of our period had some measure of general 

education . At a minimum they had to be adequately :prepared 

to deal with the c•)mplexities of business affairs ; they pos

sessed more than a passing knowledge of the secular world of 

the time . However , the ma jor concern of the i r adult educat i on

al endeavors became more and more preoccupat i on with Talmudic 

literature , at times even to the excl usion of the Bibla. 45 

42 Or Zarua , Pt. 1, par. 186 . See al s o Sefer Has idim, par . 588 • 
. Cf . N. Gudemann , op . cit ., p . 230 . 

43There are upwards of forty separate references to the 
vernacular in li!ben Haezer . 

44N:)te here the long appendix of Gudemann in which he 
holds strictly to that view . M. Gudemann , op . cit ., pp . 273 
ff . At the same time it is clear that the Jew managed rather 
well in the m9.rket place . If his mother tongue was indeed 
French, he certainly had some additional knowledge of German . 

45see supra , footnote 30 . Even in the case of Spain , 
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R. Fli ezer manifested some interest in philosophy and pos

sessed some knowled~e, though rather limited , of the classics 

in philosophy of his time . His view was su..fficiently enlight

ened to deny the literalness of Talmudic anthropomorphism. 46 

He was familiar, too , with Se.adia and utilized Saadia ' s 

formulations in his work . 47 

In his work , he stressed the self- sufficiency of 

Talmudic study . At the same time , he did not cons ider 

Biblical or even philosophica l interest as being beyond the 

ken of the budding scholer of the Talmud as long as it did 

not take him too fa.r afield . 

Education was a prime factor in determining the status 

of a family , o~ particular importance in an age of arranged 

marrieges . Status was determined in other ways as well . If 

there was a tendency to concentrate on Talmudic study despite 
the greater breadth of view among the intellectuals of Spanish 
Jewry . At no time were secular studies made a formal part of 
any curriculum; such secular knowledge as did exist was im
parted through a system of private tutors . 1'~or further dis
cussion of education in Spain &nd the contrast with the 
.Ashkenazic communities , see A. Neuman, The Jews in Spa in, 
Vol . II, 64 ff . 

46Bben Haezer , 88d . 

47Ibid ., 86d . R. Eliezer did not quote Saadia ' s phil
osophic~, but his commentary to the Book of Proverbs . R. 
Eliezer did not know Arabic , but this particula r passage is 
also found in Judah b . Barzillei ' s commentary to Sefer 
Yetsirah. Probably R. Eliezer derived hi s knowledge of Saadia 's 
text from the Hebrew commentary of his Sp2.nish contemporary . 
8ee H. r:.-alter , ~Jaadia Gaon , p . 320 . See also supra , Chapter 
I , footnote 110 . 
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the family seEt in t he synagogue was sold f or any rea.son, 

it wa s cons idered to be a nnH1Zl DJ.D , a f amily defe, t 

in marriage arrangements . 48 8imilarly , i f t he f amily was 

successful in producing a vaunt ed Talmudic s t udent , its 

status in the community was consider~bly improved . The 

marriage of a member of t he f amily was a matter of deep 

conc r-: rn to the entire f amily . }i.arriages wer e arranged , 

• either through a membe r of the f amily , or through a profes-

s ional marri-:,.ge bj·oker for a fee. 49 The marrie,ge broker ' s 

fee wa.s paid before the weddine took place , irnmedia tely 

after the t erms had been off icially nccepted by both sides • 

The arrangements f or the match were sol emnized a t a gathe ring 

of both families when g ifts were exchanged . The marriage 

broker was often a person of status in the community , a 

schol ar of note who engaged in t he practice of matchmaking 

for reasons of charity or for the purpose of supplementing 

his income . A father had the personal responsibility of 
50 

arranginr; & match for his son . In many instance s t he young 

couple did not even see one another before they were official-

51 ly engaged . The arrangements for the future marriage were 

48 Ibid ., l'lld . 

491 esponsa of H . I"!eir of LOthenburg , par . 498 . H. 
l'-:eir quoted R . Simcha Or Zarua in affirming tbe vfe,w that 
matchmakers should receive compensation above .and beyond 
their expenees i n fulfillinR" thiE, important f~nction . 

5~en Haezer , 299c. 

5113ben Haezer, 262c . 
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considered to be bindinG on t~P concerned parties , and 

ordinarily pledges were deposited with ,. guare...ntor should 

one of the parties defau.l t . 52 R. }U i ezer was himself a par 

ticipant in such arr angements , when he acted as the guarantor 

for the dowry of t he daughter of R. Jacob b . Isaac Halev1 . 53 

r!ctrriages were often arranged well before the a ge of 

puberty. Despite the n.almud ' s opposition to such arrange

ments , the authorities of the time permitted the early ar

rangements to be made becav.s e of the uncertain economic 

status of the Jewish comruuni ty . R. Tam p,~r haps put it best 

nnd it is evident tha.t he w~.s speaking not only for the Jewry 

of Fr ance but that of Germany as well . 

D 1W?J nut2p "'!:IN 1,P nU!l w, p, D.,lnU UNW ,w:i, , ... 
o,N ,,~ ps • o ~ , CNi 1l'?Y ~~ln0 n"l? l ~ a, ,, o ,, ,~~~ 
,,~i ~,~~o n, n, N? 10T ,nN? NDW N'l ,,l ,n~, nn , ,w~, 

. o,,, , nl1 l ~ ,n~ ~wn, 

••• And. in our t ime it has become customary to 
bet:r-othe one ' s daughter even before she is twelve 
years of age because of our fate in the Rxile that 
is brought home t o us more forcefully each succeeding 
day . Por if n mrm has the capacity to give his 
daughter a liberal dowry , it may happen that later be 
will be unabl e to provide l-lis daughter wit t a d owry 
and she may remain unmarried.54 

52J . T✓iueller , Teshubo t Rc.chme Tsorfat V' Luter , par . 27 . 
The responsum is a ttributed to Rashi . ,,nK n~ ?P y~,K, ii•w~ ... 
,,om' ,~ ,,,nnw nl~ ~~ 0•1~~pn ,,~ ,, nc,wn ,n,1n, an,,~, ,0,,p, 

••• 1l ,~,, 

53Mordecai , Baba Bathra, par . 651 . 0 ee supra , Chapter 
I , footnote 13 . 

54Tosafot , Ki dduehin , 41a . 
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Despite the prevalence of early marri&ges, the young 

people were not compelled to enter into a marriage that was 

not to their liking. Although it did not occur very often , 

a young girl could and did expre ss her dissatis f action with 

arrangements made on her behalf by he r f &ther . Similarly , a 

boy sometimes witndrew from marital commitment made for him 

by his f ather even though gifts were already exchanged with 

the family of the gir1 . 55 

Ibe bride ' s dowry was an important consideration in 

marriage . '1rhen a dowry could not be provided - y the family , 

as in the case of an orphan , a proper dowry became the 

responsibility of the entire community . 56 The dowry took 

different forms , R. Eliezer reported that proceeds of a 

business were designo.ted as dowry; real estate owned by the 

father was also set aside for the purpose . 57 Tho dowry was 

mentioned. in the text of the Ke tu.bah , and it was returned to 

the wif e a.t the time of dissolution of the marriage , either 

through the death of the husban4 or divorce . The Ketubah, 

though a legal inr trument , varied .widely in its formulation . 

There was a tendency to increase artificially the amount of 

55Eben Haezer , 299c . 

56s ee supra , footnote 53 . As we have already noted 
(Chapter I , footnote 184) , it is probable th c:-t R. Jacob was 
already dead and R. o: liezer fulfilled for the community the 
important commandment of providing a d owry f or a bride. 

571.l2i9-. . , 36ab . Cf. A. Neuman , op . cit . , Vol . II, 27 . 
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the dowry listed in the Ketubah, but with the tacit und er

standing that the am0unt to be paid was considerably less 

than that specified in the document. 58 Exaggera ion in the 

amount of the dowry incorporated in the Ketubah could become 

all too easily a source of friction in the community , for 

the authorities were concerned that it would divide the 

rich from the poor . As a result , they instituted a standard 

formula for the dowry in the Ketubah . The new formula also 

established the principle that the dowry for a minor was to 

be equivalent to that of an adult marriage , a significant 

step when child marriages had increased considerably . 59 The 

formula for the dowry provision as found in the Ke tu bah of 

R. Eliezer ' s time is one of the earliest examples of the 

standardization of the Ketubah. It reads as follows: 

T'~ ~nr~ T'~ ,o~~ T'~ n,, n?Ylni N'l,il Ni i ... 
T',~'' T'iDn ,~n No,,, , w,Dw~, ~w,~,, 'lKD~ 

••• and that dowry which she brought in to him in 
silver or in gold , in garments o60in bed linen 
totalling fifty litres in value. 

58 Ibid ., 206c . L. Epstein , The Jewish ~arriage 
Contract , p. 104 . See also Tosafot , ~ -, 65b . 

59 ~ -, 206c . 

60rbid ., 206b . The text is rather close to our own , 
but is not identical with it . According to Epstein (The 
Jewish Marriage Contract , p . 102) the first standard dowry is 
to be found in Mahzor Vitry. It is possible, however , that 
the text quoted by R. Eliezer predated that of ¥iahzor Vitry . 
The new standardization spread quickly in the German and French 
communities . The text of :t-'iahzor Vitry (par . 543) reads as 
follows: l'~ ~n,~ l'~ ,o~~ T'~ n,~~ n,~0 n,, n?Ylni K'l1il Ki, ••• 
,,;y ,~,p ,~n 10 Koiy ' W1DW~ T'~ (n,,,) (n,,,) , w,~w~ l'~ l'~,w~n~ 

•.. a•~,~ D'~'Wmn l'l11~~ ,~~DD l',~'' D'WDTI~ 'l1?0 ·,~ 'l1?m ·, 
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In addition to the dowry , a generous husband provided for 

Mattan , known es Tosefet Ketubah in the text of the Ke tubah . 61 

R. Eliezer took note of the fact that the German rabbis of 

an earlier time reduced the Tose,fet Ketubah to a standard 

formula so as not to embarrass the poor . 62 The marriage 

contract , when it was eventually redeemed by the widow or 

divorcee , was paid for not from the sale of real property 

as was the case in the Talmud , but rather out of moveable 

property , which had become the source of wealth in our 

period . 63 

Some of the marriage ceremonies of the period still 

retained the Talmudic practice of having two parts , one the 

ceremony of Erus i n in which the bride was publicly bethrothed 

to her intended husband , without cohabitation taking place. 

At a later time , often exceeding a year in duration , another 

ceremony of Nisuin took place in which both were brought 

under the marriage canopy after which the marriage was con

summated . Such a procedure was often helpful in the case of 

extremely young marriages . Dividing between the two cere

monies and allowing for a lengthy time span between them 

61L. Epstein , The Jewish Marriage Cont r act , p . 79 . 

62Eben Haezer , 26lab . ,~n , n,~,~n n,~ D'liwN in i J ; n ,~~ ,,~y, 
••• ,, l'MW ,~ nM ~,,~, ~?W 'lY?, ,,~~, ,nM nnc,n il pn, W''~' 

Note the historical development of Mattan as given by 
Epstein , The Jewish Marriage Contra.ct , Chapter 5. 

631.!2!Q.. , 295d . 
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had too many abuses , and so gradually over the course of time 

the separate ceremonies merged with one another . During ou~ 

period , both procedures were common . 64 It was not necessary 

that the marriage be presided over by a rabbi . As long as 

there were ·witnesses , the demands of Jt.'wish law were met . 65 

The usual way f or Kiddushin to t ake place was through the 

recital of the marriage formula and the blesr1ings under the 

Euppa. 

A marriage ceremony was an occasion for great rejoicing , 

not only for the family , but for the entire community . The 

women of the community were dressed in their finest clothing 

a.nd displayed their jewelry . 66 Grains of wheat were dis

tributed to the young men as well as the children to throw 

64The pattern was by no means universal in R. Eliezer ' s 
time . In some instances , the ceremonies were merged with one 
another . Ree , e . g ., Mahzor Vitry , p . 588 . In others , a 
clear separat j on existed between the two ceremonies . This 
appears to be the underlyine circumstance in the famous case 
dealt with by R. Eliezer (Eben Haezer , 283a) in which there 
was a fraudulent betrothal of a young woman and which was 
solved only after nn assemblage of the great authoritie s of 
the time had taken place . Cf . A. Neuman , op . cit ., Vol . II , 
31 . Note Falk ' s long and detailed study of the two ceremonies 
(op . cit ., pp . ~5-85) that is compatible with the material · 
pres ented here . 

65Falk holds that from the eleventh century onward there 
crune into being a public ceremony of Nisuin in which there was 
participat ion of an official personaGe sufficiently knowledge
able in the law to supervise the proceedings (i . Falk , Q.E • 
£1:.i ., p . 83). Though it i s true t hat ouch a cust om had come 
into exis tence in our time , it was not as yet universal . 
Note in t hi s re£ard the intere s ting par allels drmn by Falk 
between Jewish end Christian practise . 

66}_:ben Ilaezer , 205b . ,Jewish women were usually loathe 
to d:i.s pl ey their jewelry cons picuou3ly becr ... use of the 
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at the couple when the bride was accepted by the husband 

from the hands of he r father . 67 After the ceremony , a glass 

was broken, and the wine used in the ceremony was spilled 

away. 68 There was music anc. dancing, &.s all participated 

with great delight in the celebration . The weddi ; -of-ten 

t.Qok place in a weddi1;g hall set as i de for tr. t r,ur ,.. os e by 

t :be co~~unity . The young couple was often forced by 

circumstances to live for a time in the home of the bride 1s 

parents , without pa:;ment of rent , while the huoband estab

lished himself . This procedure became standard practice 

because of the tender age of most of the couples, though it 

was definitely contrary to Talmudic thinking . 69 There were 
7,0 

some instances of divorce and unhappy marriages . By and 

large , however , the community was remarkably free from the 

problem. Divorce, when it did occur, bore with it no stigma 

potential dangers to them . Bven in this responsm, t~e 
matter under discussion involved the theft of a piece of 
jewelry during the course of a wedding celebration. 

67rbid., 258b . n~n p,n, n,~,cn nTl ,inl l~~~, ,, ~.,l, ... 
••. n•l~ ,,;,;--ii,~n ?lpDw n1wl n,~, 7nn w~, ,y 7•p,,1, np, n,, o•,inl, 

68Ibid ., 96c . R. Eliezer took note of the custom of 
spilling~y the cup of wine, but he apparently did not 
agree that it was proper or appro riate . 

69 r osafot , iddushir- , 12b. 
an,~n n•ll a,,,w nTn lDTl O•lnnn l'~D,c MT,, ••• 

70Eben Haezer, 284b, in which R. Eliezer brought the 
text of a writ of divorce in use at the time. 
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and the rabbis in no way castigated those who were obliged 

t k d . 71 o see 1.vorce . They were preoccupied with the details 

of writing the writ of divorce to make certain that the 

divorce would be valid when presented . ·l e have already 

noted the attempt made to protect women through a ban placed 

on divorcing a woman ae,f".ins t her will . 72 Yet the strain on 

Jewish ~arried life must have been great with husbands often 

off on extended trips in search of an adequate living for 

their families . 

Notwithstanding medieval repressions , the atmosphere 

among Jews was joyous and lighthearted at festivals and 

holidays . The children played nut games , especially at 

Passover , 73 and ½all@ID.es were played in the streets on the 

holidays . 74 In the case of adults , the game of chess was 

71This does not imply that the rabbis were unconcerned 
over the occurrence of divorce . Quite to the contrary , they 
were shaken by the prospect of divorce and wept aver the 
tragedy that it brought in its wake . Despite this concern , 
when divorce did occur , it did not carry with it the stigma 
of social nisgrace . Note L. Rabinowitz , Jews of Northern 
France in the 12th-14th Centuries , pp . 153-156 . Rabinowitz 
goes much too far in asserting the acceptability of divorce . 

72Falk has noted another reform of our period that is 
of significance (Z. Falk , op . cit ., p. 141) . The custom of 
giving a divorce, in the presence of authority , is extremely 
old . However , Falk asserts t hat beginning in our p0T.iod 
divorce became actually contingent upon the prior agreement 
of the community . He sees this as occurring in part because 
of contact with parallel Christian developments . 

73Eben Haezer , 164d . 

74Tosafot , Betsa , 12a • .,,.,::,::i ppnwc'T ' :O J 7n::> 111 1t ,,n., ••• 
,,?:i •act> 'l ? D ? ,., i pu, Tho1.;i_gh the games referred to originated 

in France rather than in Germany , such games were played in 
Germany a s well . 
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well known, and gamblinf existed . The German rabbis were 

harsh in their condemnation of gambling . A person who 

gambled r an the risk of expulsion from the syna@·ogue . 75 

Despite the risk , games of chance did occur , particularly 

t hose played with dice . Such games were played f or money; 

at times , they were indulged in only for enjoym.ent . 76 The 

problem of gambling continued indefinitely, and was a contin

uous source of perplexity and annoyance to the a.uthorities. 77 

Though the attitude of the German rabbis was not puri

tanic?l, they rerr.ained concerned with possible promiscuity 
( 

arising out of contact between the sexes . Dancing occurred 

· at festivals by adults as well as children , although this 

practice was forbidden by later German authorities . They 

censured freely those who se standards of public behavior were 

not circumspect . A woman whose dress was not ~odest , who 

spoke too freely with strangers in the rrarket place , or who 

75v.ben Haezer , 22Sc . n0:1::H1 n•:lr.> ?npn 1n·uP:11Mw •z:> ••• 
~•~,p~ pnww •lmD 

Note a quotation of the text in ftordecai , San_,_ 695 . 
See also supra , Chapter IV, footnote 14 . 

76~ ., 224d • . See also Mordecai , San , 690 . 

77Note the informative article by L. Landman , "Jewish 
.At t itides Toward Gambling , " Part I--11 The Professional and 
Compulsive Gambler , " JQR, Vol . LVII . (.April , 1967) , 1-21 , and 
Part II--"Individual a nd Communal :Sfforts to Curb Gambling , " 
J'C2R , Vol . LVIII (,July , 1967) , 34- 62 . Landman proves beyond 
question that gambline wa~ practised by Jews over the course 
of the centuries . Moreover , attempts to control gambling on 
the part of a disa pproving community were often unsuccessful . 
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was too loose in her behavior with the young men of the com

munity would find herself subject to official censure by the 

community. 78 Though concerned with mode-sty of dress , the 

members of the Jewis community saw no harm in dressing 

themselves more beautifully when the occaeion re ui 

Note has already been taken of the pains members of the com-
79 

munity took with their dress at festivities . Among pers.ons 

of wealth , the latest modes of dress were displayed which 

roused the ire and censure of the preachers of the time . 

,Extravagant jewelry of worth was used by Jewish women. 80 

Rings were worn by men as well as by women , though the time 

had long passed when rings were still utilized to seal letters 

and documents . Earrings , necklaces , and bracelets were 

precious ornaments worn by Jewi sh women though they were not 

displaye4 conapic~ously. They were intended , said the author

ities , for the pleasure of their husbands and were not to be 
81 shown in the market place . 

Living standards were high; there was an abundance of 

78Eben Haezer , 272a . n,:i,r.,, a,1tn 'l:l? r!'n,,,,t n~"lt>'1 ••• 
w,r.,wn 'P OY ?Y n,,p n:v0wr.,, a,,,n:in a, npnwr.,i p,w:i c,~ 'l:t. ~~ a, 

The quotation of R. Eliezer was based on a Mishna in Ketubot 
(72a), but R. Eliezer went beyond the Niehanic statement in 
defining loose or improper behavior on the part of women. 

79 Supra, ·footnote #66. 

80Eben Haezer , 82b , 199a, 199c , 205b . The number of 
instances in which jewelry was owned by Jews could be multi
plied . They often converted their wealth into precious stones 
to make it easier to transport from place to place as well as 
to hide on their persons in case of an emergency . 

81Tosafot , Shabbat , 64b . 
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servants as well as slaves who ministered to the physical 

needs of Jewish families . 82 Jews were dressed like their 

neighbors , and one was hard put to distinguish a Jew by 

his dress . A truly distinctive dress was imposed upon Jews 

at the Third Lateran Council in 1215 . The Council imposed a 

special badge upon the Jews precisely because Jews were 

otherwise not distinguishable from non-Jews . 83 There were 

indeed several other factors that tended to set off the gar

ments of Jews . They were primarily religious in nature , for 

Judaism ruled on certain aspects of Jewish dress , such as the 

~ prohibition against mixing different varieties of materiai .84 

Their prohibition extended also to bright garments , primarily 

because they had long considered them to be exciting and 

tending to lasciviousnesa . 85 Jewish garments tended to favor 

those of a darker hue . During times of persecution, J ews 

82Eben Haezer , 68c , 119b et . al . 

83s. Grayzel , The Church and the Jews in the 13th 
Century , p . 65, footnote 112 . The issue of how soon the Jews 
of time abided by the decrees of the Council and how wide~ 
spread they were meant to be is one that is hotly debated by 
scholars. 

84Eben Haezer , 84a , 247b. 

85sifre , 81. The wearing of brightly hued garments 
was especially popular among Christians during the course of 
our period . 
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laid aside their ordinary garments and disguised themselves . 86 

There was a tendency on the part of Jewish women to 

be ostentatious in their clothing, a tendency that the 

rabbis fought , but with little succes s . They were as much 

concerned with the seriousness of anti-Jewish reaction to 

such ostentation as they were with the moral evils of ex

cessive luxury and sumptuousness.87 Women were compelled to 

cover ·their heads at all times , often with a thin veil in the 

street and with a housecap at home . Through their hair they 

entwined multicolored threads by which the veil was tied on; 

such threads known as fJ,p (Kranz) were made of gold and 

silver and were decorative in nature . 88 Women were insistent 

on their need to arrange their hair properly, even on the 

Scbbath . The authorities , therefore , were forced to withdraw 

86 s~nhedrin , 74b . The possibility of disguise in no 
way contradicts the view that there was no official costume 
worn by the Jews of the time . The fact that they abstained 
from wearing a particular type of costume made it possible 
for them to escape detection at moments of great peril . See 
also Sefer Hasidim , par . 220 . 

87on the basis of a statement made by R. Eliezer (234a) , 
one is lead to the belief that the problem was not severe in 
his own time . 

88Eben Haezer, 147c , 149d . 
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a firmly held view that such activity was in violation of the 
iq 

Sabbath . Harried women of this time 

kept their hair• ~ covered at all times.&.J= Though the mode 

of coveri.ng one ' s head was universel for women , it was not so 

for men . Most of trie time men covered their heads . However, 

there were times when men did not observe the prohibition of 

bareheadness . Particularly when in the company of Gentiles , 

or when they were tra11sacting the business of the community 

with the local lord , they felt no need to cover their heads .90 

In neighboring France , there were times in which adult male s made a 

blessing bareheaded as well . 91 In the case 

of children , there was no insistence on the covering of the 

head, and , in fact, Jewish children ran around bareheaded 

most of the time . 

One of the best known of the garments worn by German 

Jews was called a "sargenes , 11 a long white garment often made 

of silk an~ beautifully embroidered that flowed ungirdled to 

891.1?.1Q,., 149b . n,-r,Tt> ,n, ',K'I nu.1,w Mil' w 7n, nln, ••• 

91 Or Z arua, par . 4 3 • u ' n , :i., l n :i z:, ' l ' r !l i'l at ·u T ' tt , ••• 
i'171l0 WM"l!l l' ~i!lt>W n~1J!lW 

Cf . I . Abrahams , Jewish Life in the Mi ddle Ages , pp . 279-80; 
L. Low ; Lebensalter , p . 410 . A full discussion on the prob
lem of bareheadedness in France is beyond the scope of this 
work . The only references in Germany to bareheadedness refer 
to a mode of r,1:ess outside of the synagogue and laxity in the 
case of children with regard to the use of headcoverings in
side the synagogue . A preoccupation with headcoverin.g for 
males is a development that took place after our period . 
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the feet . The sargenes was mentioned for the first time by 

R. Eliezer , and identif ied by him as a garment used only on 

the Sabbath . 92 The same garment was transformed into the 

Eastern European" ittel, 11 a:p.d was worn both by men and 

women as a holiday garment . Only much later was the garment 

used as a shroud . 93 

Every person sought to own at least two garments , one 

for daily wear and another for the Sabbath . Naturally , the 

wealthy possessed more than the minimum. The poor did not 

possess clothes for the Gabbath , and the one garment was worn 

in a slightly different manner on the Sabbath . 94 Their 

clothes consisted of breeches that were tied at the w&ist 

and &t the bottom of the trousers attached to their shoes . 95 

Shoes were made of two layers of leather , one of outer hard 

leather and the other on the inside of felt or soft le&ther 

and were laced together. 96 Shoes were worn almost lllliversally , 

92Eben liaezer , l49d . Berliner gives the deriw~tion ,. 
of the word as arising from the old German "sar roc" or 
shirt . J ee A. BerlineT , op . cit ., pp . 131-2. 

93A. Berliner , op . cit ., p. 69 . 

94 ~ben Haezer , 149d . 
95 ;Mahzor Vitry, p . 141. Cf • 

. L. Rabinowitz , Jews of Northern France in the 12th-14th 
Uen uFi -es·~ - p. 65 • . 

96Eben Haezer , 85cd , 24 7b . R. "!:Jliezer pointed up the 
extreme care that had to be taken lest the inside lining be 
sewn to the leather with material that would make t he shoe 
improper becaus e of the prohibition of o ' "?:> • 
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although the poor had to wind rags about their feet in order 

to make some sort of makeshift shoes . 97 Arouud their waist , 

especially while travelling , people would wear money belts . 98 

~Cheir outer 6arment was a long tunic or cloe.k usually worn 

without a girdle or a belt . The coats worn durinc the 

winter months were made of cloth on the outside e.nd fur on 

the inside . 99 Hts were of different materials and shapes , 

with the h£-. t sometimes attached with a strcip under the chin 

and sometimes left totally unatta.ched .lOO The difference 

between men's clothes and thone worn by women was not very 

marked . Differences were introduced by the pious to prevent 

a biblical violation against wGarinb women ' s clothes .101 

There wa a great vari ety of garments and adornments attached .. 
,-, V<• 

to the clothes . On the Sabbath women would wear a silver key 

in a necklace around their necks which could unlock the 

strongbox containing valuables left at home . Articles of 

97rbid . , 247b . ,~,~ ~,l ~~ ·~•nl 1~ , ,~3 ,l•n,~,p~~ ~nwn ••. 
but Cf . 84b ,,~w,pw O''lY a,N 'l~ l MlD~ 

an•~l,~ ~•20 l'b1~i00 

98Ib:l_d ., 190b . 

99rbid ., 84b . R. Eliezer ruled that such coats were per
missibI'e'e°ven though the authorities of Provence held that it 
could not be worn because of the problem of C'~?~ 

lOOTosafot , ~rub , 102b . 

101rn the time of peril , it was deemed permissible for a 
woman to dress in the garments of a man so aa to escape a 
possible attack upon her . See , e . :; . , 'iefer Hasidim, par. 200 . 
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value had to be safeguarded.102 Provision was made for the 

washing of garments , but there is frequent mention of lice 

in the sources.103 Standards of cleanliness and attention to 

personal hygient were far above the standards in effect with

in the non-Jewish community . 

The diet of the Jews was varied and interesting.104 

Food was available in abundance . A particularly common dish 

was called "pastide," made of meat covered with dough.105 

At times the dough was baked with fish instead of meat . 

Usually , meat was broiled over an open flame , or suspended 

in a kettle over the flame and boiled . Poultry , including 

duck , chicken, and pheasant were often roasted whole over a 

fire .106 Eggs were prepared in a variety of ways; some ate 

their eggs raw.107 Meat and poultry were eaten on the 

S bbath , and frequently on week-days as well . Fish was a 

favorite food ; the available fish included salmon and herring. 108 

102Eben Haezer , 148a. 
103 See , e . g ., Tosafot , Shabbat , 12a. 

104Thirty different varieties of food were noted by 
R. Eliezer in Eben Haezer . 

105Eben Haezer , 162b . 

1061lli•, 112b , 119a . 

l07.Il21a•, 127a. 

lOSibid . , 127a , 119a. 
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~hey also ate vegetables of all kinds , often grown in t~rdens 
. 109 

planted around their ho:r:1es . 1~ favorite food was "Kumpos t" 

i dent i fied by Berliner as Sauerkraut . Thi e particular fo od 

was often deni ed to Jews primarily because it involved non-

J i . ki . J . h . 110 ew s11 c :10 ng 1.n non- ew1.s wine . 1v'l ine was a staple 

drilk, taken with thear meal s , on weekdays as well as the 

~Jab bath . The wealthier families had wine cellars; they com•

pared the quality of their wine favorably with the wine of 

former generations which was of ten diluted .111 Drunkenness 

was not a communal problem , although wine was consumed in 

quantity . Other beverages were a l so used , including apple 

cider and beer . Cider was allowable , on the assumption t hat 

t he cide:r· was not religiously re s tricted like wine .112 

Similarly , they used honey without ritual r estrictions . 113 

Daily food included various baked cakes and breat , cheese , 

and fruit . 

It has already been indic&ted that the Jews were pri

marily urban in character . They did not dwell in re s t •,icted 

l09Ibid ., 1 62a . 

110A. Berliner , OR• cit ., p . 39. Cf . ~ben Haezer , 
127a. R. Eliezer indica ted , however , that "Kumpost" could be 
consumed in its raw state . 

lllnb H 
J., en aezer , 

1121J2i._., 127a. 

113112iQ. . , 162a . 
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areas but rather with their gentile neighbors. 114 They owned 

their own houses or rented apartments from Jewish or gentile 

landlords . The Jewish community sought to protect its 

members against unscrupulousness on the part of gentile land

lords . Should a tentile l andlord evict a Jewish tenant un

justly , no Jew was permitted by commux1ity enactment to rent 

the apartment . 115 On the other hand , there was a long stand

ine regulation that ri.o non-Jew should be sold property within 

.f . 1~ J . h 116 speci ica ~Y ewi8 areas . 

The houses were generally large , possess ing both a 

spacious attic as well as a cellar .117 In most ins tances , 

the houses were made of wood , but houses of stone were by no 

means unknown . 118 Often two houses were built side by side , 

114s ee suura , Chapter III. 

115L. ? ink:elstein , Jewish 8elf · Government in the 
P1:iddle Altes , p . 31 . The Takkana was promuleated by Rabbenu 
Gershom~ 

116-r;,b H · 2b ,, 'i' J., 121, l ,vn1:,n ,,., l , ::,:, a i 1J11!) '1 • •• 
~ . _ _, en . .aezer , ~~, • 
llt"lw • tl/JJ Jyip 7 lt.,ll.'' ,::i , i::n:,, N?v., Although Jews and 

Gentiles lived next to one another , there was an attempt in 
an earlier period to prevent non-Jews from buying· land in 
areas held by Jews because of the possible d i fficulties that 
might arise between the two communities . 

1173ben Ha~zer , 158a , 159c . See also I . Abrahams, 
op . cit ., p . 148 ~ 

118~ . , 208b, 2070. . Houses were often built of wood 
in Germany anc faced with st one • 
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sharing a common wall .119 The houses had sloping roofs and 

the edge of the roof extended out over the walls, overhanging 

them.120 Gutters were suspended from the edge of the roofs 

to hold the rain water . As the family expanded and as finan

cial conditions permitted , attempts were made to improve the 

houses . Often another floor was added and the outside was 

faced with stone .121 Families lived together at times even 

after the marriage of one of the children, somet.imes through 

the simple expedient of building additions to the structures 

and subdividing the house into a number of apartments .122 

~ There were many families who rented rooms to outsiders .123 

The buildings generally faced into a common courtyard although 

often ther e was an opening to the street that allowed for 

direct entrance from the outside . Within the common court

yard there were often Christian and Jewish families living 

together without undue disturbance . 

ll9Eben Hazer , 208b . Though it is difficult to esti
mate the number of such twin dwellings , a twin dwelling was 
the exception rather than the rule . 

120Tosafot , Erub , 89a , 94b . 

121Eben Haezer , 208d . 

122~ ., 300b. 

123lli.Q.., 215d . 
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The average home was divided into two parts , a so-called 

winter room on the inside of the house (Bet Ha.Horef) and an 

outside room (Bet Ha.Kayyits) that was built on beams that 

jutted out from the house. 124 Though large houses with many 

rooms were by no means uncommon,125 the poorer classes still 

continued to live in but two rooms with little air and 

little light . Solid construction of the houses facilitated 

Jewish self-defense when attacks on Jews took place . 

The Jewish community involved itself in the 

124Eben Haezer , 205b . 
p . 34. 

125Ibid 216b _ ., . 
Cf. A. Berliner, op . cit ., 
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housing arrangements in its neighborhood . The close proximity 

of their dwellinc s necessitated supervision by the community 

to prevent interferrir.g with the privacy of neighbors or with 

their right to a peaceful existence undisturbed by the irri

tants of noisy or prying neighbors .12~he problem was compli

cated by the fact that dwellings were utilized a.s places of 

business as well. The Melamed would teach children brought 

to his home ; their coming and going would constitute a source 

of disturbance to his neighbors . A blacksmith would disturb 

the sleep and peace of his ne _ghbors . 127 Peace had to be 

made , too , between neighbors who quarreled a bout drainage 

problems . It was not unusual for -t.he common courtyard to be 

flooded during the rainy season , and the attempt of one neigh

bor to channel the water away resulted in a flooded cellar 

f or the others . 128 Similar difficulty resulted from common 

drainage pipes that were tampered with by one neighbor and 

resulted in diff iculties for another. 129 Sanitation and 

drainage was a general problem in the medieval worle., and at 

a later time was the cause of . l_e pestilence that plagued 

~u.rope . The streets of the town were narrow and were filled 
+26~ ., 308d . 

127 Ibid ., 209c . Cf . ~aba Bathra, 20b . Talmudic reg-
ulations were applied directly by R. El'iezer to similar condi
tions in his own time . 

128l,_ti·a., 207c . ~ ~ '~'Q ~w n,,pn, n,,,s n,,gn nn1p,n ••• 
•.• ,~w ,n,~~ 1'~g13 ,,n~~, '~w ,n,~ ~~~ ,,,2n 

129Ibid ., 208c. 
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with refuse and filth . Water was available at cisterns from 

which the surrounding homeowners drew their water . 130 Out

houses were to be found close to their homes , chiefly in the 

courtyard outside .131 Bathhouses were located nearby where 

they would bathe at regular intervals . Homes were kept 

meticulously clean , particularly before the Sabbath and 

holidays .132 

There was not much moving a.bout of residences. Often, 

houses remained in the same family from one generation to 

another .133 At times , they were utilized in the family as a 

daughter ' s dowry , remaining as the possession of a given 

family for mans years . Houses ordinarily were built by con

tractors , but many built their houses according to their own 

specifications .134 Homes were built for personal occupancy 

or f or sale . 135 In the German cities , considerable building 

130Ibid ., 155d . -
131Ibid ., 148b . t . Eliezer indicated that in an 

earlier period toilet facilities were out in the fields far 
removed from the dwellings . 

132Berliner ' s treatment of the cleanliness of the 
Jewish home is apologetic rather than historical . There was , 
it is true , concern for cleanin~ the house reasonably well 
before the Sabbath , as well as the yearly preparation for 
Iassover . The laudatory comments of Berliner in this regard , 
however , are exaggerated . See A. Berliner , 0 '' • cit. , p . 35 . 

133Eben Haezer , 198a, 208d. 

134Tosafot , Ahoda Zara, 21b . Eben Haeze-r , 208b re
flects a situation in which two Jews a ided one another in 
building their own homes . 

135Eben Haezer , 42c. For a discussion of the economic 
function of the landlord , see infra , Chapter VII . 
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tooh. pl ace . Biding places were often built into the walls 

to be di scovere' years later . Jewish homes were s ometimes 

attacked and pillaged by mobs intent upon loot. At a time 

in which the shfekeeping of valuobl es were di fficult for all 

136 moni ed classes , such hidinf places were no t unusual . 

The towns were gene·. ally small in s ize and offered a 

minimum of public services for their inhc:.bi t an ts . The s t ree t s 

were narrow , and the town square , often less than s i xteen feet 

Square . l3? Y t · d i h ' h th e , our perio w2s one n w ic . ~ere was a cer-

tain luxuriousness in Jewizh housing . The period of the 

Crusades may have been one of persecution. It was also a 

period in which the Jews lived well , ate ell , and enjoyed 

the frui ts of their l abor . 

136rbid ., 198c . Though it i s clear from t he context 
t 1at R. El ~ezer was speakin~ of a concrete situa tion and not 
an academic one , he based his responsum on B. Meta.La , 25b , in 
which a simil ar occurrence took place i n Talmudic times . 

137rbid . , 148~. . Cf . Tosafot , :-3habbat , 64b . Despite 
t hi s universal quality of extremely narr ow streets , note 
Pi renne ' s coI11ment on the diversity of Iv'ied iE:val t o1,T:1s , both 

. in the way they were laid out as well as their social and 
economic characteristics . H. .i?irenn.e , I-~ed i eval Ci tie ~:, -o . 
95 ff . 



CHAPTER VII 

ECONOMIC HISTORY 

The economic 11fe of the Jews of our period partook 

of the general characteristics of the economic activities that 

then prevailed in Germany. There were areas in which Jews 

were prominent , and others in which they participated hardly 

at all . In a.11 cases , however , their economic existence was 

not determined by government regulation , or by patterns of 

anti-Jewish prejudice; it was determined by the predilections 

of the Jews themse1ves . Their economic we11 being was well 

established . Unlike their brethren in France, the Jews of 

Germany were primari1y urban rather than rural in character . 
' 

Whi1e Jews making their 1iving in agriou1ture or viticulture 

were common in France ,1 in Germany it was a rare exception. 

1It is evident from the plethora of material in the 
Tosafot 1iterature on the practice of agriou1ture that the 
French Jews were intimate1y aware of the practice of agri
cu1ture in practica1, non-academic terms, See , e . g ., 
Tosafot , Baba Metsia , 107a; Tosafot Kiddushim, 37a; Tosafot 
Moed Katan, lOb. et. al . 
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Our sources contain few references to matters of an agri

cultural nature that are not theoretical or academic. R. 

Eliezer stated 

D' b i~, n,,w ,~,w•, 1' ~U ntil T.O Tl i ••• 
• . -liltl n,, n, 

••• In our time Jews do not make th~ir living 
from agriculture or viticulture ••• 

They did , however , cultivate small parcels of land for 

the use of their own families even in the urban areas . It 

was rare for such produce to be marketed in any significant 

quantity . The authorities of the time s provided that the 

Ketubah to be collected from movable property rather than 

from real estata , because of the shift in Jewish holdings . 3 
\ 

2Eben Haezer , 204b . This particular quotation is an 
important one for another reason as well , since it came to 
jus tify the money-lending activities of Jews . 

initli tt in Di1"TI ,,~ a,u, y,,, z:,w n.o ... 
The entire matter of Jewish money lending will be taken up 
at a later point in this chapter . Cf . A. Berliner , Aus dem 
Leben der deutschen Juden in r-~ittelatter, pp . 76 ff . , in 
which the practice of viticulture among German Jews of our 
period is exaggerated . Note also the comment of Parkes on 
the gradualness of Jewish alienation from the land . While 
his basic thesis is correct his comments are more true of 
France than Germany . See J . Parkes , The Jews in the 11fedieval 
Community , p . 263 . Finkelstein relates the alienation of the 
Jews from the land to the process of feudalism . "The condi
tion that ultimately brought about the conversion of most of 
the allodial land into feudal domain worked to deprive the 
Jews of their small farms . " L. Finkelstein , Jewish Self 
Government in the Middle Ages, p . 11 . 

3r ben Haezer , 263d • ••• nTn TCT ~ •? ~?~DC~, ~~ ' Dl n~ , n, .•• 
Similarly in the case of a 

widow (264b) •••l'?~?~cc nogin n, 0,~ nrn l DT~ 
One of the reasons for t he abandonment by Jews of l anded 
property was its liability to expropriation. For other causa
tive fa0tors, see s . Baron , A Social and Religious History 
of the Jews , Vol . IV , 151 ff . 
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Jews did not distinguish themselves as farmer,:.i; they were 

prominent as grain and wine merchants . Frankfort am Main, as 

well as other German cities were centers of wine trade . In 

these areas Jews were active in bringing wine from the East , 

and selling both German and French wines in various coun

tries to which they t ra eled . 4 W .. ile engaging mostly in 

wholesale trade , there were also those who were wine re

tailers.5 Jews were also involved in the buying and selling 

of wheat as wholesale grain me~chants . 6 

They owned land , more perhaps for speculative purposes 

than for cultivation. Their landholding was mostly in urban 

areas, and at times in rural areas as well . In France and 

in England of the thirteenth century Jewish landholdings 

were sufficient to give rise to anti-Jewish sentiment . 7 

4Eben Haezer , 202b . Our sources speak of 'W ' lP'i" , , l" 
( probably w 'P .1, i, T ":" referrin'? to West Eu.r?pean wine in con
trast to wpw l , :i t •' (Hungarian) . R. Eliezer considered West 
European wine to be far superior to the eastern variety . Cf . 
M. Gudemann , Geschichte de§ Erziehungswesens und des Kultur 
der abendlandischen Juden wfuirend des Mittelalters , Vol . I , 
110 . -

5Eben Haezer , 216d . The discussion here hinges on a 
Jvlishna in Baba Batl1ra , 87b . However, the incident by R. Eliezer 
was based on a real situation rather than an academic one . The 
Jewish wine retailers often had a stall in an open Air market 
(Eben Haezer , 217b) 

6Jlli., 5b . The wholesale trade of the Jews in grain 
was often purely for speculative purposes . They secured wheat 
from the proprietors of monastic lands in return for capital 
loans. See A. Berliner , op . cit . , p . 76 . 

7s. Grayzel , The Church and the Jews in the 13th Century. 
p . 36 , footnote 3 . It was said that during the reign of 
Phillip Augustus, the J~ws owned half of Paris and a third of 
the property of France , although such comments were highly 
exaggerated . 
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In Germany during this period Jewish landholding was not so 

extensive , but constituted a s ignificant economic force in 

the country. Most of the land mentioned in our sources was 

utilized as homes for the owners of the property , or for in-
8 vestment purposes. Often land 

would be held or bought in joint cwnership . 9 Fields were 

frequently bought and sold, but not for agricultural produce . 

The trade in land was for purposes of resale , as Jews did not 

have the feeling that the land they :?1-U'Chased would be owned 

by them indefinitely . In the words of R. Eliezer 

1l~ n,,n,,b ll' N n,,,,,~~ ... 
a\ ,in,~ ,3,,,~ 1n Npo~~ ,~ 

••• The lands are not/partic~~1Yrather they are 
put into our hands by the Gentiles for the purposes 
of taxation . 10 

The taxes referred to by R. Eliezer were local taxes 

paid directly to the local lord .. In addition, the Church at

tempted to impose tithes upon all lands in the hands of Jews 

whose prior owners had been Christian. The clergy met with 

indifferent success in imposing tithes upon the Jews but the 

8~ben Haezer , 42c 36a 208b 
.LJ ' ' • 

9rbid ., 116a. 

10 Ibid ., 125a . A similar statement can be found in 
Tosafot-;-:r-5'oda Zara , 59a , attributed to Rabbenu Tam . The 
statement reads as fallows: n ,,~>' 'l!l?t> u ',v, n ,,p,pi n", ir., i N 

il7W Dl'N ,~,, ••• o,,~, an 
The statement of R. Eliezer was oriented to his own time . 
How~ver, its wording was based on Baba Bathra , 54b . 
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pressures from the Church in this regard built up in the 

course of time . In the time of R. Eliezer , land was held 

by Jews often without the payment of tithes , but eventually 

the Church pressure led to the exclusion of Jews from the 

holding of land other than that upon which their homes were 

b . lt 11 UJ._ • 

Jewish l and owning diminished steadily , and the majority 

of Jews made their living in wholly different ways . Though 

Jewish occupations were diversified , most dealt either with 

commerce or with ir..oneylending . In l1 . . · liezer ' s words 

1 .. 0.1,mnz:,, :it ?ZR \"IT 1,,., ,K·n,, ,::i.,-a, , ",:,::i, 
n ,::,., , n, ,non nnbt n l l ?.> l M?.l 

••• In all places of Jewish settlement Jews live 
near one another and support themselves in one particular way , 
viz . , commerce and money lending . 12 

11~. Grayzel , op . cit .~ pp . 36- 38 . The tithe applied 
not only to agricultural landn but to all real estate . There 
is no indication in our text of a tithe that was exacted from 
the Jews on property that was bought from a non-Jew . At the 
same time , there were undoubtedly areas of Silesia where Jews 
still tilled the land where the tithe was exacted for the 
Church . It met similar success in England of the time . Note 
Baron ' s treatment of the problem. S. Baron , A f;ocial and 
Religious History of the Jews , Vol . IV , 163 ff ., as well as 
G. Caro , Sozial und \'lirtschaftsgeschichte der Juden im 
l-!ittelalter , pp . 29lff . 

12Bben Haezer , 297d . R. Eliezer ' s statement must not be 
taken to exclude completely all other occupations . From his 
own text, it is cle~r that other occupations were followed by 
Jews . In the overwhelming majority of cases, however , his com
ment ims valid • .Abrahams cites a long lis t of varied Jewish 
occupations . There are , however , two methodological problems 
involved in the utilization of the list . It is meant to in
clude Germany , North France , and ~:ngland . Al though conditions 
were , it is true , roughly similar, there were importEint 
~istinctions to be mede between the countriP.s . The 
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There were Jewish innkeepers , particularly in areas 

where major fairs were scheduled . Their clientele was not 

only Jewish, but Gentile as weli.13 R. Tam indicated that 

Jews of our period were not l aborers.14 From the many ref'er

ences to the presence of Christian domestics in Jewish homes , 

it is cles.r that Jews did not work as cooks or maids •15 

There is no proof that the Jews of Germany dis t 1nguished them

selves as craftsmen . In contrast with Spain or even with 

France , there were few potters , bridle-makers , and 02,rpenters , 

though there were no official restrictions on Jewish occupa

tions . Jews did function as tradesmen in the market places , 

selling wares of many kinds . 16 

inclusion of England in the list is not adequately enough 
handled ½y the footnote . Some references utilized are un
fortunately based on secondary sources . See I . Abrahams , 
Jewish Li fe in the ~iddle Ages , p . 246 . 

13Eben Haezer , 197b. It is probable t hat such inns 
were set up originally to care for the needs of the peri
patetic Jewish merchants . 

14Mordecai , Gittin , par . 401 . ~~ ~7~::i 7,p,oy 1J ~ 7'~i ~T ~ 
15rt is difficult to argue from the absence of sources . 

It is significant , however , that there is not a single ca se 
involvini.:=;; a Jewish domestic or la.borer recorded in all of the 
responsa of R. Eliezer . The contrast with Spa in where Jews 
did in fact indulge in all sorts of menial work is instruc
tive. Of . A. Neuman , The Jews in Spain , Vol . I , 166 ff. Note 
also S. Baron , .A ~,ocial and H.elip-ious History of the Jews , 
Vol . IV , 155. 

16Baron has commented that there were Jewish craftsmen 
in abundance during the course of our period . Though his 
examples come from many areas in the world of the time other 
than Germany , he does include Germany as an area in which 
Jewish craftsmen lived and worked . By Baron ' s own admission , 

1 ~ T ::i • • • 
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One of the mai n areas of Jewish economic endeavor was 

the peripat etic merchant who wandered f rom place to place in 

order to sell his wares. Often he went from . 

from town to town wi th his goods accompanying him-. 17-

1'-'.any were the dangers that faced such a peddler from highway

men and he had t , contend as well with the problem of t ravel 

over impassable roads . 18 He carried with him not only the 

wares that he sold , bu t also the latest news into reas 

which often had litt le contact with t he out s i r1e world . There 

were also Jewi sh merchants , whose busine sses were far bigger 

an~ more complex. They bought goods in one city and 

shipped them by bot to another city where they were sold . 

however , such a view canno t b~ documented. He ascribes the 
diff iculty of documentation to a "lack of interest of con
temporary Hebrew writers other than Benjamin in Jewish oc
cupations and the merely incidental a nd v ague re ferences ••• 
in the gaonic and post gaonic res pons a • • • " See :::: • Baron , 
A Social and Religious Hi s tory , Vol . IV , 159 . It does not, 
however , seem possible that in the hundreds of responsa$ in 
R. Eliezer ' s work there was not a single reference to Jewish 
craftsmen . On the other ha.nn , R. Eliezer noted the limited 
variety of occupa t ions in his time as ,;eh ve commented on 
above. Thoueh there were a few Jewish craftsmen practicing 
t heir trade in Germany of the twelfth century , they consti
tuted a distinct minority of the Jewish popula tion. For a 
contra ry view , note the work of I . Schipper , Toledot 
HaKalkala HeYehudit, Vol . II , 173 f f . Unf ortunately , Schipper's 
work i f often misleading and conta ins a minimum of references 
to check his conclusions. 

199c. 17Fben Haezer , 

18Ibid ., 79a . ,, ,,', y ::1'01•', l ,,:p ,:;,11 '1ntt ,...,..,, ••• 

,, YlD', T1~D3 ,,,l tn,, ,n',•~n s, ~w•o,,, • • • 1i'I n ' %:l " i ' i l M 

• 
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Such shipments were frequent occurrences between Cologne 

and :r.~ayence as well as l,etween other cities of the Rhine •19 

The fair was an important instrument of commerce . It 

afforded the opportunity for tbe local merchant, as well as 

for the itinerant merchant , to display their wares . The Jew 

performed a valuable economic function in securing raw 

materials that were brought by traders from the East , con

verting them into goods , and funneling them into the 

European economy . He was prominent among the army of traders 

who swarmed into the area of the fairs to display their wares 

and to sell them profitably before returning to their own 
" 20 homes. In e,d rli tion, he provided the monies needed by the 

21 local aristocracy in order to make their purchases . Often 

he functioned as a money changer at the fair , providing the 

necessary liquid capital for the transsction of .business . 22 

Such occurrences appeared frequently in the literature of the 
time . Note also the responsum of Meshullam b . Kalonymus 
found in M. Hoffman , Der Geldhandel a er deutschen Juden 
wahrend des Mittelalters , p . 151 . 

19Eben Faezer, 198d . 
20 Eben Haezer , 197c . It is difficult to evaluate the 

extent to which such transactions were ren~merative to Jewish 
merchants . One has the impression , however, that they were 
highly profitable to the Jewish entrepeneur. This particular 
responsum dealt with a cuarrel over the profit derived from 
the Cologne fair betwee~ two partners who were seeking to 
merchendise their goods together . 

21Ibid . , 69a . In this case , a local lord brought two 
1.Tews from his retinue along with him to the fair in order to 
guarantee the necessary capital . See infra , Chapter V, 
footnote 90 . 

22rt has been pointed out that the fairs involved much 
more than the mere exchange of goods . They became in time 
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Jews were instrumental in the establishment of fairs 

of an international character , such as the one in Cologne ~ 

as well as the more local f a i r s . 23 The f airs were of such 

importance that at times the Emperor himself w~s in attend

ance with the result that many of the lesser nobles from the 

surrounding areas attended as well . Provisions were made 

for traveling Jewish merchants to be housed temporarily at 

hostels in the .area , living as a colony so that they could 

fulfill the requirements of Jewish law . The fairs mentioned 

by our sources include the one at Cologne , widely recognized 

in the literature, as well as the lesser known f air at 

FrankfUrt . 24 The fairs were often set up , at the invitation 

of a local ruler or church authorities . Those who at t ended 

the fai rs came under the special protection of the local 

the money market f Europe . Jewish involvement in money 
changing at the f airs began at a very early period . R. 
Gershom was involved in money changi ng a t the Cologne f a ir . 
See L. Zunz, Zur Geschichte und Literatur , p . 543 . 

23LA • Epstein , Maase HaGeonir , ~• 70 . See also 
. S. Baron , A Religious and Social History of the Jews , 
Vol . IV~ 175 . Jews were active as well in the setting up of 
the Champagne fairs , though the Champagne f airs are beyond 
the geographical scope of this work . There is s ome question 
as to the relationship between the international f air and the 
local f air that coulQ more correctly be termed a market , since 
it involved not much more than the bringing of country products 
into the towns for sele . As an example of a local f a ir , see 
Resnonsa of R. Meir of Rothenburg , par . 898 . Note also the thorough 
biblio~~aphy of sour ces to be found in Baron (op . cit ., p . 324 , fn . #30) 

Eben Haezer , 155a. The Frankfurt f air was termed a,,~,~ ,,~, and attracted merchants from many areas . 
Jews frequented French fairs as well . Note R~sponsum #233 
of Rashi in I . Elfenbein , l'eshubot Bashi . 
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authorities, 25 and a.ny di sagreement which developed wa s ad

justed through t he application of merchant law, which was 

t db J 11 b J b . d' 26 accep e y ew as we as y non- ew as i n ing . The 

proceeds of a fair were t 2xed by the local church, and there 

were Jews, therefore , who questioned Jewish particip:3.tion in 

the fairs, since it involved Jewish support of the Church. 

The consensus , however , was that Jewish participation was 

appropriate. 27 

The Jews functioned often as middle men , buying up raw 

material , shipping i t elsewhere to be manufactured , and then 

selling the finished product . Shipment took place both over 

land and on the rivers that provided an even better means of 

communic ation and transportation between the main commercial 

centers . 28 The shipment of goods , even over water , involved 

considerable risk to the shippers for there were instances in 
boats 29 

which goods were stolen and/sunk . The buying and se l ling 

of goods often took the Jew far away from his home and into 

25H. Pirenne , An Economic and ~ocial History of 
:rv1edieval Europe , p . 99 . 

Worms 

26 _: ben Haezer , 204a . o•in,on ~ D_ 
27 . 

E . Urbach , Baale Ha '.rnsafot , p . 290 . R. Baruch of 
comment ed on the problem in the following fashion: 

••• ,n,~ ~,,~ ,, o~~M l'~,~ l'~W o,p~~ nl•n, 
28Fben Haezer, 48d . l'7 ~~ K1TT TT ,1nc ~ l' 7~~TT ,~ , 

29 Ibid ., 197d . See also a responsum of R. Meshullam b . 
Kalonymus , to be found in M. Hoffman , op . cit ., p . 151, par . 
28 , where it is evident that the dangers of the road were 
even greater. 
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foreign areas . Jews dealt in international trade since their 

settlement in Germany . They settled along the old trade routes 

and their commercial interests carried them f ar and wide within 

t he known world . 30 They were well equipped to function in that 

fashion . The spread of Jewish settlements in many parts of the 

world made it pos sible for the Jew to find a friendly f ace in 

almost every area into which he penetrated . The utilization 

of the Hebrew language as the lingua franca of t he time made 

communication possible . In troubl ed times when t he risks of 

piracy were very great , the willingness of a local Jewish 

community to come to the aid of its coreligionis ts was a 

source of comf ort for the peripetetic Jewish trader . 31 In 

addition to these factors , adjudic ation of any dispute among 

Jews was made remarkably easy by the existence of Rabbinic 

30-
There ha°i:; l ong been a. debate among -hi s tor

ians on the extent to which there was intercontinenta l trade 
in the period immedia tely preceding our own. Even Pirenne , 
who conceives of a virtual cessation of all trade , i s pre-
pared to view the Jews as an exception. See H. Pirenne , 
H. Mohammed and Charlemagne , pp . 255 ff . For the contrary 
view on trade in our period , see R. S . Lopez , "rlohammed and 
Charlemagne," Sueculum, x"VIII , 14-38 . 

31Eben Haezer, 199d . See supra , Chapter I . r, footnote 
12 . It is noteworthy that even a community like Kayence had 
a fund for ransoming captives, though seldom used . Jewish 
communities throughout the world functioned in e. similar 
capaci.ty , a f act we l l known to those who preyed on shi pping . 
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law universally accepted by Jews throughout the world . 32 

Jews were often invited to settle in German cities on the 

basis of their participation in trading ·operations, . and the 

renewal of their privileges were based upon the continuation 

of such trade . 33 

Our sources do not give us a clear picture of the ex

tent of ,Jewish foreign trade . The most important contact for 

foreign trade was with Bohemia and other eas tern 

border areas . R. F.liezer himself visited Jewish communities 

in Bohemia on at least one occasion . 34 Jewish traders prob

ably penetrated into RuF.sia , traveling in caravans and 

camping together at night for fear of attack . 35 They brought 

32Thi2 fact cannot be overestimated . Though th.ere were 
differences of custom between communities , the ties of Jewish 
law th.at bound Jewish communities together were very s trong . 
The notion of suc'h a world-wide community of law comes through 
clearly in the responsa literature the t ranges across countries 
and down through the centuries . Despite all of the factors 
noted above that facilitated the entry of the Jew into inter
national trade , it wes tbe contention of some that the Crusades 
furc~d the Jew out of international and into petty trade . See 
M. Gudemann , op . cit ., p . 110 . Whatever the long range ef
fects of the Crusades , international t r ade r emained an extreme
ly important aspect of Jewish commercial activity through the 
course of our period . 

33J. Aronius Regesten p. 139 , par . 315 . • •• et res 
cuius~qnque mercaiionis venffere ••• 

-' 4,:;,b H 7d II C · " • c, en uezer , • 1~ 1 :, T"'Ht:i •n,-,;,:i • • • t:tnaan 1s 
identified by Ehrenre i ch in his commentary to Eben Haezer as 
being Bohemia. ·· . A similar identification is made 
by S. Albeck in hi s introductory comments to the volume. R. 
Eliezer never traveled to Russia . Cf . V. Aptowitzer , M.abo 
L 1 f efer Rabiah, p . 50 . See also , supra , Chapter I , footnote 97 . 

35Eben Haezer , 154b. The references in Eben Haezer to 
Russia are scanty, and their import&nce has been exaggerated . 
For a typical example of such exag{.;erations , see J. Brutzkus , 
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back furs and skins tha t were l a.ter sold in t he West. 36 

Trade with Russia did not occur frequently nor did Jewish 

traders penetrate deeply into the Russian hinterland . Since 

there wa s contact , some unders tanding of Russian culture and 

religion found its way into the responsa literature . The 

references by R. Eliezer to the use by Russian Chris tians 

of ikons falls into this ca tegory . His comment was based not 

on any first hand knowledge of Russian custom , but rather 

upon knowledge secured by speaking to those who had traveled 

themselves , and who reported their observations in a dis

torted fashion . 37 There was not deep enough contact to 

provide information in great detail . On the other hand , we 

have more knowledge of life in Bohemia and Hungary , where 

there was a settled Jewish community , 38 

"Der Handel des westeuropaischen Juden mit den alten Kiev , " 
Zeitschrift fur die Ceschichte der Juden in Deutschland , Vol . 
III, 97- 110 . Note also the interesting responsum of R. Meir 
of Rothenburg (par . 912) interpreted by Agus , (I . Agus , 
Urban Civilization in Pre-Crusade Europe , pp . 93- 97) to refer 
to Russia . Unfortunately Agus ~ far reaching statements are 
based on very scanty evidence . Cf . B. Weinryb, The Beginnings 
of East European Jewry in Legend and Historiography , pp . 497-
499 . 

36Eben Haezer, 7 . Reference is made here again to 
M'o,, ,~,, ~~s,n a phra se that repeats itself in the 

other references that deal with Russia • .Among the categories 
of goods returned was tha t of n,,no, an undifferentiated 
term that is otherwise not 1 _ti • 

37Eben Haezer , 125a . Of such a quality wa s the obser
vation noted above (Chapter III , footnote 13) by Benjamin of 
Tudela who wrote of German Jewry in terms that indicated to 
some authorities he wa.s probably never t here . 

38Responsa of R. Meir of Rothenburg , par . 935. Contact . 
between Hungary and Germany was common. 
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Trips of Jewi sh traders were not always of short dura

tion. Extremely diff icult conditions of travel often forced 

t hem to extend their absence from home into many months , and 

absenc e f or well over a year was by no means uncomroon . 39 In 

many instances , they were li.bl e to find lodrring among members 

of the Jewish community in the area in which they tr ded . 

There were times in which the Jewish trader took his f amily 

with him. By and large , however, the perils of the time 

f or ced him to le8ve his f amily a t home. 40 
participants 

Prior to 1200 , the Jews were limitedin t he slave trade 

with the Sl avic oountries . 41 With the convers n of the 

39Eben Haezer , 202b . 

40As a result of such prolonged absences , t be Jewish 
authorities wP-re forced und er the direction of Ra bbenu Tam 
to impose a restriction upon the amount of time a Jew could 
stay away from his home. Ree L. Finkels te i n , Jewish Self 
Government in the Mi ddle A es , p. 168 . R. Eliezer took note 
in one of his respons a Eben Haezer , 207d) of a merchant who 
closed up his home temporarily , taking wife and children 
along wit h him in order to evaluate commercia l opportunities 
t hat were open to him. 

41G. Caro , Sozial und Wirschaftsgeschichte der Juden , 
p. 102 f . The extent to which Jews were involved in the 
slave trade in an earlier per iod i s v ery much open to dispute. 
Church pronouncements frequently denounced this particular 
area of Jewish activity . For a, f ull discussion of the issues 
involved, see S . Baron , A Social and Religious Hi s tory, Vol . 
I V, 336 f ., footnote 59 . The main burden of Baron ' s thinking 
is that the evidence for extensive Jewish slavetrading in the 
earlier period is minimal . On the other hand , see supra , 
Chapter V, footnote 67. 
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Slavs tha.t source for slaves began to dry up, although there 

was considerable utilization of slaves by Jews throughout 

the course of our reriod . 42 Jewish traders from Germany .also 

dealt extensively with Provence and Narbonne as well as North

ern France . 43 The primary function of the Jewish trader was 

to expedite trade between the cities of Germany . Our sources 

abound in frequent references to trade between the major 

trading centers--l\11...ayence, Cologne , 3peyer, and Worms . It is 

in these areas that the most important Jewish contributions 

were made to the flow of +,rade and the exchange of goods . 

Tte scale of Jewish business undertaking was consider

able for the period . While individual ventures ·:by Jewish 

traders existed , the most cornmon pattern was that of business 

partnerships . 44 At times , such partnerships were contracted 

42For a full discussion of Jewish slaveowning rather 
than sl::vetrading, see supra, Chai1ter V. 

172c 
43Eben Haezer , 136c ,/The commercial as well a.s the 

cultural ties between the Jews of Germany and. the Jews of 
France were close and intimate . Extensive travel by members 
of the German community to France was as much for commer
cial purposp,s as it was for any other . For a clarification 
of R. Eliezer ' s role in the cultural relationships between 
the two countries , see Chapter I. 

44Eben Haezer , 204a . See also , Or Zarua , par . 693 . 
In this particular responsum , as well as in many others , R. 
Eliezer noted the existence of the individual entrepeneur 
who utilized his own resources in thG buying and selling of 
goods . The pattern, however , was that of individuals joining 
together i n order to pool their resources . It may well be 
that the dangers of the roa,d were such that a business partner
ship was necessary for the safety of' the traders . At the same 
time, it must be recognized that the majority of cases dealt 
with by R. Eliezer involved disagreements between partners in 
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for a specific venture and were then dissolved after the com

pletion of the project . 45 In many cases, business partner

ships were long term arrangements in which individuals were 

associated with one another over a lengthy period of time 

and in many ventures of 9 similar nature. 46 Traders did not 

specialize in any particular products. Rather, they were 

prepared to buy and sell anything depending on the potential 

advantage accruing to them. One of the business partners 

was often the procurer of goods , while the other involved 

himself in seekinrr, out a proper arket or taking the g oods 

to a fair for sale . uch partnerships were not :1.1.ways 

an undertaking . It is conceivable 1st a far gr~ater share 
of trade was in the hands of individual entrepeneurs • .Agus ' s 
theory that partnerships were often restricted by a desire 

·to lessen competition is interesting , but there is no evi
dence in our 3ources to support it . Cf . I . Agus , Urban 
Civilization in Pre- Crusade Europe , Vol . I , 82-84 . 

45~ben Haezer , 197c . As in this case , many such tempor
ary arrangements were related to the trading at fairs . See 
also , 206d in which the term ~,~p 1~, is used in order 
to describe the limited aspect of the arrangement . See also, 
a similar responsum of Rashi found in I . Elfenbein , Teshubot 
Rashi , par. 233 . · 

46-r.:ben Haezer , 1 nsd; Responsa of R. Meir of Ilothenburg , 
par . 901 . It is often difficult to assess the quality of 
business arranq;ements . Business relationships were shifting , 
and there was an attempt to take advantage of opportunities 
as they opened . .Some partnerships were of longer duration 
than others , and there were some merchants who worked closely 
with one another over a period of years . One must not con
fuse their business underiakings with the much more sophisti
cated forms of business organizations that were developed 
during the early rise of capitalism. Yet , they were probably 
more complex than envisioned by Pirenne and his school . 
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limited to two individuals . For a specific undertaking , 

syndic&tes of traders grouped themselves to make it possible 

to broaden the scope of their commercial transactions. 47 

Often Jews and non-Jews were closely allied in business . 48 

Sometimes the capital :!.1oe le, f or investment in a given com

mercial venture was provided by a s i lent pR.rt.ner , while the 

other was involved. in the co!!lillercit,l operation . 49 While 

business operations were primitive in nature , records were 

kept of sales . 50 The amount of money and goods involved was 

considerable , despite the pri mitiveness of he operations . 

A trading operation wr ... s often successful enougl, to be passed 

on to a second 6 eneration that bad been trained in the busi

ness . The result w::i s that Jewish traders possessed a. contin

uity of commercial experience often le.eking among their 

47,:jben Haezer, 204a . 

48supra , Chapter V, footnote 88 . Although Eben Haezer 
involvessolely Christians who had such a relationship with 
Jews we knew of its existence in I-1oslem ar8as o:f' the world as 
well . See S .• Baron , A Social and Religious History of the 
~ , Vol . IV, 176-177 . 

49~ben liaezer , 207a. Ordinarily , the money invested in 
the enterprises resulted in the investor sharing half the 
profits . In this particule.r Cfase , the ventures resulted in 
a loss instead . Note also Responsa of Keir of Rothenburg , 
par . 895. There were times in which an agreement between 
the two partners provided for a different distribution of 
profit and loss . During the later period , partnership agree
ments became more complex . 

50 · 
Eben Haezer, 39d . 
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competitors . 51 In most inGt &nces , busines2 undertflkings of 

Jewish traders yielded h&ndsome profits . 52 The risk involved 

was great, and there were times when commercial undertakings 

ended in disa.ster . 53 Apart from the dangers of the road , 

there were many instances in which los ses were sustained 

rather than prof its made . Gften there was no mt,rket for 

goods l aboriously gathered and shipped . 54 Tre potentially 

great profits to be derived from such undertakinc s went far 

to explain why Jews were prepared to undertake the 

51From the ~any references in our sources to individ-
~ uals who were familiar with the business problems of their 

fathers , some process of training is indicated . 

52Bben Haezer, 206a . It is difficult to estimate how 
much actual proi"i t there was in trading ope:..'.'ations . 'rhe 
sources ordinarily speak of considerable profit making , and 
the one quoted here refers to a suggestion by one of the par
ticipants in a partnership that tbe partnership be di• solved 
and the 0onsiderable profit accumulated be divided . Undoubted
ly , profit making was adequate enough for those involved in 
tra::..ng to accumulate substantial amounts of money . Berliner 
helc1 thac Jewish money resources were highly exaggerated and 
that they were forced to turn to non- Jewish lenders to finance 
their operations . Cf . A. Berliner , Aus dom Leben der deutschen 
,Juden im I•ittelalter , pp . 72 ff . Here , as in many other places , 
Berline~ •s appro ach was apologetic . Agus , on the othe r hand , 
contends that in an earlier period the profits of traders 
reached 100-200 per cent of the original inv0stment , a figure 
that is not wholly substantiated in our sources . Of . Irving 
A. Agus , Urban Civilizct.tion in Pre-Crusade :c;uroJ2e , Vol . I , 
78 , p. 88 ff . 

53Eben Haezer , 197d , 205a; I . Agus , Teshubot 3aale 
HaTosafot , Responsum 1 , p . 39 fI . J:he normal difficulties of 
shipmant were such as to make necessary a high rate of re
turn in order to make the endeavors worthwhile . 

54Eben Haezer , 207a . The number of bus ine9s operations 
in which money was lost was probably considerable . 
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considerable risks involved . By and large , Jewish traders 

were able to sustain their commercial undertakings and main

tain a high standard of living for themselves and their fam

ilies. 

Merchants utilized written documents in order to take 

proper note of business arr nts made between them. There 

was a considerable degree of mutual trust developed so that 

written documents often were dispensed with , and the word of 

a businessman was taken as his bond . 55 There were instances 

in which unethical acts were committed by members of the 

Jewish community while engaging in trade . Keen competition 

probably compelled some merchants to utilize improper methods 

at times to reach their ends . The attitude of the rabbinic 

authorities to such behavior waa extremely negative , whether 

56 it was directed at Jews or non- Jews . When disputations arose , 

the authority of the local Jewish court was binding . Of con

siderable significance was the fact that the local court's 

jurisdiction was accepted by the itinerant merchant , no 

matter what his own place of origin . The Jewish merchant was 

55No t e, e . g ., the examples of n,m n w •it>w extant 
in our period , to be found in A. Gulack , Otsar HaDhetarot , p . 
246 ff . R. Eliezer transmitted to us a series of such docu
ments that were in wide use , enforceable by Jewish courts of 
law and facilitating the transfer of money and goods . See 
Eben Haezer , ~Oc. On the other hand , there was no 
insistence on a receipt after a note had been r eturned (39b). 

5 6Eben fo:.e zer , 4cd , 1 73d , 204d . 
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sure of having a just trial no matter what the locality in 

which he found himself. 57 Such a factor was of great impor

tance in stabilizing trade and in creating a proper environ

ment within which the Jewish trader could operate . At a 

time in which Germany itself was subdivided into many differ

ent principalities and had no 1.miform system of law , the 

Jewish court system could provide the trader with prompt and 

just settlement of his claims . It derived its authority not 

by compulsory edict , but rather by the consent of the liti

gants . Often such courts were conv ened at a fair or other 

similar area where Jews congregated to trade . Although it is 

true that adjudication occurred within a Jewish framework, 

court procedures that were followed were in accord with a 

universally accepted merchant law. 58 

57Note the full discussion of the Jewish court system , 
supra , Chapter IV . Questiqns directed at R. Eliezer from 
many parts of Europe indicate the.t the procedures utilized 
in R. Eliezer ' s court were duplicated in large part by simi
lar procedures in the courts of R. Eliezer ' s contemporaries . 
Cf . Irving A. Agu.s , Urban Civilization in I'I'e-Crusade Europe, 
Vol . I , loc . it . 

58Eben Haezer, 204d. A special code of merchant law 
was extant for non- Jews as well . A full discussion of the 
special category into which only merchants belonged is beyond 
the scope of . this work . It is clear that Jews were prepared 
to accept merchant law as binding upon them even when its 
categories were far different than their own legal system. 
The availability of such a recourse to law facilitated ex
changes between Jews and. non-Jews and encouraged the flow 
of trade . The acceptance of a universal merchant law where 
Jewish law could be utilized instead constitutes an inter
esting commentary to our period . See infra, Chapter V, 
footnote 106. Note the discussion of the issue in J . Parkes , 
The Jew in Medieval Germany (pp . 4- 6) along with the attendant 
non-Jewish source material . 
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Jewish traders were able to utilize many sources of 

capital for their trading enterprises. To some extent 

monies were made available to them through &entile money

lenders who abounded at the time . 59 Monies were also avail

able for investment through profits made in other undertak

ings . However , most investment funds came from profits made 

from trading operations which were reinvested in other ven-
60 tures . The availability of money would ha e been of no 

value , however , if there had not been sufficient imagination 

and drive on the part of traders to convert potential markets 

into real ones . 

One of the important factors in aiding Jewish traders 

to ma~ntain their positions was the 

Maaru.fia . Although the Mahrufia did not originate in R. 

Eliezer ' s time , it was then already in existence. 61 

59J . Parkes , The Jew in the Medieval Community . p .• 
327 . The popular view that the Jews were the only money
lenders during the course of the IUddle Ages does not stand 
up against the evidence that Jews often were compelled to 
turn to non-Jews as sources for their own capit al . Cf . A. 
Berliner, op . cit ., p . 72 . A full discussion of Jewish 
money-lending will follow in this chapter . 

60Responsa of R. Meir of Rothenburg. par . 904 . 

61s. Baron , A Social and Religious History of the Jews , 
Vol . IV , 185 . The spelling of the term shows some variation 
and occurs often as l\1a'arufia , such as in our sources , or in 
other sources as Maaru:fla. Baron makes no attempt to identify 
the source of the term. Eidelberg identifies it as having 
an Arabic root although the precise fashion in which it passed 
from Arab lands into usage in Western Europe is unclear . Note 
the confused and uneven article by Eidelberg . I . Eidelberg , 
"Ma'arufia in abbenu Gershom ' s Responsa , !f Historia Judaica , 
Vol . XV , 59- 66 . 
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The first reference we have to the Iv'la'arufia is in the tenth 

century , and it was known to R. Meshullam b . Kalonymus. The 

Maarufia aided the first Jews in the community to establish 

themselves economically . The.arrangement had a continuous 

history th&t extended through our period . 62 Most often it 

functioned as an economic relationship of an exclus ive nature 

between the Jews and the local gentry in which the Jews pos

sessed monopolistic rights over the business of the local 

lord.~3 This exclusive prerogative was structured in such a 

way as to prevent a competitor from taking any business away 

from the individual possessing the monopoly . To attempt such 

an act would be to expose an individual to the penalty of 
I 

Herem. The :Maarufia was a particular source of solicitous 

conce~n for the Jew . In return for the favors of the 

Maaru:fia , the Jew saw to his financial needs , helped him 

borrow money , 64 and even bought him gifts to keep in his good 

graces . 65 Although there were individuals from many different 

62 J . 1\/lueller , Teshubot Geome Mizrah V ' Maarav , par . 174 . 
~PJ'? nn•nw nm'~JD lD iT n?•Kw ••• This particular . 

responsum of Meshullam belongs to a period earlier than our 
own and is an indication of the fact that the institution of 
the Mdarufia goes back to the earliest beginnings of German 
Jewish histor;v . 

Eben 1faezer , 70c. Cf . 
63/4'A n 1· ·t 75 • ~e r iner , op . ci, ., p . • 

64Eben Haezer , 71d . In this responsum the Jew brought 
his Maaruf'ia to a money lender and guaranteed any loss the 
money- lender might have in making the loan. 

65Eben Haezer , 205b . This is the interpretation that 
should be put on this particular responsum . It is possible 
I 
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walks of life who were designated as a Maarufia, in our 

sources such an individual was always a member of t be local 

gentry. Most often , he was an ecclesiastical lord who 

utilized the local Jewish population in order to market pro-
66 duce or goods of ecclesiastical estates . Jews functioned 

not only as business managers nf the commer cial af f e,irs of 

a bishopric; there were times when they functioned e,s admin

istrators of the internal affairs of a bishop ' s est ate. 

Trade with the Ma'arufia assumed ma,ny forms; in most 

instances the Maarufia sold to the individual Jew his agri

cultural products and in return the Jew extended credit so 

that new crops could be put in . Particularly in a later 

period, the Maarufia was utilized for the good of rabbis and 

scholars who were able to benefit from a monopoli s tic ar

rangement that guaranteed them a relatively s ecure living . 67 

There· is no indication that R. Eliezer ever benefitted from 

such an arrangement himself or that the Maarufia arrangement 

but not likely that the Jewish trader was purchasing gar
ments at the instruction of the loce,l lord . . In any event , 
one factor is clear. The Jew was dependent on the good 
graces of the lord who was often erratic and tyrannical in 
his judgments . 

66M. Hoffman , Der Geldhandel 
des Mittelalters , p . 152 , par . 32 . 
Kalonynus. 

der deutschen Juden wahrend 
Responsum of Meshullam b . 

67 r~ "Q l ·t s 1 f R ,:> • .uaron , oc . c1. • .. ee a so a responsum o • 
Gershom in which the institution of the Ma'arufia was applied 
to a teacher before the professional Rabbinate had become a 
fixed institution. M. Hoffman , op . eit . , p . 139 , par . 13 . 
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was specifically oriented to the scholars of his time. A 

lv~a'arufia could be passed from generation to generation. It 

could be shared by several different individuals who divided 

up the proceeds from a given business. 68 The functioning of 

the Mdarufia was by no means universal . It varied from com

munity to community as did t ~e means used to enforce its ap

plication . 69 The Mdarufia fostered the development of Jewish 

economic power without the necessarily divisive effects of 

competition for the same accounts . 

Though traders predominated among the members of the 

Jewish community , they made their living in many other ways 

as well . :Many Jews were landlords who rented apartments or 

whole buildin~s and derived suff icient profit from their 

undertakings so as to invest them elsewhere . The extent of 

their holdings varied from the rental of one apartment in a 

building in which the landlord himself lived , to one who 

owned a number of buildings Emd who se income f rom rentals 

was considerable. Rentals were often made for long periods 

68r~. Hoffman , op . cit ., p . 154, par . 34 . 

69rt is .gus 's thesis that the key to the functioning 
of the Ma!arufia is to be found in the religious sentiments 
of the Jew that prevented him from interfering in the com
mercial negotiations of a fellow Jew . Though this particular 
motivation of the Jew cannot be discounted , it is doubt ful 
whether it had the effect attributed to it by Agus , any more 
than the later Christian monopolies had as their base the 
religious sentiment of their participants . See I . Agus , 
Urban Civilization in l' re-Orusade Europe , Vol . I, 189 . 
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of time , with a two yea r lease common , but leases f or as much 

as ten years were known . 70 Jewish l andlords i n most instances 

rented to Jews , but on occasion , they rented to non-Jews as 

well. 71 Houses were constructed by the l andlor d and he 

rented apartments with maintenance expenses carried by the 

t enant . 72 In some instances , it was apartments within l a!'ger 

buildings which were rented ; at other times , an entire build 

ing wa s involvea. . 73 The les '.J or hcd tbe right to sub-lease 

t he apartment , only with the· consent of the owner of the 

apartment . 74 A landlord of ten had commercial 

interests in other areas and utilized his ava ilable surplus 

for dealing in real estate . Though Jewish weal th was mea sured 

primarily in moveable property , Jews poosessed consi derable 

assets in urban houses . This wealth was passed down from 

70Bben Haezer , 216a . 

71su pr a , Chapter V. See also , J . :rvrueller , 'f'eshubot 
Geone. J:.rizr ah V' l'1:-i arav , par . 158 . It is evident from this 
responsum that there were areas in which Jews lived next to 
non-Jews and areas where they d i d not , with neighbors having 
the right to exclude non- Jews if they so desired . Not only 
apar tments were rented but courtyar ds a.swell . 

72..,b H 206 17.)~tt::i 1Ji2 nr.> ,::i,t1:;i . 7i.l 1K,.nv :1nj P r~ ,:i,, 1, en a ezer , a . Tue responsum OI H . 1.J.iezer 
sti pulated exactly which mc:.intenance costs were to be ca r 
ried by the individual who rent s the house and which co sts 
were t o be carried by the l an dlord . All r epa irs t h t neces
sitated ~the work of a tra ined craftsman were to be dealt 
with by the. l andlord; &..11 minor repairs tha t could be done 
by the t enant himself v e1"'e not tr..e respons i bility of the 
landlord . 

73Eben Haezer , 215d; .. .:i.,, tPJ1?.?7 ,p, n? ,,:,, .... n , :i. ,, "ll ' '-'1 ' ?.) 

74.sben Haezer , 198cd . 
'i1'1 7;,:i D'J:l;-J? 1 71,cw, ,, ,~w,c M nw n,~ ,n,~ ,,,wn, 
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generation to generation and remained within a g iven farnily , 75 

constituting an excellent source for capital needed in com

mercial trans&ctions . Jews participated in the buying and 

selling of house s . Documents were prepa r ed that provided 

for t he sale of the house. 

~;he ownership of a house was often 

tied in with the running of a business that opera ted from 

the same place . 77 

Jews were intimately involved in the money market of 

Germany , functioning both as money changers and money 

lenders . They became involved in money- lending activities 

primarily as a r esult of their commercial a ctivity . They 

were one of the few groups who h&d a ready supply of cash 

available, and were already dealing in credit transactions . 

Their movement into money- lendi ng ~ivities was , therefore , 

quite natural . In the minds of some histori&ns , the activity 

of Jews as money lenders bears with it some measure of op

probium f or they have accepted unknowingly the canard that 

Jews functioned as parasites in the economic world of the 

75Bben Haezer , 208d . See also a responsum of 
l eshullam b . }(alonynus found in M. Roffman , op . cit ., par . 
30 . Such houses were often used as part of a dowry . See 
supra , Chapter VI , footnote 57 . :ri.:os t often , the holdings in 
houses were utilized for commercial profit r ather than simply 
used as dwellings f or the landlord . 

76Eben Haezer , 116a . n,,,,, ,,n, n•~ ,~w~ ~,n~~ ilnl ••• 
i•nw•~wn ,~, nili?ni o•nno 

77 d Ibid ., 297 . , nR ,,~D~ nT nnN ,, y~ 7•,,n 7,y~~, 7~1r, 
nJc~ oJi ~nn~ n,~ on 1J D1~ on•Jw1 ..• ,nK •1 ~D~ n,, 
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medieval period. . Therefore , they f ,und themselves apologizing 

by claiming that Jews were forced into money-lending activity .78 

Though this may be true of a later period , Je1::s gravitated 

into money-lending in our period , purely a s a result of eco

nomic developments wholly beyond their own control , and beyond 

the control of the secular autl: orities as well . As we heve 

noted , Jews of our period had the ability to move into many 

areas of economic endeavor and did not hesitate to do so . 

The lending of money was not an exclusively Jewish preoccupa

tion . Quite to the contrary , non-Jewish money lenders out

numbered the Jews who lent money on interest and there were 

a great many instances in which Jews were forced to turn to 

non-Jews in order to finance a particular venture . 79 Some 

of the vilification directed at the Jews because of their 

money-lending activity was directed with equEl vindictiveness 

780 0 ° t bb D · J ' . D t hl nd ,,, ,:>ee , e . g ., • ,) o e , _ ie uaen in eu sc a 
wahrend des Mittelalters , pp . 193 ff . 

79J . Parkes , The Jew in the Medieval Community , pp . 
327 ff . The existence of Gentile money lenders and their con
tribution to the flow of capital has been clee,rly established . 
Some authorities have gone so f a r as to discount almost all 
Jewish money- lending activity i~ the early period . Agus, e . g ., 
holds that Jews of the immediate pre-Crusade period were not 
professional money lenders , that they turned to non- Jewish 
money lenders to secure the funds that they needed . He holds , 
too , thet whenever they became involved in money-lending 
activity , it is as an outgrowth of their commercial under
takings . Such conclusions a.re arbi traIJr interpretations of 
the sources and are belied by the ma,terials we possess that 
indicete a long term involvement in professional money
lending activities . See I . Agus , Urban Civilization in I--re
Crusade Europe , Vol . I , Chapter V. 
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against non- Jews as well . There were instances in which non

Jews were expelled from a community because of the fact that 
· 80 

they functioned as money lenders . The centers of money-

lending activity up to the eleventh century were in the 

Church itself or its monasteries . Even afterwards, individ

ual gentiles engaged in extensive money- lending operations 

despite the violent opposition of the Church . Subterfuge of 

many varieties was used , including the depositing of money in 

t 1 e hands of Jews , who lent it out on interest and returned a 

portion of the profits to the gentile suppliers of capitai . 81 

Money-lending did represent a significant area of 

Jewish economic activity . The main supplier s of capital . in 

our r,eriod were the great merchants , among whom the Jews 

figured prom:::.nently . The charter that they received at the 

hands of Henry IV specifically referred to them as money 

changers , and their entry into many cities and towns was to 

a large extent based upon their ability to make available the 

large supply of capital necessary for economic dev8lopment 

in Germany at the time . 82 Even more important , the Jews 

themselves considered money-lending to be at the very center 

of their economic life , and fundamental to their 

" SOE. Honiger , "Zur Geschichte det Juden Deutschlands im 
Fruheren Mi ttelal ter" in Z,]i tschrift fur die Geschichte der 
Juden in Deutschla.nd , Vol . I (1887) . 

' 
81s. Grayzel , The Church and the Jews in the 13th 

Centu:r:y . p . 45 . 

82Parkes has pointEd out that there was some shift in 
emphasis after the period of the First Crusade to money-
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survivai . 83 Though the Jews were realistic in understanding 

the crucial role played by their money-lending function , 

they were not always happy in having t his particular economic 

function devolve upon them . There were authorities who were 

highly critical of Jewish involvement in money-lending ac

tivities , holding that an individual should involve himself 

in lending money only if he has no other way in which to make 

a living . 84 The fact is that Jews of our period did con

tinue to involve themselves in money-lending activities, even 

though other fields of endeavor remained open to them. 

The most fruitful object for their money-lending ac

tivity was the local lord , whether lay or ecclesiastica1 . 85 

It was the local lord who had the greatest need for funds to 

make the purchases he needed and it was only na ture.l that he 

lending from money-changing . See J . Perkes , op . cit ., p . 
340 . 

83Eben Ha.ezer , 204b . c• u'7 1" ,.'7Dw n.0 ••• nTn 1:01:i-r. • • 
,n ;1.0, at 1i1 Cli1 • •n •-r:, Note the similar refe r ence in the 

Tosefot , B. Metsia, ?lb . ',:,:,, a,,u,, ")'n:, oz, 1P?1 w•w •s,'7 ••• 
i:a••n ,,:, '1i1 

84The opposition to money-lending by Jewish authorities 
was based on many factors. n,,,~, ,,o~ ,,~, *• ~~ 

,,,n ,,:, ~,t-i: See , 
e. g ., Sefer Hasidim , par . 532 . Note also, J. rarkes , 1.Q.£. . 
ill• 

85s ee, e . g> , }}ben Haezer , 69ab . The frequent occur
rence of references to money-lending to nobles tenda to sup
port Schipper's thesis in part . Schipper held that in the 
early days Jews lent money primarily to nobles on a large 
scale and only later began to lend money to the masses of 
people in small loans . However, there are many references to 
such small scale lending as well . See I • .Schipper, Toled.ot 
HaKalkala HaYehudit (trans. from Yiddish), p . 173 . 
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turned to Jews who lived in the community by his sufferance . 

The lord , whether lay or ecclesiastical , would have the 

Jews readily available at his court so thet he could gratify 

his desire f or goods or the wherewithal t r conquest . At 

times , a syndicate of Jews combined together to provide the 

financial resources that were needed . 86 The Jewish money

lender was often to be found in the retinue of the lord at 

the local fair so that purchases could be made on the spot . 87 

The money involved in a single loan was often considerable , 

particularly when more than one money-lender was utilized . 

There were times when not even a combination of money-lenders 

were adequate to meet the capital needs of the lord and in 

that situation , the entire community was called upon to make 

the loan . 88 ~here were ti.mes in which f oreclosures took 

place on loans that were not repaid . In England particularly , 

Jews profited greatly from such foreclosures with subsequently 

dire consequences in the period preceding the Expulsion . 89 

The risks involved in money- lending were very eat , for there 

was a good possibility that the money loaned would be lost . 

86Bben Haezer , 69a. 1 m ;,";, r.i 127p ":i., 90:,1? 11;>).:i.:i:i 7i:s:J1 ••• 7n 7 i:, 7:i, 
,, n11'i:i'i 

87see supra , footnote 21 . 

88r:ben Haezer , ?Ob . 'JD:> l iJ:).l:'1? '7np:, ,,:, l' ,,z:i. • • 

89Joseph Jacobs , The Jews in Angevin ~nFlanJ , p . ,:VII. 
The anti-Jewish rioting and pillaging of twelfth century in 
England was primarily for the purpose of findine and destroy
ing records of indebtedness . 
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As a result , the rate of interest was high . The term'usury' 

that was frequently used by the Church in depreciating Jews 

is deceiving ; for the Church considered usury to be an inter

est charge , whether large or smali . 90 In one responsum, R. 

Eliezer referred to the interest rate as being twenty- five 

per cent . 91 

There were other groups besides the nobility to which 

Jews lent money . First and foremost , they lent money to each 

other . 92 In most instances , such funds were lent without 

interest . At other times , however , Jewish money-lenders were 

not averse to charging interest to their fellow Jews through 

a non- Jewish intermediary . 93 This particular circumvention 

of the law was reprehensible in the eyes of some authoriti es , 

and R. Eliezer, in part i cular , was vitriolic in his denuncia

tion of such flagrant abuses of Jewish law. 94 In a time 

in R. 
Jews . 

90 S. Grayzel , op . cit ., p. 44, footnote 15 . 

91Eben Haezer , 

92 Ibid ., 42c . 
ElI'e'z'er ' s work 

71d . 

Most of the references to money-l ending 
involved the transfer of funds between 

93Mordecai , Baba Netsia , par . 338 . 

94Eben Haezer , 204c . Our sources established beyond 
question that Jewish money- lenders attempted to circumvent 
the limitation on charging interest to a fellow Jew. The com
pl exities of the business world of the ti.me were utilized to 
disguise t he infringement of :Jewish law. While there were 
those who were undoubtedly loyal in every way to the teachings 
of thei r faith , the facts indicate that when a profit was to 
be made there were those who were prepared to set them aside . 
In contrast , note the rather naive view of Irving .Agus . 
(Urban Ci vilization in Pre- Crusade Europe , Vol . I , 339) 
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before the development of banking institutions , Jews became 

traveling bankers just as they were traveling merchants . 

They made themselves >ailable at the local fairs in order to 

lend money to those who had come to make purch..ases but who 

found themselves without funds . 95 Similarly , it was common 

to find them functioning as petty pawnbrokers , taking pawns 

as collateral against loans made on a relatively small amount 

of money . 96 During the times in which they traveled the 

roads on other business , they often found it necessary to 

leave them behind in the care of others for safekeeping . 97 

Among the pawns that were left in the hams of Jews were 

church vestments brought in to the Jewish pawnbrokers by an 

individual priest so as to meet his own personal needs . We 

have noted above the great concern evidenced by the Jewish 

community over the dangers of such an undertaking . For some author-

ities, the taking of such pawns was entirely proper . 98 

Whatever the dangers , the necessity for a Jew to earn a 

living were such as to overcome fear of its consequences . 

There were many non-Jewish pawnbrokers , and Jews would on 

occasion go to a non- Jewish pawnbroker for a loan to meet his 

95Eben Haezer , 69a . 

96rbid ., 71c . See also J . Mueller , Teshubot Geona 
Mizrah V'Maarav , par . 170 . 

97,!lli., 199c . 
98, Tosafot , Aboda Zara , 50a . Note also , 

Sefer Yerefim , par . 73 , in which R. Eliezer of Metz criticized 
the practise . Cf . suRra , Chapter V, footnote 32 . 
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needs . 99 The pawnbroker , in most instances , used his own 

capital . There were times in which the money he supplied 

was not his own but r a ther came from silent partners who 

divided the profits with him . 

The importance of the Jews in the economic life of 

Germany is underscored by the extent to which they were in

volved , not only with the lending of money but with providing 

currency . The period was one in which there wa s no uniform 

c ,rrency. Each municipality had different coinage . An 

individual could mint his own coins with proper permission 

from the government if he had the silver to do so . 100 '.I'he 

coins that did exis t were in short supply . The Jew func

tioned as a buyer and seller of money , 101 as well as a 

money-changer , taking silver bullion and exchanging it for 

coinage . They bought silver in one place and transported i t 

to another where it was sold at a higher prioe .102 The basic 

unit of coinage noted by R. Eliezer was a Zakuk , although a 

half Zakuk and quarter ~akuk were also known . 103 The term 

99Eben Haezer , 82a. N?N ,, :il-': 7 D il7?.:> :7 7 ' N , ••• 'u ,,::i. 1 ,::nvr.i ' n J:n,r.i 
, ::i. , n n, ,, nN7 

lOOAlfonso Depsch , The Economic and Social Foundations 
of European Civilization , p . 370 f . 

lOlEben Haezer , 202b . '} o:, '>w P i pT ii l i pn The coins were 
handled exac~ly as any other item of merchandise . They were 
bought for a minimum amount of s ilver and sold for a maximum. 

102 Sefer Ha Pardes , par. 269; A. Epstein a nd J . Freiman , 
Maase HaGeonim , p . 70 . See also , J. Aronius , Regesten , par . 
149 . 

103L. Zunz , Zu.r Geschiohte und Literatur , p . 543; fil2.fil1 
Haezer , 295c, et . passim. 
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occurred only in Jewish sources and is Hebraic in origin. 

It probably comes from a source that means pure, i . e. , con

taining less dross than other forms of coinage . The Zakuk 

appearecl often in Jewish letsal documents of the Medieval 

period . 104 It was not uniform in all areas of Germany . Dif

ferent varieties of the Zak"'Uk were in use , each containing a 

somewhat different amount of silver. 105 The Zakuk: was 

roughly equivalent to the~ that contained in R. Eliezer ' s 

times eight ounces of silver in Germany; in France it was 

Worth Somewha t less . 106 Th M k had b . t d di th e ~ een in ro uce n e 

early eleventh century with a higher degree of purity than 

minted coins . 107 

The purchasing power of the Zakuk was considerable . 

A precious stone was noted as being worth a Zakuk , a ring 

worth a Zakuk and a halt . 108 A Zakuk was lent to a local 

104Note , e . g . , the Ketubah , discussed supra, Cha~ter VI . 

105Eben Haezer , 42c . (Worms) W'l'l.,,, p1pt 

106Moses Hoffman . Der Geldhandel der deutschen Juden 
wahrend des Mittelalters bis zum Jahre 1350 , p . 127 , footnote 
1 . Hoffman notes that the Frenc'I-). mark contained only f ive 
ounces of· silver. An ounce of silver is known in the sources 
as .:i'fl-- . Eben Raezer , 202b, et al ; L . Zunz , op . cit. , 
p . 543 . Zunz holds that M'P 1M is a corruption of ittplitt from 
the Greek ouykia . 

107r . ~'\gus , Urban Civilization in Pre-Crusade Burope, 
Vol . I , 287. 

lOSE-ben H 3 6 _ aezer , a . 
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lora . 109 A pearl was sold in the ms.rket for two Z 'kukim, 

having gone up in price in a relatively short time from one 

Zakuk .110 A house could be rented for half a Zakuk per 

year , 111 while an unvocalizet Humash cost one Zakuk and a 

vocalized Hu.mash two Z'kukim . 112 A Zakuk has been estimated 

a.t approximately two hundred dollars , measured by the oon-

113 temporary buying power of the dollar . The business in-

vestments of Jews amounted to a considerable amount of 

money for the time . Investments of ten Z 'kukim and eighteen 

Z'kukim were common. 114 There i'\ere other forms of currency 

in use among the Jews of the time. While the primary 

standard was silver , gold pieces were known and were in use , 

though not as widely as the silver Zakuk . 115 Smaller units 

of currency were also in circulation. One litra contained 

lOgibid ., - 69a. 

11olli9-.., 199ab . 

111Ibid ., 202a . 

1121,lli., 197b . 

113r. Agus , Urban Civilization in Pre-Crusade Europe , 
Vol . I , 287 . Agus ~ estimate seems reasonable , although 
there is some question as to whether the estimate is a ac
curate as he assumes it to be . Note the excellent survey on 
numismatics thet includes our period and that is still valu
able to be found in L. Zunz, op . cit ., pp . 535-563 . 

114:Eben Haezer , 204a , 36a . 

llSibid ., 196c . 0':l"li"IT ' (gilden). See also L. 
Zunz, loc . cit . 
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240 Peshittim (ffennig) . 116 Vacillations in currency value 

permitted Jewish money changers to profit handsomely , while 

performing a useful purpose in making money available for a 

functioning market . 

The Jews in Germany , then, cons tituted a vigorous ele

ment in the German economy . Their work as traders , merchants , 

and bankers was .significant in f acilitating the flow of money 

and goods . Although Jews could be found in othe r areas , 

their primary concentration was in commerce . The net result 

of their economic activity was a high standard of living for 

themselves and economic benefit for Germany as a whole . 

116L. Zunz , op . cit ., p . 561 . One ounce of silver 
was an equivalent of twenty Pfennig in R. Gershom ' s times . 
There was , however , a grea+, deal of fluctuation in currency 
val ue depending upon place and time . 



CHAPTER VIII 

RELIGIOUS LIFE 

The religious life of the Jews in Germany was in the 

center of their consciousness at all times , although they 
.., 

were not ascetic , nor removed from the affairs of the com-

munity . They enjoyed a high standard of living , and the 

economic and material benefits that accrued to them. At the 

same time~ their lives were filled with concern for the per

forme...nce of God ' s will as they understood it •1 

We have already noted the fact that the synagogue was 

the most vital institution in the Jewish community . This 

was reflected not only in the synagogue as a religious in

stitution but also as the social and juridical center . It 

was thronged with individuals both morning and evening , who 

came to participate in Divine Worship. Participation in 

synagogue services was not at all confined to the Sabbath 

and festivals . With the exception of those workers whose 

duties demanded of them that they begin work very early in 

1A. Berliner , Aus dem Leben der deutschen Juden in 
Mittelalter , p. 4. 
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the morning, the synagogues were ordinarily filled with wor-

8hippers on the weekday as well. rhis wa s particularly true 

of Mondays and Thursdays , when the Torah was read publicly . 2 

Rosh Hodesh services ·were similarly well attended. 3 A young 

poy could be counted in order to complete the seven called · 

to the Torah but- not in order to fulfill the quorum of the 

ten needed for- public· worship. 4 Rel i gious 

influences were dominant in the home , and constituted the 

most important focus of activity within the family . Unlike 

Spain of the period , where there existed a greater degree 

of liberality , the Jews of Germany possessed a Jewish com

munity more homogenous and more orthodox in its view of 

religion . 

The synagogue building was not the ornate structure 

often built by their Christian counterparts . The churches 

of the time had become extremely sumptuous in character , and 

2s efer :Mi tzvot Gadol , i?t . 1 par . 191 . ,c iR ;n '' ,. • • 
'no-,::,n n•S:i T"ifc 1•iw :i:,tt',0 ,,.:i', a,,,7.)l( a,,:i, nzi:i on ,,,:i, 

n:iw:i ,0:, •wen, •l w:i a,:i, 7,,,s0 i:, ,,I( ,:ii( n:iwn oi•:i ott ,:, 
Cf . Mordecai Gittin , par . 462 t'l(:l i w:) p ..... 1112:>n:i , 'lw:i '1:itt ••• 
See also , supra , Chapter IV . >":,n-.:i', o•:ii 

3Eben Haezer , 87b . It is evident from R. Eliezer ' s 
comments that a t tendance at Rosh Hodesh services was sub
stantial though it did not involve the entire community . 

4Eben Haezer , 97a, 
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brought down upon themselves the ire of church reformers 

who f elt they distracted worshippers. There was s,t least 

one instance of record in which stained glass windows were 

used in synagogues . 5 The synagogues of the time were aes

thetically plain , but hardly as austere as thos e of the 

early modern period in Eastern Europe . There was some decor

ation on the walls , though a strict prohibition existed 

against the depicting of a human figure . The building had 
wooden 6 arid 7 

a / floor , '/ an .Almemar in the center . 
.II 

The synagogue service generated both warmth and piety 

on the part of tho se who participated in it . The liturgy had 

been •rell established for some time . All fundamentals both 

as to form and content had been agreed upon during the course 

5Mordecai 1 Aboda Zara , par . 840; Responsa of R. Meir 
of Rothenburg , par . 610 . Krautheimer , Richard . Mittel
alterliche Synagogen , pp . 116 ff . The stained glass windows 
at Cologne depicted lions and snakes , but R. Eliakim (R. 
Eliezer ' s father-in-law) ordered them removed . On the other 
hand , R. Ephraim b . Is&ac , a pupil of R. Tam , permitted 
paintings of birds and horses in the syna.gogues in Regensburg . 
This was indicated in reply to a question submitted to him by 
R. Joel, R. Eliezer ' s son- in-law. Our period was one in 
which there was no clear cut prohibition on artistic embel
lishment of synagogues and with much variation on how much 
wa~ permitted . For a fuller treatment of the problem , see 
s . · Baron, The Jewish Community , Vol . II , 137- 139 , as well as 
footnot e 15 . See also , supra , Chapter IV , footnote 19 . 

6Tosafot 1 Megillah , 22b . 

7Eben Haezer , 176c , based on Meg . 26b . 
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of the gaonic period , although many details were still open 
8 , 

for spirited discussion . The liturgy possessed some measure 

of flexibility and orig1nal piyyutim were composed as the 

situation demanded it and integrated into the service . Such 

original compositions were most often sung for a specific 

purpose or for a particular holiday or fast day . R. Eliezer , 

though known primarily as a halachist, distinguished himself 

as well as a · composer of such liturgical pieces . 9 There was 

conflict between those who sought for liturgical renewal and 

those who opposed additions to the liturgy ._lO Our period 

was one in which there came into being a proliferation of 

local minhagim in the liturgical ~rea , varying widely from 

place to place . Such mirihagim were clearly reflected in our 

sources and constituted a significant expression of liturgical 

8-se~, e.g., -th~ energetic discussion of some aspects 
of the Yom Kippur liturgy in Eben Haezer, 169a . 

9A. Haberman , Sefer Gezerot Ashkenaz V' Tsorfat , pp . 
84-88 . The liturgical poem composed by R . -•'liezer was in
tended for inclusion in the syna gogue services . For a fuller 
description of R. Eliezer ' s contributions in this regard , see 
supra , Chapter I , as well as E. Landshut , Amada HaAvoda , pp . 
20-23 , and I . Davidson , otm.r HaShira V' Ha;Pi yyut , ;, . 364 . . 

lONote the comment of Amram Gaon that was typical of the 
gaonic view and that persevered into our period . 

(n~w~ 7'~ :,~) o,•~ ,,: iiD?n: C'Djn ,,cK~ nee D'lWD il K T'N 
D'r.>jn ,,:~~ y:~D? 'Di~,, •• 7Tn ,DKi N,nN? T'l'Y~(p,D ) 'N, 

n,, p•p'>or., 

B. M. Levine, otsar HaGaonim, Vol . I, Berachot , p . 70 . 
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vitality . Of even greater significance , variations in cus tom 

within the German communities were often used in later gen

erations as a basis for iturgical norms. At a l ater time , 

Jews who settled in a new community would divide thems elves 

up .into congregations on the basis of the local minhag to 

which they had accustomed themselves. 

Creative innovation in liturgy was a i ded i mmeasurably 

by the fac t tha t in our period there were few prayer books 

in the hands of worshippers . The precentor was , therefore , 

at much greater liberty in adding to the liturgy with the 
11 

cons ent of a local authority . The l ater i nvention of the 

printing press and the ready availabi lity of a set series of 

prayers put serious impediments in the path of t hose f or whom 

creat ive prayer wa s a significant value. The early prayer 

books were no't prayer books at all in the s trictest sense of 

the term. Bet h Getle r Rav Amram to which R. Eliezer made fre

quent references , as well a s ~ahzor Vitry and Siddur Rashi of 

our period should more properly be considered source books for 
12 the intellectual leadership who were in charge of prayer . 

The cost of such prayer compilat ions was extremely high and 

although a copy was kept in the synagogues for reference , it 

was never avail able to t he average worshipper . The worshipper 

11see, e.g., infra, footnote #13 . 

12R. Eliezer utilized Seder R. Amram in exactly that 
fashion . Note Eben Haezer , 177a, 183a, et al . 
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was forced to rely on his memory as well as the direction he 

was able to receive from the precentor .13 Prayer books of an 

extremely specialized and limited nature , such as Selihot, 

were occasionally available , but even these compilations 

were extremely expensive .14 

The existence of a valid tradition from gaonic times 

was assured . The problem most often faced by the leaders of 

the community was determining which one among a variety of 

local traditions was the mo s t valid one for them . They leaned 

very heavily on the pioneering work of Am.ram Gaon in the re-

scension of the prayer book . R. J::Iiezer wes an important 

figure in determining the validity of liturgical traditions 

for his time and devoted a good part of Eben IIaezer to. a 

consideration of the problem. He was for the Jews of his own 

community perhaps the prime interpreter of wha.t constituted 

acceptable minhag . 

13There is some question as to whether the precentor 
himself had a text in front of him. Such is the interpreta
tion that could easily have been put upon a responsum of 
Rashi . See I . Elfenbein , Teshubot Rashi , p . 76 , par . 65 . 
Without question , there were no prayer books in the hands of 
the congregation itself . Note in this rege,rd the question 
directed e.t R. Eliezer by R. Samuel , his son- in-law(~ 
Haezer , 30d) , contrasting a well established Talmudic princ
iple with the liturgical custom of his time . 

·m 7,,,p , ~K ,•Kn , »"1i 1,0,K~ '"w, nnM 'K ~n~lW a•il, ..• 
K,o , , • p , 0&1 01• ~~~ w"p i n1ll,p 

14A considerable amount of money could be borrowed on 
the security of published pamphlets of penitential prayers . 
Eben Haezer , 299a . 
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One of the most important centers for the development 

and transmission of liturgical variations was the Yeshibot . 

The authority of . the Yeshibot was often referred to by R. 

Eliezer in an attempt to secure acceptance for a given course 

he was himself recommending . 15 In general , the rabbis tended 

to discourage variations in the liturgy and to seek f or an 

increasing degree of uniformity in prayer . There were times 

when a proper Torah scroll was not available and the leaders 

of the congregation had to be content with reading from a 

Humash instead of a scro11 . 16 In mos t ins tances , congrega

tions possessed more than one scro11 .17 , The readin_gs from 

15Eben Haezer , 182a , 183a. It is evident that the pro
cedures followed in the Yeshibot were influential in shaping 
the thinking of members of the community . In r efer~ine to 
established pattern of Minhag , R. Eliezer pointed them -out as 
an important source of authority and their consent to a given 
course of action a singularly important one . J . Mueller , 
Hillufai Minhagim , p . 2 . R. Eliezer had the status of prime 
interpreter of Minhagim for his time, as well as exertiT¥5 
influence on later generations . 

16r . Elfenbein, Teshubot Rashi , par . 276 , p . 312 . 
particularly footnote 2, p. 313 . Our sources reflect a 
of proper Torah scrolls in th~ small towns where Jewish 
habitants were not numerous . 

Note 
lack 
in-

17All of our sources that deal with the lack of proper 
scrolls come from France where the pattern of Jewish settle
ment was , as we have noted , widespread and highly rural . The 
same problem asserted itself in the rural communities known 
to Maimonides (Responsa of :Ma imonides , par . -~. On the other 
hand , R. Eli ezer noted in many places the talmudic concern 
that there be two Torah scrolls rather than one , in order 
not to trouble the congregation by rolling one Torah in their 
presence . Note Eben Haezer , 3la . At the same time , R. Eliezer 
objected to the use of a Humash since it could not be rolled as 
a scroll of the law. Eben Haezer , 281c . 
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the Torah as well a s the Haftorah had been well established 

long before our period . However, there were still areas of 

flexibility when more thsn one Haftorah reading was possible . 

On the Sabbath of Hanukah, which was also t he beginning of 

the New ifonth , more than one cuRtom was practised , and R. 

Eliezer was forced to lean heavily on the work of Am.ram Gaon 

in determining the correct practise . 18 

The order of readers from the Torah had been established 

in the Talmudic peri od . Without interfering with that pro

cedure unnecessarily , R. Eliezer felt that an outstanding 

scholar had the right to be called first to the Tor.::•.h , 

19 whether he was or was not a Kohen . In the medieval syna-

gogue , the 'Torah was read by the precentor rather than the 

individual called f or an Aliyah in order to avoid embarrass

ment . Those who were called to the Torah remained in their 

places on the pedestal while the Torah was read • .A:fter all 

had completed their reading , the mos t important among them 

arose to roll the Torah . 20 Disagreements still took place 

with regard to the port ion of the Torah to be read . In the 

18Eben Haezer , 177a. R. Eliezer brought the entire 
text of R • .Amram in order to clarify his ruling . 

1•,,p n~in ,w n)w il ln, ,, ~,~ '"o~ a•~wn ;;~ 1; ~•~Tn N?i a,,~~ a,, ,n ~,, , ,,,,, h''l~, ... •n~w, ,3, n,,,,, n,,, ll 

19Jlli., 2810. • 
• ,, 1,e,g~ a•~~n ,,,0,n o•ln) ••1~w n0~n) l;e,0 ••• 

20Ibid ., 177a. This particular cus tom was practiced 
in Narboiine: 
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case of a f a st day that fell on a week day , R. Eliezer de

cided that the portion of the week ordinarily read on that 

day would not be read. In its stead, the reading for the 

fast day was utilized in the morning a nd the portion of the 

week was ignored . 21 Similarly , certain va ria tions existed 

in the reading of the Torah du.ring the course of the Festival 

of Sukkot . R. Bliezer noted many different minhagim in 

determining which portion was to be read , including one cited 

in the name of Rashi . 22 He commented as well on the litur

gical differences between Rosh Hashanah and the festivals , 

distinctions that were quoted by other authorities . 23 Often 

the debate on liturgical procedure became rather heated . R. 

Eliezer told of his father-in- law becoming involved in a 

spirited discussion during the course of services over proper 

procedures to be used in blowing the Shofar . 24 At time s , such 

altercations over liturgical procedures in the synagogue 

divided congregations into f actions at war with one another . 

The existence , however , of a renowned authority whose task 

it was to interpret the demands of the tradition mitigated 

the extension of possible controversy. 

17 . 

37a. 

171c . 

The discussion was based on Meg , 30b . 

Note also Mahzor Vitry, par . 380 . 

23Mahzor Vitry , par . 228 . 

24Eben Haezer , 4Scd . See supra , Chapter I , footno~e 
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While such variations were often the subject for con-

cern , it is evident there was broad agreement and near unan

imity of view in mos~fareas of the liturgy . The custom of recit

ing·tpe·aeclaration:il Kol Nidre had come into existence in 

the gaonic period although some opposition to it was not ed ut 

the time . 25 It was already well established in our period 

and was considered to be a fixed part of the Yom Kippur 

s ervice . Kol iTidre was recited three times and it was con

cluded by a public declaration annulling the vows of the 

congregation . Such procedures were accepted not only in the 

West , but in Bohemia and Hungary as ue11 . 26 There i s an in

dication in our sources that the Habdalah said between the 

Sabbath and the week day was identical with that set down in 

the gaonic period . 27 Opportunities were sought for the ex

pression of prayer in an unhurried and meaningful fashion . 

Although our sources reflect a preoccupation with the exact 

25opposition to the recitation of Kol Nidre was grounded 
in the rejection of the magical fear of vows that were broken 
unwittingly . All the same , the custom spread as we have noted 
not only to Burope but to mony other areas of the world as 
well . Note Teshubot HaGaonim , Lyck edition , par . 99 . See 
also the comments of S . :·;aron , A Social and Religious History 
of the Jews , Vol . VII , p . 78 . 

26Eben Haezer , 156b . While traveling in the East , R. 
Eliezer spent the High Holy Days away from his family and 
noted the customs of the pl ces that he visited . See supra , 
Chapter I . 

27 1!219.., 164c . 

See 8eder Rav Amram , pp . 31- 33 . 
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form and ritual of prayer concern was also expressed for 

t he spiritual intent of the worshi pper . 28 Incidents of ill

ness or other misfortunes th&t occurred were ~6ted in the 

liturgy . 29 

This was a period , then, in which patterns of 

liturgical custom were still beine developed besed upon a 

prior model in the gaonic litera ture, an his toric~l process 

in which scholars such as P. Eliezer played a lead i ng role . 

Changine economic a nd social conditions brought in 

their wake changes- in religious pr actice as well . I n 

ancient times , it wa s the a ccepted custom to wear garments 

t hat conta ined four corners to which f ringes were attached . 

Our period was one in which the mode of dress ha(l changed 

completely . 30 The ma jority of the Jewish community no longer 

wore f ringes on their outer garments , 31 nor d id they develop 

28 Eben Haezer , 97a . M?N n,,,n0~ ,,g~ n~,~n p,,T, N,, ... 

29 Ibid ., 177b . 

•.• n~ ;~; 7,,~,u, '~~ n~ ,,u,0, 

n,,nn ,, D'~n, l'Wplcw 1~w,, _ , 1~w ,c~ ,,en :» D ,, u, 

30s ee supra , Chapter VI , for a detailed description of 
t he co stumes of our period . · In the East , however , wrap 
around clothing remained the pattern , and we do have r ecords 
of Eastern Jews. of our period utilizin~ fri ~~ on the corners 
of their garments . 8ee L. Grunhut , Travel s of R. Petachia , 
p . 15 . The authorities of our period were conscious of dis~ 
tinctions bet ween the dres s of the ancients and that of their 
own time . 

31Bben H1:2.ezer , 30c . The comment i s based on a question 
directed at R. Eliezer by his son-in-law . The same question 
is mirrored no t only among German authorities but in the French 
authorities as well . Note , e . g . , Tosafot , Baba Bathra , 74a . 
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an undergarment to which fringes were attached as is the 

custom today . 32 The chanee in clothing induced the authori

ties of the period to counsel th ta Tallit be secured and 

utilized to display the frine;es, probably only during the 

period of prayer . 33 Bven so , the commandment of displaying 

the fringes was not complied with universally. There were 

many who did not secure for themselves such a Tallit , for 

varying reasons . 34 At the death of an individual, he was 

buried with the fringes removed from his Tallit , and the 

comment of the Tosafot on the custom is instructive . 

n,n M? DM n'S'! D'W~,, ,,n ,,,~w D'C~n 'D'~, 
0,,0iK ,,nw iD~ n0i,w n,n ,iil lJ? aniD~ Dl an, 

,~n l'MW iw~, ?lM "'X'S ,i, ,,,s l'M nDi ,,i,n 
Min 7,i~, n,3,3 1D'W' DK DM''"~ n•z•s D'Wli? 

D''P in,Dli D''P ~, ,,,n~w w,, lJ? ini, 

32mhe earliest reference we possess to the Tallit Kat n 
is to be found in the Responsa of R. Hayyim , Or Zarua , par . 1. 

n•~, a,~,in, .n,,y a,~,~~, nl~P n,,~ D'Wli,w a,M 'l~ w,w ... 
•.. nl~p~ ,~,,D Min 7,,,,w m"JM "''' o•~ilDi n,,,ln D'Wli,i nol~n 

R. Hayyim lived a century after R. Eliezer. It is evident 
that details surroundirn~ the wearing of the Tnllit Katan were 
not yet clarified , nor was it universal . 

33rt is difficult to ascertain whether the Tallit men
tioned in our sources was in truth a garment worn for the 
purposes of prayer or whether originally it was viewed as a 
means of fulfilling the commandment of fringes . Whether the 
shift to our current practice occurred in one stage or two , 
it is clear that our period wa s one in which the major part 
of that change took place . Note Tosafot , ~, 32b . 

34Tosafot , Erachin, 2b . 
l'~''TI ll'N n,,~ nilp? ?~i• N? DKi ••• 
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. the sages 
In the time of/ the wearing of fringes was uni-

, versal. If f ringes were not worn at death it could 
be interpret ed a s an act o f mockine. at the dead who 
no longer are under. the obligat ion of observing the 
commandment of f ringes . Now , however , the wearing 
of f ringes is no t at all universal . If they were 
to be worn by all the dead , mockery of the dead 
would be increased , he seems to be fulfilling in 
death commandments he did not fulfill Jn life.)? · 

Modes of attaching fringes to garments were s t andard . 

Yet , R. Eliezer did attest to some measure of variation in 

a Tallit he observed that had been brought from Lombardy . 36 

It is evident that our period was one of trans ition . The 

older pattern of observance had passed , and a new pattern had 

not as yet manifested itself . 

A similar pattern can be noted in the observance of 

'I'efillin . Originally , Tefillin , or phylacteries , were worn 

by the Jew for t he entire day . As is evident from our 

s ources , the Jew had to be caref ul les t they be subject to 

impurity during the course of the day . In our period , the 

Tefillin were removed at t he noon hour &nd the Jew was free 

to function during the course of the rest of the day entirely 

without the encumbrance of phyl acteries . 37 There is s ome 

question as to the scrupulousnes s with which Jews of our 

period observed t he c ommandment of Tefillin al t oe-e ther . 38 

35Tosaf ot 1 Niddah , 61b . 

36Eben Baezer , 147a. 

37Tosafot, Ber, 44b . 

38The extent to wh ich the commandment was i gnored is 
open to debate . Note the extreme pos ition held by Rabinowi~z . 
The Social Life of the Jews of Northern Fr ance , p . 177 . 

; , 
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r·oses of Couey, for one, testified that the observance of 

Tef llin was 

in Spain. 

weak at times among · certain Jews especially 

Similarly, quest ions directed 

at R. Tam displ ayed basic l ack of understanding of ths fun

damental s of '::'efillin,and the manner in wr.ich it wes to be 

WO 
40 In a similar vein, the commandment of affixing 

41 :Mezuzot to their doorposts was periodically ignored. 

have already noted the fact that the Jews of the period did 

not utilize a head covering as a specifically Jewish moo. e of 

dress . 42 Our period was one in which tho se commandments that 

most set the Jew outwardly apart were those that were lee.st 

observed .• 

The existence of a local Ninhag was an important 

phenomenon in Jewish religious life in many areas other than 

the liturgical which we hav-e discussed . Though the Gaonim 

of the East sought to rule over the European Jewish community 

from the seventh through ti.e eleventh centuries , they found it 

extremely difficult to check the proliferation of local 

39s eI• aG , 76c . iD~ n,,,, n,K t•~•nnw inMD i D~n 0~ 1 ••• 
... ~M,w' ,,~ n,,,n, nn,n ,,,0 n~w, n~'D 

' n ' K7 ,~ •.. i' ?J ,,,,~n nnJ~ • 1p~ 7Y 
40sefer Hayyashar, par. 58, ro . 1. ~~,l~ ~n , ~ 7'n'J ~~ ,n,~,~ 

' Y~~~~ p,~~ ~b~? 1n1~ j'n'J~ ,~ ~ , ••• Y17T~ 
41r. Agus , Rabbi r~eir of Rothenbure~, \ol. I , 264 , 

Responsum 213 . Care must be taken not to exaggerate the 
degree to which a particular commandment was violated. It 
is clear , though , that the observance of this commandment was 
far from universal. 

42s ee ;~upra , Chapter ·vr, footnotes 90-91 . 
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custom . Over the course of the years, they tended to become 

increasingly intolerant of religious diversity, though with 

the increas inc feudalization of ChriRtian i~uroP3 t he Jews 

found t hemselves sh:..ring with their Christir n neighbors a 

reverence f or local custom, 43 Dis tinctions must be made , 

however , between divergences noted in Germany and those ob

served in Fr ance au.ring our period . rihe vr-rlat ions in cus

tom among t he Geruan Jews were substanti -1 enough to intro

duce di f ferences even .:.n Kashrut observance from city to 

city . 44 There wa s no overriding personality who could by 

dint of his superior schola r stip i mpose one pattern of ob

servance on all communities . French Jews were , hovever, 

under t he overridine inf luence of Hashi a nd bis s chool . As 

~.ab 1: enu •.::am noted in re s ponse to a que""' tion direct ,d at 1 im 
.. 
, •~•~ ,, n,,,~M n,,,~K iln,~,~ ,w,n 'Ka~~ nwp~, 

1~ipc nK ,n,,pn ,K ~D~ l'KW a•~~,~, o•n,~ llK n~,w 

Please do not s plinter our kingdo1.:.1 int o s11all 
groups , for we drink from the waters of ~ashi . Do 
not erode his pos ition with uord s of no sub3tance . 45 

43s . Baron , .A Jocial and eligious HL:itory of the Jews, 
-.·01 . VII , 121 . Cf . I. 1.!Jrahams , Jewish Li +'e in t he 1 i ldle 
~\ges , p . 36 . r ote should also be take :, of t he import2.nt 
influences exerted by Pale. tinian usa{;es &s noted by ~ei t lin 
( 11 R.ashi and the Rabbinate," JQR, Vol . 31) . See supra , foot 
note 5· • 

44;....ben Haezer , 237b . In t i .., c a s e t he Jews of 1•-yence 
were more stringent in their views than the Jews of •;,orms • 
. t'hoy were permitted the more l enient view while i n temper ry 
residence in ·., orms . •inK nb1l in,, nn•n ,, ,~,,,u'lw::, att, ••• 

iDip~~ ,,0Kw D"YK fnc, lini~ ttin ,n,c ttw•c,,, •r-~n 

iJOte alqo ~ben Haezer, 102d. 

45~efer .ayvashar , pa r . ~5, ~ . 6. 
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The proliferation of local custom had many significant by

products . Jewish life gained much more than it lost by al

lowing significant additional freedoms to the individual and 

by the coexistence of variegated smaller groups within the 

total structure of Judaism. R. Eliezer justified differ

ences in custom and affirmed the equality of different cus

toms that came to his attention as long as they came from a 

source he felt he could trust. 46 At all times he insisted 

that the custom practiced by Jews arise out of the circle of 

knowledgeable leaders in a given community . 47 

Observance of Jewish ritual law was nearly universal . 

The Sabbath and the holidays were days of particular joy, in 

which the entire community were gathered for worship in the 

synagogue . 48on Friday afternoon the children were sent 

scurrying home to inform their mothers that the time had come 

to light the Sabbath candles . 49 Concern 

46 E. g., Eben Haezer , 176a. 

47Ibid . , 181d. . •. 7,~:,1) 

48Ibid ., 87b . 

49Eben Haezer , 146b . The custom apparently of gaonic 
origin was practiced in R. Eliezer ' s time . 

1':1 7::::, 1 
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for the proper observance of the lighting of Sabbath candles 

was reflected in the earlier gaonic enactment that the ap

propriate Mishna be recited during the evening service . 

Though such a recital could hardly be effective with regard 

to candles lit on that Friday evening , it would constitute 

an effective reminder for the following week. 50 

Observance of the Sabbath was strict and attempts made 

to liberalize restrictions on distances walked during the 

Sabbath were sharply condemned by R. Eliezer . Such liberal 

interpretations were common with the few Jews who lived in 

isolation from the main urban areas and sought to gather to

gether on the Sabbath for worship as well as for social

izing. 51 The demands of commerce created their own pressures . 

Traders were permitted to establish residence before the 

Sabbath on the river boats that plied the Rhine ·, though such 

50rbid . The reason 'for the introduction of such mater
ial into"the liturgy is given by R. Eliezer without comment 
on its forced reasoning . 

51rben Haezer , 154c . The liberal interpretation in
volved the consideration of vines and fences strung out be
tween the rural villages as an~ so that a large area could 
be construed as one city . This particular view was firmly and 
summarily rejected by R. Eliezer . Cf . Or Zarua , par . 162 . R. 
Isaac of Vienna referred to an identical difference of view . 
In his opinion , however , the individual who summarily dismissed 
the more liberal interpretation was R. Samuel bar Natronai of 
Bonn who was in reality R. Eliezer ' s son-in-law. There is 
little doubt that R. Samuel derived his view from his father
in- law and that R. Isaac was unfamiliar with R. Eliezer ' s 
original statement . 
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a procedure constituted a significant new departure from 

prior Talmudic norms. 52 TLe economic dependence of the 

Jewish community on the Rhine trade insinuated itself at 

every turn. Problems were created for the Jewish trader 

when his boat docked on the Sabbath and he had to be concerned 

with disembarkation without violating the Sabbath . 53 Wherever 

the Jew traveled , he was able to carry with him successfully 

concern for the Sabbath and its institutions . Jews traveled 

together on their journeys not only in order to insure their 

safety but also to facilitate the proper observance of 

Sabbaths and estivals . 54 Non-Jews were allowed to perform 

52Tosafot , Erubin, 43a . Note also Eben Haezer , 47cd . 
The decision to permit such sailings to-take place was far 
from unanimous and R. Eliezer was forced to differentiate 
between conditions existing in his time and the earlier Tal
mudic period . Even more important his own reservations were 
overcome by the fact that the custom had already taken root 
due primarily to economic circums tances . Note the interesting 
and important comment . (Eben Haezer , 48d) 
n,n, l'~D~ Min n,,nc2 1•~1~n ~~, a,w~ w",2 l'l'~D~w n~, •n~s~, 

n i:u:, ,2, 
R. <:;amuel b- -.n :Meir was prepared at one time to allow the pos
sibility of travel on the Sabbath in a carriage driven by a 
non-Jew but found himself forced to abandon tha t position . 
See Tosafot , Erubin , 43a . 

53Eben Haezer , 157b . There was some difference of view 
on the probleI1Bof disembarkation during an earlier period in 
the settlement of the city . R. Eliezer identified himself 
with the more 11 beral view. 

on•,~, nK 'lK n ,,, ••• ,Mi,,nn~ o•~~nM T~ w,, ••• 1~ 0~ 1n~9~, ••• 

54we have noted above the fact tha t Jews traveling to 
the East often did so in caravans for their protection . ( See 
supra , Chapter VII) Every attempt was made by the traveling 
group to constitute itself a religious community and to ob
serve the demands of its tradition. (Eben Haezer , 154b) 
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labors not permitted to Jews. 55 Observance of the Sabbath 

involved the community as well as the individual for the 

community gathered as a congregation to usher in the 

Sabbath. 56 The observance of the Sabbath reflected; too, 

differences in local custom prevalent in R. Eliezer ' s time, 

He noted differences between Babylonian and Palestinian usage 

with regard to the number of matsot used on the table for a Pesah 

Sabbath mea1. 57 The Jewish community was wealthy enough so 

that they rarely had the problem of a lack of funds for wine 

or spices . Yet , the elders of Mayence , upon consultation 

with the Jerusalem authorities, permitted the use of myrtle 

as a substitute for spices , suggesting that our period was 

one in which commerce with the East was still limited . The 

J erusalem community continued as a potent force within the 

world J ewish community of the time . Their advice was solici-

ted and taken in religious matters constituting an extremely 

important influence on the development of Jewish law in 

Similarly , when attending a local fair , they congregated in 
a community that made the observance of the Sabbath possible 
(158a) . 

55Tosafot , Keritot , 9a . The authorities were careful 
to note the limited nature of the work permissible for gentiles 
to do in Jewish homes , viz ., work done primarily for them
selves . Note the similarity of the concern expressed in 
Eben Haezer, 150a. 

56Eben Haezer , 95d . 

57Ibid ., 166c . The language used here by R. Eliezer is 
important . The impression that is given is that R. Eliezer 
saw with his own eyes both Babylonian and Palestinian usages 
practised . 
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Ashkenazic l ands . 58 The custom of looking at one's finger

nails by the light of a Habdalah candle had become widespread . 

R. Eliezer gave as its rationale the need to demonstrate that 

tbe light was sufficiently strong to distinguish between the 

flesh and the fingernai1. 59 When the ceremony of Habdalah was 

performed in the synagogue , the Habdalah taper was first lit 

by the Shamash and only afterwards was the bless ing of 

Habdal::h made over wine because of concern for the dignity of 

the congregation , lest they be forced to sit in darkness while 

58rbid ., 174a . R. Meshullam of Mayence sent still an
other quote of a liturgical character to Jerusalem , although 

~ the text there (Eben Haezer , 156a) _is somewhat more question
able . Both footnote 57 and this reference point up one ex
tremely significant issue for our period , viz ., the sources 
from which the authorities of the German community drew for 
their guidance in matters of Jewish custom and usage . 
Zeitlin ' s thesis is that the influence on the Franco-German 
community was primarily from the Palestinian center , while 
the influence on Spain was primarily Babylonian (S . Zeitlin , 
"Re.shi and the Rabbinate , " JQR , Vol . 31) . That position is 
strengthened in part by the information supplied by R. Eliezer . 
Contact was maintained between the German centers and Pales
tine . Moreover , we have noted early influences of Palestine 
through the mediation of the Italian Kalonymides (supr:a , 
Chapter I , footnote 23) . At the same time , it i s clear that 
in our period , at least there were many Babylonian, as well 
as Palestinian influences ; the initial thrust of Palestinian 
influence was somewhat vitiated by later concentration on 
Babylonian interpretation . One example of such a change 
i - the intense study by Hestern authorities of the liturg:t - u. 
work of Amram G:aon,as well as the great influence of Hai Gaon 
(supra , Chapter II) . It is evident that over the course of 
time there developed an interest in and a study of Babylonian 
sources that was eventually to overshadow the Palestinian 
sources from which the German community originclly drew such 
sustenance . That process had already be:_:un to take place in 
R. Eliezer's period . See also , supra , Chapter IV , footnote 56 . 

59iben Haezer, 97b . Mote the discussion in Ber, 53b , as 
well as the comments made in Or Zarua , Part II , par:-93 , in 
which the reason for the custom is substantially the same as 
that given by R. Eliezer. 
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60 the blessing of Habdalah was spoken. 

Though observance of the Sabbath was of great importance 

to the medieval Jew , there were a number of ins t ances in which 

rigorous P.ebbath observances were set aside , primarily because 

they were very difficult to enforce . Though ~abbinic legisla

tion expres sly forbade the combing of hair and the sweeping of 

a house on the Sabbath , both acts were allowed by R. Lliezer . 61 

Of even greater import was the permission to extinguish a fire 

on the Sabbath particularly because of the danger of attack 

from gentiles . Of course , i f there was at any time danger to 

life or limb , the desecration of the Sabbath to save human 

life was deemed wholly proper . 62 A somewhat more difficult 

issue was presented with the problem of healing on the Sabbath , 

when danger to life did not exist . Here , too , every attempt 

60Bben Haezer , 153c . Tho h R. Eliezer did not stipu
late the origin of the cus tom , it i s clear that it had al
ready become accepted practice in . the gaonic period . , ee 
':J ~ , 81b . n-,,nlV> nw,n ac'> nn1"T11 n,•,:in -ri:i:> ,,·u 

61Bben Haezer , 149b . The phrase used by .H. . Eliezer to 
describe the problem was nii•T~ in•;~, n,~l,w in•w 
There were areas of concern where it was impossible for the 
rabbis to impose their will . Where a liberal rather than a 
conservative point of view was available without doing vio
lence to accepted patterns of interpretation , R. :Fliezer did 
not hesitate to adopt the more liberal view . Here note the 
discussion in~. 95a on which R. Eliezer based his reason
ing . See also supra , Chapter I , footnote 248 . 

62Eben Haezer, 15Oa . Of historical interes t was the 
indication that the mere presence of non- Jews during the per
iod of a fire constituted a clear a nd present danger f or the 
Jews involved and was an important ingredient in determining 
t hat the Sabbath may properly be violated . Note D. Shohet , 
The Jewish Court in the Jl'tiddle Ages , p . 12 . When actual 
danger to human life existed , there was never any question as 
to the steps that had to be taken . 
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was made to exploit the elements of the Talmudic traditions 

that were conducive to liberal interpretation. 63 The Jew 

spent the Sabbath day mostly in his own home in study and 

prayer. It was a day for conviviality and visiting with 

friends . It was not at all unusual for a Jew to visit with 

his Christian neighbors. 64 

The religious life of the Jew was enriched by special 

observances connected with the festivals that occurred 

during the year . The festivals were celebrated with great 

joy. By and large ; travelers sought to return home in order 
4 to spend the holidays with their fa.milies . 65 Often, however , 

extended trips prevented them from returning home on time and 

so they were forced to spend holiday periods in far off places . 

The penitential period that began the year was a significant 

one , enriched by creative liturgical. expression. During the 

entire penitential period beginning with the first of Ellul , 

the Shofar was sounded , 66 a custom that R. Eliezer explained 

as referring to the ascension of Moses on Sinai . The period 

63The question of whether an individual who cut his 
finger on the Sabbath could bandage it was ruled on positively 
by R. EJ.iezer , based on a rather broadened view of Erub , 
103b . See Eben Haezer , 159b. 

64Eben Haezer , 155d . 

65illg,. , 157c . 

66.l£M!. , 54a. 
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of forty days between the first of Ellul and Yom Kippur was 

paralleled in his view by the period of f orty days Moses 

spent on Ginai . 67 Rosh Hashenah was a day in which the syn

agogue was crowded with worshippers who had come in from out

lying areas . 68 At issue among scholars was question of 

whether Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur were to be considered 

among the Festivals . Such indeed was the determina-

tion of R. F.liezer who ruled that both 'Uat• w:, and H • •nnri, 

should be part of the High Holy Day liturgy •. 69 The order of 

sounding the r am ' s horn , sometimes in dispute , was largely 

decided by our time . 70 Yom Kippur was a day that was observed 

with great solemnity • .As on Rosh Hashanah , the Jews who were 

scattered on the outskirts of the town came s trea1ning into the 

67Ibid . He ba sed himself on Pirke de R. Elieze_r. 
68 Or Zarua , par . 10 . 

6 Eben Haezer , 156a. The contributions of n. Eliezer 
were duly noted in Mahzor Vitry , par . 328 . At the same time , 
R. Eliezer also commented. on mor minor matters in the liturgy 
such as the reading of 'DDW7.H'I 1 ~n on Rosh Hashanah , and the 
calculation of four verses to be quoted in each of the three 
sections of the Rosh Hashanah Amida (Eben Haezer ; 178b) . 

70s ome differences of view are found in the Tosafot on 
Rosh Hashanah, 33b. 1 /e have alread;t noted above the furor that 
was created in the synagogue cf R. Eliezer's father- in- law as 
a result of a disagreement on the order of blowing the Shofar . 
See supra , Chapter I , footnote 17. The disagreement prompted 
R. Eliezer to discuss at l ength (Eben Haezer, 49d ff.) the ' 
proper procedures to be used in the blowing of a Shofar , based 
upon gaonic precedent . Cf . Seder H.av .Am.ram , p . 45 ·. 
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cit y . 71 The observance of the fast was rigid , and there were 

those who sought to impos e the obligation to f ast upon chil

dren of a tender age well before such children were obligated 

to fast . 72 R. Eliezer concurred in the lo sening of the pro

hibition on washing during Yom Kippur . This was particularly 

difficult for one confronted with the mud and filth of the 

medieval city . 73 On Yom Kippur , the custom had spread of 

bringing a cock to be slain as a Kappara for the sins of the 

family and community . 74 The practice of Kapparot had taken 

different forms in different times . Instead of a cock , 

there were some who took a ba sket in which beans had sprouted , 

swung it around themselves seven times aµd then thra-1the 

71or Zarua , loo . cit . 

72sefer Hayyashar , p . 108 , par . 51 , 2 . R. Eliezer took 
a rather dim view of pietists who gloried on the stringency 
of their rulings . As a rule , the age was not yet one char
acterized by excesses of pietism. 

73Yoma , 77b . Cf . Eben Haezer , 169b . R. Eliezer took 
pains toextend his liberal interpretation of the talmudic 
statement; if there was need for an individual to wash him
self in order to meet the needs of either old or young , it 
was considered to be the equivalent of walking through muddy 
streets . 

74Mahzor Vitry . par . 339 . R. Eliezer never once commented 
on the existence of the custom in his community . The first 
reference to the custom in Germany is Mordecai(~, 723) 
who reported that the custom was widespread and that it was 
practised before Rosh Hashanah , as well as before Yom Kippur . 
In the work of an author closer to our own period , viz . , R. 
Eliezer of Metz (Sefer Yere 1m ) we can f:Lnd no references to 
the custom . Though beyond the scope of our work, it is worthy 
of note that the great rabbis of a later generation argued 
unsuccessfully against the spread of the custom which even
tually took hold in Germany and Ea.stern Europe as well . 
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bundle into a river . While most sources speak of the custom 

of Kapparot as developing around Yom Kippur , others refer the cus t om 

to Rosh Hashanah . 75 Worshippers brought candles to the syn-

agogue on the holiday , and the ·most pious sought to humble 

and even to humiliate themselves by submitting to penitential 

flagellation and repeating the Confessionai . 76 It was also 

the accepted custom to go to the ritual bath in the after-

noon before the holiday . After the fast was over , it was 

customary that it be broken with dairy foods , not with meat . 

Each of the festivals were celebrated with great joy 

and beauty . On Sukkot , most Jewish homes possessed a Sukkah 

of its own , and it was customary during the course of the 

holiday for families to visit in each other ' s booths . Those 

who had no Sukkah were thereby able to fulfill the command

ment . 77 It was customary that the entire family slept outside 

75Note Rashi ' s comment on~. 81b, referring this 
custom to a gaonic tradition . Of particular interest is the 
fact that the custom developed around Rosh Hashanah , rather 
than Yom Kippur. It is , however , doubtful whether the custom 
of Kapparot was observed in this manner during the course of 
our period . Rather , a fowl was used instead . 

76Responsa of Meir of Rothenburg , par . 153 . Mazor 
Vitry , par . 344 . There is no reference to the practice .,a'f 
self-flagellation in Eben Haezer .• 

77rt is impossible to ascertain what proportion of the 
community had booths of their own . A family Sukkah was the 
rule , however , rather than the exception . Note Eben Haezer , 
180b . 
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in t he Sukkah including very young ohildren. 78 In situations 

where there were real dangers due to marauding robbers in the 

vicinity or anti-Jewish attacks , the responsibility to sleep 

in the Sukkah was waived . Such dangers were by no means uni

versal , and the pattern of sleeping in Sukkot was maintained . 79 

Palm branches , as well as citrons , were dif ficult to find , but 

a sufficient number were available so as to provide some men 

in the congregation with palm branches that were carried in 

procession around the Bimah . At the conclusion of the pro

cessional , it was the cus tom in Mayence that t he pal m 

branches were brought before the ark and there all t he male 

children were given the opportunity to say t he blessing over 

80 the palms . In the years that palm branches were not to be 

found , the procession around the synagogue took place any

way . 81 Willows were always plentiful and the proper observ

ance of the seventh day of the festival always took place 

78rbid . The determination of whether a child was old 
enough w'a"s'ba sed upon the criteria, set up in Sukkah , 28b . 

79 Eben Haezer, loc . cit. 

80rbid ., 181d . A citron was ~ven more di ffi-
cult to obtain- than a palm branch , and hence one citron was 
often shared by an entire community . 

81Bben Haezer , 181b . From the context of R. Eliezer ' s 
comments , it i s clear tha t the absence of pa lms and citrons 
for the processional was all too common . Despite the posi
tion taken by the gaonim who refused t o allow the procession 
to take place without participants bearing palms , R. Eliezer 
ruled otherwis e because of the conditions of his time . 
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for the deficiencies of its palm branches and citrons by add

ing to the required number of willow branches . 82 Utilizing 

a talmudic precedent , women were permitted the privilege of 

reciting the required blessings over the palm~as well as ths 

blessings for booths . 83 

The minor f ast days were observed as well , although 

no attempt was made in our time to be excessively pious 

during the course of the fast days • .Although the pro:r:er rites 

were observed there was no excessive morbidi ty . While ab

staining from food , people went about their bu iness as on 

every other day . 84 There was some observance of the pro

hibition on eating meat or drinking wine during the three 

weeks preceeding the ninth day of Ab . 85 That particular fas t 

day , as is common in Jewish tradition , was observed more 

82Tosafot , Men , 38a • • ~~,~~ n~, n b'~n, o•Anil , a•nw •~,~ • •• 
Note a lso Eben Haezer, loc. cit~ 

83s ee ~ . 96ab • • Eliezer referred to the extension 
of such privileges to women as including the blessings for 
the Sukkah, as well as the blessings for the palms . Note 
Eben Haezer , 63c . The larger discussion on the place of women 
in the religious life of the community may be found. in Chapter ~,· . 

84Eben Haezer , 47a . •,xcluded from this category was the 
ninth day of Ab that had a very special significance in the 
Jewish liturgical year . R. Eliezer based himself on the Tal
mudic precedent of Taanit , llb , but it is important that he 
sought in no way to broaden the scope of the minor fast days . 

85Eben Haezer , 182b . From the use of the phrase 
i.>.:-u, fi5" R 1 one is lead to assume that the practice was 

not universal . 
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stringently than any other ., Even here the stringencies were 

by no means overwhelming. It was customary to partake of a 

Elimple meal on the eve of a f ast . However , there was no 

compulsion that one must abstain from the eating of meat at 

such a time . 86 There was little of the asceticism that was 

to be so characteristic of a later period in German-Jewish 

history . Individual self- imposed f a sts were not unknown , but 

they were the exception rather than the rule .,8 7 Communal fasts 

were established for particular commm1ity purposes but these, 

too ,. represented the exception rather than the rule for a 

community concerned. with the joyous , rather the.n with the 

more lugubrious aspects ·of life • .Although the tone of Chris

tian life of the period. wa s one of pietistic concern and pre

occupation with the penitential act , excessive fa.sting of the 

Jew was considered t o be sinful and wholly out of keeping wi th 

the demands that Judaism made upon men . 88 

86Eben Haezer , 182d . 

87Tosafot 1 Baba Kama , 82a ,. in which reference is made 
to fasting on Mondays and Thursdays , as well as Tosafot , 
Kiddushin, 81a , dealing with fasting after Passover an~ 
Sukkot . Cf . Eben Baezer , 182a, as well as Taanit , 12ab . 
In no sense , however , was fasting construed as a model of 
human behavior . 

88s efer Hasidim , par . 52 , Sefer Hasidim comes from a 
period later than our own , and is distinguished by a measure 
of pietism, as well as mysticism . Despite that fact , the 
author of Sefer Hasidim goes out of his way to discourage any 
excessive fasting or mortification of the flesh a s practiced 
by the Christianity of his time . That attitude was even more 
characteristic of the earlier period •. 
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The minor festivals , such as Purim, were celebrated 

with great joyfulness by t he community . It was customary 

to distribute gifts to the poor , and in some cases to one ' s 

Christian servants . 89 Purim was a time in which many re

strictions of Jewish law were set aside to allow a carnival

like atmosphere to exist within the community . 90 The 

i'-'.fegillah was read in the synagogue but with some local dif

ferences as to the manner in which the reading took place. 

Some communities read the Megillah rolled in the form o f a 

Torah scroll , while others read it folded as if it were a 

letter. 91 Pesah was a holiday to which much attenticn 

was paid in our sources both with regard to the many prepar

ations that had to be made for the holiday , as well as the 

celebration of the holiday itself . The prohibition against 

the 7)resence of even a trace of leavening was severe , and 

89I✓:i::thzor Vitry , par . 245 . There was some difference 
of opinion whether it was proper to distribute gifts to non
Jews during Purim . Note the contrary view held by Rashi in 
Sefer HaPardes, par . 205 . 

gr-
The op

po~ition ordinarily expressed to any blurring in dress of 
distinctions between the sexes was ordinarily far-reaching , 
but was waived for Purim. Note the extremely negative posi
tion by Eliezer of Metz with regard to such carnival-like 
behavior he noted at a wedding reception (Sefer Yerei'im, 
par . 96). Cf . L. Zunz , Zur Geschichte und Literatur , p . 171 . 

91Eben Haezer , 9ab . R. Eliezer noted that the domi
nant custom was to read the Megillah rolled up as a Sefer 
Torah following the approach suggested by Seder Rav Am.ram, 
P• 37 . 
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infractions were condemned vigorously. 92 There were differ

ences of view among the authorities on the strictness of 

their interpretations . 93 R. Eliezer found sever e interpre

t a tions of the laws of leavening in the communities of 

Bohemia that he had visited while traveling. Their strictness 

had been imparted to them years before by the authorities they 

had consulted . 94 Cleansing of houses before the holiday was 

extremely thorough , including the scraping of walls and the 

scouring of chairs , tables , and benches where any possible 

contact with leavening might have occurred . 95 The holiday 

92Eben naezer , 9ab . R. Eliezer felt himself to be 
bound by the views of the earlier authorities and so he at
tacked R. Tam publicly for suggesting a more liberal inter
pretation of the prohibition on leavening . Note R. Tam ' s 
position expressed in Tusafot , Pesachim , 20a , as well as 
Sefer Hayyashar , par . 48 , 9. The matter is discussed , but in
adequately handled, by E. Urbach , Baa'.te. HaTosafot , pp . 149- 50 . 

93Note as one example the differences between n. Eliezer 
(Eben Haezer , 8cd) and Mahzor Vitry, p . 270 (quoting a re
sponsum by ii . Isaac b . Judah) on the problem involved in find
ing a grain of wheat inside a roasted chicken . This well
discussed problem found ~. Eliezer arguing in f avor of a more 
rigid interpretation agains t his more liberally disposed 
French colleagues . 

94:Eben Haezer , 9(~ . We have already taken note of the 
travels of R. Eliezer to the East (supra· , Chapter I) . There 
is little doubt as to the historicity of h . Eliezer's travels . 
The question, however , of the extent to which the earlier 
Jewish communities were trained in the proper interpretation 
of Jewish law constitutes an entirely different matter . 

95Eben Haezer , 7c . 
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was di s tj nguished by a mes.s ure of freedom for children , eo.nd 

q6 
t he· pl ayi ng of nut gan16S was common . The ':lede r ceremony 

was identical with e,ur conteL1por&ry Sed e r . '11r~e Talmud provided 

for individuRls to lean on their left s i de during tlie course of 

t lle a.rinking of the four cups of wine . R. 1':liezer took n ot e 

of the changen that had occurred i n the manner in which indi

viduals sat at their tables . Since there were n o longer 

couches u pon ;l~ich one sa:t, t he custom of l eanini.: on the left 

s i d.e was not p r escribed any longer . 97 .,.Ut hough f our cups of 

wi ne werr req_uired , e gaonic trc.di tion WcJ s r et£ ined in which 

the fifth cup of wine was added as long as Ilollel was chanted 

over it . 98 3. . :Sliezer noted certaj_n d i s tinctions between 

Pas s over wine used in the 1.i e s t and that Uf.rnd in the N'ast . 

1·:hile in the Ba st the wine was extremely s tong end coulc1 not 

be drunk without being diluted , the Fassove1· wine in G-ermany 

was much less strong . Glasses utilized in the West were much 

larger than those in ·i:;he :B,ast . 99 Accordin,.r to R . Eliezer , 

' 
96 -'upra , Chapter VI . 

97Pesahim , 108a. Eben Ha ,zer , 164d . 

98 j 1he orie,;inal source for the c.rinkinti' o ::' the fifth 
cup i s to be found in a gaonic roe.d ing of a Talmudic text • 
.::esahim, 118a , has t he followin6 text in our VE r sion : 

~ , , l ~~ n , ~ ,~ , ~~nn nR , ~~, ,~ , ~ , , ~~, , "n 
However , J eder .a.av .Arnram , p . 41 , and. other gaonic authorities 
read 51,l ,,n i•5p ,~,~ •~Dn · 
echo ed by I ben Haezer , 1 66d . n th&t basi s , n fifth cup of 
wine w&. s permitted , a ruling t hat .Alfasi accepted s s well . 

99supra , Cha.pter VI . 
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the reason that - -lS .... , .... 1..,J....,M ... 0 ... 0 ... 'z ....... K ..... D-- was wrj_tten in the 

Aramaic tongue was so that it might be understood by the 

worn n and the children who were present at the Seder . Sim-

ilarily , he held that the phrase non,, •n,, should not 

be used , for it properly belongs to an era in which sacri-

fices were brought to the Temple .100 The Haroset hat was 

used contained not only apples end nuts but also cinnamon , 

spices , and herbs .101 The Afikomen was eaten , according to 

R. Eliezer , in order that the very last morsel of food con

sumed ea reminder of the Pesah sacrifice, and he justified hi s 

interpretation by construing the term etymologically in such 

a fashion .102 

There was a proliferation of customs and supersti-

tions during the mourning period , In almost all respects 

mourning customs adhered to the vel l trodden paths of the 

Halacha . Every effort was made to pay proper homage to the 

dead . Many people took part in the funeral ; on occasion 

special respect was shown by the next of kin walking bare

foot behind the hearse .103 Cus toms and traditions did develop 

lOOEben Haezer , 16~a . This particular historical note 
is not paralleled by any other source of the time . 

101Mahzor Vitry , p . 270 , par . 50 . 

102Eben Haezer , l oc . cit . 
divided the word in two --

l03Eben Haezer , 184a. 

The etymology that he used 
D'l1 P'Dlt 

ni•s n~,n• •~,~ pns• •li il'~, ,w ,nw• nnDw~w ,n,Dw 'lKi ••• 
••• nii~pn n'~? n•in~ ,n, 1?'? n,in• r~ il~? 

0 ee ~upra , Chapter I , footnote 212. 
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which had their source not in Jewish religious tradition but 

ather in the realm of the superstitions shared with the 

Christian population . One such cus tom was that of tearing 

grass at a cemetery and then throwing it behind one's back . 

The very first reference to the custom is to be found in the 

eleventh century. 104 Although ostensibly related Lo the 

Jewish belief in resurrection , in f act the custom incorporated 

element s that were magical and superstitious in:::oharaoter . At 

one time , the Jewish community of France stood accused by in

formerb of killing Christians by magice.l means , accomplished 

by Jews throwing grass over their shoulders after a funeral . 

Only the intervention of R. Moses b . Yechiel prevented vio

lence from occurring .105 R. Eliezer was asked about the 

104sefer Ha3ardes , par . 290 . Rashi gave R. Kalonymos 
(probably the elder , d . 1126) as the source for the custom. 
Rashi himself conceived of it as symbolizing resurrection . 
For the folkloristic material hidden in the custom , see J . 
Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition , p. 178 . Also 
note the similarity in Rashi ' s comments , to thos e that are 
found in Or Zarua (Part II , par . 422) , transmitted in the 
name of R. Eliezer , a clo se colleegue of Rashi who studied 
with the same teacher. 

105Mahzor Vitry , par . 280 , p . 247 . The story has come 
down to us in mythical fashion . R. Moses argued the inno
cence of the cus tom becaus e of its relationship to the belief 
in resurrection. The text puts words in the mouth of the 
French king after the expl&.nation of the Jewish apologis ts 
praising them for their beliefs and volunteering the informa
tion that resurrection represents a fundamental Christian 
belief as well . Mahzor Vitry adds that the incident is quoted 
because of the fear po ssessed by some Jews that the practice 
of the custom would bring down upon them the ire of the non
Jews . How valid a statement that was historically is ser
iously open to question . 
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reasons for t he custom and hi s reactions were homil ectical 

in character . He was unaware of any my :-:i tic significance to 

the cus tom, or at least did not see fit to mention it . 106 

It was customary f or the funeral procession,upon leavi ng the 

cemetery , to s top seven times . This was interpreted by some 

as a means whereby the spirits of t he dead would be induced 

to leave the party of mourners . There were others who in

sisted on a much more r at ional expl ana tion . 107 Of much 

earlier date was the custom of washing one ' s hands after a 

funeral . Here , too , there were early super stitious beliefs 

about di~pelling the spirits of the dead . For · l . Eliezer , 

the washing of hands had become a symbolic a,ffirmation of the 

atoning nature of death , parallel to the washing of hands in 

106:Eben Haezer , 9b . R. Eliezer did not view a belief 
i n resurrection as bei ng the reason for the cus tom , as did 
Rashi . On the other hand , t he exegetical material quot ed by 
R. Eliezer follows closely the verses quoted by Rashi and 
probably const itutes the source f or 11'. . Eliezer ' s statement . 
Trachtenberg ' s thesis with regard to R. Eliezer ' s response 
seems unwarranted , in view of its similarity to Rctshi ' s 
statement . See J . Trachtenberg , loc . cit . 

107or Zarua , pt . II , par . 422 . R. Isaac ascribed the 
custom to R. Baruch of Greece (Sout hern Italy) , a contem
porar y of our R. Eliezer. R. Baruch was. quoted as an author
ity by R. Isaac , oft en as a transmitter of opinions of the 
earlier North African authorities . R. Isaac also quoted a 
statement of R. Samuel b . I•.eir , in spirit much closer to R. 
Eliezer , in which the same cu: tom is accepted but for a totally 
different reason . In R. Samuel's view , it s intent i s to allow 
t he mourner to pour out his heart in tears while encouraging 
consolation to be given to the mourners . 11here is no doubt 
t ha t R. Samuel was aware of the magical interpr etation and 
chose a more rational path ins,tead . 
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Temple Das before the slaughter of the red heifer. 108 

During a period of mourning , groups of visitors from 

the community were with t he mourner at all times . It was 

cus tomary tha t a crowd f ollo ed t he mourner into his house 

immediately after the funeral . They did not begin speaking 

until he spoke , and they then served him a meal of cons ola

tion consisting of eggs and bread . Thereafter , he was per

mitted to eat even meat and wine durin0 t he course of Shiva . 109 

The mourner who appeared in the synagogue on the Sabbath dur

ing t he days of Shiva would be escorted back to his home by 

members of the congregation . 110 When tho mourner first en

tered the synagogue after the afternoon prayer on Sabbath eve , 

he was escorted in and all rose before him ; as a sign of 

mourning he did not sit in his accustomed place . 111 During 

108Eben Haezer, 9b . It is significant that R. Eliezer 
did not dwell on the mys tic na ture of custom . See l\.i.ahzor 
Vitry , par . 280 , p . 248 , in which it is clea r that the cus tom 
was not universal and was not compulsory on the mourner . When 
tl . Eliezer ' s statements on mourning are compared with later 
statements of Sefer Hasidim (e . g ., par . 452) , it is apparent 
l a ter generations ere much more susceptible to t he influence 
of mys ticism and superstition. 

109Mahzor Vitry , par . 280, p . 248 . 

llOE H 183d en .aezer , • 

111:r.ahzor Vitry , par . 275, p . 243. The text contains 
an eyewitness account of such a custom in existence at Ilameru . 
Tho h there is no evidence to suggest that it was not prac
ticed in Germany , the tone of the material suggests that it 
was novel and not universally accepted . There exists no 
earlier sourc : f or the custom in the literature , either 
talmudic or post-talmud.ic . 
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the course of the week , the mourner did not leave his home , 

but members of the community held services in the mourning 

household.112 On the l ast d ay of mourning , congregational 

visitors joined with the mourners in the afternoon prayer 

and only then left the home. 113 The extremely pious at times 

went even further in order to fulfill the commandment of 

consolling mourners , including the removing of their shoes 

and walking ba r efoot i n oympr, thy it t he plight 01 the 
dead could not 

mourners.114 One who had not yet buried hid/. enter the 

synagogue on a Sabbath before the funeral took place . He 

was to sit outside the building while the others went inside 

to say their afternoon prayers .115 Every attempt was made 

to discourage excessive mourning . The occurrence of a holi

day soon after burial acted as a brake -upon any excesses and 

forced changes in the liturgy of buriai . 116 

Interest in magic existed both among Jews and Chris

tians . It was to a large extent the view of Christianity 

that Jews were magicians with great mystic powers . Therefore , 

112s efer HaPardes , par . 161 . 

113Eben Haezer , 183a. 

114sefer Hasidim , par . 434 . Such an excess of pietistic 
concern was in no sense typical . It did , however , represent 
the kind of concern for the mourner t hat was characteristic 
of Jewish society . 

115Eben He.ezer , 184c • .An Onen was not responsible for the 
performance of the commandments until burial had actually taken 
place . This particular cuotom was one tha t was not practiced 
before the twelfth century . 

116 Eben Haezer , 185a. 
it was close to a holiday . 

T' , n P ,,:s was not said when 
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they never tired/cautioning their people agains t any contact 

with such Jewish magio . 117 .Although such estimates of Jewish 

magical propensity far exceeded reality , there was in-

t t i . . t bin J . h . 1 118 c t f' i eres n magic wi ewis c1.rc es . j ome ac so mag c, 

though not expressly recommended by the rabbinic leaders of 

the people were nonetheless tacitly condoned by them . 119 h . 

Eliezer believed , with others of his time , t hat amulets had 

the power of healing;120 he accepted the possibility of mes

sages received from the beyond for the proper instruction of 

those who were left behind,as well as in the powers of dreams 

to inform and direct men .121 Yet , his work was remarkably 

117, . Grayzel , The Church and the Jews in the 12~ 
Century , Decrees XXII , XXIV , as well as s..n excellent sort 
summary on the problem of magic , particularly as it affected 
Jewi sh- Christian relationships , p . 73 , footnote 145 . A full 
t reatment of magic and superstition in our period is beyond 
the scope of t his work . Por such a treatment in detail , see 
J . Trachtenberg, Jewish :Ma~ic and Superstition , passim. 

118
(!< S f Y · ' · " 82 s- f R, k ah oee , e . g., e er erei im , par. , e er o e , 

par. 317 , Sefer Hasidir , par. 172 , et al . 

119Note , e . g ., R. Meir of Ruthenburg ' s permission to 
murmur inca..11tations over a wound on the Sabbath since it 
doesn ' t fall under the category of healing . Respons a of R. 
Meir of Rothenburg , par . 55 . 

120Rben Haezer , 148c . • Eliezer ba sed his statements 
on Shabbat , 68a , but the medieval sources are replete with 

· reference to amulets . ~.3ee , e . g ., Tosafo '· on Shabbat , 103b ; 
Se:MaG , par . 65 , et al . For a fuller description of the use of 
amulets , see J . Trachtenberg , op . cit ., pp . 132-152 . 

121Eben B.aezer , 23d . Belief in dreams wa s widespread . 
Ifoses of Couey , e . g ., :uil.ated in the introduction to his work 
tha t he began his work as the result of a vision in a dream 
in which God directed him to do so . s e:MaG , Introduction , p . 
3b . 
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free of the influence of spirits and the spirit world . The 

approach o n. Eliezer was far more rational than mystic , 

far more preoccupied with the remands of Jewish law tha n with 

the determin .tion of thPological niceties. R: 1aiezer, in 

keeping with talmudic precedent , held tha+. there were many 

t heological questions beyond the ken of men . One cannot plumb 

the depths of the universe .122 Our period was one in which 

there was still contact with the philosophy of the rast. R. 

tliezer acknowledged a belief in a world consis ting of four 

elements exactly s S .adiah Gaon di d before him . 1 23 He cham

pioned the vie<1 t hat God was totally without form and sub

stance , and asserted th t such was the view of the Talmud as 

well .124 The problem of ~heodicy manifested itself , though 

somewhat obliquely , in the plaintive comment of }( . T~liezer 

that a man. who is faced with the death of his children must 

not rail against the lot that has been chos en f or him by God . 

Rather , he is to a ccept the will of God courageously and 

stoically an1 find solace in the justific . tion of the ways of 

122Bben :faezer , 67a . DN ,:, O'"l:nn ,,,K:i ¥.,,, l' · · ,ttii 
n,,ncl:i pc, ,>, T'K, n, ~~ ,:i MWY ~~ ~"l•D ~,, 0'''" ~,n, M,,~n 

123Ibid., 66b . R. Vliezer displ yed some knowledge of 
" ce H. l•'alt er , i fe and 'dorks of Saadiah ' s f ormul tions . 

Saadia p . 320. 

12¾'ben ilaezer , 68d . W'W ,,,,0w a,,~, ,,0,nn ,~~ T'Kw ••• 
,cw ,~~n, il'K~,~, n,~~ 1n,2 ~N,0'~ 
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God ( t•iil p,,:1 
' 

) .125 

Direction of religious life was derived from the Halacha . 

It was taken for granted that the Halacha represented the will 

of God , as revealed to the people of Israel . ilhile God was 

the Author of the Torah , it was set in order by men , and in

terpretations developed in e ach generation so thet men could 

live by the rule of Torah . Interpreters of the law were 

participants in the revelatory process . 126 ~·he means by 

which halachic decisions were carried out constitutes a trib

ute to the Jewish community of the time . Decisions were made 

by the leading scholars of the time , and their rulings were 

universally accepted without any mechanism to compel enforce

ment . At the same time , individual scholars of repute always 

had the right of disagreement with the majority of their col

leagues . A sense of personal modesty , as was the case with 

R. Eliezer, or concern for the way such a disagreement would 

be interpreted by the people , often prevented them from dis

agreeing in public . 127 Halachic decisions took into 

1251.121£,., 101b . 
126 This view is found in many rabbinic sources of an 

earlier period and wa8 ref ormulated f or our time . Ibi d ., 288b . 

127There was universal concern f or interpretations of 
rabbinic rulin. s m de by the people . It was particularly 
troubllne to Rashi as well s to his ..,erman spiritual heir , 
R. Jniezer . ~. 1 104a . ,n ' il , :i ,, n~, il n'?w ,:,, :i, 1) ::u, •• • 

,:i,:i 1•~0,n~ 1•~, 1~ 1,,,~ 1•~ ,n,n ~,nw m",~ ,~~, 

For an examination of i. . Eliezer' s _personality and his eval
uation of his own contribution.3 t o fialachic thinking , see 
supra , Chapter I . 
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cons idoration change s t hat h2d taken place in conditions of 

life, r etainin0 the Talmudic framework f or decis ions that were 

han<1.ed down . 128 ":he author i ties were acutely i:" ware of the ir 

dependence upon decisions made by the schol ars that preceded 

them.129 They were loathe t o do so , but did me,ke change s in 

Hal acha when deemed necessary . Despite s ome measu.~c of pietism 

excessive stringencies were frowned upon . 130 Any r eal threat 

of life and safety resulted in setting a law aside , even of 

the greatest sanctity . The scholars of the time , as conf ident 

as the~t might have been in their own knowledge , were willing 

and anxious to consult with one another . Their works show 

great influence of one upon the other and they d id not hesi

tate to comment c austically about contrary views to their own , 

however , they felt about one another personally . Reli crious 

law w2s no t codified or published in any well ordered fo rm . 

Responsa were widely known and quotea .131 Y.uch rabbinic 

128,.b H en aezer , 

129Ibid ., 155a . 

127d . 

1n,~o, 0 ~ ~10 i , n ~,,n= ~ ~i n~v- N~ ~~li~~ 
,,,::1::1 01'02l 

13OAt a later point in Jewish history , the hostility of 
the outs i de world stimulat ed within the Jew rigidity in the 
interpretati n of religious l aw and preoccupation with strin
gencies as a means of expressing their f aith . The schola rs 
of our period were suspicious of excessive pietism. See , e . g ., 
the typical comment of lt . 2liezer ( Eben !faezer , 137c). 

131.An examination of n. Eliezer' s text indic2.ted an ex
tens ive correspondence on matters of religious law . \lhile we 
have noted above (Chapter I) the fnct tho.t R. Eliezer ' s cor
respondence with R. . Samuel ben Meir was of very special im
portance , he corresponded at length with all the great schol
ars of his time . Moreover , his proc (~dure was typical . For a 
fuller description of the manner in which such correspondence 
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knowledge remained in oral form . Scholars often took note of 

comments made by their teachers that had never been reduced 

to writing. 'I·here existed a sense of halachic propriety . One 

did not disagree publicly witb one ' s colleagues if at all pos

sible .132 The authorities did not impoae upon the community 

edicts that they could not live with , and often such edicts 

were set aside for no othe r reason than the difficulty exper

ienced by the community .133 

Religious life of the community , then , was varied and 

full . It provided for the expression of the Jewish way of 

life as contained within the Halacha , interpreted by the 
I 

r abbis of the period. Although both mysticism and supe_sti-

tion were present , they did not occupy the center of attention . 

Such speculation was discouraged in f avor of greater immersion 

in the mainstream of Torah study. While theological concerns 

were present , ours •l c.,,, S not a pe1·iod of intense theological 

activity. The religious outlook was primarily optimi tic 

despite the tragedies of the time and sought to provide f or 

the continu8tion of trose patt rns of development originating 

in the period of the Talmud , always conscious of the pressures 

and problems of their own time. 

influenced the development of Halacha, see E. Urbach, op . cit ., 
passim. 

132Eben Baezer, 173d. T' l n, Q'in , y,,n,~ D'~~~nw ~ W j ••• 

a,,nK, 0 ,i,0Kn 0,,~, , ~ o n' lD ~ y,,nn~ '~~, nnk ' ,,o ,~ 1n~ 
Dn'lg ~ 1icK, 'KW, nnk ,~ ,n,n '"~ l'lM1l 

133The concept predates our period. What is si;_.:nificant 
for us is that the rabbis did not hesitate to use it when they 
thought it necessary. Bben Haezer , 245c . M''\'Tl 7,,,u l'KW .n~ ,,~r, ,,j, ,,~sn ~,, ,"KK ,,~sn ,v 
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SUlYfMARY 

The career of R. Eliezer b . Nathan , as well as his 

writings , have provided us with an interesting commentary to 

the life of the Jews of Germany in the twelfth century . As 

we have noted , that community was still in an early stage of 

organization, as well as religious and. cultural development. 

Encouraged by the receptive attitude of the secular authori

ties and the relative absence of hatred 'among the burgher 

group , the Jew proceeded to build his major institutions of 

self-government and develop his culture and religion . Though 

temporarily thwarted by the events of the First Crusade , he 

quickly rebounded from that setback to strengthen still fur

ther t he institutional life of the community . The Second 

Crusade touched the Jewish community in Germany hardly at all . 

Outwardly the lif e of the Jews in Germany closely re

sembled that of their gentile neighbors in the urban centers 

in which Jews were concentrated . Their dress was similar , the 

spoken vernacular was understood by Jew and gentile alike , and 

their housing was not segregated . Both groups participated 

in the rapid economic expansion of the German cities . While 

Jews distinguished thems elves in the field s of commerce and 

money-lending , they were not prevented from entering other 

362 
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fields of endeavor as well . Jewish merchants traveled far 

and wide in our period . Often they were ass ociated in their 

business undertakings with gentiles who provided them with 

working capital or even accompanied them on their travels . 

Such activity was rather perilous , and both Jewish and gen

tile merchants often found themselves prey to the attacks of 

highwaymen and brigands . Jewish traders and businessmen 

were highly successful and the Jews of the period enjoyed a 

high level of prosperity . Not only men participated in busi

ness , but women as rell . As a result they gained the right 

not only to contract on their own behalf but also to appear 

in court on their own . Though poverty was not unknown , the 

authorities within the Jewish community were not plagued with 

the need to provide for the masses of Jewish poor that was to 

be the lot of future generations of their coreligionists in 

Eastern Europe . During our period , the community remained 

relatively small , and it was able to provide for the needs of 

its members without difficulty . 

The Jewish community maintained a series of institu

tions to deal with the needs of its people . Foremost among 

these , perhaps , was the synagogue which functioned not only 

as a place for religious expression but also as a focus for 

all of the communal concerns of the people . Typical of our 

period was the regulation that one could bring communal 

prayer to a halt in order to place before the community for 

judgment a personal wrong done by one of its members to an

other. The synagogue was also at times the forum for the 
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moral admonishment of the community . Attached to the s ~;na

gogue were a number of functionaries, wlose role was primarily 

that of organizing and leading Iivine Worship. By far, the 

most significant leader of the community was the rabbi , whose 

role was very much in transition during the course of our 

period. l;rawn from the ranks of the intellectual e::J,.i te , the 

rabbi was not as yet a paid functionary of the corn.rrunity . He 

apparently had. no great difficulty sustaining himself in the 

rapidly expanding economy of the time . The rabbi was turned 

to as a source of helacbic e..uthori ty in the nume:r·ous religious 

issues of the time , but he was involved' in the secular prob

lems of tbe community as vrell . Rabbis functioned as judges 

in tbeir individual communities , and when events proved neces

sary , gathered together in synods to enact legislation to deal 

with the pro bl ems of ·_:'-·, e time . The Gern.an-J ewish community 

was by no means isolated; it was in comr:iunicetion with the 

major centers of Jewish life . Communications flowed freely 

across the flexible political boundaries of the time . Rabbin

ic authorities desirous of receiving instruction from elder 

or more competent colleagues were able to s eek out such in

struction with greB,t freedom . Though local customs and in

terpretations were 8,ccorded proper respect , rabbinic authori

ties were able to develop a mBinstree.rri of legal interpretation 

th2. t maintained the unity of the Jewish people c.espite the 

exis tence of national bounderies . This was particularly true 

of the French and German communities . The responsa of R. Eli ezer 
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show beyond any question the deep and significant ties that 

bound the two communities together despite their occasional 

differences . 

Our sources point to Palestinian influence on the 

German-Jewish community . An important intellectual stimulus 

was provided by the migration into Germany of the Kalonymides 

of Italy , where Palestinian influence reigned supreme . In 

addition , contact was maintained with the Palestinian center 

even duri our period and Palestinian texts were studied . 

Gradually , however , Babylonian influence gained the ascendancy . 

The influence of the abylonia.n Gaonate , as well as the in

tensive study of the Babylonian Talmud were superimposed on 

the Palestinian foundation of the community . Increasingl y in

digenous German scholarship established itself and individual 

scholars developed their own approaches to the problems facing 

the Jew . That approach , as typified by R. Eliezer ' s work , 

made proper obeisance to the work of earlier authorities . 

The labors of the Gaonim , in the thinking of R. Bliezer , con

tributed enormously to German-Jewish society and must continue 

to guide its intellectual leadership . However , when the de

mands of the time make it necessary , prior precedents must be 

set aside if Jewish faith and Jewish life is to survive . Such 

an approach to Halacha was remote from intense preoccupation 

with the stringencies of Jewish law so typical of later gen

erations in Eastern Europe . At the same time , both the manner 

and the context of Jewish study was determined by halachic 
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considerations more than any other. Though knowledge of 

philosophy was not unknown, it was remote from the intellectual 

world of the rabbinic authorities . Their knowledge of 3ible 

was extensive although tied in closely with their understand

ing of T' lmud . Though secular poetry was almost unknown , 

religious poetry flowered . I•any of H. Eliezer.' s colleagues 

contributed compositions of v arious kinds to enrich the liturgy; 

his o-vm contributions hRve survived in part to our own day . The 

period before the invention of the printing press was one in 

which much flexibility still exis ted , and additions were made 

to the prayer book with some frequency . At the same time we 

note the existence of hand.books of prayer th&t defined the 

Balacha of prayer ever more precisely . Though superstition 

and magic were the province of the unlet t ered masses rather 

than their intellectual leadership , elements of medieval 

superstition are evident within R, Bliezer ' s work . At the same 

time , his work is inf used with a rational spirit of those en

gaged in the labor of deciphering the Halacha , rather than 

the soaring mystical spirit of other generations end other 

lands . Despite the events of the times , its tone is optimistic . 

·1'he Jewish community of the twelfth century was certainly 

awa e of its limitations in many areas . It knew that the power 

of life and death lay beyond its control . It was prepared in 

keeping with Talmudic precedent to accept the l aw of the land 

as binding upon it, even if the promulgation of such a law was 

on occasion contrary to Jewish law. At the same time , Jewish 
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authorities jealously guarded their own sovereignty . A secu

lar law that was unjust should not , in their opinion , be 

obeyed . Moreover , the secular authorities had no right to 

interfere in the functioning of Jewish courts nor in the i n

ternal organization of the Jewish community . A Jew who 

brought his problems into a gentile court for adjudication 

opened himself up to the most far-reaching rebuke . Though 

functioning within the :framework of the rights granted to them 

by the secular community , Jewish a.uthorities always quoted 

their own Talmudic sources rather than secular privileges when 

invoking their authority . 1'hey promulgated Takkanot and enforced 

the Herem in organizing and administerine the community . 

The secular authorities were quite prepared to accept Jewish 

autonomy . The expanding f r ee city of the twelfth century was 

very much in need of the economic contributions of the Jews 

in the period , and a l i beral Emperor was well disposed. also 

to Jevlish economic activity . The burgeoning hatred of a 

later period between the Jews and their neighbors which even

tually forced the Jews to flee the German cities was not ye t 

an overwheLming problem , although Jews were conscious of the 

tenuousness of their existence in a Christian land . Personal 

relationships between Jews and gentiles remained cordial 

throut.;h most of out period . The concern for proper moral 

relationships beti;veen Jews were extended to non- Jews a.s well . 

Defrauding a non- Jew was as much of an offence in the eyes of 

Jewish autorities as acting in a similar fashion to Jews . 
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Similarly , the rabbis of Germany , as well as :5'r ance , disting

uished sharply in their thir. king between the paeans of the 

'relmudic period and the Chris tians of their own tine. J s a 

result, certain 'J'almudic restrictions, s uch a s the one directed 

agains t gentile libation wine rnre fundamentally changed in our 

period. 

R. ~liezer was one of the mo 2t signific~nt fieure s of 

the Je -rish community. Al though not born into P f ;:-mily of 

acederr..ic eminence, he displayed r,res. t brilliance a s a you.."lg 

man and became the son-in-lau of one of the mo ot distinguished 

scholars of the time , R. F:liakim b . Joseph . Particularly 

after replacinc: R. T'liakim 2 s the spiritual mE'ntor and c ief 

judge of Mayence Jewry , the fam e of R. :aiezer spread through 

the whole of German Jewry . He ,; FJ S turned to as an euthori ty 

on Jev-7 ish law by scholars in many different cities, and he was 

a particularly f &vori te correopondent of the Fre.nch Tosafot . His 

major work , ~ben Haezer , is a monument to his erudition and 

his grasp of the problems of his time . Though not a s much of 

a force a s hi8 contempora r y , RabLenu Tam, n. Eliezer repre

sented German Jewry at the major synods of the time . He 

distinguished him.self also a s e r eli.gious poet 2nd as a chr n

icler of the First Crusade . His s tudents, e.mong whom he 

cou.."lted his brilli2nt sons-in-law , were many, and they carried 

his teaching to the many centers for the study of Torah that 

constituted the pride of the Jeiish community. R. Eliezer 

traveled wi dely and his i~pressions often compris e the only 
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information we have on the early communities of Eastern 

Europe . Some hictorians were far too hasty in asst1ming that 

R. Eliezer traveled into Russi a . However , his statements 

ab0ut his travels bear evidence to the fact that R. Eliezer 

was not a sedentary scholar but one who was involved in the 

world of his time and aware of the problems faced by his 

people . 

We have noted the fc:.ct that the twelfth century- was one 

in which an open society existed . It was the century of 

Medieval Henainsance , one of popule.tion growth , and economic 

growth. For Jewish history , it has always been , above all , 

the century of the Crusades . It is crystal clear , however , 

from the evidence gathered here , that the effects of the 

Crusadeo , in our Century at least , were temporary rather than 

permanent . The openness of the century was felt by Jews, not 

only by gentiles . As a result , the period was one of growth 

and development for the Jewish community , in step with that 

of their gentile neighbors . Liberal interpret at ions of 

Jewish law , a liberal view of the place of women , and a 

liberal attitude to the gentile community combined to make 

t he century one of significance . R. Eliezer was the embodi

ment of the best of the spirits of that century . 
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